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Announcement and News
New DBM for Db2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI (dbm-db2)

Lets you interact with Db2 using Broadcom Database Management Solutions for Db2 for z/OS from the Zowe CLI
interface. You can generate DDL and then edit and verify the syntax. You can compare DDL to a target subsystem
and make changes. You can also migrate and deploy Db2 object changes from one subsystem to another. You
can integrate the plug-in into continuous integration/continuous development (CI/CD) DevOps workflows and
automate Db2 schema provisioning. For information, see DBM for Db2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI.

Register for 2022 Broadcom Product Roadmap Webcasts
Broadcom is pleased to announce that we have expanded our Product Roadmap Webcast schedule for
Broadcom products. The complete schedule for 2022 is available here.

Brightside: Support Offering 100
The Brightside: Support Offering 100 course articulates the business value of Brightside, describes Zowe and its
components, as well as Code4z, Eclipse Che, and Test4z, and their corresponding installation procedures.

• Code: 06BRS10030
• Title: Brightside Installation Overview 100
• Duration: 45 Mins

New Training:
This course focuses on introducing you to Test4z. Test4z is a service that lets you search, compare, copy, and
update data sets. Test4z runs on the mainframe USS environment and exposes a set of Rest APIs. The course
explains what Test4z is and how it fits into your testing plans.

• Code: 06BRS20120
• Title: Brightside: Introduction to Test4z 200
• Duration: 45 Mins

For more information about this course, see Mainframe Software Education.
Mainframe Technical Exchanges: April, June, and October 2023

Join us for the Mainframe Technical Exchanges in person in Prague, Czech Republic (April 18-20), in Plano,
Texas (June 13-15), and virtually on October 3-5. Connect with Mainframe Experts who will share the latest
technical education and product demos and respond to your questions and feedback. These no-cost educational
events are a great way to network with peers and experts from across the globe.
Bookmark this page for current registration and event information.

Custom Maintenance Acquisition Interface
Use the Create Service Order Online Interface to order, download, and receive maintenance packages for
Broadcom mainframe product solutions. This option is more streamlined than using the SMP/E Internet Service
Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Direct Product Acquisition into z/OSMF
A new GIMZIP download option is available to acquire a portable software instance from a secure Broadcom
download server directly from z/OSMF. To determine if your product is GIMZIP enabled, see Mainframe Products
using z/OSMF for Software Management.

Consolidated Product Lifecycle Overview
Use the new Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page to determine the end-of-service (EOS) or end-of-life
(EOL) support dates for Broadcom mainframe products and releases. This information is useful when planning
installations and upgrades.
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Chorus Software Manager (CSM) End of Life
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their strategic
business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We are discontinuing
technical support for CSM effective June 30, 2023. Thereafter, CSM will have limited functionality. In accordance
with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented
in the Broadcom Software Maintenance Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of
End of Life for CSM. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement. If you do not have CSM installed, we
recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation and usage details, see the IBM
documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To
migrate existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.
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Release Notes
Brightside 3.0 is the first DevOps solution to enable development teams to control, script, and develop for the mainframe
like any other cloud platform using open source tools. Brightside empowers next-generation developers to more easily
apply their experience with modern DevOps toolchains and frameworks, helping to increase their ability to innovate for the
mainframe platform. It enables automation with self-service capabilities to help unlock the mainframe's value. Brightside
reduces risk and cost by accelerating software development with higher quality and creating a fine-tuned cross-enterprise
DevOps environment.

Brightside 3.0 is an enterprise-class DevOps solution that provides:

• Mainframe automation that is driven by modern distributed tools (such as Jenkins or TravisCI) to integrate the
mainframe with DevOps pipelines.

• Modern interfaces such as Eclipse Che stacks (Che4z), Visual Studio Code Extensions (Code4z), and Zowe CLI.
• Infrastructure management of REST APIs across your organization using Zowe API Mediation Layer.
• Intellectual property protection assures that all third-party software is safe to use.
• On-going product innovations available only with a Brightside subscription, such as the z/OS Extended-Jobs and z/OS

Extended-Files plug-ins.

Supported Components

The Brightside subscription includes support for:

Zowe™ Long-Term Support (LTS) versions
Zowe API Mediation Layer

A single point of access for mainframe service REST APIs. To review a list of Zowe conformant Broadcom
REST APIs as well as links to API Swagger documentation, see Broadcom Zowe Conformant APIs.

Zowe Application Framework
A virtual desktop with apps that access z/OS functions. The base version of Zowe includes apps for 3270
terminal and VT Terminal, as well as an editor and explorers for JES, MVS Data Sets, and Unix System
Services.

Zowe CLI
A command-line interface that lets you interact with the mainframe in a familiar, off-platform format.

Zowe Client SDKs
Software Development Kits that let you easily use Zowe APIs to build client applications that interact w/
the mainframe.

Zowe Explorer
A VSCode extension, which is powered by Zowe CLI, that streamlines interaction with mainframe data
sets, USS files, and jobs.

Zowe z/OS Services
A set of APIs for the management of z/OS JES jobs and MVS data set services.

For information about these components, see Zowe Overview in the Zowe documentation.
Che4z (Eclipse Che stacks)

Eclipse Che4z provides components/extensions for Eclipse Che to facilitate mainframe application development.
You can download the Basic Stack or the Premium Stack. For more information, see Eclipse Che4z.
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Code4z (Visual Studio Code Extension Pack)
Code4z is a Microsoft Visual Studio Code (VSCode) extension pack that offers mainframe development
capabilities. An "extension pack" consists of several plugins, which collectively offer a modern interface into the
mainframe through VSCode. For more information, see Code4z on the VSCode marketplace.

Broadcom Product Plug-ins and Innovations

• A growing collection of Zowe CLI plug-ins that integrate with Broadcom products.
• Broadcom Innovation plug-ins, such as z/OS Extended-Files and z/OS Extended-Jobs Plug-ins for Zowe CLI.

For information, see Available Plug-ins. 

• Broadcom Innovation extensions to the Zowe API Mediation Layer: The API State Monitor for Zowe API
Mediation Layer monitors the state of API services flowing through the Zowe ecosystem and reports that
state back to the System Log (SYSLOG) in the form of a Write To Operator (WTO) message. The API Audit
Log for Zowe API Mediation Layer provides unified auditing logs making it possible for you to visualize API
Audit Log data. For more information, see Brightside Extensions for Zowe API Mediation Layer.

New Features
The new features in this  Brightside release offer you increased flexibility and efficiency.

New DBM for Db2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI (dbm-db2)
The new plug-in lets you interact with Db2 using Broadcom Database Management Solutions for Db2 for z/
OS from the Zowe CLI interface. You can generate DDL and then edit and verify the syntax. You can compare
DDL to a target subsystem and make changes. You can also migrate and deploy Db2 object changes from one
subsystem to another. You can integrate the plug-in into continuous integration/continuous development (CI/CD)
DevOps workflows and automate Db2 schema provisioning. For information, see DBM for Db2 Plug-in for Zowe
CLI.

Zowe v1.28.1 Long-Term Support (LTS)
Zowe is an open source project hosting technologies that benefit the IBM Z platform for all members of the Z
community. Zowe comes with a set of APIs and OS capabilities that applications build on, and includes some
applications out of the box. Zowe offers modern interfaces to interact with and automate actions on z/OS similar
to what you experience on cloud platforms today. Access these interfaces as delivered or use client or third-party
vendor plug-ins and extensions. For more information, see the Zowe Docs website.

New Broadcom Innovation Extensions for Zowe API Mediation Layer
Broadcom Innovation Extensions for Zowe API Mediation Layer make it possible for you to monitor Zowe
conformant REST APIs:

• The API State Monitor for Zowe API Mediation Layer monitors the state of API services flowing through the
Zowe ecosystem and reports that state back to the System Log (SYSLOG) in the form of a Write To Operator
(WTO) message.

• The API Audit Log for Zowe API Mediation Layer provides unified auditing logs making it possible for you to
visualize API Audit Log data.
For more information, see Brightside Extensions for Zowe API Mediation Layer.

IDMS Plug-in for Zowe CLI
The plug-in lets you interact with IDMS from the Zowe CLI interface. You can access Real-time Monitor statistics,
view DC log records, issue DCMT and DCUF commands, and more.

Vantage™ Plug-in for Zowe Application Framework
A plug-in for the Zowe Application Framework that provides access to the Vantage Web Client from the Zowe
Desktop. Vantage is an automated storage management system that provides comprehensive reporting,
monitoring, and automation capabilities.
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Zowe CLI now supports integration with Zowe API Mediation Layer
with support for Single Sign-on (SSO) and Multi-Factor Authentication (MFA). The Endevor Plug-in for Zowe CLI
supports SSO. For more information, see the Zowe Documentation and this blog on Medium.com.

New product integrations/plug-ins for Zowe CLI
Endevor Bridge for Git

Provides a Git front end for Endevor. Take advantage of the software management capabilities and
lifecycle automation of Endevor with the industry-leading source control platform of Git.

JCLCheck
Validates the accuracy of job control language (JCL) and identifies execution-time errors such as security
violations and missing data sets that could cause jobs to fail. Provides users with warnings so corrective
actions can be taken before the job is executed in the production cycle.

MAT (MAT)
Improves application response times and identifies areas where you can lower CPU consumption. Helps
performance management teams find and prioritize tuning opportunities, initiate measurements, and
analyze results.

Spool
The only independent and open print management product that fully supports and promotes the IBM
Enterprise Printing Strategy. Spool is a comprehensive, flexible print spooling subsystem for IBM
mainframe MVS environments.

SYSVIEW
Lets Application Developers, DevOps and CI/CD Administrators, and other similar IT roles issue
SYSVIEW commands that take actions on the mainframe or display data.

View
Provides a report management solution that reduces costs and helps you to comply with regulations.
Minimizes time-consuming tasks and lowers document delivery and storage costs.

CA 7
Lets users issue commands or run scripts that write alerts, reports, and other workload-related tasks on
CA 7.

NOTE
You can install Zowe CLI using the Local Package or Online Registry methods. The Windows Installation Wizard
is deprecated in Brightside 3.0.

.

Zowe CLI Latest Updates
Brightside packages are updated periodically to include new enhancements, fixes, and product integrations. You can
download the updated packages from Broadcom Support. Optionally, you can install the CLI packages from an online npm
registry.

NOTE
To read release notes for all Zowe components, see the Zowe Docs Site.

Brightside 3.0.27

Brightside 3.0.27 includes Zowe 1.28.3 components and security fixes.

Brightside 3.0.26

Brightside 3.0.26 includes Zowe 1.28.2 components and security fixes.
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Brightside 3.0.25

Brightside 3.0.25 includes Zowe v1.28.1 components and security fixes.

• BugFix: Fixed missing help text for zowe zos-files upload dir-to-uss command.

Imperative CLI Framework

• BugFix: Added ANSI escape codes trimming for the Web Help. [#704]
• BugFix: Fixed AbstractRestClient not converting LF line endings to CRLF for every line when downloading large files

on Windows. [#1458]
• BugFix: Fixed zowe --version --rfj , including a trailing newline in the version field. [#842]
• BugFix: Pruned and updated dependencies for performance improvements.

DB2 Plug-in

• BugFix: Updated ibm_db dependency to be compatible with Node.js 18.

CA Spool Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• Documentation: Rebranding and documentation updates.

DBM for DB2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• Documentation: Updated links in ReadMe.

MAT Analyze Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• BugFix: Updated dependency for improved security.

Brightside 3.0.24

Brightside 3.0.24 includes Zowe v1.28.0 CLI and plug-ins including the newly released DBM for DB2 plug-in for Zowe CLI.

DBM for DB2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• The Database Management Solutions for Db2 for z/OS plug-in for Zowe CLI lets you automate database administrator
functions and integrate them fully into your DevOps pipeline by scripting Zowe CLI commands and calling those scripts
programmatically. For more information, see DBM for Db2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI.

Brightside 3.0.23

Brightside 3.0.23 includes Zowe v1.28.0 components and security fixes.

• Enhancement: Added the exec-data option to the zowe jobs list jobs command. The command now returns
the default job information and execution data that relates to the job. [#1158]

• BugFix: Fixed issue with SSH commands so that they no longer wait forever when the user specifies an expired
password. [#989]

Imperative CLI Framework

• BugFix: Updated dependencies for improved security and performance.
• BugFix: Added the ability to read option values from aliases.
• BugFix: Fixed the plugins uninstall command so that it no longer fails when there is a space in the install path.
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CICS Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• BugFix: Updated dependency for improved security.

DB2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• BugFix: Updated ibm_db to let users install the plug-in on MacOS M1 architecture.

File Master Plus Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• Documentation: Updated product branding.

IMS Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• BugFix: Updated dependency for improved security.

MAT Analyze Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• Documentation: Updated product branding.

MAT Detect Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• Documentation: Updated product branding.

OPS/MVS Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• Documentation: Updated product branding.

SYSVIEW Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• Documentation: Updated product branding.

View Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• Documentation: Updated product branding.

z/OS FTP Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• Enhancement: Changed the profile fields from required to optional for improved base profile compatibility.
• BugFix: Refined error message of uploading partitioned dataset member.
• BugFix: Refined description of parameter `dcb` for updating sequential dataset.

Brightside 3.0.22

CA Brightside 3.0.22 includes the latest Zowe security fixes.

Zowe CLI

Zowe CLI contains the following bug fixes:

• Updated dependencies for improved security.
• Fixed inconsistent case on the modify-version option and provided more accurate output for the following

commands [#1333]:
zowe zos-jobs delete job

zowe zos-jobs cancel job
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Zowe CLI contains the following enhancements:

• Added support for the --record format on the following commands [#539]:
zowe zos-files download (data-set|all-members)

zowe zos-files upload (dir-to-pds|file-to-data-set|stdin-to-data-set)

Imperative CLI Framework

Imperative CLI Framework contains the following bug fixes:

• Updated dependencies for improved security.

Brightside 3.0.21

Brightside 3.0.21 includes Zowe v1.27.3 components and security fixes.

Zowe CLI

The following bugs were fixed in core Zowe CLI:

• Fixed inconsistent capitalization with z/OS console command. [#961]
• Updated dependencies for improved security
• Documentation: Updated help text for the zowe jobs submit stdin command. [#1284]

Imperative CLI Framework

Imperative CLI Framework contains the following enhancements:

• Sorted output of plugins list command in alphabetical order to make it easier to read. [#489]
• Added --short option to plugins list command to abbreviate its output. [#743]

The following bugs were fixed in Imperative CLI Framework:

• Fixed single character options rendered in help with double dash instead of single dash. [#638]
• Updated dependencies for improved security

DB2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI

The following bug was fixed in the plug-in:

• Updated dependencies for improved security

Secure Credential Store Plug-in for Zowe CLI

The following bug was fixed in the plug-in:

• Updated dependencies for improved security

Brightside 3.0.20

Brightside 3.0.20 includes Zowe v1.27.2 components and security fixes.

Zowe CLI

• Enhancement: Locked down dependencies for registry installation for enhanced security

Imperative CLI Framework

• BugFix: Updated dependencies for improved security
• BugFix: Corrected web-help issues
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CICS Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• Enhancement: Locked down dependencies for registry installation for enhanced security

DB2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• Enhancement: Locked down dependencies for registry installation for enhanced security

Endevor Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• BugFix: Updated the CLI help

IMS Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• Enhancement: Locked down dependencies for registry installation for enhanced security

MQ Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• Enhancement: Locked down dependencies for registry installation for enhanced security

Secure Credential Store Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• BugFix: Updated dependencies for improved security
• Enhancement: Locked down dependencies for registry installation for enhanced security

z/OS Extended Files Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• BugFix: Updated the CLI help

z/OS Extended Jobs Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• BugFix: Updated the CLI help

z/OS FTP Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• Enhancement: Locked down dependencies for registry installation for enhanced security

Brightside 3.0.19

Brightside 3.0.19 includes updated Zowe v1.27.0 components and security fixes.

Zowe CLI

• BugFix: Corrected issue where, in certain circumstances, downloaded files were truncated. [#1170]
• BugFix: Updated Imperative to absorb bug fixes that were introduced in version 4.17.2 .

Imperative CLI Framework

• BugFix: Fixed AbstractRestClient silently failing to decompress the last chunk of gzip-compressed binary data
that is truncated.

• BugFix: Updated dependencies for improved security.

CICS Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• BugFix: Updated Readme links.

Secure Credential Store Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• BugFix: Updated Readme links.
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z/OS FTP Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• Enhancement: Added second shortcuts to match with Zowe core CLI options.
• BugFix: Fixed download uss-file and view uss-file for files under a symbolically linked directory.

Brightside 3.0.18

Brightside 3.0.18 includes updated Zowe v1.26.0 components and security fixes.

Zowe CLI

• Enhancement: Added new feature to manage zos-logs. z/OSMF version 2.4 or higher is required. Ensure that the z/
OSMF Operations Log Support is available via APAR and associated PTFs. [#1104]

• Enhancement: Added the response-format-json option to the following command:
zowe --available-commands --response-format-json

• BugFix: Fixed an issue where plugin installation and uninstallation did not work with NPM version 8. [#683]

Imperative CLI Framework

• Enhancement: Added the response-format-json option to the following command:
zowe --available-commands --response-format-json

• BugFix: Fixed an issue where plugin installation and uninstallation did not work with NPM version 8. [#683]

CA View Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• BugFix: Updated dependencies for improved security.
• BugFix: Fixed incorrect values that are displayed for the report Pages and TotalPages fields.

Brightside 3.0.17

Brightside 3.0.17 includes updated Zowe v1.25.0 components.

Zowe CLI

• Enhancement: Add support for PEM certificate-based authentication.
• Enhancement: Removed the misleading `workflow-name` option for the `zowe zos-workflows list definition-file-details`

help example. [#659]
• Enhancement: Exposed new option `modifyVersion` for the `zowe zos-jobs delete job` and `zowe zos-jobs cancel job`

commands. [#1092]
• BugFix: Reverts hiding the cert-key-file path so users can see what path was specified and can check if the file exists.
• BugFix: Updated dependencies for improved security.

Imperative CLI Framework

• Enhancement: Implemented the ability to authenticate using client certificates in PEM format.
• BugFix: Updated dependencies for improved security.
• BugFix: Reverts hiding the cert-key-file path so users can see what path was specified and can check if the file exists.

z/OS FTP Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• Bugfix: Fix Windows path problem when using `delete uss-file` command.

Brightside 3.0.16

Brightside 3.0.16 includes updated Zowe v1.24.0 components.
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Zowe CLI

• Enhancement: Exposed new option start for the zowe zos-files list data-set command.
• Bugfix: Fixed capitalization of handler paths for zowe files rename ds and zowe files rename dsm

commands.

Imperative CLI Framework

• Enhancement: Improved command suggestions for mistyped commands, add aliases to command suggestions.
• Enhancement: The plugins validate command returns an error code when plugins have errors if the new --

fail-on-error option is specified. Also adds --fail-on-warning option to return with an error code when
plugins have warnings.

• BugFix: Fixed regression where characters are not correctly escaped in web help causing extra slashes ("\") to appear.

DB2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• Enhancement: Update ibm_db dependency to support Node v16

z/OS FTP Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• Enhancement: Support listing loadlib members
• Enhancement: Clear password error message
• Enhancement: Support listing jobs without default prefix *.
• Enhancement: Support listing USS files with file name pattern containing *.

Brightside 3.0.15

Brightside 3.0.15 includes security fixes for Zowe v1.23.0 components.

Imperative CLI Framework

Resolved Security or Integrity Problem

Brightside 3.0.14

Brightside 3.0.14 includes updated Zowe v1.23.0 components and new Broadcom product innovations.

Zowe CLI

• Enhancement: Added new aliases for zos-files commands in delete, download, and list relating to USS files. You can
now interact with uf or uss .

• Enhancement: Added a --volume-serial option to the zowe zos-files list data-set command. Use this
option to filter data sets by volume serial.

• Enhancement: Removed 'z/OS' from zos-files help upload and download commands.
• Enhancement: Expanded help text of --data-set-type on create data set command by adding an example of

creating PDSE.
• BugFix: Updated Imperative version to fix web help issues.

Imperative CLI Framework

• Performance: Improved the way that HTTP response chunks are saved, reducing time complexity from O(n2) to O(n).
This dramatically improves performance for larger requests.

• BugFix: Fixed web help examples description typo.
• BugFix: Fixed Markdown special characters not being escaped in web help for descriptions of positional options and

examples.
• BugFix: Fixed subgroups not being displayed under their own heading in web help.
• BugFix: Added missing periods at the end of command group descriptions for consistency.

MAT Analyze Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• BugFix: Issue resolution for correct boolean datatype for zowediscoverable/zdis parameter.
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Brightside 3.0.13

Brightside 3.0.13 includes updated Zowe v1.22.0 components and new Broadcom product innovations.

Zowe CLI

• Bugfix: Ensured that the like field will always be added to all allocate like requests.

Imperative CLI Framework

• BugFix: Fixed active command tree item not updating in web help when scrolling.
• BugFix: Fixed main page of web help not staying scrolled to top of page when loaded.

Secure Credential Store Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• BugFix: Updated the Keytar and prebuild-install dependencies to make offline installation possible for npm@7 users.
• BugFix: Updated the Keytar dependency to v7.7 to be compatible with Node.js v16.

z/OS FTP Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• Enhancement: Add retcode in the output of the view job-status-by-jobid and submit command to be consistent with the
core Zowe CLI jobs group.

• Enhancement: Added --rdw to download dataset command to download variable-length dataset.
• BugFix: Expose metadata for Zowe Explorer FTP extension.

MAT Analyze Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• Enhancement: Added the `listing` option to the `zowe mat profile invoke` command to retrieve Cobol, C/C++, and
Assembler program listings through Endevor® footprints and register the listing with MAT after measurements are
complete

• Enhancement: Added the `listing` option to the `zowe mat monitor codeview histogram` to retrieve program listing
details pertaining to the specific statement and CSECT

• Enhancement: Added the ability for Visual Studio Code users to navigate from the command response in the
integrated terminal directly to the specific line and column of the retrieved source code

• Enhancement: Added the optional `listingDir` parameter to MAT profile options to define the local directory to store
retrieved listings

Brightside 3.0.12

Brightside 3.0.12 includes updated Zowe v1.21.0 components and new Broadcom product innovations.

Zowe CLI

• Enhancement: Added the option --jcl-symbols to the jobs submit command to enable users to specify JCL
symbol names and values.

• Enhancement: Updated Imperative version to support decompressing gzipped responses from z/OSMF files API. The
files download and files upload commands may see performance improvements.

• Enhancement: Renamed the command uss issue ssh to ssh issue command to be consistent with other
command names. The old command name is still supported as an alias.

• Enhancement: Added a standard data set template to the zosfiles `Create` API with no parameters set.

Imperative CLI Framework
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• Enhancement: Added decompression support for REST responses with Content-Encoding gzip , deflate , or br .
• Enhancement: Added headers[] option to TextUtils.getTable . This gives the user more control over which

headers to display, and in what order.
• BugFix: Fixed duplication of output when progress bar API is used. Now only a subset of the stdout and stderr

buffers is printed when calling mProgressApi 's endBar method.
• BugFix: Replaced this with ImperativeConfig.instance in ImperativeConfig.getCallerFile . This fixes

the unhelpful error message "Cannot read property 'callerLocation' of undefined".

z/OS FTP Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• BugFix: Fixed problem when listing jobs with owner *.

SYSVIEW Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• Enhancement: Support base profiles.
• Enhancement: Support API Mediation Layer tokens.
• Enhancement: Display field headers instead of field names. For example, on the CPU command, the field BusyGraph

will show up as ...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9..10
• BugFix: Remove leading space from column headers to improve output when using the --response-format-json

option.

Security Fixes

The lodash dependency has been updated in the following plug-ins to address a vulnerability:

• View Plug-in
• Endevor Plug-in
• Endevor Bridge for Git Plug-in

Brightside 3.0.11

This release includes updated Zowe v1.20 components.

Zowe CLI

Added a like option to the zowe zos-files create data-set command. Use this option to create a data set
based on a model data set.

SYSVIEW Performance Management Plug-in 1.20

The latest version (1.20) of the SYSVIEW Performance Management Plug-in for Zowe CLI is available. This version
includes the following updates and fixes:

• Supports base profiles
• Supports API Mediation Layer tokens
• Displays field headers instead of field names

For example, on the CPU command, the field BusyGraph displays
...1...2...3...4...5...6...7...8...9..10

• Bugfix: remove leading space from column headers
Some SYSVIEW commands have columns that consist of simple numbers. For example, COMMON. Due to the way
that Zowe/Imperative was building tables in the CLI, it caused the columns to be hoisted to the front of the table. By
adding a leading space to the headers to cause them to be treated as string data, they retain their proper order.
This worked fine for displaying data as a table. However, when using the --response-format-json option, other issues
can occur. With an Imperative update, column order can now be explicitly specified. Therefore, this workaround is no
longer required.

Brightside 3.0.10

This release includes updated Zowe v1.19.1 components and Broadcom product plug-ins for Zowe CLI.
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Zowe CLI

• Enhancement: Updated Imperative version to be compatible with npm@7. This fixes an error when installing plugins.

Imperative CLI Framework

• Enhancement: Fixed plugin install commands which were broken in npm@7.
• BugFix: Fixed incorrect formatting of code blocks in the web help.

Brightside 3.0.9

Zowe CLI

The following fixes are introduced to Zowe CLI in this release:

• BugFix: Updated Imperative version to fix a vulnerability.

Imperative

Imperative is the underlying CLI framework that powers Zowe CLI. The following fixes are introduced to Imperative in this
release:

• BugFix: Fixed incorrect formatting of code blocks in the web help.
• BugFix: Fixed an issue when TypeError has been raised by Logger.getCallerFileAndLineTag() when there

was not filename for a stack frame. #449
• BugFix: Fixed vulnerabilities by updating "marked" dependency.

Endevor Plug-in

The following fixes are introduced to the Endevor Plug-in in this release:

• BugFix: Fixed "signOutTo" parameter in the transfer element action.
• BugFix: Fixed "undefined" group name in the CLI help text.

JCLCheck Plug-in

JCLCheck runtime options that require APF authorization are now supported. Once PTF SO15115 is applied on the
system where JCLCheck is running, the new capabilities of the REST API enable you to:

• Perform more extensive validation of file existence, security access, and utility control cards.
• Use JCLCheck’s library override options for procedure, control card, and load libraries.
• Use AUTOPROC to pull the system PROCLIBs from JES.

Brightside 3.0.8

Zowe CLI

• Enhancement: Added a --replace option to the zowe zos-files copy data-set command. Use this option if
you want to replace like-named members in the target data set

• Enhancement: Improved a cryptic error message that was shown if TSO address space failed to start for the `zowe
zos-tso issue command` command.

• Bugfix: Removed "[object Object]" text that appeared in some error messages. The proper text "Imperative API Error"
is now displayed.

• Bugfix: Improved performance of `zowe zos-files list` commands when very long lists are printed to console.

Imperative CLI Framework

• Enhancement: Added an `arrayAllowDuplicate` option to the `ICommandOptionDefinition` interface. By default, the
option value is set to `true` and duplicate values are allowed in an array. Specify `false` if you want Imperative to throw
an error for duplicate array values.

z/OS FTP Plug-in for Zowe CLI
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• Enhancement: Make z/OS FTP APIs accessible for third-party developers.

Endevor Bridge for Git Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• Enhancement: Added Mapping functionality including multi-branch mappings.
• Enhancement: Added functionality to change Endevor-credentials.
• Enhancement: Added support for Azure Devops.
• Enhancement: Added a Zowe CLI EBG profile.

File Master Plus Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• Bugfix: Fixed links to online documentation in the help text.

MAT Analyze Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• Enhancement: Added commands to retrieve the DB2View measurement data and SQL statement details.

Brightside 3.0.7

Brightside 3.0.7 includes updated Zowe v1.17.0 components and new Broadcom product innovations.

Notable Changes

The IDMS Plug-in for Zowe CLI is now available in this release! The plug-in lets you interact with IDMS from the Zowe
CLI interface. You can access Realtime Monitor statistics, view DC log records, issue DCMT and DCUF commands, and
more.

Zowe CLI

• Enhancement: Zowe CLI was tested and confirmed to be compatible with Node.js v14.
• Enhancement: Enhancement: Published the programmatic interfaces in Zowe CLI as separate Software Development

Kits (SDKs). You can use the packages to build client applications that interface with the mainframe, without needing
to import the entire Zowe CLI into your project or build APIs from scratch. For more information about the Zowe Client
SDK incubation project, see Using Client SDKs in the Zowe Documentation.

• BugFix: Corrected zowe files create data-set-vsam example in the help.

Imperative CLI Framework

• Enhancement: Exposed the trim parameter from wrap-ansi within TextUtils.wordWrap() .
• BugFix: Updated opener dependency due to command injection vulnerability on Windows. For more information

about the vulnerability that was fixed, see GitHub Security Lab.

Secure Credential Store

• Enhancement: Enabled support on Node.js v14 by updating Keytar dependency to v6.

IBM Db2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• Enhancement: Enabled support for Node.js v14 by updating dependencies.

Endevor Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• Enhancement: Retrieve, Add and Update commands now support fingerprints, allowing a safe way of updating
elements without risk of regressing concurrent changes in Endevor.

JCLCheck Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• Enhancement: Added support for tokens and single sign-on with Zowe API Mediation Layer.
• Bugfix: Removed incorrect configuration property, which specified that the JCLCheck plugin could override

CredentialManager.

MAT Analyze Plug-in for Zowe CLI
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• Enhancement: The plug-in was enhanced to provide more detailed measurement information. You can obtain the
CodeView Histogram analysis data to get details about the CSECT activity on the offset or program statement level,
and CodeView CallerID information to determine which programs call various subroutines in the measured application.

• Enhancement: Enabled integration of the MAT Analyze plug-in for Zowe CLI with the Zowe API Mediation Layer
(API ML). You can authenticate with API ML via a secure token, enabling SSO to multiple services. Using the new
parameter --zowediscoverable in the MAT profile, you can define whether you use the integration with the Zowe
API ML for your instance of the CLI plug-in.

SYSVIEW Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• Enhancement: Added a --csv option. The csv option outputs SYSVIEW data in a comma-separated value format.
This option lets you to import data for viewing in a spreadsheet application.

• Enhancement: Added a --truncate option. SYSVIEW displays are typically much wider than a standard console.
When fields are not specified, all fields are returned, which can cause excessive line wrapping and make the output
difficult to read. The truncate option prevents line wrapping by removing data which does not fit in the console.

Brightside 3.0.6

Brightside 3.0.6 includes updated Zowe v1.16.0 components and new Broadcom product innovations.

Notable Changes

The Workload Automation CA 7 Plug-in for Zowe CLI is now available in this release! The plug-in lets you issue
commands or run scripts that write alerts, reports, and other workload-related tasks on WA CA 7.

Zowe CLI

• Enhancement: Added a --pattern option to the zowe files list all-members command. The option lets you
restrict returned member names to only names that match a given pattern.

• Enhancement: Added new options --lrecl and --recfm to the zos-files create command. Use these options
to specify a logical record length and record format for data sets that you create.

z/OS FTP Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• BugFix: Fixed an issue where the `view spool-file-by-id` command retrieved incorrect contents.

File Master Plus Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• Enhancement: Added Base Profile and API Mediation Layer SSO support

Brightside 3.0.5

Brightside 3.0.5 includes updated Zowe v1.15.0 components and new Broadcom product innovations.

Notable Changes

TheSYSVIEW Performance Management Plug-in for Zowe CLIis included in this release! The plug-in lets Application
Developers, DevOps and CI/CD Administrators, and other similar IT roles issue SYSVIEW commands that take actions or
display data.

Zowe CLI

The following enhancements and fixes are introduced to Zowe CLI in this release:
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• Enhancement: Added API usage examples to each package Readme (files, jobs, etc...). See the Zowe CLI Readme
for more information about using the APIs in development.

• Enhancement: Added a --responseTimeout option to the z/OS Files APIs, CLI commands, and z/OSMF profiles.
Specify --responseTimeout <###> to set the number of seconds that the TSO servlet request runs before a
timeout occurs. The default is 30 seconds. You can set the option to 5 - 600 seconds (inclusive)

• Enhancement: Added the --encoding option for the zowe zos-files upload dir-to-pds command. This
option lets you upload multiple members with a single command.

• Enhancement: Added a new method dataSetLike(session, dataSetName, options) to the Create class.
Use the method when creating a dataset that has parameters similar to another data set.

• BugFix: Fixed an issue where the output of the zowe zos-uss issue ssh command would sometimes omit the last
line.

• BugFix: Renamed the z/OS Files API option from storeclass to storclass . This fixed an issue where the CLI
could define the wrong storage class on a zos-files create dataset command.

• BugFix: Fixed an issue where the CLI exited with status code 0 in the case of an error.

Imperative CLI Framework

The following enhancements and fixes are introduced to Imperative (the underlying CLI framework that powers Zowe
CLI) in this release:

• Enhancement: Added the SSO Callback function, which allows applications to call their own functions while validating
session properties (i.e. host, port, user, password, token, etc...). The callback option is named getValuesBack .

• Enhancement: Added support for dynamically generated cookie names. Updated
AbstractSession.storeCookie() to process cookie names that are not fully known at build-time.

• BugFix: Added support for creating an array with allowableValues . Previously, array type options could fail in the
Syntax Validator.

• BugFix: Fixed an issue with ConnectionPropsForSessCfg  where the user would be prompted for user/password
even if a token was present.

Secure Credential Store Plug-in for Zowe CLI

The following enhancements and fixes are introduced to the SCS Plug-in in this release:

• Enhancement: Added the zowe scs revert command. Use the command to revert securely-stored credentials in
your user profiles to be stored in plain text.

• Enhancement: Changed the zowe scs update and zowe scs revert commands so that they fail if Secure
Credential Manager is not enabled.

Endevor Plug-in for Zowe CLI

The following enhancement is introduced to the Endevor Plug-in in this release:

• Enhancement: Added a  --generate option to the Add and Update Element commands. Specify --generate true
to automatically generate the element after an Add or Update. The default value is false .

View Plug-in for Zowe CLI

The following enhancement is introduced to the View Plug-in in this release:

• Enhancement: Added the list report index-names command that lets you list index names for any report type.

Brightside 3.0.4

Brightside 3.0.4 includes updated Zowe v1.14.0 components and enhancements to the Broadcom product innovations.

Notable Changes

Documentation was added to describe using the Zowe Node APIs. The Node APIs are the programmatic APIs that enable
Zowe CLI to interface with the mainframe. You can use the APIs to build your own applications or automation scripts
independent of Zowe CLI. For more information and usage examples, see the Zowe CLI Readme.
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Zowe CLI

The following enhancements and fixes are introduced to Zowe CLI in this release:

• Added the command zowe zos-files delete migrated-data-sets to delete migrated data sets.
• Added a new --fail-fast option to the zowe zos-files download all-members command. Set the option

to false to continue downloading members if one or more of the downloads fails. The option defaults to true, which
preserves existing behavior.

• Updated the Imperative CLI Framework version.

z/OS FTP Plug-in for Zowe CLI

The following enhancements and fixes are introduced to the z/OS FTP Plug-in in this release:

• The following flags are added to the zowe zos-ftp submit data-set command:
– --wait - Specify a query interval and max times to query as comma-separated, numeric values. For example,

specify 5,12 to query the job status every 5 seconds up to 12 times.
– --wait-for-output - Wait for the job to enter OUTPUT status.
– --wait-for-active - Wait for the job to enter ACTIVE status.

MAT Detect Plug-in for Zowe CLI

The following enhancements and fixes are introduced to the MAT Detect Plug-in this release:

• A new job_mclass option was added to the PMA service profile in the MAT Detect plugin. You can use this option
to specify the MSGCLASS parameter value and assign the job log to the specified output class for all JCLs that PMA
runs while you execute commands with the plug-in.

Brightside 3.0.3

Brightside 3.0.3 includes updated Zowe v1.13.0 components and new Broadcom product innovations.

Notable Changes

Zowe CLI added the ability to access mainframe services through API Mediation Layer using single-sign on (SSO) and
multi-factor authentication (MFA). Use Zowe CLI to log in to API Mediation Layer and receive a token that is used for
secure authentication to one or more services. For more information, see Integrating CLI with API Mediation Layer in the
Zowe Documentation.

New CLI Integrations with Broadcom Products

The following CLI plug-ins are now available:

• MAT Analyze Plug-in for Zowe CLI
Gain access to Mainframe Application Tuner (MAT) functionality from Zowe CLI. Measure mainframe applications and
retrieve analysis data in the form of MAT analysis views.

• MAT Detect Plug-in for Zowe CLI
Use this plug-in to detect performance issues and assess performance supplied by the Performance Management
Assistant (PMA) component of Mainframe Application Tuner. Continuously evaluate job performance in CI/CD
pipelines based on historical runs and thresholds defined in PMA.

• Spool Plug-in for Zowe CLI
Issue Spool native commands from Zowe CLI. The plug-in enables automated administration of Spool and lets service
providers that administer multiple Spool environments respond to client requests faster.

Zowe CLI

The following enhancements and fixes are introduced to Zowe CLI in this release:
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• Added the ability to log into and out of API ML using a token.
• Added the --base-profile option to all commands that use profiles to let them make use of base profiles that

contain shared values.
• CLI commands now prompt for any of the following option values if the option is missing: host, port, user, and

password.
• Username, password, and host are now optional on z/OSMF profiles.
• Account is now optional in TSO profiles.
• User and host are now optional in SSH profiles.
• Added character encoding/code page support for the download and upload data set operations in the API library and

the CLI.
• Added the --encoding option to the zosmf profile type.
• Added files hrec ds command to recall data sets.
• Introduced an API to delete migrated data sets.
• The CLI will no longer overwrite files when downloading spool output from job with duplicate step names.
• Updated Imperative version to include compatiblity and security fixes.

Imperative CLI Framework

Imperative CLI Framework is the underlying CLI framework that powers Zowe CLI. The following enhancements and fixes
are introduced to Imperative in this release:

• Added login and logout commands to retrieve and delete tokens.
• If a token is present in the underlying REST session object, Imperative uses the token for authentication.
• Add base profiles, a new type of profile which can store values shared between profiles of other types.
• Added the --dd flag to profile creation commands, which lets users create a profile without using the default values

specified for that profile.
• Added a new ConnectionPropsForSessCfg.addPropsOrPrompt function that places credentials (including a

possible token) into a session configuration object.
• CLI help text includes new options such as tokenValue . Plug-in developers might need to update mismatched

snapshots in automated tests.
• Hide sensitive session properties (user, password, and token value) in log files. Since 4.7.0, only password was

hidden.
• Fixed an issue where CLI web help failed to load in Internet Explorer 11. 
• Fixed an issue where the --help-web option did not function on macOS when the DISPLAY environment variable

was undefined.
• Fixed an issue where optional secure fields were not deleted when overwriting a profile.
• Updated the version of TypeScript from 3.7.4 to 3.8.0.
• Updated the version of TSLint from 5.x to 6.1.2.
• Update log4js to improve Webpack compatibility for extenders.

Endevor Plug-in for Zowe CLI

The following enhancements and fixes are introduced to the Endevor Plug-in in this release:

• Added token support to enable authentication of Endevor Web Services through Zowe API Mediation Layer. Tokens
enable you to use SSO and MFA to connect the Endevor service.

• Introduced a new option to the Add and Update element commands named --proc-group .The option lets you
specify a processor group.

• Added a new commit package command. The command lets you commit a Package in Endevor, which removes all
backout and backin data while retaining Package event information.

• The submit package command now returns and displays the job ID of the submitted job.
• Fixed an issue where the submit scl command returned an unformatted response for package actions.
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View Plug-in for Zowe CLI

The following enhancements and fixes are introduced to the View Plug-in in this release:

• Default base path name in the caview profile has been updated to match base product rebranding.
• The representation of output fields that provide timing information has been improved.

z/OS FTP Plug-in for Zowe CLI

The following enhancements and fixes are introduced to the z/OS FTP Plug-in in this release:

• Added two new commands: list data-set-members and make uss-directory .

Brightside 3.0.2

Zowe CLI

The following enhancements and fixes are introduced to Zowe CLI in this release:

• Updated Imperative to v4.6
• Updated top-level links to documentation in the help description.
• Updated Migrate and Recall data set APIs to have a base handler function.
• Updated Migrate and Recall data set APIs to have a base handler function.
• Add preserve-original-letter-case option for download to keep generated folders and files in original uppercase.

Zowe Imperative CLI Framework

Imperative CLI Framework is the underlying CLI framework that powers Zowe CLI. The following enhancements and fixes
are introduced to Imperative in this release:

• Fixed absence of default value text when false values are used.
• Fix allowable values not exactly matching input.
• Added Bearer token in REST Session.
• Fixed vulnerabilities by updating yargs.

New Product Integration - JCLCheck Plug-in Zowe CLI

The JCLCheck™ Workload Automation Plug-in for Zowe CLI is introduced in this release. The plug-in lets you validate
the accuracy of Job Control Language (JCL) during development or automated processes. Use the plug-in to identify
execution-time errors, such as security violations and missing data sets, that can cause jobs to fail and lead to delays in
production cycles.

Test4z Latest Updates
Test4z packages are updated periodically to include new enhancements, fixes, and product integrations. To implement a
feature, download the PTF or CARS ID listed in the title. If a feature entry does not include a PTF or CARS ID, the feature
is part of the original .pax file.

TIP
Tip: Use this link to view the PTF numbers for each new feature in this article Brightside MSU 3.0. The PTFs in
this link are updated programmatically so you always have access to the current New Feature PTFs.

• Test4z version 1.2.2 (PTF LU05055)
– The Compare API has been enhanced to be more selective using filter criteria.
– The API error messages have been enhanced for better readability.
– Sample test cases are now available in Python/Pytest.
– An issue of Security Vulnerability (simple get) has been fixed.
– The support for service diagnostics has been introduced.

• Test4z version 1.1.1 (PTF LU03829)
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– The Copy API has been enhanced to be more selective using filter criteria.
– A new diagnostic endpoint for verifying the installation has been introduced.
– An issue that is related to concurrent access to the same endpoint has been fixed.

Release Comparison
This following table compares the key features in all active releases for Brightside:

Key Features Version 3.0 Version 2.0

Zowe CLI Plug-ins
Database Management Solutions for Db2 (DBM for Db2) Yes no

Endevor Bridge for Git yes no

Endevor yes yes
File Master Plus yes yes
IDMS yes no

JCLCheck yes no

MAT Analyze yes no

MAT Detect yes no

OPS/MVS yes yes
Spool yes no

SYSVIEW yes no

CA 7 yes no

View yes no

z/OS Extended Files Plug-in for Zowe CLI yes yes
z/OS Extended Jobs Plug-in for Zowe CLI yes yes
IBM CICS yes yes
IBM Db2 yes yes
IBM IMS yes no

IBM MQ yes no

IBM z/OS FTP yes no

Secure Credential Store yes yes

Installation Method
Zowe CLI Setup Wizard no yes
Docker Image with Zowe CLI Preinstalled no yes
Primary Components
Eclipse Che4z Premium Stack yes yes
Test4z yes no

Zowe API Mediation Layer (API ML) yes yes
Zowe CLI yes yes
Zowe Explorer (VSCode Extension) yes yes
Zowe Software Development Kits (SDKs) yes no
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Key Features Version 3.0 Version 2.0

Zowe z/OS Services yes yes

Release Compatibility and Support
Release compatibility and support information lets you see all of the tools Broadcom offers to assist in the product
lifecycle.

The following resources are available from Broadcom Support Online:

• Broadcom Mainframe Installation and Maintenance Tools
• Mainframe Software Security Advisories (login required)
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To migrate
existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.

• Mainframe Essentials Software Risk Assessment video
• Mainframe Compatibilities
• Broadcom Support Network Details
• Brightside Support Policy Terms and Conditions
• Zowe Documentation

For technical insights, to consult with your peers and product management, or to share your ideas for enhancements to
Brightside, participate in our global communities:

• Broadcom Mainframe Software Division (MSD) Microsite
• Broadcom Mainframe Software Communities
• Brightside Community

Product Accessibility Features
Broadcom is committed to addressing user accessibility in the development of its products and documentation to help all
customers, regardless of ability, to accomplish vital business tasks.

Depending on your emulator, you can use the following accessibility features with Brightside.

Display

To increase visibility on your computer display, you can adjust the following options:

Font style, color, and size of items
Defines font color, size, and other visual combinations.

Cursor width and blink rate
Defines the cursor width or blink rate, which makes the cursor easier to find or minimize its blinking.

High contrast schemes
Defines color combinations. You can select colors that are easier to see.

Sound

Use sound as a visual alternative or to make sounds easier to hear or distinguish by adjusting the following options:
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Volume
Sets the computer sound up or down.

Text-to-Speech
Sets the computer's hear command options and text read aloud.

Keyboard

You can make the following keyboard adjustments:

Sticky Keys
Defines the modifier key, such as Shift, Ctrl, Alt, or the Windows Logo key, for shortcut key combinations. Sticky
keys remain active until another key is pressed.

Third-Party Software Agreements
The following copyright statements and licenses apply to open source software (“OSS”) distributed with the Brightside
product (the “Licensed Product”). The term “Broadcom” refers solely to the Broadcom Inc. corporate affiliate that
distributes the Licensed Product. The Licensed Product does not necessarily use all the noted OSS and may also only
use portions of a given OSS component.

To the extent required under an applicable open source license, Broadcom will make source code available for applicable
OSS upon request. Please send an inquiry to opensource@broadcom.com including your name, address, the product
name and version, operating system, and the place of purchase.

To the extent the Licensed Product includes OSS, the OSS is typically not owned by Broadcom. THE OSS IS PROVIDED
AS IS WITHOUT WARRANTY OR CONDITION OF ANY KIND, EITHER EXPRESS OR IMPLIED, INCLUDING,
WITHOUT LIMITATION, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR
PURPOSE. To the full extent permitted under applicable law, Broadcom and its corporate affiliates disclaim all warranties
and liability arising from or related to any use of the OSS.

To the extent the Licensed Product includes OSS licensed under the GNU General Public License (“GPL”) or the GNU
Lesser General Public License (“LGPL”), the use, copying, distribution and modification of the GPL OSS or LGPL OSS is
governed, respectively, by the GPL or LGPL. A copy of the GPL or LGPL license may be found with the applicable OSS.
Additionally, a copy of the GPL License or LGPL License can be found at https://www.gnu.org/licenses or obtained by
writing to the Free SoftwareFoundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307 USA.

To view each license and copyright notice, download the attached zip file for Zowe CLI and CLI Plug-ins, Test4z, API Audit
Log, and API State Monitor.

Product Names and Abbreviations
This documentation references the following products and abbreviations:
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• Brightside (Brightside)
• ACF2™ for z/OS (ACF2)
• CA 7 Workload Automation (CA 7)
• Chorus™ Software Manager (CSM)
• Data Content Discovery for z/OS (Data Content Discovery)
• Database Management Data Service (DBM Data Service)
• Database Management Solutions for Db2 for z/OS (Database Management Solutions for Db2)
• Database Management Solutions for Db2 for z/OS Plug-in for Zowe CLI (DBM for Db2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI)
• Endevor® Plug-in for Zowe CLI (Plug-in for Endevor, or Endevor plug-in)
• Endevor® Bridge for Git Plug-in for Zowe CLI
• Execution Manager (Xmanager)
• Execution Manager Networking (Xnet)
• File Master™ Plus Plug-in for Zowe CLI (Plug-in for FMP, or FMP plug-in)
• IBM CICS Plug-in for Zowe CLI (Plug-in for CICS or CICS plug-in)
• IBM Db2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI (Plug-in for DB2 or DB2 plug-in)
• IBM IMS Plug-in for Zowe CLI (Plug-in for IMS or IMS plug-in)
• IBM MQ Plug-in for Zowe CLI (Plug-in for MQ or MQ plug-in)
• IBM Resource Access Control Facility (RACF)
• IBM z/OS Management Facility (z/OSMF)
• IBM z/OS Operating System (z/OS)
• IDMS™ (IDMS)
• IDMS™ Plug-in for Zowe CLI (Plug-in for IDMS, IDMS plug-in)
• JCLCheck™ Workload Automation Plug-in for Zowe CLI (Plug-in for JCLCheck, or JCLCheck Plug-in)
• JFrog Bintray (Bintray)
• Mainframe Application Tuner (MAT)
• Mainframe Application Tuner Analyze Plug-in for Zowe CLI (Plug-in for MAT, or MAT Analyze plug-in)
• Mainframe Application Tuner Detect Plug-in for Zowe CLI (Plug-in for MAT, or MAT Detect plug-in)
• Node Package Manager (npm or NPM)
• OPS/MVS® Plug-in for Zowe CLI (Plug-in for OPS/MVS or OPS/MVS Plug-in)
• RC/Migrator™ for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Migrator)
• RC/Compare™ for Db2 for z/OS (RC/Compare)
• Secure Credential Store Plug-in for Zowe CLI (Secure Credential Store plug-in, or SCS plug-in)
• Spool
• Spool™ Plug-in for Zowe CLI
• SYSVIEW® Performance Management (SYSVIEW)
• SYSVIEW® Performance Management Plug-in for Zowe CLI (Plug-in for SYSVIEW, or SYSVIEW Plug-in)
• Top Secret® for z/OS (Top Secret)
• Vantage™ Storage Resource Manager (Vantage)
• View® (View)
• Visual Studio Code (VS Code)
• Workload Automation CA 7™ Plug-in for Zowe CLI (Plug-in for CA 7, CA Workload Automation plug-in)
• Zowe API Mediation Layer (Zowe API ML or API ML)
• Zowe CLI (Zowe CLI)
• Zowe Imperative CLI Framework (Imperative)
• z/OS Extended Files Plug-in for Zowe CLI (Plug-in for z/OS Extended Files, z/OS extended files plug-in, or z/OS files

plug-in)
• z/OS Extended Jobs Plug-in for Zowe CLI (Plug-in for z/OS Extended Jobs, z/OS extended jobs plug-in, or z/OS jobs

plug-in)
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Not a Brightside Customer?
Explains how to purchase Brightside and how to get both free and for-purchase Brightside plug-ins.

Zowe is the first open source project based on z/OS. Zowe offers modern interfaces to interact with z/OS and allows you
to work with z/OS in a way that is similar to what you experience on cloud platforms today. You can use these interfaces
as delivered or through plug-ins.

In addition to the features provided in Zowe, Brightside provides:

• Enterprise-class support for Zowe and the Code4z VS Code Extension Pack
• An extensive and growing selection of fully-supported Zowe plug-ins.
• Integrations with Broadcom products and innovations.

To purchase Brightside and supported plug-ins from Broadcom, see Brightside Product Page for product and contact
information.

To download a free distribution of Zowe and any of the Broadcom product plug-ins from a local package, see Broadcom
Zowe Distribution Page.
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Getting Started
Read this section to understand the components included in Brightside and to:

• Review the software requirements
• Download the software
• Prepare for the software installation

Brightside includes support for Open Mainframe Project Zowe components as well as Eclipse Foundation Project Che4z
components. The Brightside subscription includes:

• Software:
– Software distributions for z/OS Components
– Recommended Maintenance and Solution Fixes

• 24 x 7 Technical Support for:
– Open Mainframe Project Zowe™ Components
– Eclipse Foundation Project: Eclipse Che / Che4z
– Visual Studio Marketplace: Code4z
– Test4z
– Broadcom proprietary innovations:

• Plug-ins for Broadcom products
• Plug-ins for third-party products

Open Mainframe Project Zowe

The Zowe components include:

• Command Line Interface (Zowe CLI)
• API Mediation Layer (API ML)
• Web Desktop (App Framework)
• z/OS Service
• Zowe Explorer extension for VS Code

Zowe includes components that run on both IBM z/OS operating system and on desktop operating systems. The IBM
z/OS components include the Zowe API Mediation Layer, Application Framework, and z/OS Service. The desktop
components consist of the Zowe Command Line Interface (CLI) and Explorer for VS Code (Zowe Explorer).

NOTE
When running on z/OS, the code of API Mediation Layer components is eligible for execution on a z Systems
Integrated Information Processor (zIIP). For more information, see the article Zowe API ML.

Eclipse Foundation Che4z
The Eclipse Che4z Broadcom Premium Stack and the Visual Studio Code4z Stack components include:

• COBOL language support
• Zowe CLI
• Assembler language support
• Explorer for Endevor
• Zowe Explorer extension for VS Code
• Debugger for Mainframe
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Test4z
The Test4z components include:

• Test4z API service
• Test4z Utility Library (also known as Test4z SDK)

Brightside Software Requirements
Before you install and use Brightside, review the software requirements:

Zowe CLI Software Requirements

Zowe CLI supports Windows, Linux, and Mac operating systems. Meet the following requirements:

Node.js
Install a supported Node.js LTS version. For a current list of supported LTS versions, see Nodejs.org.

NOTE
After you install Node.js, restart the command prompt. To verify that Node.js is installed, issue the
command node --version .

npm
Install a version of Node Package Manager (npm) that is compatible with your version of Node.js.

NOTE
Npm is included with most Node.js installations. To check your current version, issue the command npm
--version . To verify that the versions are compatible, see the Node.js release matrix.

Plug-ins:
If you plan to install CLI plug-ins, review the Software Requirements for CLI Plug-ins. You must meet the client
requirements for the Secure Credential Store and IBM Db2 plug-ins before installing the plug-ins.

Free Disk Space
Ensure that you have at least 100 MB of free disk space on your computer.

(Optional) ssh2 Package for Zowe CLI

Zowe CLI has a dependency on the ssh2 package. This package allows for more secure cryptographic ciphers to be used
on supporting hardware. The dependency attempts to build native modules at installation time. If the modules cannot
be built, the ssh2 package dependency continues to function without the optimal cipher list order. Ignore resulting error
messages.

To build the optimal cipher list and build the native modules, meet these requirements.

Windows

Recommended Configuration:

• NodeJS
• Chocolatey
• CMake

Alternative Configuration:

• Python 3.7 or greater
• CMake
• One of the following options:

– Visual Studio Build Tools, Visual C++ build tools workload 
– Visual Studio Community, Desktop development with C++ workload
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Unix

• Python 3.7 or greater
• CMake
• make
• C/C++ Compiler (gcc-c++ , g++ )

MacOS

• Python 3.7 or greater
• CMake
• XCode including XCode Command Line Tools

Server Requirements

Brightside requires the following mainframe configuration:

IBM z/OSMF:
You can install and use Zowe CLI separately from Brightside components. Ensure that you have an instance of
z/OSMF configured and running on the mainframe to issue Zowe CLI commands successfully. z/OSMF enables
the core capabilities such as retrieving data sets, executing TSO commands, and submitting jobs. If Zowe API
Mediation Layer (API ML) is configured and running, CLI users can connect to API ML rather than to separate
services.

Plug-in Services:
Plug-ins communicate with various mainframe services, which must be configured and running on the mainframe
before issuing plug-in commands. For example, the IMS plug-in requires an instance of IBM IMS on the
mainframe with IMS Connect (REST services) running. For more information, see Software Requirements for CLI
Plug-ins.

Zowe CLI on z/OS (Not supported):
Zowe CLI can be installed on an IBM z/OS environment and run under Unix System Services (USS). However,
the IBM Db2 and Secure Credentials Store plug-ins will not run on z/OS due to native code requirements. As
such, Zowe CLI is not supported on z/OS and is experimental.

Download Zowe CLI
Download Zowe CLI from Broadcom Support.

Use this procedure to download Brightside from Broadcom Support.

Follow these steps:

1. Obtain the Zowe CLI and plug-in installation package (.zip file). To begin, navigate to the Brightside Solution
Downloads on the Broadcom Support site (login required).

2. Click the version number in the LATEST RELEASE column.
You are presented with a list of CLI versions, from which you can select a version to download.

NOTE
We recommend that you download the latest available version of the "Brightside Zowe CLI" component
package. The packages labeled "Zowe Base" do not include Broadcom plug-ins or other innovations.

Prepare to Install Brightside Components
Plan and prepare for a Brightside installation.
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Brightside is a highly configurable and customizable product. Because of this flexibility, there are several paths to
installing Brightside. The actual process to finish this path depends on your system configuration and on your policies and
procedures. You may need special access and privileges to your desktop and the mainframe to complete the installation.

Install the Brightside subscription and its supported components using one of the following installation scenarios.

Table 1: Installation Scenarios

Description Role Steps

Install all of the Brightside components. Software Developer / Security Administrator
Systems Programmer
Systems Programmer
Systems Programmer
Systems Programmer
Systems Programmer

Install Zowe CLI
Install Zowe API Mediation Layer
Zowe Application Framework
Code4z VSCode Extension Pack
Eclipse Che4z Premium Stack
Test4z

Install and fully configure Zowe CLI and
Brightside plug-ins. Includes instructions for
installing behind a proxy server

Software Developer Install Zowe CLI

Update your Brightside subscription with
the latest Zowe CLI fixes.

Software Developer Update Zowe CLI

Rapidly install Zowe CLI with a minimum
configuration. This scenario is ideal for
learning how to use Zowe CLI, but does
not provide any plugins or other Brightside
features.

Software Developer CLI Quick Start

Rapidly install Zowe CLI and the IBM z/
OS FTP Plug-in. This scenario is ideal for
learning how to use Zowe CLI with a plugin,
but does not provide any additional plugins
or other Brightside features.

Software Developer Install Zowe CLI and the IBM z/OS FTP
Plug-in
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Zowe CLI
Zowe Command Line-Interface (Zowe CLI) is a command-line interface that lets you interact with the mainframe in a
familiar format. Brightside helps to increase overall productivity, reduce the learning curve for new mainframe developers,
and exploit the ease-of-use of modern distributed tools. The CLI lets you use common tools such as Integrated
Development Environments (IDEs), shell commands, bash scripts, and build tools for mainframe development. The
product provides the following benefits:

• Drives mainframe automation from modern distributed tools (such as Jenkins or TravisCI) to integrate mainframe with
DevOps pipelines.

• Enables and encourages developers with limited z/OS expertise to build, modify, and debug z/OS applications.
• Ensures that business critical applications running on z/OS can be maintained and supported by existing and generally

available software development resources.
• Provides a more streamlined way to build software that integrates with z/OS.

CLI Key Features

With Brightside, you can interact with z/OS remotely in the following ways:

Interact with mainframe files:
Create, edit, download, and upload mainframe files (data sets) directly from the CLI.

Submit jobs:
Submit JCL from data sets or local storage, monitor the status, and view and download the output automatically.

Issue TSO and z/OS console commands:
Issue TSO and console commands to the mainframe directly from the CLI.

Integrate z/OS actions into scripts:
Build local scripts that accomplish both mainframe and local tasks.

Produce responses as JSON documents:
Return data in JSON format on request for consumption in other programming languages.

Install Plug-ins to Brightside

You can install plug-ins to extend the capabilities of Brightside. Plug-ins generally add functionality to the product in the
form of new command groups, actions, objects, and options.

Install Zowe CLI
Before you use Brightside to interact with z/OS, Systems Programmers and Security Administrators in your organization
must configure IBM z/OS Management Facility (z/OSMF) on the mainframe.

The IBM z/OS Management Facility guide on the IBM Knowledge Center is the primary source of information about how
to install and configure z/OSMF. Throughout the IBM procedures, we provide Brightside-specific tips or requirements. We
recommend that you open IBM documentation in a separate browser tab.

NOTE
You can install the CLI if z/OSMF is not accessible, but core commands do not function. You can install and use
the IBM z/OS FTP Plug-in for Zowe CLI to interact with FTP services on z/OS without the use of z/OSMF.

CLI Quick Start
Get started with Zowe CLI quickly and easily.
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NOTE
This method requires access to Downloads on Broadcom Support.

Software Requirements.

Download and install Node.js and npm. There are additional requirements for each CLI plug-in, documented here. You
must meet the requirements for IBM Db2 plug-ins before installing it.

Install Open-Source CLI and Plug-ins

This quick start guide installs the CLI and plug-ins from the Node Package Manager (NPM) public registry. Other
installation techniques described within the section titled Install Core CLI can be used instead.

1. Open the command line and issue the following command to install the newest V2 LTS version of Zowe CLI.
npm install -g @zowe/cli@zowe-v2-lts

2. Install V2 LTS versions of desired plug-ins. A command like the following installs a V2 version of a plugin.
zowe plugins install @ScopeName/PluginName@zowe-v2-lts …

See Install CLI from NPM Public Online Registry for a list of scoped plug-in names.

Testing Connection to z/OSMF

You can test your connection. See Testing Connection to z/OSMF.

Verify the Plug-Ins

You can verify that a Zowe plug-in is operating correctly.

zowe plugins validate <my-plugin>

where <my-plugin> is the syntax for the plugin such as @broadcom/endevor-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

Issue Commands

Zowe CLI commands let you perform actions on z/OS from a command-line environment. To interact with the mainframe,
type zowe followed by a command group , action , and object . Use options to specify your connection details such
as password and system name.

Access Help

Append --help (alias -h ) to any command to see available command actions and options.

zowe --help

List All Data Sets Under an HLQ
zowe zos-files list data-set "MY.DATASET.*" --host <hostname> --port <port> --user <user_ID> --password

 <password>

Download a Partitioned Data Set (PDS) Member to a Local File
zowe zos-files download data-set "MY.DATA.SET(member)" -f "mylocalfile.txt" --user <user_ID> --password

 <password> --host <hostname>

Use Profiles

Brightside profiles let you store configuration details such as username, password, host, and port for a mainframe system.
Switch between profiles to quickly target different subsystems and avoid typing connection details on every command.

Profile Types
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Most command groups require a zosmf-profile . However, various plug-ins add their own profile types. For example,
the CICS plug-in has a cics-profile . The profile type that a command requires is defined in the PROFILE OPTIONS
section of the help response.

NOTE

The first zosmf profile that you create becomes your default profile. If you do not specify any options on a
command, the default profile is used. Issue zowe profiles -h to learn about listing profiles and setting
defaults.

Create a z/OSMF Profile

Various “zowe config” commands (init, auto-init, and convert-profiles) create a zowe.config.json file. They will create
entries for a zosmf profile. Alternatively, you can manually add a new profile of the desired type by adding a new section
of text to your configuration file. For example, by adding a new section like the one below, you could define a new z/OSMF
profile

"Your_zosmf_profile": {

    "type": "zosmf",

    "properties": {

        "host": "Your_host_name",

        "port": Your_port_number,

        "rejectUnauthorized": true

    },

    "secure": [

        "user",

        "password"

    ]

}

NOTE

• With more sophisticated structuring of your configuration file, you may not have to duplicate every connection
property in every profile.

• If you omit the --port option, the port defaults to 443. Specify a different port if your host system does not
use port 443.

• Setting the rejectUnauthorized property to true will reject unauthorized certificates (like self-signed
certificates). See Testing Connection to z/OSMF.

Use a z/OSMF Profile
zowe zos-files download data-set "ibmuser.data.set(member)" -f "myfile.txt" --zosmf-profile <myprofile>

Write Scripts

You can write Brightside scripts to streamline your daily development processes or conduct mainframe actions from an
off-platform automation tool such as Jenkins or TravisCI.Example: You want to delete a list of temporary data sets. Use
Brightside to download the list, loop through the list, and delete each data set using the zowe zos-files delete
command.

#!/bin/bash 

set -e

# Obtain the list of temporary project data sets

dslist=$(zowe zos-files list dataset "my.project.ds*") 

# Delete each data set in the list 

IFS=$'\n' 

for ds in $dslist 

do     
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    echo "Deleting Temporary Project Dataset: $ds"

    zowe files delete ds "$ds" -f

done

Next Steps

You installed Brightside successfully, issued your first commands, and wrote a simple script.Next, you might want to
perform the following tasks:

• Access the Zowe CLI Help: zowe --help
• Access the Zowe Web Help (opens in a browser): zowe --hw
• Review Zowe CLI Web Help to learn what functionality is available, and explore the in-product help.
• Learn about Using the CLI.
• Integrate your scripts with an automation server like Jenkins.
• See what CLI plug-ins are available.

z/OSMF Configuration Overview
Before application developers can use Brightside to interact with z/OS systems, systems programmers and security
administrators must install and configure IBM z/OS Management Facility (z/OSMF) in your environment.

z/OSMF provides remote system management functions so that you can use Brightside to more easily manage the
operations and administration of your z/OS systems.

NOTE
The IBM z/OS Management Facility guide on the IBM Knowledge Center is your primary source of information
about how to install and configure z/OSMF. In this section, we provide you with Brightside-specific tips or
requirements. We recommend that you open IBM documentation in a separate browser tab.

The following table describes the recommended configurations and the role of the individual that is most suited to perform
the configurations.

Role Title Description
Systems Programmers Configure z/OSMF Describes how systems programmers

perform the following z/OSMF configuration
tasks:
• Obtain z/OSMF Installation and

Configuration Materials
• Install z/OSMF
• Select and Configure your z/OSMF

Plug-ins

Security Administrators Configure z/OSMF Security Describes how security administrators
perform the following z/OSMF security
configuration tasks:
• Configure z/OS REST Services SAF

Security
• Configure z/OSMF Plugin Security

Configure z/OSMF
As a systems programmer, complete the following IBM z/OSMF configuration tasks for your Brightside implementation:
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Obtain z/OSMF Installation and Configuration Materials

Before you start the configuration process, we recommend that you review Overview of z/OSMF on the IBM Knowledge
Center. You can use the First-Time Installation Checklist from IBM to plan your installation and complete all the required
steps.

Install and Configure z/OSMF

Brightside was designed and tested to integrate with z/OSMF running on IBM version 2.2 z/OS mainframe systems. To
use Brightside, ensure that your z/OS system meets the requirements that are described in the following table:

Requirement Description

AXR (System Rexx) The AXR (System Rexx) component lets z/OS perform
Incident Log tasks. It also lets REXX execs execute outside of
conventional TSO and batch environments.
For more information, see Communicating with System REXX on
the IBM Knowledge Center.

CEA (Communications Enabled Applications)  Server CEA server is a co-requisite for the CIM server. The CEA server
lets z/OSMF deliver z/OS events to C-language clients.

z/OSMF requires the CEA server to perform the following types of
tasks:

• Problem determination
• Sysplex
• z/OS classic interfaces
• z/OS Operator Console

Notes:

• Start the CEA server before you start the start z/OSMF (the
IZU* started tasks).

• Set up CEA server in Full Function Mode and assign
the TRUSTED attribute to the CEA started task.

For more information, see Customizing for CEA on the IBM
Knowledge Center.

CIM
(Common Information Model)
Server

z/OSMF requires the CIM server to perform the following types of
tasks:

• Capacity provisioning
• Problem determination
• Workload management

Note: Start the CIM server before you start z/OSMF (the IZU*
started tasks).

For more information, see Reviewing your CIM server setup on
the IBM Knowledge Center.

Console Command The CONSOLE and CONSPROF commands must exist in the
authorized command table.
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Java version IBM 64-bit SDK for z/OS, Java Technology Edition V7.1 or higher
is required. However, we experienced problems accessing z/
OSMF 2.2 using Java version 8. If you use z/OSMF 2.3, Java
version 8.0_64 is required.

SYS1.PARMLIB member  IZUPRMxx....
JAVA_HOME('/sys/java64bt/v7r1m0/usr/lpp/
java/J7.1_64' /etc/profile ...............................................
export JAVA_HOME=/sys/java31bt/v7r1m0/usr/lpp/java/J7.1

For more information, see Software prerequisites for z/OSMF on
the IBM Knowledge Center.

Maximum region size To prevent exceeds maximum region size errors, ensure that you
have a TSO maximum region size of at least 65536 KB for the z/
OS system.

User IDs User IDs require a TSO segment (access) and an OMVS
segment. During workflow processing and REST API requests,
z/OSMF may start one or more TSO address spaces under the
following job names:

• userid
• substr(userid, 1, 6)||CN (Console)

Example:
(userid = USRMY01, USRMY0CN )

Select and Configure your z/OSMF Plug-ins

Brightside requires that z/OSMF is installed with the following plug-ins:

Plug-in Functionality Task

(Optional) Cloud Portal The Cloud Portal plug-in lets you make
software services available to marketplace
consumers and it adds the Marketplace and
Marketplace Administration tasks to the z/
OSMF navigation tree.

For information about how to enable the
plug-in, see Updating z/OS for the Cloud
Portal plug-in on the IBM Knowledge
Center.

Configuration Assistant The Configuration Assistant plug-in lets
z/OSMF configure TCP/IP policy-based
networking functions.
For more information about the functionality
that the plug-in provides, see Configuration
Assistant task overview on the IBM
Knowledge Center.

For information about how to enable
the plug-in, see Updating z/OS for the
Configuration Assistant plug-in on the IBM
Knowledge Center.

ISPF The ISPF plug-in lets z/OSMF access
traditional ISPF applications.
For information about the functionality
that the plug-in provides, see ISPF task
overview on the IBM Knowledge Center.

For information about how to enable the
plug-in, see Updating z/OS for the ISPF
plug-in on the IBM Knowledge Center.
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Workload Management The Workload Management plug-in lets
z/OSMF operate and manage workload
management service definitions and
policies.
For information about the functionality
that the plug-in provides, see Workload
Management task overview on the IBM
Knowledge Center.

For information about how to enable
the plug-in, see Updating z/OS for the
Workload Management plug-in on the IBM
Knowledge Center.

Configure z/OSMF Security
This article describes the tasks that security administrators must complete to configure z/OSMF security for your
Brightside implementation.

Configure z/OS REST Services SAF Security

A security administrator must configure security to allow z/OSMF System Authorization Facility Authority (SAF) access to
the resources that Brightside requires. Brightside uses REST endpoints that are associated with each z/OSMF REST API.
After you complete all z/OSMF and z/OSMF cloud provisioning configurations, you can test your connection to z/OSMF to
verify that Brightside can communicate with z/OS systems.

WARNING
Before you allow users to issue z/OS console commands with Brightside, security administrators should ensure
that they provide access to commands that are appropriate for their organization.

NOTE
For detailed instructions about configuring z/OS REST services SAF security, see the following articles:

• ACF2: To define REST Interface authorizations, see the ACF2 documentation.
• Top Secret: To define REST Interface Authorizations, see the Top Secret documentation.
• IBM RACF:  To define resource authorizations for the z/OS jobs REST interface, the z/OS console services

REST interface, the z/OS data set and file REST interface, and the z/OS jobs REST interface, see "Security
configuration requirements for z/OSMF" in the IBM Knowledge Center.

The following table details the required z/OSMF REST services and examples of the Brightside features they enable. If
the profile validation command returns any errors, use this table to find IBM documentation for the z/OSMF REST APIs.

z/OSMF REST Service REST Endpoint Description More Information
Cloud provisioning services Endpoints that begin with: /

zosmf/provisioning/
Cloud provisioning for
development environments.

• Cloud provisioning services

TSO/E address space services Endpoints that begin with:
/zosmf/tsoApp

TSO commands (zowe zos-
tso issue ).

• TSO/E address space
services

• Class activations that z/
OSMF requires

z/OS console services Endpoints that begin with:
/zosmf/restconsoles/
Example:
/zosmf/restconsoles/
defcn

Console
commands (zowe zos-
console issue ). Any MVS
console command such as
MODIFY and DISPLAY.

• z/OS console services
• Updating your system for

the z/OS console REST
interface

• Resource authorizations for
the z/OS console services
REST interface
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z/OS data set and file REST
interface

Endpoints that begin with:
/zosmf/restfiles/
Example:
/zosmf/restfiles/ds/<dsname>

Create data sets (zowe zos-
files create ), delete
data sets (zowe zos-files
delete ), read (download)
data sets (zowe zos-
files download ), and
write (upload) data sets (zowe
zos-files upload ).
Access to access method
services (IDCAMS) (zowe
zos-files invoke
access-method-
services ).

• z/OS data set and file REST
interface

• Updating your system for the
z/OS data set and file REST
interface

• Resource authorizations for
the z/OS data set and file
REST interface

z/OS jobs REST interface Endpoints that begin with:
/zosmf/restjobs/
Example:
/zosmf/restjobs/jobs/<jobname>/
<jobid>

Submit jobs (zowe zos-
jobs submit) , purge jobs,
and read job output.
List jobs (zowe zos-jobs
list ).

• z/OS jobs REST interface
• Resource authorizations

for the z/OS jobs REST
interface

z/OSMF workflow services Endpoints that begin with:
/zosmf/workflow/

Cloud provisioning for
development environments.

• z/OSMF workflow services

Configure z/OS Console REST Interface

Review the following recommendations for configuring the security for z/OS console REST services:

• Add the COMMON_TSO statement to the IZUPRMxx parmlib member to customize the z/OSMF options for the logon
procedure.

• Define a value of at least 50000 KB as the size of the address space for the user's logon procedure. To help you
prevent system memory exception errors from occurring, confirm that this value is acceptable in your environment.

• Ensure that the members in your z/OSMF user security group can issue TSO and CONSOLE commands. IBM provides
RACF statements for user group IZUUSER . To prevent all z/OSMF users from issuing TSO and CONSOLE commands,
you can create more z/OSMF user groups for more granular security.

• Ensure that the OPERCMD class is active and that your MVS commands are protected. MVS commands include, but
are not limited to, the MVS and MVS.MCSOPER resource prefixes.

• Ensure that the z/OSMF user security groups can access (authorized) the logon procedure name and account number
that is specified in the COMMON_TSO statement.

• Define a TSO segment for all the z/OSMF users.

Configure z/OS Data Set and File REST Interface

Review the following recommendations for configuring z/OS the security for data set and file REST services:

• Add the COMMON_TSO statement to the RESTAPI_FILE parmlib member to customize the z/OSMF options for the
logon procedure.

• Define a value of at least 65536 KB as the size of the address space for the user's logon procedure. To help you
prevent system memory exception errors from occurring, confirm that this value is acceptable in your environment.

• Authorize z/OSMF user groups and the z/OSMF server to CEA TSO/E address space services.
• Ensure that the z/OSMF user security groups can access (authorized) the logon procedure name and account number

that is specified on the COMMON_TSO statement.
• Define a TSO segment for all the z/OSMF users.
• Define at least 20971520 KB (20 MB) the IPCMSGQBYTES option of your parmlib member named BPXPRMxx . IBM

recommends this value to let TSO and z/OSMF communicate using z/OS USS interprocess communications.
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Configure z/OSMF Plug-in Security

Ensure that you implement all the required security for the plug-ins. For more information, see Setting up security for the
z/OSMF plug-ins on the IBM Knowledge Center.

NOTE

• For systems that are secured by RACF, ensure that the TRUSTED attribute is assigned to the CEA started
task.

• To implement the use of certificates to access Brightside, security administrators can configure the
certificates for Brightside users. For more information, see Using the z/OSMF REST services on the IBM
Knowledge Center.

• For information about configuring z/OSMF security for plug-ins that are running on systems with ACF2, see
Configure z/OS Management Facility for ACF2 in the ACF2 documentation,

• For information about configuring z/OSMF security for plug-ins that are running on systems with Top Secret,
see Configure z/OS Management Facility for Top Secret in the Top Secret documentation.

Install Core CLI
As an application developer, install the core CLI using the local package or online registry method.

Install Zowe CLI using the local package or online registry method. These methods install the Broadcom tested and
verified packages. You can choose to install a collection of open-source Zowe plug-ins and Broadcom product and
innovation plug-ins. There is a free and open-source version of Zowe CLI available at Zowe.org.

Software Requirements

Meet the CLI Software Requirements before you install the application.

Install Zowe CLI

Use one of the following methods to Install Zowe CLI:

Local Package (Recommended)
Lets you install Zowe CLI from a zipped file that contains the core application and plug-ins.

Online Registry
Unpacks all files from an online npm registry. This method requires that you open a Broadcom Support ticket to
access the Private Bintray registry.

NOTE
If you do not have access to the public npm registry at your site, you might want to install the CLI via a proxy
server. See Installing Zowe CLI from Online Registry Proxy for more information.

After you install Zowe CLI, specify connection details so that the product can communicate with the mainframe. You can
specify connection details directly on a command, by creating user profiles, or by using environment variables. For more
information, see Using CLI.

Install CLI from a Local Package
You can install Zowe CLI from a local package on Windows, macOS, and Linux computers.
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Ensure that you meet the Software Requirements for CLI.

You can install Zowe CLI from a local package on Windows, macOS, and Linux computers.

1. Extract the contents of the .zip file (i.e. DVDBRTWINV200006.zip) to a local directory on your computer.

2. Open a command-line window and navigate to the local directory where you extracted the .zip file. For example, issue
the following command:
cd C:\Users\<userID>\<downloads>

3. To install Zowe CLI, issue the following command. On Linux, you might need to prepend sudo to your npm commands:
npm install -g zowe-cli.tgz

4. (Optional) Install Zowe open-source plug-ins:
zowe plugins install cics-for-zowe-cli.tgz ims-for-zowe-cli.tgz mq-for-zowe-cli.tgz zos-ftp-for-zowe-

cli.tgz db2-for-zowe-cli.tgz 

Alternatively, you can install individual plug-ins. The following is an example of a command that installs a single plug-
in:

zowe plugins install cics-for-zowe-cli.tgz

The open-source CLI plug-ins are installed.

5. (Optional) Install Broadcom plug-ins, which include integrations with Broadcom products (Endevor, OPS/MVS, and
more) and innovations (z/OS-Extended Files and Extended-Jobs):

IMPORTANT

Ensure that you meet the Software Requirements for Plug-ins before you use them.

zowe plugins install dbm-db2-for-zowe-cli.tgz install endevor-for-zowe-cli.tgz endevor-bridge-for-git-for-

zowe-cli.tgz file-master-plus-for-zowe-cli.tgz idms-for-zowe-cli.tgz jclcheck-for-zowe-cli.tgz ops-for-

zowe-cli.tgz caview-for-zowe-cli.tgz mat-analyze-for-zowe-cli.tgz mat-detect-for-zowe-cli.tgz caspool-

for-zowe-cli.tgz sysview-for-zowe-cli.tgz ca7-for-zowe-cli.tgz zos-extended-jobs-for-zowe-cli.tgz zos-

extended-files-for-zowe-cli.tgz

The Broadcom CLI plug-ins are installed.

6. (Optional) Verify that a Zowe plug-in is operating correctly.
zowe plugins validate <my-plugin>

where <my-plugin> is the syntax for the plugin such as @broadcom/endevor-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

7. (Optional) Test the connection to z/OSMF. See Testing Connection to z/OSMF.

8. (Optional) Access the Zowe CLI Help (zowe --help ) or the Zowe CLI Web Help (zowe --help ) for a complete
reference of Zowe.

After you install Zowe CLI, you can specify connection details so that the CLI can communicate with the mainframe. You
can specify connection details directly on each command, through user profiles, or by using environment variables. For
more information, see Using CLI.
After you install the CLI, connect to the mainframe directly by issuing a command, by creating user profiles and using
them on commands, or by using environment variables. For more information, see Using CLI.

Install CLI from Online Registry by Proxy
Install Zowe CLI on Windows, macOS, or Linux operating systems using the NPM install command when you are working
behind a proxy server. If your site blocks access to public NPM, you must use this installation method.
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This installation method requires access to the Broadcom Support Portal. For other installation methods, see Installing
CLI.

Ensure that you meet the Software Requirements for CLI.

You can install Zowe CLI from an online registry using a proxy server on Windows, macOS, or Linux operating systems. If
you want to update Zowe CLI to the current version, see Update Zowe CLI.

1. Identify the proxy server.

2. If your proxy server does not require login credentials, add the proxy URL to the NPM config file.
npm config set https-proxy http://proxy.[proxy_name].com:[port_number]

npm config set proxy http://proxy.[proxy_name].com:[port_number]

[proxy_name] is the IP or hostname and [port_number] is the port number of the proxy server.

3. If your proxy server does require login credentials, add the proxy URL, with login credentials, to the NPM config file.
npm config set https-proxy http://[username]:[password]@proxy.[proxy_name].com:[port_number]

npm config set proxy 

[username] and [password] are the required login credentials, [proxy_name] is the IP or hostname, and
[port_number] is the port number of the proxy server.

4. Go to https://support.broadcom.com/ and log in.

5. Select Mainframe Software, Product Downloads.

6. Search for Brightside and click the Brightside tile.

7. Click the icon under the Token Generation column.
The instructions to download and install Zowe CLI are displayed.

8. Follow the installation instructions:
a) Download the JSON file containing the token.
b) Download CA_BRIGHTSIDE_3.0_Registry_Installation.zip.
c) Unzip CA_BRIGHTSIDE_3.0_Registry_Installation.zip.
d) In a command-line window, run the script.

For Windows, run CA_BRIGHTSIDE_3.0_Registry_Installation_Windows.bat [filename] . For
Linux and MacOS, run ./CA_BRIGHTSIDE_3.0_Registry_Installation_Linux.sh [filename] where
[filename] is the path to access_token-###.json .

9. Verify that a Zowe plug-in is operating correctly. zowe plugins validate <my-plugin> where <my-plugin> is
a plugin.
For example, zowe plugins validate @broadcom/endevor-for-zowe-cli

10. (Optional) Test the connection to z/OSMF. See Testing Connection to z/OSMF.

Zowe CLI is installed.
After you install the CLI, connect to the mainframe directly by issuing a command, by creating user profiles and using
them on commands, or by using environment variables. For more information, see Using CLI.

Update Zowe CLI
Zowe CLI has periodic updates. You can update the CLI to the most recent version or revert to an older version.

Identify the Currently Installed Version

To identify the version of Zowe CLI that is currently installed on your computer, issue the following command:
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zowe --version

NOTE
Zowe CLI versions 6.x.x or later are associated with Brightside 3.0. Versions 2.x.x earlier are associated with
Brightside 2.0.

Upgrade from an Earlier LTS Release

If you previously installed a Brightside 2.0 version of the CLI (@lts-incremental), follow this procedure to upgrade to the
Long-Term Support version that is supported with Brightside 3.0. The migration involves uninstalling the previous CLI
version, installing the new version, and restoring your profiles.

Follow these steps:

1. Perform one of the following steps:
a. Delete the ~/.zowe/profiles directory from your computer. You can recreate the profiles manually after you

update the CLI.
b. If you want to preserve your existing profiles, copy the contents of ~/.zowe/profiles or %homepath%\.zowe

\profiles to another directory on your computer.
2. Delete the ~/.zowe/plugins or %homepath%\.zowe\plugins directory to uninstall all plug-ins.
3. Issue the following command to uninstall the pre-LTS version of core CLI

npm uninstall -g @brightside/core

NOTE
You might receive an ENOENT error when issuing this command if you installed Zowe CLI from a local
package (.tgz) and the package was moved from its original location. In the event that you receive the error,
open an issue in the Zowe CLI GitHub repository.

4. Install the most recent @zowe-v1-lts version CLI and optional plug-ins. For more information, see Install Zowe CLI.
5. (Optional) If you deleted your profiles in Step 1, recreate the profiles that you need manually.
6. (Optional) If you copied your profiles to a local directory in Step 1, follow these steps:

a. Move the profile configuration files that you saved in Step 1 back to the ~/.zowe/profiles or %homepath%
\.zowe\profiles folder on your computer.

b. Issue the zowe scs update command to update profiles that are secured with the Secure Credential Store Plug-
in.

c. Issue the command zowe profiles update zosmf <my-profile-name> --user <my-username> --
password <my-password> to update z/osmf profiles to use the current option names.

You installed the most recent LTS version of Zowe CLI. 

NOTE
If you receive errors during installation or when issuing commands, see Troubleshooting CLI for a list of potential
problems and resolutions.

Upgrade from a Local Package
If you prefer to upgrade from an offline (.tgz) package, uninstall your current package then reinstall a new package using
the steps that are described in Install CLI from a Local Package.

Update from the Online Registry

Update Zowe CLI from the online registry on Windows, Mac, or Linux.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the command line and issue the following command to update Brightside to the current LTS version:
npm install -g @zowe/cli@zowe-v1-lts
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2. Update all plug-ins to the current LTS version. The command installs any plug-ins if they are not already installed:
zowe plugins install @broadcom/file-master-plus-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts @broadcom/endevor-for-zowe-

cli@zowe-v1-lts @broadcom/endevor-bridge-for-git-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts @broadcom/idms-for-zowe-

cli@zowe-v1-lts @broadcom/jclcheck-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts @broadcom/ops-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

 @broadcom/caview-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts @broadcom/mat-analyze-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts @broadcom/mat-

detect-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts @broadcom/caspool-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts @broadcom/sysview-for-zowe-

cli@zowe-v1-lts @broadcom/ca7-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts @broadcom/zos-extended-files-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-

lts @broadcom/zos-extended-jobs-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts @zowe/cics-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts @zowe/ims-

for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts @zowe/mq-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts @zowe/zos-ftp-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts @zowe/

secure-credential-store-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts @zowe/db2-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

The plug-ins are updated to the current LTS version available on Private Bintray. If the updates fail, review the Error and
Warning messages for details.

Update or Revert to a Specific Version

Revert to a previous version of Brightside or update to a specific known version. For example,  to update Brightside
to v2.5.2:

npm install -g @zowe/cli@2.5.2

WARNING
You must update Brightside using the same method that you used to install Brightside.

Uninstall CLI
Uninstall the CLI when you no longer want to use the product, or if you are required to uninstall before updating to a new
version. The uninstall process does not delete your user profiles or credentials, so we recommend that you delete the
profiles before you uninstall Zowe CLI.

Uninstall Zowe CLI Using Windows Control Panel

If you installed Zowe CLI using the Zowe CLI Windows Setup Wizard, use the Windows Control Panel to uninstall. For
example, if you installed Brightside Enterprise 2.0 using the Setup Wizard.

Follow these steps:

1. Open Windows Control Panel and click Programs and Features.
2. Click Zowe CLI and click Uninstall to launch the uninstaller.
3. Confirm that you want to uninstall Zowe CLI when prompted.

Zowe CLI is uninstalled.

Uninstall Zowe CLI Using the Command Line

If you previously installed Zowe CLI using the local package or online registry methods, you can uninstall Brightside using
the command line only if you installed Brightside using the command line. The following steps describe how to list and
delete the profiles, and uninstall Brightside.

Follow these steps:

1. Open a command-line window.

NOTE
If you do not want to delete the Brightside profiles from your computer, go to Step 5.

2. List all profiles that you created for a command group:
zowe profiles list <profileType>
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Example: List z/OSMF Profiles
zowe profiles list zosmf

 

The following profiles were found for the module zosmf:

'SMITH-123' (DEFAULT)

smith-123@SMITH-123-W7 C:\Users\SMITH-123

3. Delete all of the profiles that are listed for the command group:
zowe profiles delete <profileType> <profileName> --force

Example: Delete z/OSMF Profiles
zowe profiles delete zosmf SMITH-123 --force

NOTE
When you issue the delete command, it deletes the specified profile and its credentials from the credential
vault in your operating system.

4. Repeat Steps 2 and 3 for all Brightside command groups and profiles.
5. Uninstall Brightside:

npm uninstall --global @zowe/cli

The uninstall process removes all Brightside installation directories and files from your computer.
6. Delete the following directory from your computer. The directory contains the Brightside log files and miscellaneous

files that were generated when you used the product.
C:\Users\UserID\.zowe

7. Clear your scoped npm registry:
npm config set @zowe:registry

Your scoped npm registry is cleared.

How CLI Versioning Works
Each Zowe CLI release is associated with a distribution tag in a Node Package Manager (npm) registry. You use the tags
in installation command syntax to install or update the product to a specific version. For example, if you install with the
@zowe-v1-lts tag, you can update as needed with the same tag to consume new features and enhancements.

NOTE
You only use npm tags when you install the product from an online registry. You do not use npm tags when you
install from a local package.

The following list of terms describes the npm distribution tags and their intended usage:

@zowe-v1-lts
Represents the current Zowe Long-Term Support (LTS) version of the CLI. This tag provides enhancements and
fixes, but does not introduce major breaking changes that could interrupt your existing scripts and commands. We
recommend this tag for Brightside 3.0 users.

@lts-incremental
Represents backward-compatible enhancements and bug fixes. We recommend this tag for Brightside 2.0 users.

@lts-stable
Represents a previous release of Brightside 1.0. This version is no longer supported.

@latest
Represents the latest Active Development version of Zowe CLI. Active Development means that this version can
introduce breaking changes as features are introduced continuously.

IMPORTANT
This version is not supported under the Brightside license. You do not receive official support when
using the @latest version of Zowe CLI.
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@next
Represents the next version of Zowe CLI. This version is used for validation and development.

IMPORTANT
This version is not supported under the Brightside license. You do not receive official support when
using the @next version of Zowe CLI.

Install CLI Plug-ins
You can install plug-ins to extend the capabilities of Zowe CLI. Plug-ins add integrations with products and new
functionality. Some plug-ins are open-source Zowe applications and others are Broadcom innovations.

Software Requirements

Before you install plug-ins, review the Software Requirements for CLI Plug-ins.

Install Plug-ins

Install Zowe CLI plug-ins on your computer using the same installation method that you used to install the core CLI:

Local Package (Recommended)
Lets you install plug-ins from a zipped file that contains the core application and plug-in .tgz files.

Online Registry
Unpacks all files from an online npm registry. This method requires that you open a Broadcom Support ticket to
access the Private Bintray registry.

Software Requirements for CLI Plug-ins
Install Zowe CLI on your computer and verify that your installation meets the requirements before you use Zowe CLI plug-
ins. You can often install CLI plug-ins without meeting the requirements, but the plug-ins will not function.

For each plug-in that you plan to use, verify the requirements:

Workload Automation CA 7 Plug-in for Zowe CL

• Ensure that an instance of CA 7 12.1 CA 7 Rest Services is running.

DBM for Db2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• RC/Migrator and RC/Compare Version 20.0
• Batch Processor, DBM Data Service, RC/Migrator, Xmanager, and Xnet customization. The DBM Data Service

configuration includes customization of the DevOps templates.

Endevor Bridge for Git Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• An instance of Endevor with the Endevor Web Services component (mainframe system).
• PTFs SO03928 and SO03929
• Build areas in Endevor configured. See Endevor Setup Considerations for more information.

Endevor Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• An instance of Endevor with the Endevor Web Services component (mainframe system)
• PTF SO03929

File Master Plus Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• An instance of File Master Plus with the File Master Plus REST API (mainframe system).
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IDMS Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• An instance of IDMS 19.0 or higher
• IDMS REST API 1.0 or higher configured and running.

JCLCheck Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• An instance of JCLCheck (mainframe system).
• PTF SO11500 applied on the system where JCLCheck is running. For more information, see Install, Configure,

and Deploy the JCLCheck REST API in the JCLCheck documentation.

MAT Analyze Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• Use MAT (MAT) version 12.0.02 (GA) or later.
• Install and configure the MAT Database.
• Install and configure the MAT REST API Server.
• Run the MAT database and the REST API servers while using the MAT Analyze plug-in for Zowe CLI.
• (Optional) To use the automated listing registration and retrieval option through Endevor® footprints, install,

and configure the Endevor® Web Services and specify the Endevor® web server details in the MAT database
configuration.

MAT Detect Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• Use MAT (MAT) version 12.0.02 (GA) or later.
• Complete PMA customization.

OPS/MVS Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• An instance of OPS/MVS with the Web Services component

NOTE
To issue plug-in commands to OPS/MVS instances running on different systems, install and
configure the Web Services component to an OPS/MVS instance on each system. When you have
multiple instances of OPS/MVS running on a single system, only one Web Services component is
required. However, one Web Services component is required for each system. A single OPS/MVS
Web Services component can access all OPS/MVS instances on a single system.

• Access to OPS/MVS resources AOF, SQL, OPSSMTBL, and OPSGLOBAL authorized for plug-in command
issuers using OPS/MVS Security

• OPS/MVS release 13.5 only: PTFs SO06379 and SO06380

Spool Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• Ensure that the z/OSMF server is running.
• Ensure that a Spool 14.0 instance is installed and running in your mainframe environment. The instance must

meet the following minimum requirement:
– Release 14.0 with PTF SO12826 applied.

SYSVIEW Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• SYSVIEW 16.0
• SYSVIEW REST API
• PTF SO14533

View Plug-in for Zowe CLI
An instance of Web Viewer release 14 is installed with the following minimum version level:

• Service pack 0000
• Service pack INC00 and PTF SO10218 applied
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Secure Credential Store Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• (Graphical Linux) gnome-keyring and libsecret
• (Headless Linux) For more information, see the SCS plug-in Readme.
• NPM version 7 (npm@7) and NPM version 8 (npm@8) requirements:

On Windows operating systems, ensure that your computer is connected to the Internet and issue the
following command before you install the SCS plug-in:
npm install -g prebuild-install

IBM CICS Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• IBM CICS Transaction Server v5.2 or later (mainframe environment)
• IBM CICS Management Client Interface (CMCI) (CICS region)

IBM IMS Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• IBM IMS v14.1.0 or later (mainframe environment)
• IBM IMS Connect configured so that IBM IMS Command Services can function.
• IBM IMS Operations APIs configured to enable communication between the CLI and the IMS instance.

IBM MQ Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• IBM MQ v9.1.0 or later (mainframe environment)
• Expose the MQ API using the API Mediation Layer (API ML) or connect the plug-in directly to the MQ API. See

Exposing the MQ REST API via the Zowe API Mediation Layer and Configuring the mqweb server.

IBM z/OS FTP Plug-in for Zowe CLI

• z/OS FTP service is accessible remotely
• Connect z/OS with the FTP client and run the command rstat . JESINTERFACELevel is set to 2.

Install Plug-ins from a Local Package
You can install Zowe CLI plug-ins from a local package on Windows, macOS, and Linux computers, or on any computer
that has limited or no access to the Internet.

Follow these steps:

1. Review and address the Software Requirements for Zowe CLI Plug-ins. You must meet the software requirements for
the Secure Credential Store and IBM Db2 plug-ins before you install them. You can install other CLI plug-ins without
meeting the requirements, but the plug-ins do not function without back-end APIs.

2. Obtain the Zowe CLI and plug-in installation package (.zip file). To begin, navigate to the Brightside Solution
Downloads on the Broadcom Support site (login required). Click the version number in the LATEST RELEASE
column. You are presented with a list of CLI versions, from which you can select a version to download.

NOTE
We recommend that you download the latest available version of the "Brightside Zowe CLI" component
package. The packages labeled "Zowe Base" do not include Broadcom plug-ins or other innovations.

3. Extract the contents of the .zip file to a local directory on your computer.
4. Open a command-line window and navigate to the local directory where you extracted the .zip file. For example:

cd C:\Users\<userID>\<downloads>

5. Install the plug-in:
zowe plugins install <my-plug-in>

Replace <my-plug-in> with the .tgz file names:
DBM for Db2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI

dbm-db2-for-zowe-cli.tgz
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Endevor Bridge for Git Plug-in for Zowe CLI
endevor-bridge-for-git-for-zowe-cli.tgz

Endevor Plug-in for Zowe CLI
endevor-for-zowe-cli.tgz

File Master Plus Plug-in for Zowe CLI
file-master-plus-for-zowe-cli.tgz

IDMS Plug-in for Zowe CLI
idms-for-zowe-cli.tgz

JCLCheck Plug-in for Zowe CLI
jclcheck-for-zowe-cli.tgz

MAT Analyze Plug-in for Zowe CLI
mat-analyze-for-zowe-cli.tgz

MAT Detect Plug-in for Zowe CLI
mat-detect-for-zowe-cli.tgz

OPS/MVS Plug-in for Zowe CLI
ops-for-zowe-cli.tgz

Spool Plug-in for Zowe CLI
caspool-for-zowe-cli.tgz

SYSVIEW Plug-in for Zowe CLI
sysview-for-zowe-cli.tgz

View Plug-in for Zowe CLI
caview-for-zowe-cli.tgz

CA 7 Plug-in for Zowe CLI
ca7-for-zowe-cli.tgz

z/OS Extended Files Plug-in for Zowe CLI
zos-extended-files-for-zowe-cli.tgz

z/OS Extended Jobs Plug-in for Zowe CLI
zos-extended-jobs-for-zowe-cli.tgz

IBM CICS Plug-in for Zowe CLI
brightside-cics.tgz

IBM Db2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI
db2-for-zowe-cli.tgz

IBM IMS Plug-in for Zowe CLI
ims-for-zowe-cli.tgz

IBM MQ Plug-in for Zowe CLI
mq-for-zowe-cli.tgz

IBM z/OS FTP Plug-in for Zowe CLI
zos-ftp-for-zowe-cli.tgz

Secure Credential Store Plug-in for Zowe CLI
secure-credential-store-for-zowe-cli.tgz

You installed plug-ins from a local package.
6. (Optional) Access the Zowe CLI Help or the Zowe CLI Web Help for a complete reference of Zowe command-line

options.
zowe --help
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zowe --hw

Install Plug-ins from an Online Registry
Install one or more Zowe CLI plug-ins from an online registry on Windows, macOS, and Linux computers.

This installation method requires access to the Broadcom Support Portal. For other installation methods, see Install Plug-
ins from a Local Package.

Review and address the Software Requirements for Zowe CLI Plug-ins. You must meet the software requirements for the
Secure Credential Store and IBM Db2 plug-ins before you install them. You can install other CLI plug-ins without meeting
the requirements, but the plug-ins do not function without back-end APIs.

Install one or more Zowe CLI plug-ins from an online registry on Windows, macOS, and Linux computers.

1. Go to https://support.broadcom.com/ and log in.

2. Select Mainframe Software, Product Downloads.

3. Search for Brightside and click the Brightside tile.

4. Click the icon under the Token Generation column.
The instructions to download and install Zowe CLI are displayed.

5. Target the @zowe and @broadcom scopes on the registry:
a) Download the JSON file containing the token.
b) Download CA_BRIGHTSIDE_3.0_Registry_Installation.zip.
c) Unzip CA_BRIGHTSIDE_3.0_Registry_Installation.zip.
d) In a command-line window, run the script.

For Windows, run CA_BRIGHTSIDE_3.0_Registry_Installation_Windows.bat [filename] . For
Linux and MacOS, run ./CA_BRIGHTSIDE_3.0_Registry_Installation_Linux.sh [filename] where
[filename] is the path to access_token-###.json .

e) Reply "No' to the prompts.
The @zowe and @broadcom scopes are targeted.

6. Install one or more plug-ins, separating each <my-plugin> name with one space.
zowe plugins install <my-plugin1> <my-plugin2> <my-plugin3> ...

<my-plugin> is the installation command syntax for these plug-ins:

DBM for Db2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@broadcom/dbm-db2-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

Endevor Bridge for Git Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@broadcom/endevor-bridge-for-git-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

Endevor Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@broadcom/endevor-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

File Master Plus Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@broadcom/file-master-plus-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

IDMS Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@broadcom/idms-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

JCLCheck Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@broadcom/jclcheck-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

MAT Analyze Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@broadcom/mat-analyze-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts
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MAT Detect Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@broadcom/mat-detect-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

OPS/MVS Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@broadcom/ops-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

Spool Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@broadcom/caspool-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

SYSVIEW Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@broadcom/sysview-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

View Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@broadcom/caview-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

CA 7 Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@broadcom/ca7-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

z/OS Extended Files Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@broadcom/zos-extended-files-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

z/OS Extended Jobs Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@broadcom/zos-extended-jobs-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

IBM CICS Plug-in for Zowe
@zowe/cics-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

IBM Db2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@zowe/db2-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

IBM IMS Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@zowe/ims-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

IBM MQ Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@zowe/mq-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

IBM z/OS FTP Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@zowe/zos-ftp-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

Secure Credential Store Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@zowe/secure-credential-store-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

7. Verify that the Zowe plug-in is operating correctly: zowe plugins validate <my-plugin> where <my-plugin>
is a plugin.
For example, zowe plugins validate @broadcom/endevor-for-zowe-cli

The Zowe plug-in is installed.
Access the Zowe CLI Help or the Zowe CLI Web Help for a complete reference of Zowe command-line options.
zowe --help

zowe --hw

Install Plug-ins from an Online Registry by Proxy
Install one or more Zowe CLI plug-ins from an online registry by proxy on Windows, macOS, and Linux computers.

This installation method requires access to the Broadcom Support Portal. For other installation methods, see Install Plug-
ins from a Local Package.
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Review and address the Software Requirements for Zowe CLI Plug-ins. You must meet the software requirements for the
Secure Credential Store and IBM Db2 plug-ins before you install them. You can install other CLI plug-ins without meeting
the requirements, but the plug-ins do not function without back-end APIs.

Install one or more Zowe CLI plug-ins from an online registry on Windows, macOS, and Linux computers.

1. Identify the proxy server.

2. If your proxy server does not require login credentials, add the proxy URL to the NPM config file.
npm config set https-proxy http://proxy.[proxy_name].com:[port_number]

npm config set proxy http://proxy.[proxy_name].com:[port_number]

[proxy_name] is the IP or hostname and [port_number] is the port number of the proxy server.

3. If your proxy server does require login credentials, add the proxy URL, with login credentials, to the NPM config file.
npm config set https-proxy http://[username]:[password]@proxy.[proxy_name].com:[port_number]

npm config set proxy 

[username] and [password] are the required login credentials, [proxy_name] is the IP or hostname, and
[port_number] is the port number of the proxy server.

4. Go to https://support.broadcom.com/ and log in.

5. Select Mainframe Software, Product Downloads.

6. Search for Brightside and click the Brightside tile.

7. Click the icon under the Token Generation column.
The instructions to download and install Zowe CLI are displayed.

8. Target the @zowe and @broadcom scopes on the registry:
a) Download the JSON file containing the token.
b) Download CA_BRIGHTSIDE_3.0_Registry_Installation.zip.
c) Unzip CA_BRIGHTSIDE_3.0_Registry_Installation.zip.
d) In a command-line window, run the script.

For Windows, run CA_BRIGHTSIDE_3.0_Registry_Installation_Windows.bat [filename] . For
Linux and MacOS, run ./CA_BRIGHTSIDE_3.0_Registry_Installation_Linux.sh [filename] where
[filename] is the path to access_token-###.json .

e) Reply "No' to the prompts.
The @zowe and @broadcom scopes are targeted.

9. Install one or more plug-ins, separating each <my-plugin> name with one space.
zowe plugins install <my-plugin1> <my-plugin2> <my-plugin3> ...

<my-plugin> is the installation command syntax for these plug-ins:

DBM for Db2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@broadcom/dbm-db2-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

Endevor Bridge for Git Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@broadcom/endevor-bridge-for-git-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

Endevor Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@broadcom/endevor-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

File Master Plus Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@broadcom/file-master-plus-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

IDMS Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@broadcom/idms-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts
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JCLCheck Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@broadcom/jclcheck-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

MAT Analyze Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@broadcom/mat-analyze-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

MAT Detect Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@broadcom/mat-detect-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

OPS/MVS Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@broadcom/ops-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

Spool Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@broadcom/caspool-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

SYSVIEW Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@broadcom/sysview-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

View Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@broadcom/caview-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

Workload Automation CA 7 Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@broadcom/ca7-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

z/OS Extended Files Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@broadcom/zos-extended-files-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

z/OS Extended Jobs Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@broadcom/zos-extended-jobs-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

IBM CICS Plug-in for Zowe
@zowe/cics-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

IBM Db2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@zowe/db2-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

IBM IMS Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@zowe/ims-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

IBM MQ Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@zowe/mq-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

IBM z/OS FTP Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@zowe/zos-ftp-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

Secure Credential Store Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@zowe/secure-credential-store-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

10. Verify that the Zowe plug-in is operating correctly: zowe plugins validate <my-plugin> where <my-plugin>
is a plugin.
For example, zowe plugins validate @broadcom/endevor-for-zowe-cli

The Zowe plug-in is installed.
Access the Zowe CLI Help or the Zowe CLI Web Help for a complete reference of Zowe command-line options.
zowe --help

zowe --hw
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Validate Plug-ins
Use the plug-in validation command to run tests against all plug-ins (or single a plug-in) to verify that the plug-ins integrate
properly with Zowe CLI. The tests confirm that the plug-in does not conflict with existing command groups in the base
application. The command response provides you with details or error messages on the validation.

The validate command contains the following syntax:

zowe plugins validate [plugin]

• [plugin]
(Optional) Specifies the name of the plug-in that you want to validate. If you do not specify a plug-in name, the
command validates all installed plug-ins. The name of the plug-in is not always the same as the name of the NPM
package.

Examples: Validate Plug-ins

• The following example validates a single installed plug-in:
zowe plugins validate <my-plugin>

<my-plugin> is the validation command syntax for these plug-ins:
DBM for Db2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI

@broadcom/dbm-db2-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts
Endevor Bridge for Git Plug-in for Zowe CLI

@broadcom/endevor-bridge-for-git-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts
Endevor SCM Plug-in for Zowe CLI

@broadcom/endevor-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts
File Master Plus Plug-in for Zowe CLI

@broadcom/file-master-plus-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts
IDMS Plug-in for Zowe CLI

@broadcom/idms-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts
JCLCheck Workload Automation Plug-in for Zowe CLI

@broadcom/jclcheck-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts
MAT Analyze Plug-in for Zowe CLI

@broadcom/mat-analyze-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts
MAT Detect Plug-in for Zowe CLI

@broadcom/mat-detect-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts
OPS/MVS Plug-in for Zowe CLI

@broadcom/ops-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts
Spool Plug-in for Zowe CLI

@caspool-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts
SYSVIEW Plug-in for Zowe CLI

@broadcom/sysview-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts
View Plug-in for Zowe CLI

@broadcom/caview-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts
Workload Automation CA 7 Plug-in for Zowe CLI

@broadcom/ca7-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts
z/OS Extended Files Plug-in for Zowe CLI

@broadcom/zos-extended-files-for-zowe-cli
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z/OS Extended Jobs Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@broadcom/zos-extended-jobs-for-zowe-cli

IBM CICS Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@zowe/cics@zowe-v1-lts

IBM Db2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@zowe/db2@zowe-v1-lts

IBM IMS Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@zowe/ims-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

IBM MQ Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@zowe/mq-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

IBM z/OS FTP Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@zowe/zos-ftp-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

Secure Credential Store Plug-in for Zowe CLI
@zowe/secure-credential-store-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

The validation response is Successfully validated .
• The following example validates all installed plug-ins:

zowe plugins validate

Update Plug-ins
Issue the update command to install the latest stable version or a specific version of a plug-in that you installed
previously.

The update  command has the following syntax:

zowe plugins update [plugin...] [--registry <registry>]

• [plugin...]
Specifies the name of an installed plug-in that you want to update. The name of the plug-in is not always the same as
the name of the NPM package. You can use npm semantic versioning to specify a plug-in version to which to update.

• [--registry <registry>]
(Optional) Specifies a registry URL that is different from the registry URL of the original installation.

Examples: Update Plug-ins

• The following example illustrates the syntax to use to update an installed plug-in to the latest stable version:
zowe plugins update @broadcom/my-plugin@zowe-v1-lts

• The following example illustrates the syntax to use to update an installed plug-in to a specific version:
zowe plugins update @broadcom/my-plugin@1.2.3

Uninstall Plug-ins
Issue the uninstall command to uninstall plug-ins from a base application. After the uninstall process completes
successfully, the product no longer contains the plug-in configuration.

Uninstall Plug-ins Using the Uninstall Command

TIP

The command is equivalent to using npm uninstall to uninstall a package.

The uninstall command contains the following syntax:
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zowe plugins uninstall [plugin]

Where:

• [plugin]
Specifies the plug-in name to uninstall.

Example: Uninstall Plug-ins

• The following example illustrates the syntax to use to uninstall a plug-in:
zowe plugins uninstall @broadcom/<my-plugin>

Uninstall Plug-ins Using Windows Control Panel

When you install Zowe CLI and Zowe CLI plug-ins using the Zowe CLI Setup Wizard, use Windows Control Panel to
uninstall Zowe CLI and plug-ins.

Follow these steps:

1. Open Windows Control Panel and click Programs and Features.
2. Click Zowe CLI and click Uninstall to launch the uninstaller.
3. Confirm that you want to uninstall Zowe CLI when prompted.

Install Zowe CLI and the IBM z/OS FTP Plug-in
Describes how to setup and use Zowe CLI using the IBM z/OS FTP Plug-in for Zowe CLI in order to try the CLI without
having to set up and configure z/OSMF.

To try out basic Zowe CLI functionality, you can configure CLI using the IBM z/OS FTP Plug-in. This option provides quick
configuration and setup. However, Zowe CLI will have limited functionality.

IMPORTANT
This topic describes how to rapidly configure Zowe CLI to sample the basic features. To experience the full
range of features and functionality, complete your configuration with z/OSMF. z/OSMF offers faster performance,
a console, and workflow commands.

You can use the plug-in to:

• List, view, rename, and download z/OS datasets or USS files.
• Upload local files or stdin to z/OS datasets or USS files.
• List, view, and download job status or job spool files.
• Delete a z/OS dataset, USS file, or job.

Commands

For details about the commands, actions, and options that are available in this plug-in, see the Zowe CLI Web Help. The
web help is available for download as a PDF document or a ZIP file that contains interactive, browser-based help.

Software Requirements

Verify that you meet these requirements before you install Zowe CLI and the IBM z/OS FTP Plug-in. Configuring the z/OS
FTP client and server provides additional FTP-related options based on the user’s SAF configuration on the server.

• Download and install Node.js and npm.
• z/OS FTP service is accessible remotely
• Connect z/OS with the FTP client and run the command rstat . Verify that the option JESINTERFACELevel is set to

2.
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Install the Zowe CLI and the IBM z/OS FTP Plug-in

You can install Zowe CLI and the IBM z/OS FTP Plug-in from a local package on Windows, macOS, and Linux computers
or from an online registry.

To install from a local package:

1. Obtain the Zowe CLI and plug-in installation package (.zip file) from Download Management (login required). To locate
the package, search for the term "Brightside".

2. Extract the contents of the .zip file to a local directory on your computer.
3. Open a command-line window and navigate to the local directory where you extracted the .zip file. For example, issue

the following command:
cd C:\Users\<userID>\<downloads>

4. Install Zowe CLI. On Linux, you may need to prepend sudo to your npm commands.
npm install -g zowe-cli.tgz

5. Open a command-line window and navigate to the local directory where you extracted the .zip file. For example:
cd C:\Users\<userID>\<downloads>

6. Install the the IBM z/OS FTP Plug-in for Zowe CLI plug-in:
zowe plugins install zos-ftp-for-zowe-cli.tgz

Zowe CLI and the IBM z/OS FTP Plug-in for Zowe CLI are installed.
7. (Optional) Access the Zowe CLI Help or the Zowe CLI Web Help for a complete reference of Zowe command-line

options.
zowe --help

zowe --hw

To install from an online registry:

NOTE

This method requires access to an online npm registry, Private Bintray. For other installation methods, see
Installing CLI.

Your default registry must be public npm (or a mirror of public npm).

If you previously installed the CLI and want to update to a current version, see Update Zowe CLI.

1. To obtain login credentials, open a Broadcom Support ticket under the category for the mainframe product that you are
licensed for (for example, File Master Plus). In the ticket, request access to the following Private Bintray registry URL:
https://api.bintray.com/npm/ca/brightside-enterprise-npm/

2. Open a command-line window and set the online registry:
Windows:
curl -su "<givenUserID>@ca:<givenToken>" https://api.bintray.com/npm/ca/brightside-enterprise-npm/auth/

scope/zowe >> %homepath%/.npmrc

Linux/Mac:
curl -su "<givenUserID>@ca:<givenToken>" https://api.bintray.com/npm/ca/brightside-enterprise-npm/auth/

scope/zowe >> ~/.npmrc

3. Install Zowe CLI. On Linux, you may need to prepend sudo to your npm commands:
npm install @zowe/cli@zowe-v1-lts -g

4. Install the IBM z/OS FTP Plug-in for Zowe CLI. On Linux, you may need to prepend sudo to your npm commands:
zowe plugins install @zowe/zos-ftp-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

Zowe CLI and the the IBM z/OS FTP Plug-in for Zowe CLI are installed.
5. (Optional) Access the Zowe CLI Help (zowe --help ) or the Zowe CLI Web Help (zowe --help ) for a complete

reference of Zowe.
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Create a User Profile

You can optionally set up a zftp profile to avoid typing your connection details on every command. A zftp profile contains
the host, port, username, and password for the z/OS instance to which you want to connect. You can create multiple
profiles and switch between them as needed.

Create a zftp profile:

Zowe profiles create zftp <profile_name> -H <host> -u <user> -p <password> -P <port>

The result of the command displays as a success or failure message. You can use your profile when you issue commands
in the zftp command group.

NOTE
The --secure-ftp option is set to true by default. We recommend this setting if FTPS (FTP over SSL) is
enabled in z/OS FTP service. FTPS is not equivalent to SFTP (FTP over SSH). SFTP is not currently supported.

Testing Connection to z/OSMF

You can test your connection. See Testing Connection to z/OSMF.

Verify the Plug-Ins
You can verify that a Zowe plug-in is operating correctly.
zowe plugins validate <my-plugin>

where <my-plugin> is the syntax for the plugin such as @broadcom/endevor-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

Issue Commands

After installing the plugin successfully, you can issue commands. For example, you can use one of the following methods
to download a data-set.

• Download a data-set using a default profile:
zowe zftp download data-set USERHLQ.DATASET.NAME

zowe zftp download data-set USERHLQ.DATASET.NAME --file <test.txt>

zowe zftp download data-set USERHLQ.DATASET.NAME --file "./temp/<test.txt>" 

• Download a data-set without using a default profile:
zowe zftp download data-set USERHLQ.DATASET.NAME --host <hostname> --port 21 --user <User_ID> --password

 <password> --secure-ftp false 

zowe zftp download data-set USERHLQ.DATASET.NAME --host <hostname> --port 21 --user USER --password

 PASSWORD --secure-ftp false --file <test.txt>

zowe zftp download data-set USERHLQ.DATASET.NAME --host hostname --port 21 --user <User_ID> --password

 <password> --secure-ftp false --file "./temp/<test.txt>"

Available CLI Plug-ins
You can install plug-ins to extend the capabilities of Zowe CLI. Plug-ins add functionality to the product in the form of new
command groups, actions, objects, and options.
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To learn more about the plug-ins that are available with Brightside, review the following table:

Plug-in for Zowe CLI Zowe Conformant Brightside
License Required

Parent Product
License Required Open Source

Database Management
Solutions for Db2

yes no yes no

Endevor yes no yes no

Endevor Bridge for Git yes no yes no

File Master Plus yes no yes no

IDMS yes no yes no

JCLCheck yes no yes no

MAT Analyze yes no yes no

MAT Detect yes no yes no

OPS/MVS yes no yes no

Secure Credential Store
Plug-in for Zowe CLI

yes no no yes

Spool yes no yes no

SYSVIEW yes no yes no

CA 7 yes no yes no

z/OS Extended Files
Plug-in for Zowe CLI

yes yes no no

z/OS Extended Jobs
Plug-in for Zowe CLI

yes yes no no

View yes no yes no

IBM CICS yes no no yes

IBM DB2 yes no no yes

IBM IMS yes no no yes

IBM MQ yes no no yes

IBM z/OS FTP yes no no yes

Zowe Conformant:
All Brightside plug-in have earned Zowe Conformant status. The Zowe Conformance Program aims to give users
the confidence that when they use a product, app, or distribution that leverages Zowe they can expect a high level
of common functionality, interoperability and user experience.

Brightside License Required:
The plug-in requires a Brightside license to obtain.

Parent Produce License Required:
The plug-in requires a license for the parent mainframe product to obtain. For example, if you are licensed for
Endevor, you can install and use the Endevor Plug-in for Zowe CLI.

Open Source:
The source code for the plug-in is made available for public viewing and contribution.
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WARNING

Plug-ins can gain control of your CLI application legitimately during the execution of every command. Install
third-party plug-ins at your own risk. Broadcom makes no warranties regarding the use of third-party plug-ins.

DBM for Db2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI
Use the DBM for Db2 plug-in for Zowe CLI to automate Db2 schema provisioning. Sample use cases are provided for
using the Zowe CLI dbm-db2 commands.

The DBM for Db2 plug-in for Zowe CLI lets you interact with Db2 using Broadcom Database Management Solutions for
Db2 for z/OS from the Zowe CLI interface. You can generate DDL for a single Db2 object or multiple Db2 objects, and
then edit and verify the syntax. You can compare DDL to a target subsystem and make changes. You can also migrate
and deploy Db2 object changes from one subsystem to another. You can integrate the plug-in into continuous integration/
continuous development (CI/CD) DevOps workflows and also automate Db2 schema provisioning.

This plug-in is compatible with Zowe CLI and is awarded a Zowe Conformance Program badge.
Licensed Database Management Solutions for Db2 users are entitled to support for this plug-in. This
plug-in does not require a Brightside subscription for download or use.

To learn more about the DBM for Db2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI, review the following content:

• Use Cases
• Plug-in Installation
• dbm-db2 Profiles
• Troubleshooting

Use Cases

Use the DBM for Db2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI to perform Db2 schema provisioning. Db2 schema provisioning is part of the
code, build, test steps in a DevOps workflow:
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Figure 1: DevOps code, build, test provisioning workflow

The following graphic illustrates a sample Db2 schema provisioning workflow using the Zowe dbm-db2 commands to
generate DDL, verify DDL syntax, and deploy the changes:

Figure 2: DBM for Db2 plug-in use case

In this workflow, an application developer will generate DDL for a table, change the table, validate the syntax change, and
implement the table change:

1. Use the zowe dbm generate ddl command to generate DDL for a Db2 table and other related and non-related objects
from a production Db2 subsystem. Then, the returned DDL file can be edited to change the table, such as adding a
column.

2. Use the zowe dbm check ddl command to validate the syntax of the edited DDL.
3. Use the zowe dbm compare ddl command to generate a script that creates or updates the Db2 objects in a

development environment.
4. Use the zowe dbm execute compare-script command to execute the previously generated script. The database

administrator typically performs this step after review of the changes.
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5. Promote the changes into production using a Jenkins pipeline:
– Initiate a script that runs the zowe dbm generate ddl command. This command pulls the DDL for a list of objects

from a Db2 subsystem.
– Push changes into Git, and Jenkins (or some other CI/CD orchestration tool of your choice) is triggered to run

another automation script to issue a zowe dbm compare ddl command. This automation also notifies the database
administrator to review the compare output.

– Review the compare output. The database administrator typically performs this step.
6. Run a Jenkins automation script to issue the zowe dbm deploy ddl command and push the changes to production.

For detailed information about the zowe dbm-db2 plug-in and other Zowe CLI commands, see the Zowe CLI Web Help.

Plug-in Installation

To install the DBM for Db2 plug-in for Zowe CLI, see Install CLI Plug-ins. Review the software requirements and then
complete the procedures to install from a local package or a remote package.

The following setup is required:

• Ensure that an instance of RC/Migrator is running. For RC/Migrator installation details, see the Database Management
Solutions for Db2 for z/OS documentation. This task assumes that you have completed the post-installation
configuration tasks for the Batch Processor, the DBM Data Service, the Xmanager, Xnet, and RC/Migrator. The DBM
Data Service configuration task includes customizing the DevOps templates.

• Install Zowe CLI
• Install the DBM for Db2 plug-in (see Install CLI Plug-ins)
• Create dbm-db2 profiles (see dbm-db2 Profiles)

dbm-db2 Profiles

To use the DBM for Db2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI, create a dbm-db2 user profile to store connection details, user credentials,
and execution details for every zowe dbm-db2 command. You can create multiple profiles and switch between them if
necessary.

The dbm-db2 profile includes:

• JOB statement information. For example:
//DB2DVOPS JOB (nnn),'DB2 PROVISIONING',NOTIFY=&SYSUID,\n//

CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X,MSGLEVEL=(1,1),\n// REGION=0M,TIME=NOLIMIT

NOTE
If MSGCLASS is not specified, A is used.

• The work data set prefix for data sets that are created during execution of the commands.
• Connection information for the Database Management Solutions for Db2 that are being used by the commands. For

example, host, port, protocol (http or https).
• User credentials (user, password), the primary Db2 authorization ID, and SQL ID.
• Other optional options such as those that control the interaction between the commands and the Database

Management Solutions for Db2.

For information about the custom template settings that you can define for use with the DBM for Db2 plug-in commands,
see Customize DevOps Template Settings in the Database Management Solutions for Db2 for z/OS documentation.

To create a dbm-db2 plug-in profile:
zowe profiles create dbm-db2 <profileName> [options]

After executing this command, a YAML file is created with the specified <profileName>.

A sample profile follows that includes the initial settings that you can customize:
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jobCards:

 - '//DB2DVOPS JOB (<nnn>),''DB2 PROVISIONING'',NOTIFY=&SYSUID,'

 - '//     CLASS=A,MSGCLASS=X,MSGLEVEL=(1,1),'

 - '//     REGION=0M,TIME=NOLIMIT'

workDatasetPrefix: '<hlq>'

authid: '<authid>'

sqlid: '<sqlid>'

host: '<host>'

port: 7300

user: ' managed by @zowe/secure-credential-store-for-zowe-cli'

password: ' managed by @zowe/secure-credential-store-for-zowe-cli'

rejectUnauthorized: true

protocol: https

Review and update the created profile:
zowe profiles update dbm-db2 <profileName> [options]

For help with these command options, enter:
zowe profiles create dbm-db2 --help

zowe profiles update dbm-db2 --help

To use the profile, provide its name by specifying the dbm-db2-profile option for any dbm-db2 command. For example:
zowe dbm check ddl … --dbm-db2-profile <profileName>

To set a default profile:
zowe profiles set-default dbm-db2 <profileName>

For more information about profiles, see the external Zowe CLI documentation.

Troubleshooting

If you experience problems using the plug-in commands, see the following troubleshooting topics:

• Plug-in Validation Warnings for Peer Dependencies
• Certificates Issue During Installation

Plug-in validation warnings for peer dependencies

Symptom:
The following messages appear during DBM for Db2 Plug-in installation:
*** Warning: The version value (6.28.0) of the plugin’s ‘@zowe/cli’ property is incompatible with the 

version value (6.31.1) of the zowe command’s version property.

*** Warning: The version value (4.12.0) of the plugin’s ‘@zowe/imperative’ property is incompatible 

with the version value (4.13.1) of the zowe command’s ‘@zowe/imperative’ property.

Solution:
These errors indicate synchronization issues with newer versions of some components. Ignore these warnings. The
commands and framework overrides remain available.

Certificates issue during installation

Symptom:
The message, UNABLE_TO_GET_ISSUER_CERT_LOCALLY, is received. Some restrictions may apply when talking to
the node.js repositories.

Solution:
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Try either of the following workarounds:

• Specify npm config set strict-ssl false
• Specify npm config set registry http://registry.npmjs.org

Endevor Bridge for Git Plug-in for Zowe CLI
The Endevor Bridge for Git Plug-in for Zowe CLI lets you build the changed files from the local working directory of your
Git-Endevor mapping in an Endevor work area. 

As an application developer, after you change elements in the Git working directory of your Git-Endevor mapping, you can
build those changes in an Endevor work area. For more information about Git-Endevor mappings, see the Endevor Bridge
for Git.

This plug-in is compatible with Zowe CLI and is awarded a Zowe Conformance Program
badge. Licensed Endevor Integrations for Enterprise DevOps users are entitled to support
for this plug-in. This plug-in does not require a Brightside subscription for download or use.

Use Cases

You can use the plug-in to perform the following tasks:

• Build the changes of your local working directory of a Git-Endevor mapping in Endevor
• Manage Git-Endevor mappings from the CLI. Enables you to create the Git-Endevor mappings that are supported in

the mainframe application by issuing a command for simple mappings, or by uploading a file for any type of mappings.
• Manage mainframe credentials for Git-Endevor mappings.

Commands

For details about the commands, actions, and options in this plug-in, see the CLI Web Help. The CLI Reference guide is
available for download as a PDF document or a ZIP file that contains interactive, browser-based help.

Software Requirements

Before you use the plug-in, meet the software requirements in Software Requirements.

Installing

For information about installing plug-ins, see Install CLI Plug-ins.

Profiles

Ensure that you set up an endevor-profile for the Endevor Plug-in for Zowe CLI. When you build your local working
directory of a Git-Endevor mapping, the build commands can use the Endevor location that you configure in your profile.

Endevor Plug-in for Zowe CLI
The Endevor Plug-in for Zowe CLI lets you extend Zowe CLI to interact with Endevor on the mainframe.
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You can leverage Endevor resources directly from your computer and integrated development environment (IDE) tools
using a familiar command-line interface. Brightside and the plug-in enable efficient software development by limiting the
need to switch between different environments and tools.

As a DevOps administrator, you can use the plug-in to integrate software life-cycle automation into continuous integration/
continuous development (CI/CD) workflows using tools such as Jenkins or TravisCI.

This plug-in is compatible with Zowe CLI and is awarded a Zowe Conformance
Program badge. Licensed Endevor users are entitled to support for this plug-
in. This plug-in does not require a Brightside subscription for download or use.

NOTE

This plug-in earned Zowe Conformant status. The Zowe Conformance Program aims to give users the
confidence that when they use a product, app, or distribution that leverages Zowe they can expect a high level
of common functionality, interoperability and user experience. See Available Plug-ins for more information about
plug-in conformance and license requirements.

Use Cases

You can use the plug-in to perform the following tasks

• Check out source code that resides in Endevor, and work with the code in a non-mainframe IDE or editor such as:
– Sublime
– Visual Studio Code
– IntelliJ IDEA

• Interact with Endevor application lifecycle actions, allowing easy scripting from CI/CD pipelines.
• Build code and integrate Endevor element code into wider packages.
• Access multiple data sources within a single CLI, enabling quick comparison and inclusion of data.
• Interact with Endevor for basic SCM inventory, which provides an alternative experience for end users, which enables

easier learning and adoption.
• Build checked-in source for use in unit and functional test environments.
• Approve workflows in response to events in other DevOps tools.
• Synchronize an arbitrary Endevor map location with a local directory, and keep them synchronized without the need to

use individual Element actions or to keep track of changes.

Commands

For details about the commands, actions, and options in this plug-in, see the CLI Web Help. The Web Help is available for
download as a PDF document or a ZIP file that contains interactive, browser-based help. 

Software Requirements

Before you install the plug-in, meet the Software Requirements.

Installing

For information about installing plug-ins, see Install CLI Plug-ins.
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Create a User Profile

You can set up an Endevor profile to avoid typing your connection details on every command. The profile contains your
host, port, username, and password for the Endevor instance of your choice. You can create multiple profiles and switch
between them if necessary. Create the profile:

zowe profiles create endevor profilename --host hostname --port portnumber --user username --pass password--

prot [http|https] [--url url]

Example: Set up an Endevor Profile

The following example creates an Endevor profile with the name endevortest, host name abc123, port number 32758,
username johndoe, and the password qwerty, and uses the https protocol:

zowe profiles create endevor endevortest --host abc123 --port 32578 --user johndoe --pass qwerty --prot https

File Master Plus Plug-in for Zowe CLI
The File Master Plus Plug-in for Zowe CLI is a file management and data manipulation tool. Brightside speeds up file
creation and manipulates virtual storage access method (VSAM), sequential and partitioned data sets. Brightside also
supports symbolic access to data with layouts, and data manipulation such as selection of records in data sets.

Brightside lets you perform commands on multiple mainframe applications at once from one command line window,
without the need to establish several mainframe sessions.

Using Zowe CLI, application developers script DevOps processes that include VSAM file functions which enable
Continuous Testing. The file functions that CLI can invoke include copying, renaming and deleting files, and populating
files with data.

This plug-in is compatible with Zowe CLI and is awarded a Zowe Conformance
Program badge. Licensed File Master Plus users are entitled to support for this

plug-in. This plug-in does not require a Brightside subscription for download or use.

Use Cases

As an application developer, you can use the plug-in to perform the following tasks:

CREATE
Allocates a VSAM data set along with its components, copying the parameters of an existing VSAM file

POPULATE
Populates a VSAM file with newly constructed test data stored in a JSON file

COPY
Copies a whole VSAM file using only one CLI command. Selects desired parts of the source of a file and copies
only those parts over to a new VSAM file

RENAME
Renames a VSAM file with ARCHIVE as the second qualifier

DELETE
Deletes a VSAM file using CLI
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Commands

For details about the commands, actions, and options in this plug-in, see the CLI Reference Guide. The CLI Reference
guide is available for download as a PDF document or a ZIP file that contains interactive, browser-based help.

Software Requirements

Before you install the plug-in, meet the Software Requirements.

Installing

For information about installing plug-ins, see Install CLI Plug-ins.

Create a User Profile

You can set up a File Master Plus profile to avoid typing your connection details on every command. The profile contains
your host, port, username, and password for the File Master Plus instance of your choice. You can create multiple profiles
and switch between them if necessary. Create the profile using the following command:

zowe profiles create fmp-profile profilename --host hostname --port portnumber --user username --

pass password --protocol[http|https]

Example: Set up a File Master Plus Profile

The following example creates a File Master Plus profile with the name fmptest , host name abc123 , port number
32758 , username johndoe , password qwerty , and uses the https protocol:

zowe profiles create fmp fmptest --host abc123 --port 32578 --user johndoe --pass qwerty --protocol https

IDMS Plug-in for Zowe CLI
The IDMS Plug-in for Zowe CLI lets you interact with IDMS through a single command-line interface.

Zowe CLI is a command-line interface that lets you interact with the mainframe in a familiar format. The IDMS Plug-in for
Zowe CLI provides the ability to execute and automate IDMS commands and admin tasks.

You can manage IDMS by using common tools, modern integrated development environments (IDEs), or by writing scripts
or programs that can be incorporated within automation for continuous integration/continuous development (CI/CD)
workflows.

This plug-in is compatible with Zowe CLI and is awarded a Zowe Conformance Program badge.
Licensed IDMS users are entitled to support for this plug-in. This plug-in does not require a
Brightside subscription for download or use.

Use Cases

You can use the plug-in to perform the following tasks:

• List Realtime Monitor statistics and information.
• View DC log records.
• Issue DCMT and DCUF commands.
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Commands

For details about the commands, actions, and options in this plug-in, see the CLI Web Help. The Web Help is available for
download as a PDF document or a ZIP file that contains interactive, browser-based help. 

Software Requirements

Before you install the plug-in, meet the Software Requirements.

Installing

For information about installing plug-ins, see Install CLI Plug-ins.

NOTE
Updating Help Files When Upgrading the Plug-in

When you install a newer version of a Zowe CLI plug-in, the files in the web-help directory are not updated.

To ensure that you have the latest version of the help, delete the web-help directory before installing a new plug-
in. After you install the plug-in, when you access the web help again, the web-help directory is re-created with all
the latest help files.

The web-help directory is located beneath the .zowe directory, as showing in this example: C:\Users
\username\.zowe\web-help

Create a User Profile

You can set up an IDMS profile to avoid typing your connection details on every command. The profile contains your host,
port, username, and password for the IDMS instance of your choice. You can create multiple profiles and switch between
them if necessary.

For more information about creating and using profiles, see the Using Profiles section of Using Zowe CLI.

Create the profile

zowe profiles create idms profilename --host hostname --port portnumber --user username --password mypassword

 --datasource datasourcename

Base Path Option

If you are using the API Mediation Layer, you can specify the base path option to prepend the base path to all resources
when making REST requests:
--base-path /api/v1/caidms

Only specify this option if you are using an API Mediation Layer.

Example: Set up an IDMS Profile

The following example creates an IDMS profile with the name idmstest, host name abc123, port number 32758, username
johndoe, password qwerty, and datasource sysdemo.

zowe profiles create idms idmstest --host abc123 --port 32578 --user johndoe --pass qwerty --datasource

 sysdemo

JCLCheck Plug-in for Zowe CLI
The JCLCheck™ Workload Automation Plug-in for Zowe CLI lets you validate the accuracy of Job Control Language (JCL)
syntax. test
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The JCLCheck plug-in can also be used in automation pipelines as a JCL quality check before committing changes
to master JCL repositories. By quickly validating JCL and identifying problems, the plug-in provides developers with
advanced warnings so that corrective action can be taken before the job is executed in the production cycle.

The JCLCheck plug-in supports single sign-on (SSO) through the Zowe API Mediation Layer.

This plug-in is compatible with Zowe CLI and is awarded a Zowe Conformance
Program badge. Licensed JCLCheck users are entitled to support for this plug-
in. This plug-in does not require a Brightside subscription for download or use.

Use Cases

As an application developer, you can use the plug-in to perform the following tasks:

• Review JCL while editing in a local IDE/editor
• Validate JCL before you submit the batch workload in a CI/CD pipeline
• Validate changes to JCL before you merge it with the master branch in a CI/CD pipeline

Commands

For details about the commands, actions, and options in this plug-in, see the CLI Web Help. The Web Help is available for
download as a PDF document or a ZIP file that contains interactive, browser-based help.

Plug-in Limitations

The following limitations apply to the JCLCheck plug-in:

• The plug-in does not currently support using REXX execs with the STDREXX option.
• The AUTOPROC option is required, and is set automatically by the plug-in.
• The JES3 option is set automatically if JCLCheck is running on JES3 system. The option is ignored if you include it in a

command.
• You must use these alternatives for the following JCLCheck options:

– CNTLOVDD (use CNTLOVER)
– LOADOVDD (use LOADOVER)
– MCOUsr (use MCOSYS)
– OPRoc (use OPROCLIB)
– UPDTDD (use UPDTDSN)

• You cannot use the following JCLCheck options with the plug-in at this time:
– NOOption
– REMote
– TLms
– Graph
– PROc
– TERM
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Software Requirements

Before you install the plug-in, meet the Software Requirements.

Installing

For information about installing plug-ins, see Install CLI Plug-ins.

Create a Service Profile

You can create a JCLCheck service profile to avoid typing your connection details on every command. The profile
contains the host and port  for the JCLCheck instance of your choice. You can create multiple profiles and switch between
them as needed.

Create profiles using the following command:
zowe profiles create jclcheck-profile <profileName> --host <hostname> --port <portnumber> --user <username> --

password <password> --base-path [apiml instance name] --reject-unauthorized [--ru] --protocol [https|https] --

overwrite [--o]

Examples:

The following example illustrates the syntax to create a JCLCheck profile that is named jcl123 and runs JCLCheck on
host zos123 , port number 1234 , and basePath api/v1/cajclcheck :

zowe profiles create jclcheck-profile jcl123 --host zos123 --port 1234 

--base-path api/v1/cajclcheck --user ibmuser --pass myp4ss

The following example illustrates the syntax to create a JCLCheck profile that is named jcl123 , runs JCLCheck on host
zos123 and port number 1234 , with the username ibmuser and the password mypass . In addition, the command sets
the reject-unauthorized option to false and the overwrite option to true :

zowe profiles create jclcheck-profile jcl123 --host zos123 --port 1234 --user ibmuser --pass myp4ss --ru false

 --ow

The following example illustrates the syntax to create a JCLCheck profile that is named jcl123 , runs JCLCheck on
host zos123 and port number 1234 , with username ibmuser and the password mypass . In addition, the command
excludes the JCLCheck options named ASM , AUTOPROC , HCD , JCLLIB , RESOLVE , and SIGNON because they require
APF authorization.

zowe profiles create jclcheck-profile jcl123 --host zos123 --port 1234 --user ibmuser --pass myp4ss --jo "NOAS

 NOAU NOHCD NOJCL NORES NOSIGN"

Use Single Sign-On (SSO)

If Zowe API Mediation Layer (API ML) is running at your site, you can log in to the layer using Zowe CLI. Logging in lets
you access multiple services with a single set of credentials (including JCLCheck and z/OSMF). When you log in, a token
is stored on your computer in your default "base-profile". You can issue commands securely until the token expires.

1. Issue the following command to log in to API ML:
zowe auth apiml login

2. Enter your username, password, host, and port for API ML when prompted. A default base-profile is created that
contains your connection details and token.

3. To route commands through API ML, our best-practice recommendation is to create a JCLCheck service profile with
host, port, and basePath. When you then run the login command, you are only prompted for a user and password.
For example, issue the following command to check JCL in a given data set:
zowe jclcheck check data-set "MY.DATASET(JCL)" --jclcheck-options "NOAS NOAU NOHCD NOJCL NORES NOSIGN"

The request is routed through the API ML instance with the base path set in the service profile and returns the
appropriate JCLCheck report.
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You can continue to issue commands to JCLCheck, IBM z/OSMF, or other SSO-enabled services until the token expires.
For more information about SSO or working with base profiles, see Using CLI in the Zowe Docs.

MAT Analyze Plug-in for Zowe CLI
The MAT Analyze plug-in for Zowe CLI enables you to manage the MAT resources and measure mainframe applications
using the Zowe command-line interface.

The MAT Analyze plug-in for Zowe CLI lets you extend Zowe command line interface (CLI) to interact with MAT (MAT).

As an application developer, you can leverage MAT resources directly from your computer and integrated development
environment (IDE) tools using a familiar command-line interface. The MAT Analyze plug-in for Zowe CLI allows you to
manage MAT monitor profiles, invoke monitors to measure your mainframe applications, and access the analysis data
using Zowe CLI.

This plug-in is compatible with Zowe CLI and is awarded a Zowe Conformance
Program badge. Licensed MAT users are entitled to support for this plug-

in. This plug-in does not require a Brightside subscription for download or use.

Use Cases

As an application developer, you can use the MAT Analyze plug-in for Zowe CLI to perform the following tasks:

Manage monitor profiles
.
Create and invoke monitor profiles, view the lists of available profiles, and retrieve the measurement history.

Analyze the measurement data
.
Access the measurement data from MAT that is available to you in the CLI in the form of MAT analysis views.

Address performance issues in the source code
.
With the source program listing registered with MAT, users of Visual Studio Code (VS Code) IDE can obtain the
Histogram details and display specific source program locations that are associated with the most resource-
consuming program modules and CSECTs. When you request the Histogram measurement details from your VS
Code command-line terminal, the MAT Analyze plug-in for Zowe CLI transfers the source code listing to your local
machine and navigates you directly to the specific line and column number of the source code, which enables you
to immediately inspect the program statement and identify possible tuning opportunities.
To use the listing retrieval option, you need to specify in your MAT profile the local directory where the plug-in
downloads the program listings to.

Commands

For details about the commands, actions, and options in this plug-in, see the CLI Web Help. The Web Help is available for
download as a PDF document or a ZIP file that contains interactive, browser-based help.

Software Requirements

Before you install the plug-in, meet Software Requirements for CLI Plug-ins.
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Installing

For information about installing plug-ins as a licensed Brightside customer, see Install CLI Plug-ins.

Command to validate MAT Analyze plug-in for Zowe CLI:

$ zowe plugins validate @broadcom/mat-analyze-for-zowe-cli

Create a User Profile

You can set up a MAT profile to avoid typing your connection details on every command. The profile contains your
protocol type, host, and port that you defined for the MAT REST API server, and your mainframe username and password.
The MAT profile also contains the zowediscoverable parameter that specifies whether you want to use Zowe API
Mediation Layer to process the commands for this profile.

NOTE
Set --zowediscoverable true only if you have configured the Zowe API Mediation Layer properties in your
MAT REST API server settings.

You can create multiple profiles and switch between them if necessary. Create the profile using the following command:

zowe profiles create mat-profile matprofile --prt protocol --hn hostname --pt portnumber --user username --

pass password --zowediscoverable true or false

Examples

• Create a MAT profile called 'matprofile' using your MAT configuration and REST API details, with the MAT REST API
server integrated with the Zowe API Mediation Layer:
zowe profiles create mat-profile matprofile --prt http --hn localhost --pt 1234 --user johndoe --pass

 qwerty --zowediscoverable true

• Create a MAT profile called 'matprofile' using your MAT configuration and the details of the MAT REST API server
without integration with the Zowe API Mediation Layer, and define the 'c:\listings' directory to store program listings for
instant analysis from your VS Code IDE:
zowe profiles create mat-profile matprofile --prt http --hn localhost --pt 1234 --user johndoe --pass

 qwerty --zowediscoverable false --listingDir 'c:\listings'

If you are using the Secure Credential Store (SCS) plug-in that encrypts the profile details, you might need to update your
MAT profile using the zowe profiles create command with the same profile parameter values followed by the --
overwrite | --ow option.

NOTE
For more information, issue the following command: zowe profiles create mat-profile --help.

MAT Detect Plug-in for Zowe CLI
The MAT Detect plug-in for Zowe CLI enables you to detect performance issues using the Performance Management
Assistant component (PMA) of MAT.

The MAT Detect plug-in for Zowe CLI enables you to detect performance issues and access performance data supplied
by the Performance Management Assistant component (PMA) of MAT. By including this technology in CI/CD pipelines,
you can continuously evaluate job performance based on historical runs and thresholds defined within PMA. Coupled
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with the MAT Analyze plug-in for Zowe CLI, these 2 plug-ins present an end-to-end Performance on Commit solution that
allows for comprehensive performance testing of the source code changes.

This plug-in is compatible with Zowe CLI and is awarded a Zowe Conformance
Program badge. Licensed View users are entitled to support for this plug-

in. This plug-in does not require a Brightside subscription for download or use.

Use Cases

The MAT Detect plug-in for Zowe CLI ensures interaction of your jobs with Performance Management Assistant (PMA)
that monitors your application performance and provides access to key performance metrics.

The MAT Detect plug-in for Zowe CLI evaluates the following performance criteria of your jobs:

• CPU time
• SRVU
• EXCP
• Elapsed time

In addition, the MAT Detect plug-in for Zowe CLI stores historical values for each of the measurement criteria and
provides comparison of the current data with average values, including the percent of deviation of the current
measurement results from the last run and from historical average values. When you obtain the performance data about
your job at early testing stages, this information enables you to detect possible performance degradation before your code
is deployed to the production environment.

As an application developer, you can use the MAT Detect plug-in for Zowe CLI to perform the following tasks:

• Measure the current performance of your job to detect performance deviations from the results of the last run and from
the average.

• Check daily performance of all your jobs. If any of your jobs exceeds the average daily performance and violates the
threshold, PMA issues an alert message. You can run this check as a part of your end-of-day build to get information
about all jobs that might cause performance degradation by code changes during the day.

• Check daily performance of a specific job. If the job exceeds the average daily performance and violates the threshold,
PMA triggers an alert.

• Integrate the MAT Detect plug-in for Zowe CLI into an automated CI/CD pipeline to check the performance of your new
code and configure the pipeline automation to trigger the PMA performance testing facility each time when you make a
code commit. The plug-in performs the necessary performance check, and you receive an email with details.

• Define the PMA scope by including specific jobs and excluding specific programs, and manage the inclusions and
exclusions lists from the CLI.

Commands

For details about the commands, actions, and options in this plug-in, see the CLI Web Help. The Web Help is available for
download as a PDF document or a ZIP file that contains interactive, browser-based help.

Software Requirements

Before you install the plug-in, meet Software Requirements for CLI Plug-ins.
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Installing

For information about installing plug-ins as a licensed Brightside customer, see Install CLI Plug-ins.

Create a User Profile

To use the MAT Detect plug-in for Zowe CLI, create the following profiles:

• z/OSMF profile
• PMA profile

Create a z/OSMF Profile

You can set up a z/OSMF profile to avoid typing your connection details for every command. The profile contains your
host, port, username, and password for z/OSMF. Issue the following command to get instructions on creating a zosmf
profile in Brightside:

zowe profiles create zosmf-profile --help

Create a PMA Profile

You set up a PMA profile to avoid typing your PMA configuration details for every command. The PMA profile contains the
following details:

• your z/OS TSO/E account number
• z/OS job class information
• MSGCLASS parameter value that you want to assign to all JCLs that PMA runs while you execute the commands. If

you do not provide the MSGCLASS parameter, the default value is A.
• PMA loadlib data set name that you defined during the PMA customization (&HLQ.CEETLOAD)
• your PMA HLQ for KSDSALT, KSDSJOB, and KSDSEXC VSAM data set names that enable PMA data processing.

To provide the required data for the PMA profile, refer to the PMA-HLQ.EXEC(APC) member that you update during PMA
customization.

You can create multiple profiles and switch between them if necessary.

Use the following command to create a PMA profile:

zowe profiles create pma-profile <profileName> [options]

Example: Create a PMA profile

The following example creates a PMA profile called 'pma123' for TSO/E account number 123456789 with job class 'A',
MSGCLASS value set to 'A', PMA loadlib name 'HLQ.CEETLOAD', and the PMA HLQ value 'PMAHLQ':

zowe profiles create pma pma123 --ja 123456789 --jc A --jmc A --jl HLQ.CEETLOAD --jph PMAHLQ

Issue the following command to get instructions on creating a PMA profile in Brightside:

zowe profiles create pma-profile --help

Update a PMA Profile

To update an existing PMA profile, use the following command:

zowe profiles update pma-profile <profileName> [options]

Use the same options as for the create profile operation, and define only the new values that you want to update.
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NOTE
For more information, issue the following command: zowe profiles create pma-profile --help.

OPS/MVS Plug-in for Zowe CLI
The OPS/MVS Plug-in for Zowe CLI lets you interact with OPS/MVS automation elements. The plug-in enables efficient
automation administration and resource management from a single command-line interface. The plug-in also lets you
include automation administration and resource management in workflows to foster continuous integration.

This plug-in is compatible with Zowe CLI and is awarded a Zowe Conformance
Program badge. Licensed OPS/MVS users are entitled to support for this plug-
in. This plug-in does not require a Brightside subscription for download or use.

Use Cases

As an automation or system administrator, you can use the OPS/MVS Plug-in for Zowe CLI to enable efficient automation
administration and resource management.

As a DevOps administrator, you can use the plug-in to integrate automation and resource management into continuous
integration/continuous development (CI/CD) workflows.

You can use the OPS/MVS Plug-in for Zowe CLI to perform the following tasks:

• Display status of specific automation rules.
• Enable and Disable specific automation rules.
• Display state of specific System State Manager (SSM) resources.
• Start and Stop specific SSM resources.

Commands

For details about the commands, actions, and options in this plug-in, see the Zowe CLI Web Help. The Web Help is
available for download as a PDF document or a ZIP file that contains interactive, browser-based help.

Software Requirements

Before you install the plug-in, meet the Software Requirements.

Installing

For information about installing plug-ins, see Install CLI Plug-ins.

Create a User Profile

You can set up an OPS/MVS  profile to avoid typing your connection details on every command. The profile contains
your host, port, username, and password for the OPS/MVS  instance of your choice. You can create multiple profiles and
switch between them if necessary. Create the profile using the following command:

zowe profiles create ops profilename --host hostname --port portnumber --user username --password --prot

 [http|https] --subsys subsystem 
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Example: Set up an OPS/MVS Profile

The following example creates an OPS/MVS profile with the name opsTest, host name zosqa , port number 32758 ,
username johndoe , password qwerty , https protocol, and subsystem OPSA:

zowe profiles create ops opsTest --host zosqa --port 32758 --user johndoe --pass qwerty --prot https --subs

 opsa

Secure Credential Store Plug-in for Zowe CLI
The Secure Credential Store Plug-in for Zowe CLI lets you store your credentials securely in the credential manager of
your operating system. The plug-in invokes a native Node module, keytar, that manages user IDs and passwords in a
credential manager.

This plug-in is compatible with Zowe CLI and is awarded a Zowe Conformance Program badge.

Use Cases

Zowe CLI stores credentials (mainframe username and password) in plaintext on your computer by default. You can use
the SCS plug-in to store credentials more securely and prevent your credentials from being compromised as a result of a
malware attack or unlawful actions by others.

Commands

For details about the commands, actions, and options in this plug-in, see the CLI Web Help. The Web Help is available for
download as a PDF document or a ZIP file that contains interactive, browser-based help.

Software Requirements

Before you install the plug-in, meet the Software Requirements.

Installing

For information about installing plug-ins as a licensed Brightside customer, see Install CLI Plug-ins.

Using

The plug-in introduces a new command group named zowe scs that lets you update existing user profiles and enable/
disable the plug-in.

Secure your credentials

User profiles that you create after installing the plug-in will automatically store your credentials securely.

To secure credentials in existing user profiles (profiles that you created before installing the SCS plug-in), issue the
following command:

zowe scs update

Profiles are updated with secure credentials.
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Example: Secure credentials

The following is an example of securely stored credentials in a user profile configuration file:

type: zosmf

host: test

port: 1234

user: 'managed by @zowe/secure-credential-store-for-zowe-cli'

password: 'managed by @zowe/secure-credential-store-for-zowe-cli'

rejectUnauthorized: false

Example: Default credential management

The following is an example of credentials that are stored with the default credential manager

type: zosmf

host: test

port: 1234

user: USERNAME

password: PASSWORD

rejectUnauthorized: false

Deactivating the Plug-in

If you do not want to use the SCS Plug-in for Zowe CLI, choose one of the following methods to deactivate the plug-in:

Uninstall the Plug-in

Issue the zowe plugins uninstall @zowe/secure-credential-store-for-zowe-cli command to delete the
plug-in from your computer.

Reset the Configuration of Credential Manager

Issue the zowe config reset CredentialManager command to reset the value of the credential manager
configuration to default, which deactivates the plug-in.

Spool Plug-in for Zowe CLI
The Spool Plug-in for Zowe CLI lets users issue any Spool native command from a single command-line interface. This
plug-in also enables automated administration of Spool and lets service providers that administer multiple Spool
environments respond to client requests faster.

This plug-in is compatible with Zowe CLI and is awarded a Zowe Conformance Program badge.
Licensed Spool users are entitled to support for this plug-in. This plug-in does not require a
Brightside subscription for download or use.

Use Cases

You can use the Spool Plug-in for Zowe CLI to perform the following tasks:
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• Set up automated administration of the Spool environment.
• Issue any Spool native command from a single command-line interface instead of switching to the MVS terminal.
• Create scripts to automate processes that you currently perform manually.

Commands

For details about the commands, actions, and options that are available for this plug-in, see the Zowe CLI Web Help. This
Help is available for download as a PDF document or as a ZIP file that contains interactive, browser-based help.

For details about Spool native commands, see Operations and Commands in the Spool documentation.

Software Requirements

Before you install the plug-in, verify that your environment meets the Software Requirements.

Installing

Zowe users can install the plug-in for Spool at no cost. To install the plug-in from a public npm registry, issue the following
command:

zowe plugins install @broadcom/caspool-for-zowe-cli@zowe-v1-lts

For information about installing plug-ins as a licensed Brightside customer, see Install CLI Plug-ins.

Create User Profiles

You can create z/OSMF and Spool user profiles. The Spool user profile contains your TSO account information and the
following information for the Spool instance:

• Spool installation high level qualifier (HLQ)
• Subsystem name
• Output response data set (must be unique for each Zowe CLI user that is interacting with Spool)
• Data set containing ESFZOWE REXX exec

Having a profile lets you avoid typing that information in every command you run. You can create multiple profiles and
switch between them as needed.

Use the following command to create a z/OSMF profile to connect to z/OS with your host name, z/OSMF port, user name
and password:

zowe profiles create zosmf-profile profile_name --host host.company.com --port port_number --user user_name --

pass password --reject-unauthorized true

For z/OSMF profile Help, issue the following command:

zowe profiles create zosmf-profile --help

Use the following command to create a Spool user profile:

zowe profiles create caspool-profile profile_name --account account_number --spoolhlq spoolhlq --

subsys subsystem --outds output_response_data_set --clist clist_data_set

Example: Set Up a Spool Profile

The following example creates a Spool profile with the name spoolTest, Spool high level qualifier CASPOOL.HLQ, and
subsystem ESF1:

zowe profiles create caspool-profile spoolTest --account 3213213210 --spoolhlq CASPOOL.HLQ --subsys ESF1 --

outds OUTPUT.RESPONSE.DS --clist USER.CLIST
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For Spool profile Help, issue the following command:

zowe profiles create caspool-profile --help

SYSVIEW Plug-in for Zowe CLI
The SYSVIEW Plug-in for Zowe CLI lets Application Developers, DevOps and CI/CD Administrators, and other similar
IT roles issue SYSVIEW commands that take actions or display data. Zowe CLI is a command-line interface that lets
users interact with the mainframe in a familiar format. Zowe CLI helps increase productivity, reduce the learning curve for
developing mainframe applications, and exploit the ease-of-use of off-platform tools.

This plug-in is compatible with Zowe CLI and is awarded a Zowe Conformance Program badge.
Licensed SYSVIEW users are entitled to support for this plug-in. This plug-in does not require a
Brightside subscription for download or use.

Use Cases

The following list contains examples of the tasks that Application Developers, DevOps and CI/CD Administrators, and
other mainframe users can perform using the plug-in:

• Issue SYSVIEW primary commands. Primary commands display data. For example, the ACTIVITY command.
• Execute SYSVIEW function commands. Function commands perform a function and return a result message. For

example, the APFSERV command.
• Return data from a SYSVIEW primary command that was captured in a SYSVIEW Event Capture data set.

NOTE
For examples of SYSVIEW plug-in commands that you can execute using Zowe CLI and the SYSVIEW plug-in,
see Using SYSVIEW APIs in the SYSVIEW documentation.

Commands

For details about the commands, actions, and options in this plug-in, see the topic Zowe CLI Web Help in the article
Additional Resources. The Web Help is available for download as a PDF document or a ZIP file that contains interactive,
browser-based help.

Software Requirements

Before you install the plug-in, meet the Software Requirements for CLI Plug-ins.

Installing

For information about installing plug-ins, see Install CLI Plug-ins.

Create a User Profile

You create a Zowe profile to eliminate the need to specify your connection details on every command. The profile contains
the host, port, username, password, and ssid for the SYSVIEW REST API server of your choice. You can create multiple
Zowe profiles and interchange them as needed.
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NOTE
You can use the profile when you issue commands in the sysview command group. You can reuse that profile
to eliminate the need to specify your profile on every SYSVIEW command.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a profile using the following Zowe command:
zowe profiles create sysview-profile <profileName> --host <hostname> --port <portnumber> --user <username>

 --password <password> --ssid <ssid> --rejectUnauthorized false

The result of the command displays as a success or failure message. If error or warning messages display after you
issue the command, analyze the output, correct the conditions, and reissue the command.

NOTE
For more information about the syntax, actions, and options for the profiles create command, open
Zowe CLI and issue the following command: zowe profiles create sysview-profile -h

Base Profiles

In addition to service profiles (for example, zosmf, CICS, and Endevor) Zowe also contains base profiles. Base profiles let
you store common information that is shared between multiple profiles. For example:

>zowe profiles create base-profile base1 --host lpar123 --user ibmuser --password !@#$^

Profile created successfully! Path:

C:\Users\ibmuser\.zowe\profiles\base\base1.yaml

host:               lpar123

user:               ibmuser

password:           !@#$^

rejectUnauthorized: true

When you create a base profile that specifies the hostname, username, and password, and you are using the default
SYSVIEW ssid of GSVX, you need to store only the port number in your sysview profile. For example:

>zowe profiles create sysview-profile myLPAR --port 8080

Profile created successfully! Path:

C:\Users\ibmuser\.zowe\profiles\sysview\myLPAR.yaml

port:     8080

ssid:     GSVX

basePath: /api/v1

API Mediation Layer Tokens

The SYSVIEW plug-in supports Single Sign-on using tokens that the API Mediation Layer (API ML) generates. With
tokens, you do not need to store credentials on your local computer. Note that tokens usually expire after a few hours.

The following steps describe how to create a profile that lets Zowe use the connection information and token for the API
ML from the base profile and the BasePath from the sysview profile that directs the API ML to communicate with the
SYSVIEW instance.

Follow these steps:

1. Create a base profile that can communicate with the API ML.
>zowe profiles create base-profile base2 --host my.mediation.layer.com --port 1234

Profile created successfully! Path:

C:\Users\ibmuser\.zowe\profiles\base\base2.yaml

host:               my.mediation.layer.net
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port:               1234

rejectUnauthorized: true

2. Log in to the API ML using the following command:
>zowe auth login apiml

Enter user name: ibmuser

Enter password : *****

Login successful. The authentication token is stored in the 'base2' base profile for future use. To revoke

 this token and remove it from your profile, review the 'zowe auth logout' command.

3. Obtain the BasePath of the SYSVIEW instance from the API ML Catalog.
4. Create a sysview profile using the BasePath:

>zowe profiles create sysview ml2sysview --basePath /ml-sysview-instance/ap1/v1

Profile created successfully! Path:

C:\Users\ibmuser\.zowe\profiles\sysview\ml2sysview.yaml

ssid:     GSVX

basePath: /ml-sysview-instance/ap1/v1

CA 7 Plug-in for Zowe CLI
The CA 7® Plug-in for Zowe CLI lets you issue CA 7 commands to the mainframe wiithout using a 3270 emulator

You can use the plug-in to write scripts that write alerts, reports, and other workload-related tasks. The plug-in provides
developers with advanced warnings so that they can take corrective action before the job executes in the production
cycle.

The CA 7 plug-in supports single sign-on (SSO) through the Zowe API Mediation Layer.

This plug-in is compatible with Zowe CLI and is awarded a Zowe Conformance
Program badge. Licensed CA 7 are entitled to support for this plug-in. This

plug-in does not require a Brightside subscription for download or use.

Use Cases

As an application developer, you can use the plug-in to perform the following tasks:

• Issue the following commands on the command line:
– DEMAND
– DEMANDH
– RUN
– RUNH
– CANCEL
– RESTART
– RELEASE
– JOBSTATUS

• Automate tasks with useful scripts to write a report, an alert, or alterations to your workflow.
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Commands

For details about the commands, actions, and options in this plug-in, see the CLI Web Help. The Web Help is available for
download as a PDF document or a ZIP file that contains interactive, browser-based help.

Software Requirements

Before you install the plug-in, meet the Software Requirements.

Installing

For information about installing plug-ins, see Install CLI Plug-ins.

Create a Service Profile

You can create a CA 7 service profile to avoid typing your connection details on every command. The profile contains the
host and port for the CA 7 instance of your choice. You can create multiple profiles and switch between them as needed.

Create profiles using the following command:
zowe profiles create ca7-profile <profileName> --host <hostname> --port <portnumber> --user <username> --

password <password> --base-path [apiml instance name] --reject-unauthorized [--ru] --protocol [https|https] --

overwrite [--o]

Examples:

The following example illustrates the syntax to create a CA 7 profile. The profile is named ca7123 and runs CCA 7 on
host RestAPIHost and port number 1234 :

zowe profiles create ca7-profile ca7123 --host RestAPIHost --port 1234 --user httpsUser --pass httpsPass

The following example illustrates the syntax to create a CA 7 profile. The profile is named ca7123 , runs CA 7 on host
RestAPIHost and port number 1234 , with the username httpsUser and the password httpsPass . In addition, the
command sets the reject-unauthorized option to false and the overwrite option to true :

zowe profiles create ca7-profile ca7123 --host RestAPIHost --port 1234 --user httpsUser --pass httpsPass --ru

 false --ow

Use Single Sign-On (SSO)

If Zowe API Mediation Layer (API ML) is running at your site, you can log in to the layer using Zowe CLI. Logging in lets
you access multiple services with a single set of credentials (including CA 7 and z/OSMF). When you log in, a token is
stored on your computer in your default "base-profile". You can issue commands securely until the token expires.

1. Issue the following command to log in to API ML:
zowe auth apiml login

2. Enter your username, password, host, and port for API ML when prompted. A default base-profile is created containing
your connection details and token.

3. To route commands through API ML, you must use the --base-path option to specify an API ML instance.
For example, issue the following command to demand a job with the arfset option:
zowe ca7 demand job ca751g31 --arfset **NONE** --base-path api/v1/ca7Rest7

The request is routed through the API ML instance with a base path api/v1/ca7Rest7 and returns the appropriate
CA 7 report.

You can continue to issue commands to CA 7, IBM z/OSMF, or other SSO-enabled services until the token expires. For
more information about SSO or working with base profiles, see Using CLI in the Zowe Docs.
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z/OS Extended Files Plug-in for Zowe CLI
The z/OS Extended Files Plug-in for Zowe CLI lets application developers extend Brightside to support data set
management functionality.

This plug-in is compatible with Zowe CLI and is awarded a Zowe Conformance
Program badge. The plug-in requires a Brightside subscription for download or use.

Use Cases

As an application developer, you can use Brightside plug-in for z/OS-Extended-Files to:

Download data sets matching a DSLEVEL pattern
Downloads multiple data sets that match a DSLEVEL pattern.

View a data set or UNIX System Services (USS) file
Views the content of a data set or of a USS file.

Copy a data set
Copies the data set contents from one location to another.

Commands

For details about the commands, actions, and options in this plug-in, see the CLI Web Help. The Web Help is available for
download as a PDF document or a ZIP file that contains interactive, browser-based help.

Software Requirements

Before you install the plug-in, meet the Software Requirements.

Installing

For information about installing plug-ins as a licensed Brightside customer, see Install CLI Plug-ins.

z/OS Extended Jobs Plug-in for Zowe CLI
The z/OS Extended Jobs Plug-in for Zowe CLI lets application developers extend Brightside to support jobs creation and
jobs management functionality.

This plug-in is compatible with Zowe CLI and is awarded a Zowe Conformance
Program badge. The plug-in requires a Brightside subscription for download or use.
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Use Cases

As an application developer, you can use Brightside plug-in for z/OS-Extended-Jobs to:

View all spool content
Displays all spool content.

Submit a USS file or stdin
Submits a USS-file or submits JCL as a batch job through stdin.

Delete jobs
Deletes multiple jobs in the OUTPUT status.

Commands

For details about the commands, actions, and options in this plug-in, see the CLI Web Help. The Web Help is available for
download as a PDF document or a ZIP file that contains interactive, browser-based help.

Software Requirements

Before you install the plug-in, meet the Software Requirements.

Installing

For information about installing plug-ins as a licensed Brightside customer, see Install CLI Plug-ins.

View Plug-in for Zowe CLI
The View Plug-in for Zowe CLI lets you access report data, list repositories, and search cross-report index names or
values in a repository. You can also use the plug-in to automate report data exports using rules, and to manage user
settings.

This plug-in is compatible with Zowe CLI and is awarded a Zowe Conformance
Program badge. Licensed View users are entitled to support for this plug-in.

This plug-in does not require a CA Brightside subscription for download or use.

Use Cases

As a View administrator, you can use the plug-in to perform the following tasks:

• List repositories and reports in a repository.
• List logical views for a specific report, or index values for a logical view.
• List export rules defined for a report.
• Download report data.
• Convert text reports to PDF.
• Automate text report exporting through rules.
• Manage your user distribution ID and mode settings.
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Commands

For details about the commands, actions, and options in this plug-in, see the CLI Web Help. The Web Help is available for
download as a PDF document or a ZIP file that contains interactive, browser-based help.

Software Requirements

Before you install the plug-in, meet the Software Requirements.

Installing

For information about installing plug-ins, see Install CLI Plug-ins.

Create a User Profile

You can create a View profile to avoid typing your connection details on every command. The profile contains the
connection information for your Web Viewer web services. You can create multiple profiles and switch between them
when necessary.

Create the profile:
zowe profiles create caview <profileName> --hostname <hostname> --username <username> --password <password> --

protocol [http|https] --port <port-number> --base-path <base-path> [--overwrite]

Example: Set Up a View Profile

The following example creates a View profile with the name caViewTest, host name mf.company.org , port number 999
, username johndoe , password qwerty , and https protocol:

zowe profiles create caview caviewTest --protocol https --hostname mf.company.org --port 999 --username

 johndoe --password qwerty

IBM CICS Plug-in for Zowe CLI
The IBM CICS Plug-in for Zowe CLI lets you extend Zowe CLI to interact with CICS programs and transactions. The plug-
in uses the IBM CICS Management Client Interface (CMCI) API to achieve the interaction with CICS.

This plug-in is compatible with Zowe CLI and is awarded a Zowe Conformance Program badge.

Use Cases

As an application developer, you can use IBM CICS Plug-in for Zowe CLI to perform the following tasks:

• Deploy code changes to CICS applications that were developed with COBOL.
• Deploy changes to CICS regions for testing or delivery.
• Automate CICS interaction steps in your CI/CD pipeline with Jenkins Automation Server or TravisCI.
• Deploy build artifacts to CICS regions.
• Alter, copy, define, delete, discard, and install CICS resources and resource definitions.
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Commands

For details about the commands, actions, and options in this plug-in, see the Zowe CLI Web Help. The CLI Reference
guide is available for download as a PDF document or a ZIP file that contains interactive, browser-based help.

Software Requirements

Before you install the plug-in, meet the Software Requirements.

Installing

For information about installing plug-ins as a licensed Brightside customer, see Install CLI Plug-ins.

Create a User Profile

You can set up a CICS profile to avoid typing your connection details on every command. The profile contains your host,
port, username, and password for the CICS instance of your choice. You can create multiple profiles and switch between
them if necessary. Create the profile using the following command:

Create a CICS profile:

zowe profiles create cics-profile <profile name> --host <host> --port <port> --user <user> --password

 <password>

The plug-in uses HTTPS by default. Use the optional flag --protocol http to override the default with HTTP.

IBM Db2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI
The IBM Db2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI lets you interact with Db2 for z/OS to perform tasks with modern development tools
to automate typical workloads more efficiently. The plug-in also enables you to interact with Db2 to advance continuous
integration to validate product quality and stability.

IBM Db2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI lets you execute SQL statements against a Db2 region, export a Db2 table, and call a
stored procedure. The plug-in also exposes its API to enable you to use the plug-in directly in other products.

This plug-in is compatible with Zowe CLI and is awarded a Zowe Conformance Program badge.

Use Cases

As an application developer, you can use IBM Db2 Plug-in for Zowe CLI to perform the following tasks:

• Execute SQL and interact with databases.
• Execute a file with SQL statements.
• Export tables to a local file on your computer in SQL format.
• Call a stored procedure and pass parameters.
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Commands

For details about the commands, actions, and options in this plug-in, see the CLI Web Help. The Web Help is available for
download as a PDF document or a ZIP file that contains interactive, browser-based help.

Software Requirements

Before you install the plug-in, meet the Software Requirements.

Installing

For information about installing plug-ins as a licensed Brightside customer, see Install CLI Plug-ins.

Address the License Requirement for Installing the Plug-in

The following steps are required for the online registry and local package installation methods to validate your instance of
IBM Db2. Perform the steps after you install the plug-in.

Follow these steps:

1. Locate your client copy of the Db2 license. Ensure that you have a properly licensed and configured Db2 instance for
the Db2 plugin to connect to Db2 on z/OS.

NOTE

If the Db2 server is not db2connectactivated , the license version must be 11.5 For more information
about the DB2 license, see IBM Customer Support.

2. Copy your Db2 license file to following directory:
– Windows operating systems:

<zowe_home>/plugins/installed/lib/node_modules/@zowe/db2-for-zowe-cli/node_modules/ibm_db/installer/

clidriver/license

– Linux operating systems:
<zowe_home>/plugins/installed/lib/node_modules/@zowe/db2-for-zowe-cli/node_modules/ibm_db/installer/

clidriver/license

NOTE

By default <zowe_home> is set to ~/.zowe on *NIX systems, and C:\Users\<Your_User>\zowe  on
Windows systems.

Address the ODBC Driver Requirement for Installing the Plug-in from Package

If you downloaded the offline installation package, perform the following required steps after you install the plug-in.

Follow these steps:

1. Download the ODBC driver.

NOTE

Do not extract the ODBC driver.
2. Create a directory named odbc_cli on your computer. Ensure that you enter the full path to this directory before you

install the Db2 plugin.
3. Place the ODBC driver in the odbc_cli folder.
4. Set the IBM_DB_INSTALLER_URL environment variable:

– Windows:
set IBM_DB_INSTALLER_URL=<path_to_your_odbc_folder>/odbc_cli

– Linux and Mac:
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export IBM_DB_INSTALLER_URL=<path_to_your_odbc_folder>/odbc_cli

For example, if you download the Windows x64 driver (ntx64_odbc_cli.zip) to C:\odbc_cli, issue the following
command:
set IBM_DB_INSTALLER_URL=C:\odbc_cli

You downloaded and prepared the ODBC driver successfully. You can install and use the Db2 plug-in.

Create a User Profile

Create a profile before you start using the plug-in.

Follow these steps:

1. Gather the following information from the -DISPLAY DDF command or from your DBA:
– The Db2 server host name
– The Db2 server port number
– The database name (you can also use the location)
– The user name
– The password
– If your Db2 systems use a secure connection, you can also provide an SSL/TLS certificate file.

2. Create a Db2 profile:
zowe profiles create db2 <profile name> -H <host> -P <port> -d <database> -u <user> --pw <password>

IBM IMS Plug-in for Zowe CLI
The IBM IMS Plug-in for Zowe CLI lets you extend Zowe CLI such that it can interact with IMS resources (regions,
programs and transactions).

The IBM Information Management System (IMS) Plug-in for Zowe CLI lets you extend Zowe CLI such that it can interact
with IBM IMS resources (regions, programs, and transactions). You can use the plug-in to start, stop, and query regions
and start, stop, query, and update programs and transactions.

This plug-in is compatible with Zowe CLI and is awarded a Zowe Conformance Program badge.

Use Cases

As an application developer or DevOps administrator, you can use IBM IMS Plug-in for Zowe CLI to perform the following
tasks:

• Refresh IMS transactions, programs, and dependent IBM IMS regions.
• Deploy application code into IBM IMS production or test systems.
• Write scripts to automate IBM IMS actions that you traditionally perform using ISPF editors, TSO, and SPOC.
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Commands

For details about the commands, actions, and options that are available in this plug-in, see the CLI Web Help. The web
help is available for download as a PDF document or a ZIP file that contains interactive, browser-based help.

Software Requirements

Before you use the plug-in, meet the software requirements in Software Requirements for CLI Plug-ins.

Installation

For information about installing plug-ins as a licensed Brightside customer, see Install CLI Plug-ins.

Create a User Profile

You can create an IMS profile to retain your credentials, host, and port name. You can create multiple profiles and switch
between them as needed. Create an IMS profile:

zowe profiles create ims-profile profileName --host hostname --port portnumber --ims-connect-host ims-hostname

 --ims-connect-port ims-portnumber --user username --password password

Example: Create an IMS profile

The following example creates an IMS profile named 'ims123' to connect to IMS APIs at host zos123 and port 1490. The
name of the IMS plex in this example is 'PLEX1' and the IMS region we want to communicate with has a host of zos124
and a port of 1491:

zowe profiles create ims-profile ims123 --host zos123 --port 1490 --user ibmuser --pass myp4ss --plex PLEX1 --

ich zos124 --icp 1491

IBM MQ Plug-in for Zowe CLI
The IBM MQ Plug-in for Zowe CLI lets you issue MQSC commands to a queue manager. MQSC commands let you
perform administration tasks. For example, you can define, alter, or delete a local queue object.

This plug-in is compatible with Zowe CLI and is awarded a Zowe Conformance Program badge.

Use Cases

You can use the plug-in to execute MQSC commands. With MQSC commands, you can manage queue manager
objects (including the queue manager itself), queues, process definitions, channels, client connection channels, listeners,
services, namelists, clusters, and authentication information objects.

Commands

For detailed documentation about commands, actions, and options that are available in this plug-in, see the CLI Web
Help. The web help is available for download as a PDF document or a ZIP file that contains interactive, browser-based
help.
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Software Requirements

Before you use the plug-in, meet the software requirements in Software Requirements for CLI Plug-ins.

Installation

For information about installing plug-ins as a licensed Brightside customer, see Install CLI Plug-ins.

Create a User Profile

You can create an MQ user profile to avoid typing your connection details on every command. An MQ profile contains
the host, port, username, and password for the MQ Rest API server of your choice. You can create multiple profiles and
switch between them as needed.

Create an MQ profile:

zowe profiles create mq-profile <profileName> --host <hostname> --port <portnumber> --user <username> --

password <password> --rejectUnauthorized false

The result of the command displays as a success or failure message. You can use your profile when you issue commands
in the mq command group.

IBM z/OS FTP Plug-in for Zowe CLI
The IBM z/OS FTP Plug-in for Zowe CLI lets you extend Zowe CLI to access z/OS data sets, access USS files, and
submit JCL. The plug-in uses the z/OS FTP service to interact with z/OS, which lets you perform operations without the
use of IBM z/OSMF on the back-end (such as situations where z/OSMF is down).

This plug-in is compatible with Zowe CLI and is awarded a Zowe Conformance Program badge.

Use Cases

As a z/OS user, you can use the plug-in to perform the following tasks:

• List, view, rename, and download z/OS data sets or USS files.
• Upload local files or stdin to z/OS data sets or USS files.
• List, view, and download job status or job spool files.
• Delete a z/OS data set, USS file, or job.

Commands

For details about the commands, actions, and options that are available in this plug-in, see the Zowe CLI Web Help. The
web help is available for download as a PDF document or a ZIP file that contains interactive, browser-based help.

Software Requirements

Before you use the plug-in, meet the software requirements in Software Requirements for CLI Plug-Ins.
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Installation

For information about installing plug-ins as a licensed Brightside customer, see Install CLI Plug-ins.

Create a User Profile

You can set up a zftp profile to avoid typing your connection details on every command. A zftp profile contains the host,
port, username, and password for the z/OS instance to which you want to connect. You can create multiple profiles and
switch between them as needed.

Create a zftp profile:

zowe profiles create zftp <profile name> -H <host> -u <user> -p <password> -P <port>

The result of the command displays as a success or failure message. You can use your profile when you issue commands
in the zftp command group.

NOTE
There is an option named --secure-ftp that is set to true by default. We recommend this setting if FTPS
(FTP over SSL) is enabled in z/OS FTP service. FTPS is not equivalent to SFTP (FTP over SSH).

Configuring CLI
To learn about configuring Zowe CLI, such as changing log levels and setting the home directory location, see Advanced
Zowe Configuration in the Setup section of the Zowe documentation.

Using CLI
See Using Zowe CLI (external) in the Zowe documentation to perform the following tasks:

• View help for commands and options.
• Connect to mainframe services.
• Manage user profiles or environment variables.
• Integrate with Zowe API Mediation Layer, which supports Single Sign-On (SSO) and Multi-Factor Authentication. We

also recommend that you read this blog that describes the SSO/MFA capabilities of Zowe CLI.
• Write automation scripts.

NOTE
The Zowe documentation is hosted on the Zowe Docs website.

Zowe CLI Installation Troubleshooting
This topic contains solutions to typical problems that may be encountered when installing Zowe CLI.

Cannot Update from Brightside 2.0 to 3.0 (Windows Setup Wizard Issue)

Valid on Windows

Symptom:

After updating Zowe CLI from a previous version, the zowe --version command returns an outdated version number.
For example, you update to Brightside 3.0 but the command returns an older 2.x.x version. This issue can occur if you
previously installed the product using the Windows Setup Wizard and then you tried to update the product using a
command-line method.

An older CLI version remains in the PATH environment variable on your computer.
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Solution:

Remove the previous CLI version from the PATH environment variable:

1. Open the Windows Control Panel and click Advanced system settings.
2. Click Environment Variables. In the section System Variables, find the PATH environment variable and select it.

Click Edit.
3. In the Edit System Variable window, delete the value C:\Users\<USER ACCOUNT>\AppData\Roaming

\Broadcom\Brightside EE\
4. Close any command prompt or Powershell terminals.
5. Open a new command-line window and issue zowe --version to ensure that the correct version is available for

use.

You can now use the current version of the product.

EACCESS Error When Issuing npm install Command

Valid on Windows, Mac, or Linux

Symptom:

An EACCESS error is returned when you issue the npm install -g command to install a package from Zowe.org or
npm.

Solution

To resolve the issue, follow the steps in Resolving EACCESS permissions errors when installing packages globally in the
npm documentation.

Command not found Message Displays when Issuing npm install Commands

Valid on Windows, Mac, or Linux

Symptom:

When you issue NPM commands to install the CLI, the message command not found displays. The message indicates
that Node.js and NPM are not installed on your computer, or that PATH does not contain the correct path to the NodeJS
folder.

Solution: To correct this behavior, verify the following:

• Node.js and NPM are installed.
• PATH contains the correct path to the NodeJS folder.

For more information, see CLI Software Requirements.

npm install -g Command Fails with EPERM Error
Valid on Windows

Symptom:

This behavior is due to a problem with Node Package Manager (npm). An open issue exists on the npm GitHub repository
to fix the defect.

Solution:

If you encounter this problem, some users report that repeatedly attempting to install Zowe CLI yields success. Some
users also report success using one of the following workarounds:
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• Issue the npm cache clean command.
• Uninstall and reinstall Zowe CLI.
• Add the --no-optional flag to the end of the npm install command.

Sudo Syntax Required to Complete Some Installations

Valid on Linux and macOS

Symptom:  The installation fails on Linux and macOS.

Solution: Depending on how you configured Node.js on Linux or macOS, you might need to add the prefix sudo  before
the npm install -g command or the npm uninstall -g command. This step gives Node.js write access to the
installation directory.

sudo npm install -g Command Fails with an EPERM Error
Valid on Linux

Symptom:

You receive an EPERM error after appending sudo to the install command.

Solution:

You can run a script on your Linux computer to resolve the problem. The script performs the following actions in
sequence:

1. Verifies that the Zowe CLI prerequisites are installed.
2. Prompts you to specify a directory location to which to install global node modules.
3. Creates the specified directory.
4. Sets the npm global install directory to the new directory.
5. Adds the new directory to the $PATH environment variable.

Follow these steps:

1. Download the setup-node.sh shell script.
2. Add executable permissions for all users on the setup-node.sh shell script:

chmod +x setup-node.sh

3. Execute the shell script.
4. Follow the prompts to enter a new directory location for global node modules.

If the script runs successfully, you can install Zowe CLI.

NOTE

If the script fails, rerun the script. If the script fails again on the same step, you can perform the script operations
manually. See the npm documentation about how to change the default global node module directory manually.

npm install -g command fails due to npm ERR! Cannot read property 'pause' of undefined error

Valid on Windows or Linux

Symptom:

You receive the error message npm ERR! Cannot read property 'pause' of undefined when you attempt to
install the product.

Solution:
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This behavior is due to a problem with Node Package Manager (npm). If you encounter this problem, revert to a previous
version of npm that does not contain this defect. To revert to a previous version of npm, issue the following command:npm
install npm@5.3.0 -g

Node.js Commands Do Not Respond as Expected

Valid on Windows or Linux

Symptom:

You attempt to issue node.js commands and you do not receive the expected output.

Solution:

There might be a program that is named node on your path. The Node.js installer automatically adds a program that is
named node to your path. When pre-existing programs are named node on your computer, the program that appears first
in the path is used. To correct this behavior, change the order of the programs in the path so that Node.js appears first.

Installation Fails on Oracle Linux 6

Valid on Oracle Linux 6

Symptom:

You receive error messages when you attempt to install the product on an Oracle Linux 6 operating system.

Solution:

Install the product on Oracle Linux 7 or another Linux or Windows OS. Zowe CLI is not compatible with Oracle Linux.
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Zowe API ML
Zowe API Mediation Layer (API ML) consolidates mainframe RESTful API services at a single, secure point of access and
offers a cloud-like experience through high-availability, scalability, dynamic discovery, and provides API documentation
of services that are registered with the API ML. The API Mediation Layer consists of three components: the Gateway, the
Discovery Service, and the Catalog. The Gateway provides secured single entry point for accessing API services that are
onboarded with API ML. The Discovery Service enables you to determine the location and status of service instances
running inside the API ML ecosystem. The Catalog provides an easy-to-use interface to view all discovered services,
their associated APIs, and Swagger documentation.

NOTE

A wide range of Broadcom API services are available through Zowe API Mediation Layer. To see a full list of
Broadcom services onboarded to Zowe API Mediation Layer, see Broadcom Zowe Conformant APIs.

zIIP Enablement

API ML components which are Java-based can run on z/OS or off of z/OS. When running on z/OS, the code of these
components is eligible for execution on a z Systems Integrated Information Processor (zIIP). Note that Java-based
services are enabled to run on zIIP processors by default. Under certain conditions, however, the Workload Manager may
not distribute the execution of these services to run on zIIP processors. To find out if a particular service onboarded with
the API ML is enabled for zIIP processor execution, see the specific documentation of that service. For more information
about zIIP, see the IBM documentation.

API ML Overview Video

Watch the following brief video to learn more about Zowe API Mediation Layer. The Zowe API Mediation Layer
Introduction video contains:

• A walk-through of the API Gateway screen landing page
• The dashboard view of API services
• A tour of the API service contents including endpoints, parameters, and documentation

API ML Key Features
Consistent Access:

API routing and standardization of API service URLs through the Gateway component provides users with a
consistent way to access mainframe APIs at a predefined address.

Dynamic Discovery:
The Discovery Service automatically determines the location and status of API services.

High-Availability:
API Mediation Layer is designed with high-availability of services and scalability in mind.

Redundancy and Scalability:
API service throughput is easily increased by starting multiple API service instances without the need to change
configuration.

Presentation of Services:
The API Catalog provides easy access to discovered API services and their associated documentation. Access to
the contents of the API Catalog is controlled through a z/OS security facility.
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Encrypted Communication:
API ML facilitates secure and trusted communication across internal components and discovered API services.

API ML Architecture Diagram

The following diagram illustrates the single point of access through the Gateway, and the interactions between API ML
components and services:
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Figure 3: Service relationship diagram

API ML Components Overview

The API Layer consists of the following major components:
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• Gateway
• Discovery Service
• Catalog

Gateway

Services that comprise the API ML service ecosystem are located behind a gateway (reverse proxy). All end users
and API client applications interact through the Gateway. Each service is assigned a unique service ID that is used in
the access URL. Based on the service ID, the Gateway forwards incoming API requests to the appropriate service.
Multiple Gateway instances are started to achieve high-availability. The Gateway access URL does not change due to the
configuration of the z/OS TCP/IP sysplex distributor.

Gateway Service URI Format

Most services that are registered with the API ML ecosystem have the following URI format:

https://{gatewayHost}:{port}/api/v{majorVersion}/{serviceId}/{resourcePath}

{variable} denotes a variable in the URI. The use of the path fragment /api helps to differentiate different types of
requests:

• /api for REST APIs
• /ws for WebSockets
• /ui for UI requests

The serviceId is the identifier of the service as it is presented to the Discovery Service. The ServiceId  value is set
when a service is installed and configured. The value should be unique. If multiple services use the same serviceId s,
they are treated as multiple instances of the same service ("clones") running in high-availability mode. For such services,
the Gateway offers scalability and workload balancing for service instances without requiring further customization.

Discovery Service

The Discovery Service is the central repository of active services in the API ML ecosystem. The Discovery Service
continuously collects and aggregates service information. When a service is started, it sends its metadata, such as the
original URL, assigned serviceId , and status information to the Discovery Service.  You can start multiple Discovery
Service instances to achieve high-availability. The Discovery Service access URL even running in high-availability mode
would remain unchanged as a result of the z/OS TCP/IP sysplex distributor and Gateway Dynamic Virtual IP Address
(DVIPA) configuration.

The Discovery Service is built using Netflix Eureka, Spring Boot, and Spring Cloud technologies.

Discovery Service TLS/SSL

HTTPS protocol can be enabled during API ML configuration and is highly recommended. Beyond encrypting
communication, the HTTPS configuration for the Discovery Service enables heightened security for service registration.
Without HTTPS, services provide a username and password to register in the API ML ecosystem. When using HTTPS,
only trusted services that provide HTTPS certificates signed by a trusted certificate authority can be registered.

Catalog

The Catalog is the catalog of published API services and their associated documentation. The Catalog provides both the
REST APIs and a web user interface (UI) to access the services. The web UI follows the industry standard Swagger UI
component to visualize API documentation in OpenAPI JSON format for each service.
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Catalog Security

Access to the API Catalog is protected with an Enterprise z/OS Security Manager such as IBM RACF, ACF2, or
Top Secret. Only users who provide proper mainframe credentials can access the Catalog. Client authentication is
implemented through the zOSMF API.

Installing API Mediation Layer
Zowe API Mediation Layer is packaged with Zowe SMP/E and Convenience Build. To install the Zowe API Mediation
Layer component, complete the Zowe installation. For information about Zowe installation, see Installing Zowe z/OS
components in the Zowe documentation.

After installing the API Mediation Layer, you can monitor Zowe conformant REST APIs with the following Brightside
Extensions for Zowe API ML:
API State Monitor for Zowe API Mediation Layer

monitors the state of API services flowing through the Zowe ecosystem and reports that state back to the System
Log (SYSLOG) in the form of a Write To Operator (WTO) message.

API Audit Log for Zowe API Mediation Layer
provides unified auditing logs making it possible for you to visualize API Audit Log data. One way you can
visualize these data is by configuring the Elasticsearch, Logstash, and Kibana (ELK) stack to view API Audit Log
data with Kibana.

TIP

• For testing purposes, it is not necessary to set up certificates when configuring the API Mediation Layer.
Configuration of API ML without setting up certificates can save time during installation.
– To configure Zowe v1 without certificate setup, set ZOWE_APIM_VERIFY_CERTIFICATES: FALSE in

your YAML configuration, or add the environment variable to the instance.env file.
• For production environments, certificates are required. Ensure that certificates for each of the following

services are issued by the Certificate Authority (CA) and that all keyrings contain the public part of the
certificate for the relevant CA.
– z/OSMF
– Zowe
– The service that is onboarding to Zowe

Broadcom Zowe Conformant APIs
Review Broadcom API services that are conformant with the Zowe Conformance Program with links to Swagger doc.

As a developer or DevOps engineer, you can use the following Zowe conformant Broadcom APIs to automate, optimize,
and integrate mainframe operations. Zowe is an integrated, and extensible open source framework for z/OS that offers
APIs and OS capabilities that applications can be built on. Zowe's modern interfaces, which include Zowe CLI and API
Catalog, enhance the overall usability of z/OS and z/OS resources in a way that is similar to working within modern-day
cloud platforms.

Conformance within the Zowe Conformance Program ensures Independent Software Vendors (ISVs), System Integrators
(SIs), and end users that their software behaves as expected. The Zowe Conformance Program, like Zowe itself,
continues to evolve and is being developed by committers and contributors in the Zowe community. As this program
is updated, Broadcom is committed to ensuring that Broadcom REST services continue to adhere to this conformance
program.

For more information, see the documentation for the Zowe Conformance Program.

The following Broadcom REST API services are fully conformant with the Zowe Conformance Program:
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NOTE

Swagger documentation for the following services is available through the corresponding links.

CA 7 Workload Automation

The following functionalities are available through the CA 7 REST API:

• Issue CA7ONL terminal commands-services include demand, run, cancel, restart, hold, and release
• Request information about jobs in the CA 7 active workload (queues)
• Request information about CA 7 definitions for objects, such as jobs and their relationships, like requirement

predecessors and successors, trigger predecessors and successors, virtual resources, and schedule definition details.
• Create, update, or delete a requirement definition for a job
• Replace the JCL for a job in the queue with the contents of a PDS member
• Request the last recorded workload event for a job in the active workload

To use the CA 7 REST API, see the Services Available in CA 7 REST API documentation.

Compliance Event Manager

The Compliance Event Manager REST APIs provide the following capabilities:

• Determine whether a resource (data set) is being unconditionally monitored by a task.
• Refresh the listener started tasks (Alert, Change Monitor, Logger, Router, Warehouse) from the user interface (System

Settings, Policy Status page).
• Retrieve the policy status of the listener started tasks from the user interface (System Settings, Policy Status page).

To use CEM REST services, see the Compliance Event Manager documentation.

Datacom DST API
The Datacom REST API lets you perform the following actions to manage and monitor your Datacom databases:

• View a list of active MUFs for a specified database, data area in an LPAR
• View attributes for a specified MUF
• View MUF options of a dynamic system table for a specified MUF

To use the Datacom DTS REST API, see the DATACOM CORE documentation.

Data Content Discovery

The Data Content Discovery REST Application Program Interface (API) makes it possible to determine if a data set
contains classifiers or expressions to analyze security risk by correlating it with Access Permissions. The REST API
lets you request data from any Data Content Discovery Data Set, Classification, Classifier, and Scan resource. Use
asynchronous calls to send several requests at the same time, or perform an individual request for a smaller object using
a synchronous call. Leveraging the Data Content Discovery REST API lets you create your own work flows and integrate
them into your own applications and interfaces.

To use the Data Content Discovery REST API, see the Data Content Discovery documentation.

DB2 Tools

DB2 Tools consists of the following components:

• SYSVIEW Performance Management Option for DB2
• Detector for DB2 for z/OS
• DBM for DB2
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The Database Management Data Service REST API makes it possible to retrieve DB2 for z/OS Performance statistics
and object information. Statistics are provided by Detector for DB2 for z/OS and SYSVIEW Performance Management
Option for DB2 for z/OS products. DB2 and product-specific objects are provided by Database Administration for DB2 for
z/OS products. The REST API also allows execution of SQL statements and managing operations of SYSVIEW for DB2
and DBM Data Service.

To use the DB2 Tools REST API, see the SYSVIEW PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT OPTION FOR DB2
documentation.

Endevor

The Endevor REST API makes it possible to request information about available Endevor SCM repositories, perform
inventory, element, and package-specific actions, and submit Software Control Language (SCL) files.

To use the Endevor REST API, see the OpenAPI Specification for RESTful API v2 documentation.

File Master Plus

The File Master Plus for MVS REST Application Programming Interface (API) lets you perform the following actions on a
data set:

• Copy a data set, with the option to select specific members to copy
• Create (allocate) a physical sequential, partitioned, or VSAM data set
• Delete a data set
• Populate a data set with records according to the format of a layout
• Rename a data set

To use the File Master Plus REST API, see the File Master Plus documentation.

IDMS

The IDMS REST API can be used in the following ways, depending on your role:

As a developer, you can:

• Enable client dashboards or applications to view system and performance data
• Obtain flexibility to leverage modern, user-friendly tooling to improve the user experience

As a database administrator, you can:

• Enable automated warnings and recommendations, to avoid critical system risks and outages
• Use the REST API to integrate with other tools and product

To use the IDMS REST API, see the IDMS documentation.

JCLCheck Workload Automation

The JCLCheck API enables a remote client to run a verification check of JCL. The options that drive the JCLCheck
verification are supplied in a query string on the URI. The response to a client request contains the requested JCLCheck
reports and individually accessible items of information from the reports. These discrete data items enable the client to
easily identify key pieces of information, making it easier for the client to take appropriate action on the response.

The REST API lets you perform the following actions:
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• Run a JCLCheck verification of JCL supplied in the body of the request.
• Run a JCLCheck verification of JCL stored in a z/OS dataset.
• Confirm the status of the JCLCheck REST API server. Through this API, you can determine if the server is running or

not. It is similar in concept to the TCP/IP ?ping? command. Part of the response from the status request is the version
number of the server, which can be valuable information to the client.

To use the JCLCheck Workload Automation REST API, see the JCLCHECK WORKLOAD AUTOMATION documentation.

Mainframe Security Insights Platform

The Insights Service provides the following z/OS environmental information:

• Information about system-critical libraries (e.g., APFLIST, LINKLIST, LPALIST, PARMLIST), the volume specified and
the library status (Found or Not-Found)

• Information about pervasive encryption status of a resource and the ICSF Key Label (if resource is encrypted)

The ESM (SAF) Service provides access information for a resource that includes user and group access details for ACF2,
Top-Secret, and IBM RACF environments.

The DCD Service provides an aggregated view of resource classification status that includes detailed information about
classifiers matches for resources that are scanned against DCD instances in multiple LPARs.

The Orchestration Service provides correlation services for Security Insights centered around the following two use-cases:

• Identify access to system-critical libraries
• Examine classification and pervasive encryption by resource

For more information about Mainframe Security Insights Platform, see the MAINFRAME SECURITY INSIGHTS
PLATFORM documentation.

MAT

The MAT REST API enables application and system programmers to manage the application measurement process and
access the MAT measurement data that are stored in the MAT database for analysis of application performance without
accessing a standard UI. The REST API provides the measurement data grouped in the form of the same analysis views
as it is available to you on the Interactive Analysis panels in the ISPF interface or in the MAT GUI. Using the REST API
enables you to create your own analytical workflows and use them for your site-specific performance improvement efforts.

To use the MAT REST API, see MAINFRAME APPLICATION TUNER REST API Calls.

NetMaster

The NetMaster API Service can work in various ways according to the needs of your organization.

• Network Administrators can quickly glean connectivity information, such as the number of unsecured connections to an
application, by directly accessing the API endpoints to extract the required information.

• Information Security personnel can export the information that is gathered by NetMaster APIs to a reporting tool or a
security information and event management (SIEM) tool for trending and analysis purposes.

• Information Security and Network Administrative staff can also use the NetMaster Web Portal to access connectivity
data. The NetMaster Web Portal is a modern web interface to NetMaster NM for TCP/IP that uses the NetMaster
API Service to obtain NetMaster connectivity data, providing an overview of mainframe connections and the ability
to drill down into the details of individual connections. It is ideal for seeing trends in connectivity information and
troubleshooting specific connectivity and encryption issues.

Other uses of NetMaster APIs for both Information Security and Network Administrative staff include:
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• To integrate NetMaster data into other products; for example, to display NetMaster connectivity data in an existing
third-party data portal.

• To build web-based dashboards.
• To build scripts that support CI/CD pipelines.

To use the NetMaster REST API, see the OpenAPI Specification for REST APIs.

SymDump

There are two SymDump REST APIs, one for CICS and a second for Batch.

The SymDump CICS REST API makes it possible to perform the following actions:

• Display a report list
• Retrieve a report with index
• Lock a report
• Unlock a report
• Display PROTDMP Options
• Delete a report

The SymDump Batch REST API makes it possible to perform the following actions:

• Display a report list
• Retrieve a report with index
• Lock a report
• Unlock a report
• Delete a report
• Display installation options
• Update Report Options
• Display Report Options

To use the SymDump REST API, see the INTERTEST AND SYMDUMP documentation.

SYSVIEW

The SYSVIEW REST API provides endpoints that access data and actions that are provided through SYSVIEW
commands. For example, Operations Managers can have their development support staff use the REST API to build
various dashboard widgets that display on an operations dashboard. DevOps and CI/CD Administrators can use the
REST API with client applications to help the mainframe development staff build CI/CD pipelines for their mainframe
application development process. The SYSVIEW REST Server communicates with the SYSVIEW User Address Space
through the eXternal Data Interface (XDI). The XDI provides foundational support for APIs such as the SYSVIEW REST
API.

To use the SYSVIEW REST API, see the SYSVIEW PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT documentation.

Test4z

The Test4z REST APIs makes it possible to perform the following operations on data sets in your z/OS system:

• Search: This API accesses a data set and uses a field name from a copybook to search for records that meet a
specific criteria.

• Update: This API modifies the value of a field within a record of a data set and creates test data.
• Compare: This API compares two data sets and identifies the differences.
• Copy: This API creates a subset copy of the input data set based on filter criteria.

To use Test4z REST API, see the Brightside documentation.
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Vantage Storage Resource Manager
The Vantage REST Application Program Interface (API) offers the possibility to modify and monitor the configuration
of your Vantage system parameters without accessing a standard Vantage UI. You can also create, read, update, and
delete the Vantage scripts from the script libraries. The REST API lets you request data from any Vantage object. Use
asynchronous calls to send several requests at the same time, or perform an individual request for a smaller object using
a synchronous call. Leveraging the Vantage REST API lets you create your own workflows and integrate them into your
own applications and interfaces.To use the Vantage REST API, see the VANTAGE STORAGE RESOURCE MANAGER
documentation.

NOTE

• If the Broadcom REST API you are looking for is not listed here, see the Communities Ideas page to add a
comment requesting a service to be onboarded to the Zowe API Mediation Layer.

• To maximize the usability of these APIs, Broadcom recommends using the Zowe API Mediation Layer (API
ML). Use of API ML provides IT departments with gated, performant access to these Zowe conformant
Broadcom APIs and enhances API accessibility for internal consumers such as development teams,
DevOps automation, and mainframe IT staff. For more information, see Zowe API ML in the Brightside
documentation.

Brightside Extensions for Zowe API Mediation Layer
As a system administrator, you can install the following Brightside extensions that are offered by Broadcom to use with the
API Mediation Layer:

API State Monitor for Zowe API ML

The API State Monitor for Zowe API ML monitors the state of standard API services that flow through the Zowe ecosystem
and reports that state back to the System Log (SYSLOG) in the form of a Write To Operator (WTO) message. Specifically,
the API State Monitor posts information on whether services are registering or de-registering from the API Mediation Layer
Discovery Service (EUREKA), or shut down ungracefully.

API Audit Log for Zowe API ML

The API Audit Log for Zowe API ML is an extension to Zowe API Mediation Layer that provides unified auditing logs. Once
you install this extension, you can configure the Elasticsearch, Logstash, and Kibana (ELK) stack to visualize API Audit
Log data with Kibana.

Install API Audit Log and API State Monitor for Zowe API ML Using Pax ESD
As a systems administrator, your responsibilities include installing products on your mainframe system. You can acquire
the pax file to install the API Audit Log and the API State Monitor on your mainframe system, and then install, maintain,
deploy, and configure the products on your systems. Batch jobs are provided to create the SMP/E environment. A basic
understanding of UNIX System Services (USS) is required. Use the pax file to install the API Audit Log and the API State
Monitor on your mainframe system, and the latest product updates from the Broadcom Support portal. This article and the
subsequent child pages describe the procedure for pax installation. After you complete installation using pax ESD, you
can choose to deploy one or both products:

To deploy the API State Monitor for Zowe API ML, see Deploy and Configure the API State Monitor.

To enable the API Audit Log for Zowe API ML, see Enable the API Audit Log.
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How to Install the API Audit Log and API State Monitor for Zowe API ML Using a pax File

Prerequisites

Before you begin pax ESD installation, ensure that you meet the following prerequisites:

• Ensure that you have a UNIX System Services (USS) directory, and a file system with adequate space to perform the
following tasks:
– Receive product pax files from the Broadcom Support portal.
– Perform utility functions to unpack the pax file into MVS data sets that you can use to complete the product

installation.
• Ensure that you have WRITE authority to download the pax files for the SMP/E installation as part of the pax ESD

process to the UNIX System Services (USS) directories that are used for the pax ESD process.
• In the file system that contains the pax ESD directories, ensure that you have sufficient free space of approximately 2.5

times the pax file size to download the pax file and unpack its contents. For example, to download and unpack a 200-
MB pax file, you need approximately 500 MB of free space in the file system that hosts your pax ESD directory.

• If you do not have sufficient free space, error messages in the following format appear:

EZA1490I Error writing to data set

EZA2606W File I/O error 133

        

The first step is to allocate and mount a file system.

Allocate and Mount a File System
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The product installation process requires a UNIX System Services (USS) directory to receive the pax file and to perform
the unpack steps. We recommend that you allocate and mount a file system that is dedicated to the product acquisition.
We also recommend that you create a directory in this file system where the pax file will be located. This directory
(yourUSSpaxdirectory) is used later in the installation process when acquiring and unpacking the product pax file.

This procedure describes how to perform the following tasks:

• Allocate a zFS
• Create a mount point in an existing maintenance directory of your choice in USS
• Mount the file system on the newly created mount point.

NOTE

You must have SUPERUSER authority or the required SAF profile setting to issue the USS mount command
for the file system.

• (Optional) Permit the same write access to anyone in the same group as the creator of the directory.
NOTE

USS commands are case-sensitive.

Follow these steps:

1. Allocate the zFS by customizing the following JCL:

//DEFINE   EXEC PGM=IDCAMS

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//AMSDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSIN    DD *

 DEFINE CLUSTER ( +

 NAME(your_zFS_data_set_name) +

 STORAGECLASS(class) +

 LINEAR +

 CYL(650 100) +

 SHAREOPTIONS(3,3) +

 )

/*

//FORMAT   EXEC PGM=IOEAGFMT,REGION=0M,

// PARM=('-aggregate your_zFS_data_set_name -compat')

//SYSPRINT DD   SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDOUT   DD   SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD   SYSOUT=*

//CEEDUMP  DD   SYSOUT=*

//*

        

The zFS is allocated.
NOTE

Ensure that the zFS data set name that you use conforms to your data set naming conventions for USS file
systems. If the allocation of the file system data set fails, it is because environmental settings do not allow
the allocation.

2. Create a mount point for the file system. This example shows how to create your USS pax directory named /CA/
CAPAX in the existing /u/maint directory. From the TSO OMVS shell, enter the following commands:

cd /your/selected/path
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mkdir CA

cd CA

mkdir CAPAX

        

NOTE

Further references to this mount point appear as yourUSSpaxdirectory .
The mount point is created.

3. Mount the file system by customizing the following sample:

MOUNT FILESYSTEM('your_zFS_data_set_name')

MOUNTPOINT('yourUSSpaxdirectory')

TYPE(ZFS)  MODE(RDWR)

PARM('AGGRGROW')

        

your_zFS_data_set_name
Specifies the ZFS dataset that you created in step 1, where the USS path is targeted to be mounted

yourUSSpaxdirectory
Specifies the USS directory where you upload and unpax the API Audit Log and API State Monitor

The file system is mounted.
4. (Optional) Set security permissions for the USS pax directory. Some installation steps can be performed under the

authority of other users. To avoid issues caused by access rights during installation, execute the chmod command with
the recursive switch -R . This command enables all users in your USS user group to access the directory.
Example:
To enable WRITE access, enter the following command from the TSO OMVS shell:

chmod -R 775 /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

        

WRITE access is granted.
NOTE

For more information about the chmod command, see IBM z/OS UNIX System Services User Guide
(SA22-7802).

Acquire a pax File for the API Audit Log and API State Monitor

As a system administrator, you can begin Broadcom product installation by copying the product pax file into the USS
directory that you set up in the previous procedure, Allocate and Mount a File System.

NOTE

FTP procedures vary due to local firewall and other security settings. To determine the appropriate FTP
procedure to use at your site, consult your local network administrators.

Follow these steps:

1. Download the pax.Z file from the Broadcom Support portal.
2. FTP the pax.Z files in binary mode to your mainframe USS file system.

Sample FTP commands from a Windows command prompt are provided in the following steps.
3. Open a Windows command prompt.
4. Customize and enter the following FTP commands:
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FTP mainframe userid password

bin

lcd C:\PC\folder\for\thePAXfile

cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/

put paxfile.pax.Z

quit

exit

        

mainframe
Specifies the z/OS system IP address or DNS name

userid
Specifies your z/OS user ID

password
Specifies your z/OS password

C:\PC\folder\for\thePAXfile
Specifies the location of the pax file on your computer

NOTE

If you specify a location that has blanks or special characters in the path name, enclose that value in
double quotation marks.

yourUSSpaxdirectory
Specifies the name of the USS directory that you use for pax downloads

paxfile.pax.Z
Specifies the name of the pax file to upload

You transferred the pax file to the mainframe.

Create a Product Directory from the pax File

As a system administrator, after you acquire and download the product package (pax file), you are ready to create a
product directory in which to extract the contents of the package. Create a product directory from the pax file through the
pax command. The pax command performs the following actions:

• Extracts the files and directories that are packaged within the pax file
• Creates a USS directory in the same directory structure where the pax file resides
• Automatically generates a product and level-specific directory name

The commands can be entered using either of the following methods:

• Directly in the USS terminal
• By submitting a JCL job

Enter Commands in the USS Terminal

Use the following procedure to enter commands in the USS terminal.

Follow these steps:

1. Enter the following commands to set the current working directory to the directory containing the pax file:

cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/
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yourUSSpaxdirectory
Specifies the name of the USS directory that you use for product downloads

2. Enter the following command to create a directory in your USS directory:

pax -rvf paxfile.pax.Z

        

paxfile.pax.Z
Specifies the name of the pax file

You created a directory in your USS directory.

Enter Commands by Submitting a JCL Job

Use the following procedure to enter commands by submitting a JCL job.

Follow these steps:

1. Use the following sample JCL to extract the product pax file into a product installation directory:

//ESDUNPAX JOB (ACCOUNTNO),'UNPAX PAX FILE',

// MSGCLASS=X,CLASS=A,NOTIFY=&SYSUID

//*********************************************************************

//* This sample job can be used to invoke the pax command to create   *

//* the product-specific installation directory.                      *

//*                                                                   *

//* This job must be customized as follows:                           *

//* 1. Supply a valid JOB statement.                                  *

//* 2. Replace "yourUSSpaxdirectory" with the name of the USS         *

//*    directory used on your system for Pax ESD downloads.           *

//* 3. Replace "paxfile.pax.Z" with the name of the pax file.         *

//* NOTE: If you continue the PARM= statement on a second line,       *

//*       start entering characters in column 16 and make sure        *

//*       the 'X' continuation character is in column 72.             *

//*********************************************************************

//UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

// PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//*UNPAXDIR EXEC PGM=BPXBATCH,

//* PARM='sh cd /yourUSSpaxdirectory/; pax                              X

//*             -rvf paxfile.pax.Z'

//STDOUT DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR DD SYSOUT=*

        

2. Replace ACCOUNTNO with a valid JOB statement.
3. Replace yourUSSpaxdirectory with the name of the USS directory that you use for product downloads.

The job points to your specific directory.
4. Replace paxfile.pax.Z with the name of the pax file.

The job points to your specific pax file.
NOTE

If the PARM= statement exceeds 71 characters, comment out the first UNPAXDIR . Then uncomment and
use the second form of UNPAXDIR instead. This sample job uses an X in column 72 to continue the PARM=
parameters to a second line.

5. Submit the job.
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The job points to your specific pax file.

The files are unpaxed in the location specified in the job parameters.

Copy Installation Files to z/OS Data Sets

As a system administrator, after you create a product directory from the pax file, you can copy the installation files to z/OS
data sets. Use the following procedure to invoke the SMP/E GIMUNZIP utility to create the SAMPJCL data set.

The file UNZIPJCL in the product directory contains a sample job to GIMUNZIP the installation package. Edit and submit
the UNZIPJCL job to create SAMPJCL data sets.

Follow these steps:

1. Read the product AMS10B0/AREADME file which resides in the product-specific directory that the pax command
created. This file contains the steps that are required to complete the installation procedure.

2. Use ISPF EDIT or TSO ISHELL to edit the UNZIPJCL sample job. Follow the instructions provided in the JCL.
3. Submit the UNZIPJCL job.

The UNZIPJCL job should complete with a zero return code. Messages GIM69158I and GIM48101I in the output and
IKJ56228I in the JES log are acceptable. The GIMUNZIP utility creates the SAMPJCL data set with the HLQ that you
specified in the UNZIPJCL job. Use this data set to perform the product installation.

NOTE

For more information, see IBM SMP/E for z/OS Reference (SA22-7772).

Prepare the SMP/E Environment for a pax Installation

As a system administrator, after you copy the installation files to z/OS data set, you can prepare the SMP/E Environment
for a pax installation. The members in the following procedure are used to prepare the data sets, initialize the zones, and
create the DDDEF s for your product. For information about the members, see the JCL comments.

Follow these steps:

1. Customize the SAMPJCL member AMSSEDIT with your site-specific information. The AMSSEDIT member contains an
edit macro to simplify customization of installation jobs. Replace the rightmost parameters for each ISREDIT CHANGE
command.

NOTE

Set the PRODHLQ to the same value specified for yourHLQ within the JCL that is used to unzip the pax file.
2. Copy the AMSSEDIT member to your ISPF SYSPROC location.

The following steps include instructions to execute the AMSSEDIT macro each time you open a new SAMPJCL
member. To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the AMSAREAD member, and
submit the AMSEDALL member.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member AMS00ALL in an edit session and execute the AMSSEDIT macro from the command line.
4. Submit AMS00ALL .

This job produces the following results:
– The target and distribution data sets for your product are created.
– Unique SMPLTS , SMPMTS , SMPSCDS , and SMPSTS data sets for this target zone are created.

5. Allocate and mount the required zFS file system:
a. Open the SAMPJCL member AMS03ALU in an edit session and execute the AMSSEDIT macro from the command

line.
b. Submit AMS03ALU .
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This job allocates your zFS data sets.
c. Open the SAMPJCL member AMS06MKD in an edit session and execute the AMSSEDIT macro from the command

line.
d. Submit AMS06MKD .

This job creates all directories and mounts the file system.
6. Open the SAMPJCL member AMS10CSI in an edit session and execute the AMSSEDIT macro from the command line.
7. Submit AMS10CSI .

This job produces the following results:
– The CSI data set is defined.
– The SMPPTS and SMPLOG data sets are allocated.
– The global, target, and distribution zones are initialized.
– The DDDEF entries for your product are created.
– The DDDEF s for the required SMP/E data sets are created.

8. Open the SAMPJCL member AMS15CSU in an edit session, and execute the AMSSEDIT macro from the command line.
9. Submit AMS15CSU .

This job customizes the CSI by adding the DDDEF s associated with the directory.

You prepared your SMP/E environment for pax installation.

Run the Installation Jobs for a pax Installation

As a system administrator, after you prepare the SMP/E environment for a pax installation, you can run the installation
jobs. The members in the following procedure receive, apply, and accept SMP/E base functions. Submit and run these
SAMPJCL members in sequence. Do not proceed with any job until the successful completion of the previous job.

The following steps describe how to execute the AMSSEDIT macro each time that you open a new SAMPJCL member.
To edit all SAMPJCL members simultaneously, read and follow the instructions in the AMSAREAD member, and submit the
AMSEDALL member.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the SAMPJCL member AMS20RCB in an edit session, and execute the AMSSEDIT macro from the command line.
2. Submit AMS20RCB to receive SMP/E base functions.

The product is received and now resides in the global zone.
3. Open the SAMPJCL member AMS30APB in an edit session, and execute the AMSSEDIT macro from the command line.
4. Submit AMS30APB to apply SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option.

– Note any unresolved errors.
– Verify that resolving PTFs are applied before implementing products in production.
– After successful completion, rerun APPLY with the CHECK option removed.
The product is applied and now resides in the target libraries.

5. Open the SAMPJCL member AMS40ACB in an edit session, and execute the AMSSEDIT macro from the command line.
6. Submit AMS40ACB to accept SMP/E base functions with the CHECK option. After successful completion, rerun ACCEPT

with the CHECK option removed.
Your product is accepted and now resides in the distribution libraries.

7. Validate successful installation of the pax.
After installation, verify that you have the following structure of datasets and USS files and folders:
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– smpe_hlq.A9MLJCL
– smpe_hlq.A9MLZFS
– smpe_hlq.CSI
– smpe_hlq.CSI.DATA
– smpe_hlq.CSI.INDEX
– smpe_hlq.C9MLJCL
– smpe_hlq.SMPLOG
– smpe_hlq.SMPLOGA
– smpe_hlq.SMPLTS
– smpe_hlq.SMPMTS
– smpe_hlq.SMPPTS
– smpe_hlq.SMPPTS1
– smpe_hlq.SMPSCDS
– smpe_hlq.SMPST

.

|-state-monitor/bin

| |-H2 Mozilla License.txt

| |-monitor.jar

|-audit-log/bin

| |-gateway-extension.jar

| |-discovery-extension.jar

| |-audit-common.jar

| |-logback.xml

|-CA

| |-AMSMKDIR

| |-AMSMH2LC

| |-AMSMNTR

| |-AMSAGWE

| |-AMSADSE

| |-AMSACMN

| |-AMSAENEX

| |-AMSALOGB

    

Clean Up the USS Directory

As a system administrator, after you run the installation jobs and verify successful installation of the pax, you can
optionally clean up the USS directory. Perform this procedure only after you complete the installation process and when
you no longer need the installation files. This procedure is optional.

To free file system disk space for subsequent downloads after downloading and processing the pax files for your product,
we recommend you remove the files from your USS directory and delete unnecessary MVS data sets. You can delete the
following items:

• The pax file
• The product-specific directory that the pax command created and all the files in it
• SMP/E RELFILE s, SMPMCS , and HOLDDATA MVS data sets

These data sets have the HLQ that you assigned in the UNZIPJCL job.
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NOTE

Retain non-SMP/E installation data sets such as yourHLQ.INSTALL.NOTES for future reference.

Follow these steps:

1. Navigate to your Pax ESD USS directory.
Your view is of the applicable USS directory.

2. Delete the pax file by entering the following command:

rm paxfile

paxfile
Specifies the name of the pax file that you downloaded

The pax file is deleted.
3. Delete the product-specific directory by entering the following command:

rm -r product-specific-directory

product-specific-directory
Specifies the product-specific directory that the pax command created

The product-specific directory is deleted.
NOTE

You can also use TSO ISHELL to navigate to the pax file and product-specific directory, and delete them
using the D line command.

After you complete the installation of the API Audit Log and API State Monitor using pax ESD, you are ready to deploy
your products:

• Deploy and Configure the API State Monitor for Zowe API ML
• Enable the API Audit Log for Zowe API ML

Apply Preventative Maintenance
To apply preventive maintenance, download, receive, apply, and accept maintenance. Preventive maintenance lets
you apply PTFs that Broadcom has created and made public. You may not have experienced the issue that each PTF
addresses. We recommend that you apply preventive maintenance regularly so that you do not encounter known issues
with published and tested fixes.

Download and Receive Maintenance

Maintenance and HOLDDATA are available at Broadcom Support. To download and receive maintenance, use SMP/
E Receive Order or the following procedure during product installation and for ongoing preventive maintenance in non-
installation use cases according to your maintenance strategy. After you complete the maintenance process, the product
is ready to deploy.

If you choose to use SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER to download and receive maintenance, please first see Configure
SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval. After your PTFs are downloaded and received, you are ready to apply and accept
maintenance. Go to Apply and Accept Maintenance.

To manually download from the Broadcom Support site, follow these steps:

1. Log in to Broadcom Support and select PRODUCT DOWNLOADS.
2. Locate Brightside in the download management tool. Your product entry opens at the Product Downloads tab.
3. Select the Solution Downloads tab.
4. Select Brightside and the software release.
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5. Select the applicable solutions and download them using the Cart or Download Now option.
6. Upload the PTF (LUxxxxx.bin) to the dataset's member on z/OS.

Example: APIMLHLQ.PTFLIB(LUxxxxx)
7. Verify that you have the values from the base installation in the AMSSEDIT macro, which you customized in the

installation steps.
8. Open the SAMPJCL member AMS60RCH in an edit session and execute the AMSSEDIT macro from the command line.

AMS60RCH is now customized.
9. Submit AMS60RCH . This job downloads the external HOLDDATA file.
10. Open the SAMPJCL member AMS70RCM in an edit session and execute the AMSSEDIT macro from the command line.

Then, change the data set name SMPPTFIN to the data set name that contains the downloaded PTFs. AMS70RCM is
customized.

11. Submit AMS70RCM . This job downloads the PTF file.

Apply and Accept Maintenance

Use the following procedure to apply and optionally accept corrective maintenance.

1. Open the SAMPJCL member AMS80APM in an edit session and execute the AMSSEDIT macro from the command line.
AMS80APM is customized.

2. Submit AMS80APM . The PTFs are applied.
NOTE

You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.
3. Open the SAMPJCL member AMS90ACM in an edit session and execute the AMSSEDIT macro from the command line.

AMS90ACM is customized.
4. Submit AMS90ACM . The PTFs are accepted.

Enable the API Audit Log
Install and enable the API Audit Log for Zowe API Mediation Layer.

As a system administrator for API Mediation Layer, you can install the API Audit Log for Zowe API ML available on the
Broadcom Support portal. The API Audit Log is an add-on to Zowe API Mediation Layer that provides unified auditing
logs.

Prerequisites

• Ensure that you have a running Zowe installation of version 1.14.0 or higher on your mainframe.
• Installation of the API Audit Log requires all user access rights.

Installation

Once you complete the installation of the Brightside extensions and of the z/OS components, complete the installation of
the API Audit Log:

1. Follow the post-pax installation steps.
2. Run the Script to enable the Gateway Service and Discovery Service extensions.
3. Start the API Audit Log.

Post pax Installation Steps

Use one of the following methods to enable the API Audit Log:
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• Edit the JCL smpe_hlq.A9MLJCL(AMSJAENB) to run the API Audit Log as JOB.
• Copy the JCL smpe_hlq.A9MLJCL(AMSSAENB) to your PROCLIB concatenation to run the API Audit Log as STC.

Follow the instructions in the JCL and provide all required parameters to enable the API Audit log in Zowe API Mediation
Layer.

NOTE

You can rename the PROCLIB member according to the specifications of your organization.

Enable the Gateway Service and Discovery Service Extensions

After SMP/E installation, run the AMSAENEX shell script. This script extends and connects the API Mediation Layer of your
Zowe installation to the API Audit Log. The script creates a backup folder which can roll back Zowe and disable the API
Audit Log extensions if necessary.

Run the script with one of the following options:

• Run the script with a started task
• Run the script by submitting a JCL job
• Run the script manually

Run the Script with a Started Task

To run the script with a started task, import the started task AMSSAENB to your PROCLIB, and then run the task.

Follow these steps:

1. Submit the JCL job AMSJASML . This job sets up symbolic links to your directories and sets up the installation
environment. Follow the instructions in the JCL description and fill in the required fields as described.

ZMDIR
Specifies the parameter with the path to the Zowe runtime directory

ALDIR
Specifies the parameter with the path to the directory where logs from the API Audit Log are to be stored

LNKDIR
Specifies the parameter with the path to the directory where the created symbolic links are to be created

2. Issue the START command in the SDSF panel to run the started task AMSSAENB . Specify the parameters during
submission as in the following example.
Example:

/S AMSSAENB,UPDIR='/ams/runtime/dir',ZMDIR='/symlik/dir/aszmdir',ALDIR='/symlik/dir/asaldir'

        

/symlik/dir
Specifies the directory where the symbolic links are contained

UPDIR
Specifies the directory where AMSAENEX is located during API Audit Log runtime installation

ZMDIR
Specifies the directory of Zowe runtime installation

ALDIR
Specifies the directory where the API Audit Log logs are to be saved

You can now call and execute this STC anytime after you reinstall or update Zowe directly from SDSF. As such, the API
Audit Log continues to run uninterruptedly. You can also perform a rollback if necessary by submitting AMSJADSB .
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Run the Script by Submitting a JCL Job

One alternative method to run the script is to submit a JCL job.

Follow these steps:

1. Modify the provided JCLs AMSJAENB and AMSJADSB according to instructions in the JCLs.
2. Submit the JCL job.

The provided JCL AMSJAENB enables the API Audit Log. AMSJADSB performs a rollback.

Run the Script Manually

Another alternative method to run the script is manually.

Follow these steps:

1. From the TSO OMVS shell, cd to the path to where the folder of the API Audit Log is unpaxed, and go to the /CA
folder.

2. Enter the following command:

./AMSAENEX install /zowe/runtime/dir logs/directory

        

/zowe/runtime/dir
Specifies the runtime directory where you installed Zowe

/logs/directory
Specifies the directory where the API Audit Log logs are to be saved

NOTE

• Ensure that the directory that is given in the AMSAENEX script is not the instance directory, but rather the
Zowe installation mountpoint. This file tree of the mountpoint should contain the following files:

bin

fingerprint

scripts

components

manifest.json

Workflows

                

• Ensure that you have all permissions that are required to run the script and modify the Zowe installation.

Zowe API Mediation Layer is now updated to run with the API Audit Log. You can find the logs of the installation script in
the directory you provided.

Start the API Audit Log for Zowe API ML

After you complete the installation steps, restart Zowe. The API Audit Log now runs alongside the Zowe API Mediation
Layer. You can find the generated auditing logs in the directory you specified during installation.

Use the Rollback Command to Revert Changes

If you encounter a problem, or choose to remove the API Audit Log, use the following rollback command to revert the
changes you made to Zowe. This command uninstalls the API Audit Log.

From the TSO OMVS shell, cd to your working directory, and then to the folder /CA . Enter the following command:
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./AMSAENEX rollback /zowe/runtime/dir

/zowe/runtime/dir
Specifies the runtime directory where Zowe is installed

You reverted your changes.

Alternatively, you can use the provided JCL job AMSJADSB to perform rollback. Change the values according to the
instructions in the JCL and submit the job.

Update Zowe

When reinstalling Zowe, or when a new version of Zowe is available and you are ready to update your instance, ensure
that you rerun the API Audit Log to the new runtime. If you create a new instance, or reuse the existing instance, your logs
write uninterruptedly in your selected directory.

You can rerun the script AMSAENEX with the methods in the section Run the Script to Enable the Gateway Service and
Discovery Service Extensions. Ensure that the directories that you provide reflect the new installation.

Troubleshoot Problems with API Audit Log Installation Rollback
As a system administrator, you can perform a manual rollback if problems arise with installation mountpoints.

As part of the API Audit Log installation procedure, a zFS file system is mounted and the start scripts of the Gateway
Service and Discovery Service components of Zowe are changed. This file system contains the Bightside Services
following successful installation. A specific problem can occur if this mountpoint and the zFS data set is not available for
an automated rollback as described in the article Enable the API Audit Log. This article describes how to disable the API
Audit Log by manually rolling back the start scripts.

Perform a Manual Rollback

NOTE
The procedure to perform a manual rollback is specific to the installed version of Zowe. See the procedure that
corresponds to the version of Zowe you are running. For all versions, {Zowe Runtime} refers to the base
Zowe runtime directory.

For Zowe Versions 1.14 to 1.17

To perform manual rollback for Zowe versions 1.14 to 1.17, it is necessary to identify the installed version of API Mediation
Layer components. Use this procedure to identify the version numbers of the Gateway Service and Discovery Services,
and then perform the rollback.

Follow these steps:

1. Open {Zowe Runtime} /manifest.json
2. Locate sourceDependencies key.
3. Under this structure, locate the item with binaryDependencies named org.zowe.apiml.sdk.zowe-install .

The following JSON codeblock shows an example in which the version number appears in the version variable.
Example:

"org.zowe.apiml.sdk.zowe-install": {

    "version": "1.15.0",

    "artifact": "zowe-install-1.15.0.zip",

    "target": ".pax/mediation/",

    "explode": "true"

}
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4. Make a record of the version number for the following steps to perform the rollback.
5. Open a terminal to USS.
6. Replace the version values and submit the following command:

curl https://github.com/zowe/api-layer/blob/v<apiml_version>/zowe-install/src/main/resources/component-

scripts/start.sh -o {Zowe Runtime}/components/api-mediation/bin/start.sh

The API Audit Log for Zowe API Mediation Layer is now disabled.

For Zowe Versions 1.18 and Later

To perform rollback for Zowe versions 1.18 and later, you first need to identify the installed version of the API Mediation
Layer. Use the following procedure to identify the installed version of API ML, and then perform the rollback.

Follow these steps:

1. Open {Zowe Runtime} /manifest.json
2. Locate the binaryDependencies key.
3. Under this structure, locate the following keys:

– org.zowe.apiml.sdk.discovery-package
– org.zowe.apiml.sdk.gateway-package
The following JSON code block shows how these keys appear and the associated version numbers.
Example:

"org.zowe.apiml.sdk.discovery-package": {

    "version": "1.19.2",

    "artifact": "discovery*.zip"

},

"org.zowe.apiml.sdk.gateway-package": {

    "version": "1.19.2",

    "artifact": "gateway*.zip"

}

4. Make a record of the version number for the following steps to perform the rollback.
5. Open a terminal to USS.
6. Replace the version value and submit the following commands:

curl https://github.com/zowe/api-layer/blob/v<gateway_version>/gateway-package/src/main/resources/bin/

start.sh -o {Zowe Runtime}/components/gateway/bin/start.sh

curl https://github.com/zowe/api-layer/blob/v<discovery_version>/discovery-package/src/main/resources/bin/

start.sh -o {Zowe Runtime}/components/discovery/bin/start.sh

The API Audit Log for Zowe API Mediation Layer is now disabled.

Deploy and Configure the API State Monitor
As a system administrator for API Mediation Layer (API ML), you can deploy and configure the API State Monitor for Zowe
API ML to post information to the mainframe syslog about service registration or deregistration from API ML Discovery
Service (Eureka). Information can also be posted about ungraceful shutdown. Posting information about registration,
deregistration, and ungraceful shutdown enables events to be captured by native mainframe automation.

NOTE

We recommend that you run Zowe 1.14 and above.
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Prerequisites

Ensure that you have the following structure of libraries:

{RUNHLQ}.C9MLJCL(AMSSTCMS)

{RUNHLQ}.C9MLJCL(AMSJOBMS)

RUNHLQ
Specifies the High Level Qualifier for the deployed procedure library with the STC template

Customize API State Monitor Startup

After you complete installation, use one of the following options to start up the application:

• STC
• JOB

Follow these steps:

1. Select the proper JCL file and edit the following parameters:
– AMSJOBMS in RUNHLQ.C9MLJCL if JOB is used for the startup
– AMSSTCMS in RUNHLQ.C9MLJCL if STC is used for the startup

NOTE
Both members contain detailed instructions.

2. Set the following parameters:
System parameter:

ZOWE_APIML_HOST
The hostname of the system where Zowe API Mediation Layer is installed

TLS/SSL parameters:
KEY_ALIAS

The alias of the certificate in the keystore that is to be used
Example:alias_of_the_key

KEYSTORE
The keystore path
Example:/u/mfsserv/apiml/instance/keystore/keystore.p12.

KEYSTORE_TYPE
The keystore type. The supported types are JKS and PKCS12

KEYSTORE_PASSWORD
The keystore password
Example:some_secure_password_for_keystore

TRUSTSTORE
The truststore path
Example:/u/mfsserv/apiml/instance/keystore/truststore.p12

TRUSTSTORE_TYPE
The truststore type. The supported types are JKS and PKCS12

TRUSTSTORE_PASSWORD
The truststore password
Example:some_secure_password_for_truststore

Service parameters:
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The API State Monitor has fixed values set that control how it is shown in the API Catalog. It is recommended to use
the defaults. To modify the default values, follow this procedure:
a. Locate the beginning of the IJO variable set.

Example: IJO="-Xms32m -Xmx256m"
b. Append the following block with the desired values:

IJO="$IJO -Denvironment.serviceId='newServiceId'"

IJO="$IJO -Denvironment.serviceTitle='New Service Title'"

c. Modify the API Catalog tile under which the API State Monitor is located, append the following block with the
desired values:
IJO="$IJO -Dcatalog.tile.id='newTileId'"

IJO="$IJO -Dcatalog.tile.title='New Tile Title'"

3. Copy the customized member from RUNHLQ.C9MLJCL to your system PROCLIB library. Alternatively, you can make
RUNHLQ.C9MLJCL a part of the system PROCLIB concatenation so that the API State Monitor for Zowe API ML can
be started as a started task (STCs).

The API State Monitor startup procedure is configured and ready to start.

Start and Stop the API State Monitor
As a system administrator for API Mediation Layer, you can stop or start the API State Monitor under the following
conditions:

• At initial startup after you install the API State Monitor for Zowe API ML
• At initial startup after a system IPL
• After you apply maintenance
• If the API State Monitor for Zowe API ML fails or stops responding

Use the procedures in this article to start and stop the API State Monitor.

Start the API State Monitor

To start the API State Monitor, log in to the z/OS system console and issue the following command:

/S AMSSTCMS

The API State Monitor is started.

Stop the API State Monitor

To stop the API State Monitor, log in to the z/OS system console and issue the following command:

/P AMSSTCMS

The API State Monitor is stopped.

Using API Mediation Layer
As a system administrator, review the different ways you can use the API Mediation Layer and its extensions. 

• As an API developer, you can integrate API services with the Zowe API Mediation Layer (API ML) so that API clients
gain a cloudlike experience with the API service that the API ML offers. For more information about onboarding an API
service with API ML, see Integrate API Services with API ML.

• As an application developer or system administrator, use the API ML Catalog to view services that are running in the
API Mediation Layer. For more information, see Use the API Catalog.
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• The API Mediation Layer also supports the following innovation extensions to monitor Zowe conformant REST APIs:
API State Monitor

This extension monitors the state of API services flowing through the Zowe ecosystem and reports that state back
to the System Log (SYSLOG) in the form of a Write To Operator (WTO) message.

API Audit Log
This extension provides unified auditing logs making it possible for you to visualize API Audit Log data. One way
to visualize these data is to configure the Elasticsearch, Logstash, and Kibana (ELK) stack, allowing you to view
API Audit Log data with Kibana.
For more information, see Brightside Extensions for Zowe API Mediation Layer.

How API ML Transport Layer Security Works
Security within the API Mediation Layer (API ML) is performed on several levels. This article describes how API ML uses
Transport Layer Security (TLS).

As a system administrator or API developer, use this article to familiarize yourself with the following security concepts::

Transport Layer Security

Secure data during data-transport by using the TLS protocol for all connections to API Mediation Layer services. While it
is possible to disable the TLS protocol for debugging purposes or other use-cases, the enabled TLS protocol is the default
mode.

Authentication

Authentication is the method of how an entity, such as a user (API Client) or an application (API Service), proves its true
identity.

API Mediation Layer uses the following authentication methods:

User ID and password

• The user ID and password are used to retrieve authentication tokens.
• Requests originate from a user.
• The user ID and password are validated by a z/OS security manager and a token is issued that is then used to

access the API service.

TLS client certificates

• Certificates are for service-only requests.

API ML Services

The following range of service types apply to the API ML:

API ML Internal Services
Gateway (GW)

The Gateway is the access point for API clients that require access to API services. API services can be
accessed through the Gateway by API Clients. The Gateway receives information about an API Service
from the Discovery Service.

Discovery Service (DS)
The Discovery Service collects information about API services and provides this information to the
Gateway and other services. API ML internal services are also registered to the Discovery Service.
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Catalog (AC)
The Catalog displays information about API services through a web UI. The Catalog receives information
about an API service from the Discovery Service.

Authentication and Authorization Service (AAS)
AAS provides authentication and authorization functionality to check user access to resources on z/OS. The API
ML uses z/OSMF API for authentication.

API Clients
External applications, users, or other API services that access API services through the API Gateway

API Services
Applications that are accessed through the Gateway. API services register themselves to the Discovery Service
and can access other services through the Gateway. If an API service is installed in such a way that direct access
is possible, API services can access other services without the Gateway. When APIs access other services, they
can also function as API clients.

The following diagram illustrates the basic relationships between services:
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Figure 4: Service relationship diagram

API ML TLS Requirements

The API ML TLS requires servers to provide HTTPS ports. Each of the API ML services has the following specific
requirements:
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API Client

• The API Client is not a server
• Requires trust of the API Gateway
• Has a truststore that contains certificates required to trust the Gateway

Gateway Service

• Provides an HTTPS port
• Has a keystore with a server certificate

– The certificate needs to be trusted by API Clients
– This certificate should be trusted by web browsers because the API Gateway can be used to display web

UIs
• Has a truststore that contains certificates required to trust API services

API Catalog

• Provides an HTTPS port
• Has a keystore with a server certificate

– The certificate needs to be trusted by the Gateway
– This certificate does not need to be trusted by anyone else

Discovery Service

• Provides an HTTPS port
• Has a keystore with a server certificate

– The certificate needs to be trusted by API Clients
• Has a truststore that contains certificates that are required to trust API services

API Service

• Provides an HTTPS port
• Has a keystore with a server and client certificate

– The server certificate needs to be trusted by the Gateway
– The client certificate needs to be trusted by the Discovery Service
– The client and server certificates can be the same
– These certificates do not need to be trusted by anyone else

• Has a truststore that contains certificates that are required to trust the Gateway and Discovery Service

Authentication for API ML Services
API Gateway

• API Gateway currently does not handle authentication. Requests are sent to API services that then handle
authentication

API Catalog

• API Catalog is accessed by users and requires protection by a login
• Protected access is performed by the Authentication and Authorization Service (z/OSMF API)

Discovery Service

• Discovery Service is accessed by API Services
• This access (reading information and registration) requires protection by a client certificate
• (Optional) Access can be granted to users (administrators)
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API Services

• Authentication is service-dependent
• Recommendation to use the Authentication and Authorization Service for authentication

API ML Truststore and Keystore

A keystore is a repository of security certificates that consists of either authorization certificates or public key certificates
with corresponding private keys (PK) that TLS encryption uses. A keystore can be stored in Java specific format (JKS), or
use the standard format (PKCS12). The API ML uses PKCS12 to enable keystores to be used by other technologies that
are used in Brightside (Node.js).

API ML Local Certificate Authority (CA):

• The API ML Local CA contains a local CA certificate and a private key that needs to be securely stored
• Used to sign certificates of services
• The API ML Local CA certificate is trusted by API services and clients

API ML Keystore:

• Server certificate of Gateway (with PK). This certificate is signed by local CA or external CA
• Server certificate of Discovery Service (with PK). This certificate is signed by local CA
• Server certificate of Catalog (with PK). This certificate is signed by local CA
• The API ML keystore is used by API ML services

API ML Truststore:

• The API ML truststore contains a local CA public certificate
• Contains external CA public certificate (optional)
• Can contain self-signed certificates of API Services that are not signed by local or external CA
• Used by API ML services

API Service Keystore (for each service):

• Contains a server and client certificate that is signed by the local CA

API Service Truststore (for each service):

• (Optional) Contains a local CA and external CA certificates

Client Certificates

• A client certificate is a certificate that is used for validation of the HTTPS client. The client certificate of a Discovery
Service client can be the same certificate as its server certificate.

Authentication to the Discovery Service

The Discovery Service has the following types of users that need to be authenticated:

Administrators and developers who need to login to the homepage of the Discovery Service
These users must provide a valid user ID and password.

Services that need to register to the Discovery Service
These services are not users that have a user ID and password but are other services.
They authenticate using a client certificate. The client certificate is the same TLS certificate that the service uses
for HTTPS communication.

Recommendations when Using MFA with Zowe
Review limitations of using multi-factor authentication (MFA) with Zowe, and recommendations for MFA to work properly.
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Multi-factor authentication (MFA) systems require users to provide multiple authentication factors during logon in order
to verify the user's identity. When using multi-factor authentication, it is necessary that each authentication factor be
from a separate category of credential types. While multi-factor authentication is an optional feature supported by
Zowe, there are limitations for this feature to function properly. This topic details limitations of using MFA in Zowe and
recommendations to address these limitations.

As of Zowe version 1.8.0, the Zowe App Framework, Desktop, and all apps present in the SMP/E or convenience builds
support out-of-band MFA. Users are required to enter an MFA assigned token or passcode into the password field of the
Desktop login screen. Alternatively, users can access the app-server /auth REST API endpoint.

When using MFA with Zowe CLI or the API ML Catalog, users are required to log in with their mainframe user name and
MFA token.

NOTE

Validation of MFA in Zowe was performed using Broadcom MFA solution AAM.

Prerequisite

Ensure that you meet the following prerequisite to use MFA with Zowe CLI or API ML Catalog:

• z/OSMF APAR for MFA must be installed on the system. For more information, see this APAR in IBM Support and this
issue in Zowe.

Known Limitations and Recommendations

Unintentional Reuse of MFA Token

When z/OSMF is used as a security provider, it is possible to reuse MFA tokens, whereby it is possible to receive a JWT
token based on previously used MFA token. This presents a security risk.

This issue can be resolved by configuring z/OSMF to work properly with API ML.

Update z/OSMF configuration with the following parameter:

allowBasicAuthLookup="false"

After applying this change, each authentication call results in generating a new JWT.

For more information, see Configuration of z/OSMF to properly work with API ML, and the topic Multi-factor authentication
configuration in Configuring Zowe Application Framework.

No Notification when Additional Input is Required

Neither Zowe CLI nor API Catalog issue a notification when a user is required to provide additional input. This can occur
in cases such as when a user signon attempt triggers the requirements of a New Pin or Next Token. The user must
resolve this situation outside of Zowe. Depending on the current authentication factor enabled (RSA SecurID or RADIUS),
the user can use TSO console or MFA Self-service facilities.

We recommend you first try to access self-service facilities and resolve the issue there. If you are unable to access your
self-service facilities, contact your system administrator.

For more information about how to manage multi-factor authentication credentials in AAM, see Manage Multi-Factor
Authentication Credentials (IBM RACF).

For more information about how to resolve RADIUS Access Challenge, see the sub-topic RADIUS Access Challenge
Considerations in the previously referenced topic.
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Token Expiration when Stored in the Authorization Dialog in "Try it out"

When using the API Catalog, you have the option to use the "Try it out" functionality to test a protected endpoint. In this
case, you are given the option to provide and store MFA credentials in the Authorization dialog. As the MFA token has a
short lifetime, we do not recommend storing your MFA token when using this feature.

You can, however, continue to use your credentials in the Authorization dialog when you set a fixed password, rather than
using an MFA token. Alternatively, you can store your credentials in the Authorization dialog if your account is configured
to bypass MFA mode. In this case, authentication is performed through the mainframe credentials of the user.

Import an API ML CA Certificate to a Browser
As an API developer or API Catalog user, import a CA public certificate to a truststore for REST API clients, and to your
browser.

Trust in the API ML server is a necessary precondition to encrypt traffic properly between web browsers and REST API
client applications. Ensure this trust through the installation of a Certificate Authority (CA) public certificate. By default, API
ML creates a local CA. In addition to importing the CA public certificate to the truststore and browser, you can also import
the certificate to your root certificate store.

NOTE

• The local CA certificate is created with the API ML deployment job MFS4CRT unless custom certificates are
used.

• The local CA certificate is not trusted outside of API ML by default.
• The public certificate in the PEM format is stored in  {mount_point}/instance/keystore/

local_ca/localca.cer  . The certificate is stored in UTF-8 encoding and requires transformation into
a binary file. As this is a certificate to be trusted by your browser, we recommend that you use a secure
connection for transfer.

Follow these steps:

1. Download the local CA certificate to your computer using one of the following methods:
Use CA Brightside CLI (Recommended)

Download the local CA certificate in CA Brightside CLI:
bright zos-files download uss-file --binary {mount_point}/instance/keystore/local_ca/localca.cer

Use sftp
Download the local CA certificate using sftp :
sftp {system}

get {mount_point}/instance/keystore/local_ca/localca.cer

To verify that the file transferred correctly, open the file. The following heading and closing around the certificate
should appear:
-----BEGIN CERTIFICATE-----

...

-----END CERTIFICATE-----

2. Import the certificate to your root certificate store. You can use Windows, macOS, or Firefox platforms.
For Windows

Run:
certutil -enterprise -f -v -AddStore "Root" localca.cer

NOTE

Ensure that you open the terminal as administrator. This step installs the certificate to the Trusted Root
Certification Authorities.
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For macOS
Run:
$ sudo security add-trusted-cert -d -r trustRoot -k /Library/Keychains/System.keychain localca.cer

For Firefox
You can manually import your root certificate through Firefox Certificate settings.

Use the API ML Catalog
Use the API ML Catalog to view services running in API Mediation Layer and view the associated service API
documentation, descriptive information, and the current state of the service.

Through the Catalog, you can also view the associated API documentation corresponding to a service, descriptive
information about the service, and the current state of the service.

WARNING

A user that logs into the Catalog must be authorized to use z/OSMF REST API. For more information, see
Authorizing users to the z/OSMF REST interfaces in Create security definitions for the z/OSMF resources on the
IBM Knowledge Center.

NOTE

To access the Catalog without HTTPS security warnings in a web browser, follow the steps that are described in
the section Import an API ML CA Certificate to a Browser.

Follow these steps:

1. From the Gateway landing page, enter your mainframe user name and password to log in to the Catalog.
2. Use the search bar to find the API services. Services that belong to the same API product family are displayed on the

same tile.
Examples: API Mediation Layer API, IBM z/OSMF API Services

NOTE

• At least one service of an API family must be started and registered with the Discovery Service for the
API tile to appear in the Catalog.

• The state of the services is indicated in the tile on the dashboard page. The tile state says whether all
registered services are running or how many services are available in the case that some of them were
shut down.

3. Click the tile to view the API family description, the registered services, and API documentation for those services.
Example:
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Figure 5: API ML Catalog

4. Expand the endpoint panel to see a detailed summary with responses and parameters of each endpoint, the endpoint
description, and the full structure of the endpoint.
Example:
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Figure 6: Endpoint panel details

NOTE

• When a lock icon is visible on the right side of the endpoint panel, the endpoint requires authentication.
• The structure of the endpoint displays relative to the base URL.
• The URL path of the abbreviated endpoint relative to the base URL displays in the following format:

Example:
/api/v1/{yourServiceId}/{endpointName}
The path of the full URL that includes the base URL also displays in the following format:
https://hostName:basePort/api/v1/{yourServiceId}/{endpointName}
Both links target the same endpoint location.

Integrate API Services with API ML
Choose the onboarding method appropriate to your service. After you onboard your service with the API ML successfully,
enable an HTTPS connection.
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Use an Onboarding Method

The specific onboarding approach that you use corresponds to the method that is used to develop the API service. API
services can either be onboarded natively within the API ML to allow for dynamic service discovery by the Discovery
Service, or statically which is not discoverable by the Discovery Service.

NOTE

When developing a new service, we recommend that you update the code to integrate your service using a
method that supports the API ML natively. These methods apply to REST APIs that use Java as their core or
are based in Java. Supporting the API ML natively requires less configuration for the system administrator. Such
service can be moved to different systems, can be listened to on a different port, and additional instances can
be started without the need to change API ML configuration. These services are dynamically discovered and
monitored.

Integrate Using Dynamic Discovery Code Enablers

The following onboarding methods require updating the API service code using dynamic discovery code enablers and
support API ML natively:

• Java REST APIs with Spring Boot
• Java REST APIs without Spring Boot

Integrate with a Static API Service Definition

Refer to the section Define an API Service Statically that describes how to define an API service to the API Mediation
Layer.

NOTE

While defining an API service to the API ML statically enables API routing, static onboarding of an API
service does not support dynamic discovery. As such, the API ML Catalog does not display the status of service
availability. Additionally, the service definition of API services that are onboarded through this method must be
manually updated each time the API service configuration changes.

Define an API Service Statically
Define an API service to the API Mediation Layer (API ML) statically when the service does not support dynamic
discovery. This API service onboarding method makes an API service available through the Catalog and enables API
routing through the Gateway.

NOTE

The status of API service availability for services that are onboarded with the API ML using this static method
are not available in the Catalog. Additionally, the API service definition must be manually updated each time the
API service configuration changes.

Follow these steps:

1. Create an API service definition in YAML format. For more information, see REST APIs without code changes required
in the Zowe documentation.

2. Upload the API definition file to the  {mount_point}/instance/api-defs  folder. Ensure that the file meets the
following requirements:
– The file extension is .yml
– File contents are in ASCII encoding
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NOTE

You can model your API service definition after the z/OSMF API definition file provided in the runtime library: 
{mount_point}/runtime/api-defs/zosmf.yml

3. Restart API ML Discovery Service.
Alternatively, if the Discovery Service uses the HTTP protocol, you can refresh API definitions using a REST API client
(such as HTTPie) with the following POST request:
http://hostname:port/discovery/api/v1/staticApi

hostname
Specifies API ML Gateway host name

port
Specifies TCP port that the API ML Discovery Service listens to. The port is defined by the configuration
parameter MFS_DS_PORT and by default is set to the Gateway port +1.

The Discovery Service requires authentication credentials (as defined by the MFS_DS_USERID and
MFS_DS_PASSWORD configuration parameters) in the basic authorization header.

NOTE

• It can take up to 30 seconds for the API Gateway to pick up the new routing.
• If the Discovery Service HTTPS is set up, a proper client certificate must be provided instead of the basic

authentication header.
4. Enable the secured trusted connection (HTTPS) between API ML and the API service. For more information about

creating and importing certificates, see: Certificate Management in Zowe API Mediation Layer.

Use the API Audit Log for Zowe API ML
Use logs generated by the API Audit Log to analyze data located on the mainframe. Using the API Audit Log also enables
you to utilize a log analytics utility such as ELK stack.

As a system administrator, you can use logs generated by the API Audit Log in different ways:

• To perform analysis on data contained in files that are located on the mainframe
• To send logs to an external log analytics utility such as Elasticsearch, Logstash and Kibana (ELK) for data

visualizations

For more information, see the following articles:

• Use Log Files Generated by the API Audit Log on the Mainframe
• Supported Log Analytics Utilities for the API Audit Log

Use Log Files Generated by the API Audit Log on the Mainframe
Use logs created by the API Audit Log for Zowe API ML to perform data analysis manually, or by using an external log
analytics utility. Review this topic for information about the log file default naming and the directory of log files, and details
about file encoding.

Location and Naming

Log files are in the directory that you selected during the installation procedure. To find the value of the ALDIR , you can
view either of the following JCLs:

• For the JOB jcl, see  AMSJAENB
• For the STC jcl, see AMSSAENB

The following list presents the default names of the log files:
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• ${logbackServiceName}-AUTH.log
• ${logbackServiceName}-REQUESTS.log
• ${logbackServiceName}-CONFIG.log

Where:

logbackServiceName
Specifies the name that is assigned to the logback service in application.yml for the respective service
(Gateway service and Discovery service)

File Compression

Each log file reaches up to 50 MB. Beyond this limit, the files are compressed. The compressed file is named
${logbackServiceName}-{NAME}.{CYCLE_NUMBER}.log.zip .

NAME
Specifies AUTH , REQUESTS , or CONFIG

CYCLE_NUMBER
Specifies a sequence that calculates the number of times the file was rolled. The default limit is 12 cycles of files,
after which backup and cleanup is required to prevent the loss of old logs.

Format and Encoding

The default configuration that is shipped with the API Audit Log is Encoding: UTF-8

NOTE

For more information about the possible settings for the file appenders, see RollingFileAppender in the LOGback
documentation.

Each file is composed of records where each record is a JSON formatted object. For a comprehensive list that presents
definitions of each record type, see Format of API Audit Log records.

Supported Log Analytics Utilities for the API Audit Log
As a system administrator, you can use log analytics tools such as ELK stack with the API Audit Log for Zowe API ML.

Currently, the API Audit Log extension is optimized for use with the Elasticseach, Kibana, and Logstash (ELK) stack as
the means for displaying data. As such, you can use ready-to-use dashboard templates for data visualization with either a
new or existing ELK stack.

NOTE
The use of ELK is not a pre-requisite to install and run the API Audit Log.

Use ELK Stack with the API Audit Log

Use the following procedure to use ELK stack with the API Audit Log.

1. Obtain the ELK Dashboards package (.zip file) by navigating to Brightside Solution Downloads on the Broadcom
Support site (login required).
In the LATEST RELEASE column, select the version number.

2. In the search feature, enter ELK configuration for API Audit Log for Zowe API ML.
3. Download the ELK_configuration_for_API_Audit_Log.zip file.
4. Extract the contents of the .zip file to a local directory on your computer.

After extraction you can find the following files:
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Use ELK for API Audit Log for Zowe API ML.pdf
Instructions for using ELK and importing dashboards for the API Audit Log

templates/kibana/import-kibana-objects.sh
A script to import Kibana objects into your own ELK installation

templates/kibana/index-patterns.ndjson
A template that contains all index patterns objects necessary for searching data from the API Audit Log in Kibana

templates/kibana/general-information.ndjson
A template that contains the General Information dashboard and all visualization objects for this dashboard

templates/kibana/service-performance.ndjson
A template that contains the Service Performance dashboard and all visualization objects for this dashboard

templates/kibana/network-performance.ndjson
A template that contains the Network Traffic dashboard and all visualization objects for this dashboard

5. Use instructions in Use ELK for API Audit Log for Zowe API ML.pdf to configure ELK Stack and import
the prepared templates for the API Audit Log.

You can now use ELK Stack with the API Audit Log.

Format of API Audit Log Records
Review records created by the API Audit Log for Zowe API ML in the following categories: request data, authentication
information, and configuration changes.

Request Data

Each record sent by the API Audit Log to the request data corresponds to a single HTTP request sent by a client to a
service registered to the API Mediation Layer.

Fields

The following list describes each field in the Requests index pattern records:

url
The full URL requested

request
responseTimeInMs

The time in milliseconds to process the request
statusCode

The HTTP status of the response of the service (Examples: 200, 404, 500)
method

The HTTP method used (Examples: GET, POST, PUT)
status

The summary of status code (INFORMATIONAL, SUCCESSFUL, REDIRECTION, CLIENT_ERROR or
SERVER_ERROR)

springComposedUri
The concatenation of the HTTP method and the URI

springPathPattern
The automatically detected path pattern of the Spring controller that processed this request

springPathMapping
The automatically detected path mapping (method) of the Spring controller that processed this request
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application
The name of the application that originated this record: apiml-audit

principalIP
The IP Address of the source of the request

@timestamp
The timestamp of the record

catalogTileId
The identifier of the category to which the service belongs (Examples: cademoapps or apimediationlayer for
default API Mediation Layer applications)

gatewayAdminId
The user under which the Gateway is running

serviceId
The identifier of the service that received the request

instancesCalled
The array of each service instance that was called to process this request. The API Mediation Layer has a client
load balancer that performs a round-robin across all registered instances of a particular service.
securePort

The TLS port of the service.
hostName

The hostname where the service is located
appName

The registered name of the service
instanceId

The ID of the instance
status

The health status of the instance (Examples: UP, DOWN, WARN)
ipAddr

The IP Address where the service is registered
port

The port of the service, if TLS is enabled it is the same as securePort
authInfo

tokenOwner
The user who obtained the JWT. This field is optional and can be null if the request is service-to-service
such as during service onboarding to API Mediation Layer

certOwner
The owner of the TLS certificate used for the connection

remoteUser
The logged user reported in the HTTP response. Requests routed through the Gateway report directly to
the Gateway.

user
A boolean value that indicates if an authenticated user is present. The value is false for requests during
service-to-service setup such as service onboarding to API Mediation Layer

Example record for a Request
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The following example shows a successful GET request sent to the discoverableclient service, which is registered to
the API ML. The request took 26 milliseconds to complete. The request retrieves the greeting resource under the path
discoverableclient/api/v1/**. This example also shows the request is authenticated under the user named user. The
instancesCalled attribute shows that the request only required contacting one instance. The instance that responded is
identified as localhost:discoverableclient:10012

Example:

{

  "url": "https://localhost:10010/discoverableclient/api/v1/greeting",

  "request": {

    "responseTimeInMs": 26,

    "statusCode": 200,

    "method": "GET",

    "status": "SUCCESSFUL",

    "springComposedUri": "GET /discoverableclient/api/v1/** [greeting]",

    "springPathPattern": "/discoverableclient/api/v1/**",

    "springPathMapping": "greeting"

  },

  "application": "apiml-audit",

  "principalIP": "172.22.0.1",

  "@timestamp": "2020-12-08T14:42:33.129Z",

  "catalogTileId": "cademoapps",

  "gatewayAdminId": "root",

  "serviceId": "discoverableclient",

  "instancesCalled": [

    {

      "securePort": "10012",

      "hostName": "localhost",

      "dataCenterInfo": "com.netflix.appinfo.MyDataCenterInfo@72e58f77",

      "appName": "DISCOVERABLECLIENT",

      "instanceId": "localhost:discoverableclient:10012",

      "status": "UP",

      "ipAddr": "127.0.0.1",

      "port": "10012"

    }

  ],

  "port": 44206,

  "authInfo": {

      "tokenOwner": "user",

      "remoteUser": "Zowe Service",

      "certOwner": "Zowe Service",

      "user": true

    }

}

Authentication Information

Fields

The following list describes each field in the AUTHENTICATION file records:

data
A key value map containing additional information from the authentication attempt.
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The following examples show payloads in different scenarios.
Examples:

• The following JSON shows isUser as true indicating that the attempt is performed by an end user. A service
authenticating against the API Mediation Layer displays isUser as false.

{

  "data": {

    "isUser": true,

    "remoteAddress": "255.255.255.255"

  }

}

        

• When the authentication attempt results in a failure, details of the error are displayed:

{

  "data": {

    "isUser": true,

    "failureReason": "Invalid password"

  }

}

remoteAddress
The address from which the authentication attempt is made

principal
The user or service that initiated the authentication request

host
The hostname of the service

port
The port where the application is listening

application
The application that sent the audit record: apiml-audit

@timestamp
The timestamp of the record

type
The result of the authentication operation (AUTHENTICATION_SUCCESS, AUTHORIZATION_FAILURE, or
AUTHENTICATION_FAILURE)

gatewayAdminId
The user under which the Gateway is running

Example record for Authentication information

The following example shows that a user identified as Zowe Service succeeded in authenticating against the API ML
Gateway service in port 40050. The authentication was made from the IP Address 127.0.0.1.

Example:

{

  "data": {

    "details": {

      "remoteAddress": "127.0.0.1"
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    },

    "isUser": true

  },

  "principal": "Zowe Service",

  "port": 40050,

  "application": "apiml-audit",

  "@timestamp": "2020-12-14T11:49:47.485Z",

  "type": "AUTHENTICATION_SUCCESS",

  "gatewayAdminId": "root"

}

Configuration Changes

The following fields are used to present the logs of changes in Gateway and Discovery service configurations.

Fields

The following list describes each field in Configuration Changes index pattern records:

changed
The change status of the internal cache storage as a result of change evaluation. Possible values: true; false

config
If the internal storage was changed, the property prints all current configurations

serviceName
The configuration of which service changed (gatewayservice or discoveryservice)

host
The hostname of the service (Gateway or Discovery)

port
The port where the application is listening

application
The identifier for the application that produces this record: apiml-audit

@timestamp
The timestamp of the record

type
The type of change. Type can be configuration for application configuration changes or actuator for context
changes.

gatewayAdminId
The user under which the Gateway is running

Example record for configuration changes

The following example shows the actuator settings changed for the Gateway service. For details of the change itself, it is
necessary for the user to verify the startup parameters for the Gateway for recent changes, and check request activities
if the actuator settings are exposed. The actuator settings control certain management settings that determine which
internal information is exposed from the application. An example of this is to expose or not expose the health status of the
application.

Example:

{

  "changed": true,

  "config": null,
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  "serviceName": "gateway-service",

  "port": 40054,

  "application": "apiml-audit",

  "@timestamp": "2020-12-14T11:49:19.785Z",

  "type": "actuator",

  "gatewayAdminId": "root"

}

Use the API State Monitor for Zowe API ML
Review this topic to learn about the how the API State Monitor for Zowe API ML can be used to troubleshoot errors with
REST calls, track service instance status, as well as customization options of the API State Monitor for Zowe API ML
extension.

As a system administrator, you can use the API State Monitor for Zowe API ML to perform the following tasks:

• Investigate the possible reason why an error occurred with a REST API call
• Track the status of service instances that are detected by the API State Monitor for Zowe API ML described in write-to-

operator (WTO) messages
• Use WTO messages to determine why a specific error occurred, and the actions you can take

You also have several customization options for the API State Monitor and your monitored service:

• You can change configuration properties using a REST API call during runtime, such as changing the interval of
repeating warning notifications.

• You can modify the Cleanup Policy to provide sufficient storage capacity for events of monitored service instances.
• You can set Routing and Descriptor codes for a specific level by adding launching parameters with the value that

corresponds to the level you want to configure.
• You can configure your monitored services so that actions from WTO messages can trigger automation with tools such

as OPS/MVS.

Set Configuration Properties for API State Monitor during Runtime
Change configuration for API State Monitor for Zowe API ML during runtime to specify the repeat warning notification
interval.

Modify the Interval of Repeat Warning Notifications

You can modify the interval of repeat warning notifications to prevent the potential automation of restarting Eureka when a
series of heartbeats from the service are not detected but the service is still registered with the API ML Discovery Service.
Conversely, it is possible that a problem occurred with Eureka but the problem is undetected by the API State Monitor due
to the warning message interval being too long.

Set the warnRepeatInterval by issuing a PUT REST call:

This parameter sets the frequency of repeating warning notifications. The default value is 180000 milliseconds (3
minutes). This setting uses the following property:

apiml.monitor.warnRepeatInterval

The following request is an example of the format of a PUT REST call to change the configuration property
warnRepeatInterval to 10000 using cURL:

Example:
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curl -k -E ~/apiml/keystore/localhost/localhost.pem -X PUT https://localhost:8090/monitorservice/api/v1/

config/warnRepeatInterval?value=10000

In this example, the repeat warning notification is set to approximately 10 seconds.

Set the Instance Events Threshold for API State Monitor
Modify the Cleanup Policy of the API State Monitor for Zowe API ML to manage the storage capacity of events of
monitored service instances.

The default Cleanup Policy utilizes the FIFO principle to remove the oldest events from the queue when the maximum
capacity is reached. The API State Monitor continuously collects events of monitored service instances that are registered
to the Eureka Registry, and provides notifications about status changes of service instances. To avoid Out of Memory
(OOM) issues, the API State Monitor has a Default Buffer Size (DBS) of 10000 events per monitored service instance.

Terminology

The application properties include the following acronyms:

DBS
Default Buffer Size

NOTE

The DBS is used for every instance if the IBS value is not set.

IBS
Instance Buffer Size

Default Buffer Size

By default, an application stores a defined number of events per monitored service instance. This defined number of
events is referred to as the Default Buffer Size (DBS ). The default DBS value is set to 10000. This value can be changed
using application command-line argument:

-Dapiml.monitor.storage.dbs=10000

NOTE

The number of events for a service instance must be in the range of 0 to 2,147,483,647 .

Modify the Default Buffer Size with a REST Call

To modify the DBS value, specify the maximum number of stored events per monitored service instance.

NOTE

The following examples in this article use the cURL command-line tool to make REST calls.

Issue the following PUT REST call:

Example:

curl -H 'Content-Type: application/json' -X PUT \

--cert <path_to_certificate> -k \

https://localhost:8090/statemonitor/api/v1/config/dbs?value=5000    
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value
Specifies the number of events for all monitored service instances

In this example, the DBS value is set to 5000.

NOTE

When issuing cURL commands, ensure that you provide the SSL Certificate in the <path_to_certificate>
placeholder.

Modify the Instance Buffer Size with a REST Call

Modify the IBS value to change the allowable storage capacity for a single service instance.

The following example shows how to change the IBS value for APICATALOG localhost:apicatalog:10014
instance ID.

Issue a PUT REST call as in the following example.

Example:

  curl -H 'Content-Type: application/json' -X PUT \

  --cert <path_to_certificate> -k \

  https://localhost:8090/statemonitor/api/v1/instances/APICATALOG localhost:apicatalog:10014/ibs/6000  

    

6000
Specifies the number of events of a single instance that are stored in the API State Monitor storage

instance_id
Specifies the specific instance that has the specified storage capacity value

The IBS value for the instance ID is set to 6000.

NOTE

Subsequent changes to the IBS value do not affect the specific IBS value that is assigned to the specific
instance ID. If the IBS value is not specified for an instance, the DBS value applies.

Reset the DBS Value to Remove All IBS Settings

Reset the DBS value to reset all specified buffer sizes for all instances where the IBS value is modified. Reset the DBS
value to return all IBS values to null. The result of this action applies the DBS value to all instances.

In the following example, The DBS value is reset to 5000. The IBS value is therefore reset to null for all service instances.

Issue a POST REST call in the format shown in the following example.

Example:

curl -H 'Content-Type: application/json' -X PUT \

--cert <path_to_certificate> -k \

https://localhost:8090/statemonitor/api/v1/config/dbs/reset/5000    

    

5000
Specifies the number of events for all monitored service instances

The DBS value is reset to 5000, and the IBS value is reset to null for all service instances.
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List Monitored Service Instances

You can list all monitored service instances with a Maximum Buffer Size (MBS) for each monitored service instance.

Issue a GET command in the format of the following example.

Example:

curl -X GET --cert <path_to_certificate> -k \ 

https://localhost:8090/statemonitor/api/v1/instances/list

      

Another option to list monitored service instances is to open the following URL in a browser:

https://localhost:8090/statemonitor/api/v1/instances/list

You should see a list of all monitored service instances with a MBS for each monitored service instance.

List Instance Events

You can list instance events of a specific monitored service.

Issue a GET command in the format of the following example in which the instance id, the page number of listed events,
and the number of instances that are listed on each page are specified.

Example:

curl -X GET --cert <path_to_certificate> -k \

https://localhost:8090/statemonitor/api/v1/instances/localhost:apicatalog:10014/events/0/20

    

localhost:apicatalog:10014
Specifies the monitored service instance id

0
Specifies the page number

20
Specifies the number of instance events on a page

You should see a list of instance events of the specific monitored service you requested.

Configure a Health-Check Interval of an Instance for API State Monitor
Configure the the interval (monitoring level) of the status check of a given instance for use with API State Monitor for Zowe
API ML.

This status check is commonly referred to as "performing a health-check". A specific monitoring level can be set with a
REST API call on a per-instance basis. The default monitoring level is set to STANDARD .

The following monitoring levels can be set by issuing a PUT REST call:

NONE
Disables health-check monitoring for the given instance

LOW
Monitors the instance every 60 seconds. This setting uses the following property:
apiml.monitor.consumer.healthCheck.lowPollInterval
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STANDARD
Monitors the instance every 30 seconds. STANDARD is the default interval setting. This setting uses the following
property:
apiml.monitor.consumer.healthCheck.standardPollInterval

HIGH
Monitors the instance every 5 seconds. This setting uses the following property:
apiml.monitor.consumer.healthCheck.highPollInterval

Issue a PUT REST call in the following format to change the monitoring level of an instance to HIGH :

Example:

curl -X PUT \

--cert <path_to_certificate> -k \

https://localhost:8090/statemonitor/api/v1/instances/localhost:apicatalog:10014/level -d '{"level": "HIGH"}'

    

localhost:apicatalog:10014
Specifies the monitored service instance id

HIGH
Specifies the monitoring level applied to the specific instance id

NOTE

When issuing cURL commands, ensure that you provide the SSL Certificate in the placeholder.

Customize the Monitoring Interval

You can also customize the monitoring interval using the CUSTOM level. Use the format presented in the following
example:

Example:

curl -X PUT \

--cert <path_to_certificate> -k \

https://localhost:8090/statemonitor/api/v1/instances/localhost:apicatalog:10014/level -d '{"level": "CUSTOM",

 "interval": 15}'

    

localhost:apicatalog:10014
Specifies the monitored service instance id

CUSTOM
Specifies the monitoring level applied to the specific instance id

15
Specifies the monitoring interval in seconds. The specific interval applies when CUSTOM is used as the monitoring
level. If CUSTOM is not used, this specific interval is ignored.

The API State Monitor is now configured to perform monitoring at different intervals for each monitored service instance.

Error Messages Generated by the API State Monitor
Use the API State Monitor for Zowe API ML to investigate the possible reason why an error occurred with a REST API
call.
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See the error messages listed in this section that are generated by the API State Monitor with use with the API Mediation
Layer. Messages include the reason why a specific error occurred, and actions you can take.

AMS0001E
The property '<property_name>' was not found.

Reason
The property with the <property_name> name is not a part of config properties.

Action
Ensure you are using the proper property name.

AMS0002E
Invalid JSON request

Reason
The REST API request was not in proper JSON format.

Action
Ensure you are using a proper REST API endpoint and a proper JSON request body.

AMS0003E
Service instance '<instance_id>' was not found.

Reason
The service instance with the <instance_id> identifier was not found in the system.

Action
Check if the instance with the <instance_id> identifier is in the service instances list.

API State Monitor WTO Messages
Track the status of service instances that are detected by the API State Monitor for Zowe API ML described in write-to-
operator (WTO) messages.

A WTO message is a message which is sent to an operator console that informs the operator of errors and system
conditions that may need attention. These messages provide the following information:

• The service instance status
• Warnings and error levels
• Service instance registration status
• Graceful or ungraceful deregistration
• Service instance failure

The two main parameters to create WTO messages are the Routing code, and the Descriptor code. These two
parameters are described in the section, WTO Routing and Descriptor codes, later in this article.
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NOTE

For more information, see the following web resources:

• Service registration process and the registry
• WTO Description
• Routing code meaning
• Descriptor code meaning

WTO Message Structure

The API State Monitor for Zowe API ML creates WTO messages in the following format:

MSG_CODE SERVICE_NAME INSTANCE_ID JOB_ID STATUS SEVERITY TIMESTAMP

MSG_CODE
Specifies the code of the message

SERVICE_NAME
Specifies the service name

INSTANCE_ID
Specifies the service instance id

JOB_ID
Specifies the service job id

STATUS
Specifies the service instance status

SEVERITY
Specifies the message severity

TIMESTAMP
Specifies the message timestamp

Message Codes

Message codes allow for automation to perform different actions depending on the specific code. Message codes also
indicate the message severity level for all WTO messages. Each WTO message has a level that is assigned to it: INFO,
WARN, and ERROR. This level is indicated by the last letter of the message code:

I
BRT0001 designates an INFO message level. This level indicates normal application behavior.

W
BRT0002 designates a WARN message level. This level indicates a potential problem with the service.

E
BRT0004 designates an ERROR message level. This level indicates that a serious issue such as a dropped
database connection that can cause service failure.

The following table describes the Message Codes and the corresponding severity levels.

MSG_CODE Description

BRT0001I For OK severity messages
BRT0002W For WARN severity messages
BRT0004E For FAILED severity messages
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NOTE

For more information about all possible message codes, see WTO Message Codes.

Service Instance Status

The service instance status indicates if the service is up, down, or unknown.

STATUS Description

UP The service instance is up and is being monitored by the MS.
DOWN The service instance is down and is not being monitored by MS.
UNKNOWN The service instance status is unknown.

Service Job Id

The service job id provides the id of the running JOB (or STC) on the system.

JOB_ID Description

JOB12345 The valid job id, provided from metadata
NOJOBID Job id information was not provided.

Message Severity

WTO messages indicate the severity of the service instance status.

SEVERITY Description

OK The service is running properly. No action is required.
WARN The service is not running properly, and could be a sign of potential

failure.
FAILED The service instance failed. Appropriate actions are required.

Timestamp Format

The Timestamp has following format:

yyyyMMdd'T'HH:mm:ss.SSS

Example

20200520T11:11:00.101

2020
Specifies the year

05
Specifies the month

20
Specifies the day

11:11:00
Specifies the time
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101
Specifies the milliseconds

WTO Message Examples for Different Scenarios

Service Instance Is Registered with the Registry

The following code block shows the format of a WTO message that is issued when a new service is registered:

BRT0001I <SERVICE_NAME> <INSTANCE_ID> JOB12345 UP OK <TIMESTAMP>

BRT0001I
Specifies the message code with the message level INFO

JOB12345
Specifies the service job id

UP
Specifies the service instance status

OK
Specifies the message severity

Example:

BRT0001I DISCOVERABLECLIENT localhost:discoverableclient:10012 JOB12345 UP OK 20200520T11:11:00.101

In this example, the DISCOVERABLECLIENT service instance has the status of UP , and severity level: OK . No action is
required.

Service Instance Gracefully Unregistered from the Registry

The following code block shows the format of a WTO message when a service instance gracefully unregisters with the
registry:

BRT0002I <SERVICE_NAME> <INSTANCE_ID> JOB12345 DOWN OK <TIMESTAMP>

BRT0002I
Specifies the message code with the message level INFO

JOB12345
Specifies the service job id

DOWN
Specifies the service instance status

OK
Specifies the message severity

Example:

BRT0002I DISCOVERABLECLIENT localhost:discoverableclient:10012 JOB12345 DOWN OK 20200520T11:11:00.101

In this example, the DISCOVERABLECLIENT service instance has the status of DOWN and severity level: OK . No action is
required.

Service Instance Performing Poorly, but is Still Registered

The following code block shows the format of a WTO message when a service instance is functioning poorly, but is still
registered:
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BRT0003W <SERVICE_NAME> <INSTANCE_ID> JOB12345 DOWN WARN <TIMESTAMP>

BRT0003W
Specifies the message code with the message level WARN

JOB12345
Specifies the service job id

DOWN
Specifies the service instance status

WARN
Specifies the message severity

Example:

BRT0003W DISCOVERABLECLIENT localhost:discoverableclient:10012 JOB12345 DOWN WARN 20200520T11:11:00.101

In this example, the DISCOVERABLECLIENT service instance has the status: DOWN , and severity level: WARN .

This message may result when the health-check for the service instance is missed. The API State Monitor continues to
monitor the service instance but one or more health-checks failed.

Service Instance Returned to Normal State

The following code block shows the format of a WTO message that is issued when a service that is not performing
properly returns to a normal state:

BRT0001I <SERVICE_NAME> <INSTANCE_ID> JOB12345 UP OK <TIMESTAMP>

BRT0001I
Specifies the message code with the message level INFO

JOB12345
Specifies the service job id

UP
Specifies the service instance status

OK
Specifies the message severity

Example:

BRT0001I DISCOVERABLECLIENT localhost:discoverableclient:10012 JOB12345 UP OK 20200520T11:11:00.101

Service Instance Failed and Is No Longer Registered

The following code block shows the format of a WTO message when a service instance failed and is no longer registered:

BRT0004E <SERVICE_NAME> <INSTANCE_ID> JOB12345 DOWN FAILED <TIMESTAMP>

BRT0004E
Specifies the message code with the message level ERROR

JOB12345
Specifies the service job id

DOWN
Specifies the service instance status

FAILED
Specifies the message severity
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Example:

BRT0004E DISCOVERABLECLIENT localhost:discoverableclient:10012 JOB12345 DOWN FAILED 20200520T11:11:00.101

In this example, the DISCOVERABLECLIENT service instance has the status DOWN , and severity level FAILED .

This message is issued when the service instance fails and is ungracefully removed from the registry.

The Eureka Service is in Self-Preservation Mode

The following code block shows the format of the WTO message that is issued when the Eureka service is probably in
self-preservation mode:

BRT0005W <SERVICE_NAME> <INSTANCE_ID> JOB12345 Cannot receive status from Eureka. Eureka is probably in self-

preservation mode

BRT0005W
Specifies the message code with the message level WARN

JOB12345
Specifies the service job id

Example:

BRT0005W DISCOVERABLECLIENT localhost:discoverableclient:10011 JOB12345 Cannot receive status from Eureka.

 Eureka is probably in self-preservation mode

NOTE

This WTO message is multi-line.

WTO Routing and Descriptor codes

Create WTO messages by setting the following two parameters:

Routing code
Routing codes send system messages to the consoles where they are displayed

Descriptor code
Descriptor codes describe the significance of messages and indicate the following conditions:

• If the system or a task stops processing
• If the system or task is waiting until some action is completed
• If the system or task continues working correctly
• Determines how the system displays and deletes the message

For each WTO message level (INFO , WARN , and ERROR ) it is possible to set Routing and Descriptor codes. By default,
all Routing codes have a value of 2 , and Descriptor codes have a value of 12 .

• Routing code 2 : Operator Information
Indicates a change in system status. This message indicates that no action is required. However, this message alerts
a primary operator to a condition that might require action. This routing code is used for any message that indicates
job status when the status is not requested specifically by an operator inquiry. This routing code is also used to route
processor and problem program messages to the system operator.

• Descriptor code 12 : Important Information
Indicates a message that contains important information that must be displayed on a console, but does not require any
action in response.
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Configure Routing and Descriptor codes
Set Routing and Descriptor codes for a specific level that is assigned to a WTO message generated by the API State
Monitor for Zowe API ML.

To set these codes, add launching parameters with the value that corresponds to the level you want to configure.

The following examples show the default settings for Routing and Descriptor codes for the three levels.

Examples:

Info level (BRT0001I):

-Dapiml.monitor.wto.info.routingCode=2

-Dapiml.monitor.wto.info.descriptorCode=12

Warning level (BRT0003W):

-Dapiml.monitor.wto.warn.routingCode=2

-Dapiml.monitor.wto.warn.descriptorCode=12

Error level (BRT0004E):

-Dapiml.monitor.wto.error.routingCode=2

-Dapiml.monitor.wto.error.descriptorCode=12

NOTE

Values higher than 16 are not supported.

WTO Message Codes generated by the API State Monitor
Use the WTO message descriptions generated by the API State Monitor for Zowe API ML to determine why a specific
error occurred, and the actions you can take.

Review the WTO Messages in this section that are generated by the API State Monitor for Zowe API ML.

BRT0001I

<service_name>   <instance_id>   <job_id>  UP OK  <timestamp>

Reason
The service instance is functioning normally.

Action
No actions are required.

BRT0002I

<service_name>   <instance_id>   <job_id>  DOWN OK  <timestamp>

Reason
The service instance has gracefully unregistered with the registry.
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Action

No actions are required.

BRT0003W

<service_name>   <instance_id>   <job_id>  DOWN WARN  <timestamp>

Reason
The service instance is functioning poorly, but is still registered. This message indicates a potential problem with the
service.

Action
No specific actions are required at this time. Continue to monitor to detect changes in the status of the service instance,
as the status may improve (e.g. UP OK) or worsen (e.g. DOWN FAILED).

BRT0004E

<service_name>   <instance_id>   <job_id>  DOWN FAILED  <timestamp>

Reason
The service instance failed and is no longer registered.

Action
Apply the steps for restarting the service as specified by the service owner.

BRT0005W

<service_name>   <instance_id>   <job_id>  Cannot receive status from Eureka. Eureka is probably in self-
preservation mode

Reason
The Message Service did not receive a response from multiple service health-checks, but the service is still registered in
Eureka. This is a sign that Eureka is likely in self-preservation mode.

Action
If the message reoccurs, inspect the system where Eureka and the service are installed for connectivity issues.

Configure your Monitored Service used by the API State Monitor
Configure your monitored services which you use with the API State Monitor for Zowe API ML so that actions from WTO
messages can trigger automation with tools such as OPS/MVS.

One application for using an automation tool is to automatically restart a failed service. Automation requires that the
Job ID is contained in the WTO messages that are generated by the API State Monitor for Zowe API ML. Modify the
startup procedure of your monitored services to propagate the Job ID to the API State Monitor. All REST services that are
onboarded to Zowe API Mediation Layer can be monitored by the API State Monitor.

Propagate a Job ID to the WTO

To include a Job ID in a WTO, modify the JCL job which is used to run the service.
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Follow these steps:

1. In the JCL job script that runs your service, create a variable to store the value of &SYSJOBID:

//         EXPORT SYMLIST=UNIQE

//         SET UNIQE=&SYSJOBID

2. Assign this value to your Java environment -Denvironment.jobid :

IJO="$IJO -Denvironment.jobid=&UNIQE"

The following example shows the JCL to start a Hello World service.
Example:

JOBCARD

//********************************************************************

//* JVM procedure

//********************************************************************

//JVMPRC86 PROC JAVACLS=,                < Fully Qfied Java class..RQD

..........

// PEND

//********************************************************************

//         EXPORT SYMLIST=UNIQE

//         SET UNIQE=&SYSJOBID

//JAVA EXEC PROC=JVMPRC86,PARM='+T'

//MAINARGS DD *

-jar helloworld-service-0.0.1-SNAPSHOT.jar

/*

//STDOUT   DD SYSOUT=*

//STDERR   DD SYSOUT=*

//SYSUDUMP DD SYSOUT=*

//STDENV DD *,SYMBOLS=JCLONLY

..........

IJO="-Xms32m -Xmx256m"

..........

IJO="$IJO -Denvironment.jobid=&UNIQE"

..........

/*

3. Add the following properties to the application.yml file of your API Mediation Layer enabled service:
environment.jobid : NOJOBID

This property is a constant in the YAML file

NOTE
NOJOBID is the default value for the jobid property.

apiml.service.customMetadata.runtime-environment.jobid : ${environment.jobid}
This value is replaced by the Job Id of the current service execution at runtime
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Alternatively, you can copy the following block to the application.yml :

environment:

  jobid: NOJOBID

apiml:

  service:

    customMetadata:

      runtime-environment:

        jobid: ${environment.jobid}

Automation, such as Job restart, can now be performed on your service.

Troubleshooting API ML
As a system administrator, when problems occur with the API Mediation Layer (API ML), use the following methods to
troubleshoot the API ML.

NOTE

When you encounter issues with API ML, we recommend that you contact Broadcom Support. To help
Broadcom Support assist you with issues, provide Support with the records that your log files contain. You can
generate log files automatically when you enable debug mode.

Enable API ML Debug Mode

Use debug mode to activate the following functions:

• Display additional debug messages for the API ML
• Enable changing log level for individual code components

WARNING

We highly recommend that you enable debug mode only when you want to troubleshoot issues. Disable debug
mode when you are not troubleshooting. Running in debug mode while operating API ML can adversely affect its
performance and create large log files that consume a large volume of disk space.

Follow these steps:

1. Set the MFS_LOG_LEVEL parameter to "debug" in the MFSxPRM member. The member resides in the 
RUNHLQ.CMFSOPTN  data set.
MFS_LOG_LEVEL="debug"

2. Restart the API ML internal services (Gateway, Discovery Service, and Catalog) as applicable to the problem that you
are troubleshooting.
You successfully enabled debug mode.

3. Repeat the procedure that initially caused the problem.
4. Review the debug messages and contact Support, if necessary.
5. After you finish troubleshooting the error, set the MFS_LOG_LEVEL parameter back to the initial setting:

MFS_LOG_LEVEL=""

6. Restart all API ML services (Gateway, Discovery Service, and Catalog).
You successfully disabled debug mode.

Change the Log Level of Individual Code Components

You can change the log level of a particular code component of the API ML internal service at run time.
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Follow these steps:

1. Enable API ML Debug Mode as described in Enable API ML Debug Mode.This activates the application/loggers
endpoints in each API ML internal service (Gateway, Discovery Service, and Catalog).

2. List the available loggers of a service by issuing the GET request for the given service URL:
GETscheme://hostname:port/application/loggers

– scheme
Specifies API ML service scheme (http or https)

– hostname
Specifies API ML service hostname

– port
Specifies TCP port where API ML service listens on. The port is defined by the configuration parameter
MFS_GW_PORT for the Gateway, MFS_DS_PORT for the Discovery Service (by default, set to gateway port + 1), and
MFS_AC_PORT for the Catalog (by default, set to gateway port + 2).

TIP

One way to issue REST calls is to use the http command in the free HTTPie tool.

Example:
HTTPie command:

 http GET https://lpar.ca.com:10000/application/loggers Output:

{"levels":["OFF","ERROR","WARN","INFO","DEBUG","TRACE"],

 "loggers":{

   "ROOT":{"configuredLevel":"INFO","effectiveLevel":"INFO"},

   "com":{"configuredLevel":null,"effectiveLevel":"INFO"},

   "com.ca":{"configuredLevel":null,"effectiveLevel":"INFO"},

   ...

 }

}

3. Alternatively, extract the configuration of a specific logger using the extended GET request:
GETscheme://hostname:port/application/loggers/{name} 

– {name} is the logger name
Example:

4. Change the log level of the component of the API ML internal service. Use the  POST  request for the service URL:
POST scheme://hostname:port/application/loggers/{name} 

The POST request requires a new log level parameter value that is provided in the request body:
{

    "configuredLevel": "level"

}

– level is the new log level:  OFF, ERROR, WARN, INFO, DEBUG, TRACE
Example:
http POST https://hostname:port/application/loggers/com.ca.mfaas.enable.model configuredLevel=WARN
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NOTE

Contact Broadcom Support to get more detailed information about how and when to use the application/
loggers endpoints.
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Zowe Application Framework
Zowe™ Application Framework is a web user interface (UI) that provides a virtual desktop containing several apps
allowing access to z/OS function. Base Zowe includes apps for traditional access such as a 3270 terminal and a VT
Terminal, as well as an editor and explorers for working with JES, MVS Data Sets and Unix System Services.

Zowe Application Framework Features

The Zowe™ Application Framework modernizes and simplifies working on the mainframe. With the Zowe Application
Framework, you can create applications to suit your specific needs. The Zowe Application Framework contains a web UI
that has the following features:

• The web UI works with the underlying REST APIs for data, jobs, and subsystem, but presents the information in a full
screen mode as compared to the command line interface.

• The web UI makes use of leading-edge web presentation technology and is extensible through web UI plug-ins to
capture and present a wide variety of information.

• The web UI facilitates common z/OS developer or system programmer tasks by providing an editor for common text-
based files like REXX or JCL along with general-purpose data set actions for both Unix System Services (USS) and
Partitioned Data Sets (PDS) plus Job Entry System (JES) logs.

• The web UI facilitates the access to Vantage web client.

Zowe Application Framework Components

The Zowe Application Framework consists of the following components:

• Zowe Desktop
Contains applications including a TN3270 emulator for traditional Telnet or TLS terminal access to z/OS, a VT
Terminal for SSH commands, as well as rich web GUI applications including a JES Explorer for working with jobs and
spool output, a File Editor for working with USS directories and files, MVS data and members. The Zowe desktop is
extensible and allows vendors to provide their own applications to run within the desktop.

• Zowe Application Server
Runs the Zowe Application Framework. The Zowe Application Server consists of Node.js server plus Express.js as a
web services framework, and the proxy applications that communicate with the z/OS services and components.

• ZSS Server
Provides secure REST services to support the Zowe Application Server For services that need to run as APF
authorized code, Zowe uses an angel process that the ZSS Server calls using cross memory communication. During
the installation and configuration of Zowe, you will see the steps that are required to configure and launch the cross
memory server.

• Application plug-ins
Provides several application-type plug-ins. For more information, see Using the Zowe Application Framework
application plug-ins.

Install and Configure of Zowe Application Framework

Zowe Application Framework is packaged and installed as part of Zowe. After you install Zowe, you can optionally
configure the Zowe Application Framework as an API Mediation Layer client, configure connections for the terminal
application plug-ins, or modify the Zowe Application Server and Zowe System Services (ZSS) configuration, as needed.
For more information, see Configuring Zowe Application Framework
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CA Vantage Plug-in for Zowe Application Framework
CA Vantage™ Plug-in for Zowe Application Framework is a plug-in that provides access to the CA Vantage™ Storage
Resource Manager Web Client from the Zowe Desktop. CA Vantage is an automated storage management system that
provides comprehensive reporting, monitoring, and automation capabilities. The Web Client is a web-based interface
of CA Vantage™ Storage Resource Manager (CA Vantage).

Prerequisites to Install the Plug-inand Access CA Vantage Web Client

Ensure that you meet following requirements before you install the CA Vantage plug-in and access CA Vantage Web
Client thorugh Zowe Application Framework:

• Installed and configured Zowe
• Installed and configured CA Vantage Storage Resource Manager and CA Vantage Web Client
• Access to CA Vantage Web Client

Deploy and Install the Plug-in

The application is available on the Zowe validate portal. Download CA Vantage Plug-in package from the Zowe Validate
portal. Download the .pax file form the the validate portal.

Follow these steps:

1. Download the vantage-mtc-m-zowe-app.pax file.
2. Create a plugins/mtc-m directory next to your Zowe instance in the USS directory.
3. FTP the downloaded vantage-mtc-m-zowe-app.pax file in binary mode to plugins/mtc-m directory directory.

You are now ready to extract the pax file into a product directory that you created.
4. Issue the following command to unpack the pax file to the plugins/mtc-m directory.

-ppx -rf mtc-m-zowe-app.pax 

5. Run the install.sh script to install the CA Vantage plug-in.

./install.sh -c <zowe_instance_directory> -h <vantage_web_ui_url>

        

Where:
– -c

Specifies the complete path of the Zowe instance directory in the USS directory.
– -h

Specifies CA Vantage Web Client URL.

Access CA Vantage Web Client

After you complete the installation, use the plug-in to access CA Vantage Web Client.

Follow these steps:

1. Open the Zowe Desktop.
2. Click Refresh Applications on the start or launch menu.

NOTE
If you are using Zowe earlier versions, restart Zowe to view and use the plug-in.

3. Click Mainframe Team Center Management to open CA Vantage Web Client.
NOTE
CA Vantage Storage Manager - Web Client is also known as Mainframe Team Center Management.

Enter your login credentials to access CA Vantage Web Client.
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Code4z VSCode Extension Pack
Visual Studio Code (VSCode) is a lightweight, powerful source code editor with integrated developer tools that  runs on
your desktop. VSCode is available for Windows, macOS and Linux.

The Code4z Extension Pack lets you perform various tasks on data sets and mainframe applications in a modern IDE
environment.

Use Cases

With the Code4z extension pack, you can:

• View and edit Endevor data in the VSCode environment.
• Edit COBOL and High Level Assembler language files with syntax awareness and autocomplete features.
• Perform generic mainframe data set operations in the VSCode environment.
• Run a debugging session on a COBOL program that runs in a CICS region to check for any abends in the code.

Installation

To install the Code4z extension pack, search for Code4z in the extensions tab in Visual Studio Code and click Install.
After the Code4z extension pack is installed, you can find Code4z and all its extensions listed under Installed on the
Code Extensions tab.

Components

The Code4z extension pack includes the following components:

NOTE
If desired, you can search for the following extensions on the VSCode Marketplace and install them separately.

Zowe Explorer

Zowe Explorer lets you interact with data sets and USS files that are stored on IBM z/OS mainframes. You can explore
data sets and USS files, view their contents, make changes, and upload the changes to the mainframe. Interacting with
data sets and USS files from VSC can be more convenient than using command-line interfaces or 3270 emulators.

For more information about Zowe Explorer, see the Zowe Explorer documentation.

COBOL Language Support

COBOL Language Support provides autocomplete, highlighting and diagnostic features for COBOL code and copybooks.
Features include:

• Edit COBOL code with syntax highlighting, real time syntax validation, content assist and other advanced features.
• Automatic retrieval of copybooks from the mainframe.

For more information about COBOL Language Support, see the COBOL Language Support documentation.

HLASM Language Support

HLASM Language Support is an extension that supports the High Level Assembler language. It provides code completion,
highlighting and navigation features, shows mistakes in the source, and lets you trace how the conditional assembly is
evaluated with a modern debugging experience.
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For more information about HLASM Language Support, see the HLASM Language Support documentation.

Debugger for Mainframe

Debugger for Mainframe provides the debugging interface to InterTest. This extension provides a modern debugging
experience for CICS and Batch programs written in COBOL.

For more information about Debugger for Mainframe, see the Debugger for Mainframe documentation.

Explorer for Endevor

Explorer for Endevor lets you view and edit Endevor data using a user-friendly, intuitive modern interface. Use Explorer for
Endevor to investigate the contents of Endevor data repositories, and use these searches to create customized filters. You
can then save these filters, and use wildcards to create filters to identify other elements with similar characteristics. Once
you identify the relevant Endevor data, retrieve specific elements, individually or in multiples, without having to navigate
the mainframe-based Endevor interface.

For more information about Explorer for Endevor, see the Endevor documentation.

COBOL Control Flow

COBOL Control Flow provides graphical visualization of program flow for programs written in COBOL. The extension is
designed to help COBOL developers to quickly comprehend and debug COBOL programs with which they might not be
familiar.

For more information about COBOL Control Flow, see the COBOL Control Flow documentation.

Getting Started
To install the Code4z extension pack, visit the VSCode Marketplace. Alternatively, search for "Code4z" in the Extensions
tab in VSCode and click Install. After the Code4z extension pack is installed, you can find Code4z and all its extensions
listed under Installed on the Code Extensions tab.
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Eclipse Che4z Premium Stack
Eclipse Che is an open-source, next-generation development platform, leveraging container technology which offers a
more streamlined on-boarding process for new developers to ensure they have the tools they need. Eclipse Che4z lets
you perform various tasks on data sets and mainframe applications in a modern IDE environment. Using stacks, Eclipse
Che creates a workspace which brings the necessary technology to the task at hand. There are two two Eclipse Che4z
stacks to choose from:

• Basic Stack: included as part of Eclipse Che 7.
• Premium Stack. included in CA Brightside, the Premium Stack includes the Basic Stack plus additional Zowe CLI plug-

ins.

Use Cases

With the Eclipse Che4z Premium stack, you can:

• View and edit CA Endevor SCM data in the Eclipse Che environment.
• Edit COBOL and High Level Assembler language files with syntax awareness and autocomplete features.
• Perform generic mainframe data set operations in the Eclipse Che environment.
• Run a debugging session on a COBOL program that runs in a CICS region to check for any abends in the code.
• Perform tasks on your mainframe applications using a Zowe command line interface.

Components

The Eclipse Che4z Premium stack includes the following components:

Zowe Explorer

Zowe Explorer lets you interact with data sets and USS files that are stored on IBM z/OS mainframes. You can explore
data sets and USS files, view their contents, make changes, and upload the changes to the mainframe. Interacting with
data sets and USS files from VSC can be more convenient than using command-line interfaces or 3270 emulators.

For more information about Zowe Explorer, see the Zowe Explorer documentation.

COBOL Language Support

COBOL Language Support provides autocomplete, highlighting and diagnostic features for COBOL code and copybooks.
Features include:

• Edit COBOL code with syntax highlighting, real time syntax validation, content assist and other advanced features.
• Automatic retrieval of copybooks from the mainframe.

For more information about COBOL Language Support, see the COBOL Language Support documentation.

HLASM Language Support

HLASM Language Support is an extension that supports the High Level Assembler language. It provides code completion,
highlighting and navigation features, shows mistakes in the source, and lets you trace how the conditional assembly is
evaluated with a modern debugging experience.

For more information about HLASM Language Support, see the HLASM Language Support documentation.
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Debugger for Mainframe

Debugger for Mainframe provides the debugging interface to CA InterTest™. This extension provides a modern debugging
experience for CICS and Batch programs written in COBOL.

For more information about Debugger for Mainframe, see the Debugger for Mainframe documentation.

Explorer for Endevor

Explorer for Endevor lets you view and edit CA Endevor SCM data using a user-friendly, intuitive modern interface.
Use Explorer for Endevor to investigate the contents of Endevor data repositories, and use these searches to create
customized filters. You can then save these filters, and use wildcards to create filters to identify other elements with similar
characteristics. Once you identify the relevant Endevor data, retrieve specific elements, individually or in multiples, without
having to navigate the mainframe-based CA Endevor SCM interface.

For more information about Explorer for Endevor, see the CA Endevor SCM documentation.

Zowe CLI
The Eclipse Che4z Premium stack includes the following Zowe CLI plug-ins:

• CA Endevor SCM plug-in for Zowe CLI
• CA File Master Plus plug-in for Zowe CLI
• CA z/OS Extended Files plug-in for Zowe CLI
• CA z/OS Extended Jobs plug-in for Zowe CLI
• IBM CICS plug-in for Zowe CLI
• IBM Db2 plug-in for Zowe CLI

Getting Started
For instructions on installing the Eclipse Che4z Premium stack, refer to the Che4z installation guide .

Release Information
For information on updates to Eclipse Che4z, refer to the Changelog.

Connect With Us

Connect with us by joining the Eclipse Che4z Slack channel.
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Test4z
Test4z is a service that lets you search, compare, copy, and update data sets.

Test4z runs on the mainframe USS environment and exposes a set of Rest APIs. Since Test4z is a rest service, you can
code the client in any language to consume the services and create functional test cases. On the mainframe, Test4z
allows you to access, query, copy, and update data sets. The Test4z services can be accessed either directly through an
exposed port or using the API mediation layer gateway.

All the APIs available with Test4z have a sample that demonstrates their use.

Use Cases

You can use Test4z to perform the following operations on data sets in your z/OS system:

Search This API accesses a data set and uses a field name from a copybook to search for records that meet a
specific criteria.

Update This API modifies the value of a field within a record of a data set and creates new test data.
Compare This API compares two data sets and identifies the differences. It is also possible to compare specific fields

within the two data sets.
Copy This API creates a full copy, or a subset copy of the input data set to another data set.

Supported Data Sets

Test4z supports VSAM and sequential file types. Test4z supports GDGs that indicate the version number. GDGs that
indicate the relative number are not supported.

Example:

• Customer.Data.GDG.G0001v00 is supported
• Customer.Data.GDG(+1) is not supported

Licensing

Test4z, a Brightside component, is licensed as part of the Brightside offering. Customers are entitled to use and get
support for Test4z components as part of the Brightside offering, except for the component designated as Test4z
Samples. Test4z Samples are open-sourced and provided AS-IS with no warranty or support. The following are
prerequisites for Test4z whose entitlement is included with the Brightside offering. Customer use of the prerequisites
is limited solely to the scope of Test4z. Use beyond the Test4z scope requires a separate, full license purchase for the
particular prerequisite product.

• File Master Plus

This license does not affect the scope of any separate licensed prerequisites.

Installing Test4z
Learn how to install, configure, and deploy Test4z. The workflow gives you an overview of the procedure.

Test4z must run on your z/OS system. Once Test4z is running on your z/OS system, you can set up the client side.

The following graphic shows the installation and configuration workflow.
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Figure 7: Test4z Installation and Configuration Workflow

Follow these steps to complete the setup of Test4z:

1. Prepare for the installation. Review the prerequisites and the installation best practices.
2. Install Test4z on your z/OS system. You can use SMP/E JCL or CSM.

NOTE
Test4z is released as a PTF maintenance package for Brightside. Install Test4z following the procedure for
installing maintenance.

3. Apply the maintenance. You can use SMP/E JCL or CSM.
4. Complete the configuration tasks and configure security using one security manager.
5. Run the Test4z service on your z/OS system. You can run Test4z as a started task or as a batch job. Afterwards verify

that Test4z runs correctly.
6. Install Test4z on the client side. For more information, refer to the installation instructions.

Prepare for Installation
Review this list to prepare yourself for installing Test4z.

To install your product, we recommend that you understand:

• JCL
• TSO/ISPF
• Your organization IT environment, enterprise structure, and region structure
• z/OS environment and installing software in this environment
• z/OS UNIX System Services

Consult with the following personnel, as required:

• Security Administrator for access
• Storage Administrator for DASD allocations
• Systems Programmer for z/OS and VTAM definitions
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Test4z Installation Checklist
Review the checklist before you plan the activities of installation, deployment, and configuration.

This section provides a summary of the required steps for Test4z installation (first-time installation), maintenance, and
configuration. The tables include brief descriptions of the steps and their prerequisites. The lists also identify the roles that
are typically required to complete the step.

Print this page as a checklist and mark the task complete, to be done (TBD), or not applicable (N/A).

Table 2: Prepare for Installation

Step Description Role
Review Installation Best Practices • Configure Test4z for maintenance.

• Sign up for HIPER notifications.
• Register on Broadcom Support.
• Apply IBM maintenance.

• Systems Programmer
• Security Administrator

Prerequisites • Verify that Java is installed with the
correct version.

• Verify the zFS file system and the free
disk space available.

• Verify that File Master Plus is installed.
• Verify the installer user ID privileges.

• Systems Programmer
• Security Administrator

Select an Installation Method • Using CSM.
• Using native SMP/E JCL.

Systems Programmer

Table 3: Install and Maintain the Product

Step Description Role
Install the Product Install the product as a maintenance

package.
• Download the PTF automatically using

SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval or
manually from Broadcom Support.

• Receive, apply, and accept the Product.

Systems Programmer

Install Maintenance Apply all PTFs required to bring Test4z to
the current maintenance.

• Download maintenance (corrective and
preventive) automatically using SMP/E
Internet Service Retrieval or manually
from Broadcom Support.

• Obtain the current SMP/E HOLDDATA,
or download the external HOLDDATA
file.

• Receive, apply, and accept
maintenance.

Systems Programmer
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Table 4: Deploy and Configure the Product

Step Description Role
Complete the Configuration Tasks Edit the configuration file. Make sure you

have the following information:
• Server name and port number.
• Data set name of your File Master Plus

load library.

Systems Programmer

Configure Security • Select a security manager.
• Ensure that you have sufficient

privileges.
• Generate the key ring and the

certificates.
• Enable the TLS encryption.

Security Administrator

Table 5: Run the Product

Step Description Role
Run the Test4z Service on z/OS Run the Product as a batch job or as a

started task.
System Programmer

Verify the Installation • Verify that Test4z is running on z/OS.
• Perform diagnostic checks.

Systems Programmer

Prerequisites
To be able to install Test4z, first verify that all the prerequisites are met.

• Java 1.8 is installed on your mainframe system.
• You have at least 200 MB of free space on your UNIX System Services (USS).
• File Master Plus for MVS is installed on your system. For more information about File Master Plus, see the File Master

Plus documentation.
NOTE

• File Master Plus for IMS and File Master Plus for Db2 are not required on your system to use Test4z.
• File Master Plus does not need to be configured to use Test4z. You can skip the configuration tasks when

you install File Master Plus.
• The user ID that installs and runs Test4z has been granted security access.

Test4z Security Requirements

Configure the access for user IDs through your security manager to be able to run Test4z.

The user ID that runs Test4z on z/OS requires the following privileges to the FACILITY class:

• BPX.SERVER - READ access
• BPX.FILEATTR.PROGCTL - READ access
• BPX.DAEMON - UPDATE access

The following examples use the T4ZSTC user ID.
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ACF2

Use the following commands to assign the privileges in ACF2:

Example:

ACF

SET RESOURCE(FAC)

RECKEY BPX ADD(FILEATTR.PROGCTL UID(T4ZSTC) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

RECKEY BPX ADD(FILEATTR.APF UID(T4ZSTC) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

RECKEY BPX ADD(SERVER UID(T4ZSTC) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW)

RECKEY BPX ADD(DAEMON UID(T4ZSTC) SERVICE(UPDATE) ALLOW)

F ACF2,REBUILD(FAC)

IBM RACF

Use the following commands to assign the privileges in IBM RACF:

Example:

PERMIT BPX.FILEATTR.PROGCTL CLASS(FACILITY) ID(T4ZSTC) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT BPX.FILEATTR.APF CLASS(FACILITY) ID(T4ZSTC) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT BPX.SERVER CLASS(FACILITY) ID(T4ZSTC) ACCESS(READ)

PERMIT BPX.DAEMON CLASS(FACILITY) ID(T4ZSTC) ACCESS(UPDATE)

SETROPTS RACLIST(FACILITY) REFRESH

Top Secret

Use the following commands to assign the privileges in Top Secret:

Example:

TSS PERMIT(T4ZSTC) IBMFAC(BPX.FILEATTR.PROGCTL) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(T4ZSTC) IBMFAC(BPX.FILEATTR.APF) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(T4ZSTC) IBMFAC(BPX.SERVER) ACCESS(READ)

TSS PERMIT(T4ZSTC) IBMFAC(BPX.DAEMON) ACCESS(UPDATE)

Review Installation Best Practices
Before you begin the installation process, review these installation best practices.

Manage Security and Integrity Fixes

Broadcom offers Security and Integrity maintenance that addresses a security or integrity exposure. We categorize this
maintenance as a “SECINT” or “Security or Integrity” fix type using our mainframe software packaging system. With
each Security or Integrity Fix, Broadcom also offers access to Security Advisory articles that include more details and
context about a security or integrity exposure. Each article details the CVSS score, the CVSS Vector String, the affected
components, and the CVE numbers, if applicable. This central resource offers self-service information and an email
subscription service to be alerted about new security advisories.

Business Value:

This maintenance lets you quickly identify and apply security or integrity maintenance. The proactive notifications let you
address security issues immediately.

More information:
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Maintain Security and Integrity Fixes

Broadcom Security Advisories Portal

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval for Product Maintenance

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to eliminate the need to download maintenance manually. This service uses
the IBM SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to acquire Broadcom mainframe product maintenance. This service enables
you to acquire maintenance on demand or to schedule an SMP/E job to run as needed.

If you are an existing CSM customer, you can also use this service to download maintenance and dramatically reduce the
time that is required to download PTFs.

With SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you can make service requests for maintenance on demand or as scheduled
jobs that enable a more automated approach to downloading maintenance. To create a service order request online from
secure Broadcom download servers, see Use the Create Service Order Online Interface. This option is more streamlined
than using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes.

Business Value:

SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval can reduce hours of maintenance time to just minutes, making your system
programmers more productive and allowing them to focus on higher value tasks. SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval:

• Eliminates time-consuming fix searches and the need to select maintenance manually from the Broadcom Support
portal

• Automates delivery of Broadcom maintenance directly to your mainframe
• Fulfills orders based on the status of your SMP/E environments
• Enables scheduling of maintenance downloads
• Facilitates an easier installation of Recommended and Preventive service

More information:

Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval

Implement a Proactive Preventive Maintenance Strategy

Use CARS to implement a proactive preventive maintenance strategy. CARS is patterned after the IBM preventive
maintenance model, Recommended Service Upgrade (RSU). With CARS, you can install preventive maintenance for
most Broadcom z/OS based products consistently on a schedule that you select (monthly, quarterly, annually). You
can follow the same schedule that you use to apply IBM maintenance, or you can implement a schedule for Broadcom
products only.

Business Value:

Keeping your products current with maintenance helps your team remain productive and minimizes errors while safely
protecting your systems. If you do not install preventive maintenance regularly, you risk encountering known problems for
which we have published and tested fixes. Early notification about the potential need to apply a required fix helps avoid
unscheduled downtime and assists you in proactively maintaining your software.

More information:

Recommended Service for z/OS

Sign up for Hiper Notifications

Sign up for HIPER notifications for all Broadcom products on the Broadcom Support website so that you receive
notification of potential problems for your products as soon as possible. Subscribe to HIPER and other product
notifications like security advisories within the Broadcom Support portal. Sign in and select Subscriptions under MY
ACCOUNT. Select the alerts that you want and Submit.
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Business Value:

Early notification about the potential need to apply a required fix helps avoid unscheduled downtime and assists you in
proactively maintaining your software.

Apply IBM Maintenance

Apply IBM maintenance for z/OSMF, SMP/E, and other components and products that are used during the software
installation process using the following FIXCAT:
IBM.DrivingSystem-RequiredService

Obtain the latest IBM HOLDDATA and run the SMP/E REPORT MISSINGFIX command to determine whether any
required PTFs are missing:
SET BDY(GLOBAL),

REPORT MISSINGFIX ZONES(ZOS24)

  FIXCATA(IBM.DrivingSystem-RequiredService).

Business Value:

Missing APARs can affect the operation or performance of your product.

Review z/OSMF Training Videos

The following training is offered to help you and your team learn z/OSMF basics. We recommend that all members of your
installation team review these videos before they use z/OSMF:

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration. To migrate
existing environments, see Migrate SMP/E Environments to z/OSMF.

• Review IBM's z/OSMF Tutorials
• ServerPac Installation with z/OSMF: Tutorial 1 - Gain Access
• z/OSMF Management Facility
• z/OSMF Training - Introduction, Process, and Impact to Existing Customers 200

Business Value:

You and your team receive training so you can work efficiently in the IBM z/OSMF interface.

First Time Installation and Maintenance
Learn how to install and maintain Test4z.

Test4z is delivered as a maintenance package of Brightside, therefore the procedure for the first installation of Test4z is
the same as for maintenance.

After you have successfully installed Test4z, check for important product maintenance that may have been released after
the product installation package was prepared. The product releases are built and maintained using standardized SMP/
E packaging and installation procedures. These procedures include error and FIXCAT HOLDDATA, new product features,
and product interoperability validation. PTFs that pass interoperability test criteria are released monthly and designated as
CARS.

You can install the following types of maintenance:
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• Corrective maintenance that fixes an issue.
• Preventive maintenance to avoid problems that others have reported or to provide a compatibility fix for hardware and

software.
• FIXCAT maintenance to support a particular hardware device, software release, or new product function.

WARNING
You can initiate a maintenance installation activity at any time using z/OSMF Software Update, SMP/E JCL, or
CSM. However, before you do so, we recommend that you obtain the current SMP/E HOLDDATA.

See Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance for a list of solutions that have been published within the last year. From
this page, you can search solutions for all Broadcom mainframe products by product name, date, or keyword. You can
also search for new product features or by a CARS level (CARSID). You can also find HIPER or PE PTFs and security
or integrity PTFs. Once you have your list, you can download in Excel or CSV format. To download PTFs automatically
without having to search regularly on the portal, use SMP/E Receive Order.

For a comprehensive collection of articles that are dedicated to all mainframe maintenance concepts and procedures, see
Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures.

Maintain Products Using SMP/E JCL
Learn how to install product maintenance (receive, apply, accept) using SMP/E JCL.

As a systems programmer, your responsibilities include maintaining products and maintenance packages in your
mainframe environment. You can download, receive, apply, and accept maintenance. After you complete the maintenance
process, the product is ready to deploy.

Download and Receive Maintenance

PTF Maintenance and HOLDDATA are available from Broadcom Support. To download and receive maintenance for
ongoing preventive maintenance and in non-installation use cases according to your maintenance strategy, use one of the
following options to create a PTF maintenance package:
Configure SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval

Eliminates the manual steps that are required to download PTFs and HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support. The
orders are fulfilled based on the status of your SMP/E environments. All PTFs and their requisites are downloaded
automatically and received to your system. With SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval, you can make service requests
for maintenance on demand or as scheduled jobs that enable a more automated approach to downloading
maintenance.
We recommend that you use SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval to download and receive maintenance.

Use the Service Order Online Interface
Creates a service order request online from secure Broadcom download servers. This option is more streamlined
than using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval batch JCL option and requires no firewall changes. However, it
cannot be automated.
Based on your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are downloaded automatically and received to your
system.

Build the PTF package from Broadcom Support
Lets you download maintenance manually from Broadcom Support. With this option, you manually
select PTFs and build a package for all applicable PTFs and requisites. You then use the CAUNZIP utility
to unpackage and receive the files. The CAUNZIP utility processes ZIP packages directly on z/OS without
the need for an intermediate platform, such as a Microsoft Windows workstation. The utility resides in
yourCCSHLQ.CAW0JCL(CAUNZIP).
To use this download option, you must be running Common Components and Services Version 15.0. Review the
CAUNZIP requirements.
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To build the PTF package from Broadcom Support, select the PTFs manually and then use the CAUNZIP utility to
unpackage and receive the files as described in the following procedure:

NOTE
If you used SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval or the Service Order online interface to download and receive
maintenance, ignore the steps in the following procedure. Go to Apply and Accept Maintenance.

1. Go to Broadcom Support at https://support.broadcom.com, and select Software, Mainframe Software, and My
Downloads.

2. Log in using your Broadcom Support username and password.
The My Downloads - Mainframe Software page appears.

3. Select a product from the list or search by product name and then select a product from the list.
The product page appears with two tabs under the product name: Products and Solutions.

4. Select the Solutions tab and select the product that you want.
A list of releases appears.

5. Use the hypertext link to select the release that you want.
A list of published solutions appears with the most recently published solutions shown first.

6. Select the checkbox next to the solutions that you want to download.
NOTE
To filter the list, search by solution number, CARS level, or description. You can also select an operating
system or component. For download solution search tips, see Solution Download Help.

7. Select a download method:
– Select Download Selected to go to the Download Manager. Use this option to create a complete solution

package that includes all requisite solutions back to an optional date. From the Download Manager, you can select
your download method (HTTPS or Secure FTP).

– Select HTTPS Download to start downloading immediately. Check your browser for the download progress.
– Select Secure FTP Download to download securely from downloads.broadcom.com. This option is the fastest and

most efficient download method.
For assistance, see Solution Download Help. For HTTPS and Secure FTP information, and sample JCL, see
Download Methods and Locations.
The solution package is downloaded.

8. Run the CAUNZIP utility by completing the following steps.
CAUNZIP unzips the package of published solutions and creates an SMPNTS file structure that the SMP/E RECEIVE
FROMNTS command can process. After execution completes, the ZIPRPT data set contains the summary report. The
summary report:
– Summarizes the content of the product order ZIP file.
– Details the content of each data set and the z/OS UNIX files produced.
– Provides a sample job to receive the PTFs in your order.

9. Review the sample job that is provided in the CAUNZIP output ZIPRPT file and then complete the following steps:
a. Cut and paste the JCL into a data set.
b. Specify your SMP/E CSI on the SMPCSI DD statement.
c. Submit the job to receive the PTFs in your order.

10. Verify that you have the values from the base installation in the AMSSEDIT macro, which you customized in the
installation steps.

11. Open the SAMPJCL member AMS60RCH in an edit session and execute the AMSSEDIT macro from the command
line.

NOTE
Update AMS60RCH SAMPJCL to download the HOLDDATA file.

AMS60RCH is customized.
12. Submit AMS60RCH.

The job downloads the external HOLDDATA file.
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The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone. After maintenance has been
downloaded for a product, you can apply and optionally accept the maintenance for products that are installed in the SMP/
E environment. Go to Apply and Accept Maintenance.

Apply and Accept Maintenance

After downloading and receiving your maintenance package, use this procedure to apply and optionally accept corrective
maintenance.

WARNING
Before you apply maintenance, ensure that any required file systems are mounted and that you have specified
the correct path to the DDDEFs that are contained in the file systems. The path must be the mount point of the
zFS file system, plus the directory /CA. For example, if the zFS file system is mounted at /cai/abc, the DDDEF
path must be /cai/abc/CA.

1. Open the SAMPJCL member AMS80APM in an edit session and execute the AMSSEDIT macro from the command
line.
AMS80APM is customized.

2. Submit AMS80APM.
The PTFs are applied.

3. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member AMS90ACM in an edit session and execute the AMSSEDIT macro from the
command line.
AMS90ACM is customized.

4. (Optional) Submit AMS90ACM.
The PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Corrective maintenance is complete. You can now optionally apply CARS maintenance.

Apply CARS Maintenance

Use this procedure to apply CARS maintenance as a part of managing preventive maintenance.

NOTE
For information about CARS maintenance, see CARS in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures
documentation.

1. Download the ASSIGN statements from https://ftp.broadcom.com/secureuser/downloads/pub/ASSIGNS/.
IMPORTANT
The ASSIGN files are not cumulative. To install the latest CARS level, download all YEARLY ASSIGN
statements, and then download the monthly ASSIGN files as needed.

a. Determine whether to download the yearly or monthly ASSIGN statements in the following files: YEARyyyy.txt or
CARyymm.txt.

b. Open the SAMPJCL member AMS50CAR in an edit session, update AMS50CAR SAMPJCL to download your
ASSIGN statements from Broadcom Support, and execute the AMSSEDIT macro from the command line.
AMS50CAR is customized.

2. Submit AMS50CAR.
The job downloads the ASSIGN statements.

3. Open the SAMPJCL member AMS70RCM in an edit session, manually add the data set that contains the ASSIGN
statements to the SMPPTFIN DD, and execute the AMSSEDIT macro from the command line.
AMS70RCM is customized.

4. Submit AMS70RCM.
The job receives the external HOLDDATA file and ASSIGN statements.
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5. Open the SAMPJCL member AMS80APM in an edit session and execute the AMSSEDIT macro from the command
line.
AMS80APM is customized.

6. Submit AMS80APM.
The CARS PTFs are applied.

7. (Optional) Open the SAMPJCL member AMS90ACM in an edit session and execute the AMSSEDIT macro from the
command line.
AMS90ACM is customized.

8. (Optional) Submit AMS90ACM.
The CARS PTFs are accepted.

NOTE
You do not have to submit the job now. You can accept the PTFs according to your site policy.

Maintain Products Using CSM
Use the procedures in this topic to receive, apply, and accept maintenance for your products using CSM.

CSM provides a product list that lets you display the list of licensed product maintenance packages and to download these
packages. You can also manage external maintenance packages that were acquired outside of CSM so that they can be
applied using  CSM.

WARNING
As part of our ongoing commitment to customer success and to help our customer base achieve their
strategic business initiatives, we are investing our resources in z/OSMF for software management. We will
be discontinuing technical support for CSM. In accordance with the terms and conditions, guidelines, and
parameters of Broadcom’s support program, which is documented in the Broadcom Software Maintenance
Policy Handbook, this announcement provides written notification of End of Life for CSM. This notification means
that CSM will no longer function as of June 30, 2023. For full details, see the End of Life Announcement.If you
do not have CSM installed, we recommend that you install z/OSMF to manage your software. For installation
and usage details, see the IBM documentation and the Broadcom product installation best practices at
techdocs.broadcom.com.

NOTE
During your initial product installation, apply all product maintenance. Otherwise, you may have to repeat the
deployment and configuration processes.

The following diagram shows the maintenance process using CSM:
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Use the following procedure to maintain products using CSM:

1. (Optional) Configure automatic HOLDDATA download.
2. (Optional) Configure CSM to reject unneeded maintenance.
3. Download product maintenance packages.

– (Optional) Configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates.
4. (Optional) Manage maintenance downloaded outside of CSM. As part of this management, you can also view the

aggregated package details.
5. Receive maintenance.
6. (Optional) Reject maintenance.
7. Apply maintenance.

a. Consider whether you require a product USERMOD.
b. Review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA.
c. Apply CARS maintenance.
d. (Optional) Apply FIXCAT maintenance.

8. (Optional) Restore maintenance.
9. Accept maintenance.

– (Optional) Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode.
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After you complete this process, the maintenance packages for your products are accepted.

You have deployed and configured a product across your enterprise. Now you are applying maintenance to this product.
Create a deployment and a configuration for this product to get this maintenance to your target systems.

Configure Automatic HOLDDATA Download

You can configure CSM to download automatically the available HOLDDATA that it uses for each maintenance installation.
You then have current information about what maintenance packages are marked as PE (PTF in Error).

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the HOLDDATA Settings section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up values for the following fields, and select Apply:
Owner of Update Task

Specifies the TSO user ID under which the update task is run.
Recurrence

Specifies how often the task recurs.
Update Software Catalog Every number of Days

or Update Software Catalog On day of week Every number of Weeks
Specifies the frequency of downloading HOLDDATA to your software catalog, in days or weeks, depending on the
value the Recurrence field.
Example: Imagine you set the recurrence for a specific number of days and you set the time that precedes the
current time. Then the first update occurs in the specified number of days at the specified time. For example, on
Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 07.00. The first update then occurs on the third
day, Thursday, at 7.00 am. When you set the time past the current time, the first update occurs on the same day
at the time set. For example, on Monday at 10.30 am, you set the number of days to 3 and time to 11.00. The first
update then occurs on that Monday at 11.00 am.

System Time
Specifies the system time when an automatic update occurs. The system time reflects your CSM application
server time zone. The TZ parameter within Tomcat startup libraries defines the time zone. If the TZ parameter is
not defined, the CSM application server time zone defaults to GMT - Greenwich Mean Time.
Local time is calculated based on the system time that you set.

NOTE
To download available HOLDDATA to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic HOLDDATA download is configured.

Configure CSM to Reject Unneeded Maintenance from the SMP/E Environment

During the regular, FIXCAT, or CARS maintenance wizard execution, CSM may receive maintenance. Some maintenance
packages may not be directly associated with the maintenance that you want to apply.

You can configure CSM to reject the maintenance that was received but not applied during the wizard execution.

• If you exit the wizard before the maintenance installation started, CSM rejects the maintenance that has been received
during the wizard execution. The SMP/E environment is restored to the state that it had before you started the wizard.

• If you navigated through the wizard steps, started the maintenance installation task, and the task completed
successfully, CSM rejects the received but not applied maintenance that is not directly associated with the
maintenance that you have applied.
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This process ensures that your SMP/E environments do not contain unneeded received maintenance.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Installation link under System Settings on the left side.
2. In the Maintenance Installation section, select the Reject Received Maintenance checkbox.
3. Select Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE
While a task is in progress, you can perform other work. Select Hide to exit the dialog and view the task
status later on the Tasks tab.

CSM is configured to reject unneeded maintenance.

Download Product Maintenance Packages

You can download maintenance packages for installed products through the Products tab. You can download:

• All maintenance packages for a product
• Only maintenance packages that have been released from the time the product release was updated last

NOTE
The information for HIPERs and new maintenance on the Software Status tab is based on the current
information in your software catalog. Update the product list on a daily or weekly basis to keep it current.

WARNING

You can also download maintenance using the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval. This option uses the IBM
SMP/E RECEIVE ORDER command to download Broadcom mainframe product maintenance over the Internet,
by securely submitting an order for PTFs and HOLDDATA to a remote Broadcom server. This service eliminates
the manual steps that are required to download maintenance from Broadcom Support. The orders are fulfilled
based on the status of your SMP/E environments. Based on your order criteria, all PTFs and their requisites are
downloaded automatically and received to your system.

To use this download option, complete the procedures to configure the SMP/E Internet Service Retrieval as
described in the Mainframe Common Maintenance Procedures documentation. After you set up this service, you
can use CSM to apply and accept your maintenance.

1. Verify that your CSM login user name is associated with a registered user of Broadcom Support on the Software
Acquisition Settings page.
CSM uses the credentials to access Broadcom Support.

2. Select the name of the product for which you want to download maintenance in the product list on the left side.
Maintenance information about the product appears in the Releases section on the right side.

3. For the product release for which you want to download maintenance, select the Actions drop-down list to the right of
the release. Complete one of the following steps:
a. Select Update Product Release to download all maintenance packages for the product release.
b. Select Get Latest Maintenance to download only maintenance packages that have been released from the time

the product release was updated last.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are downloaded.
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Configure CSM to Perform Automatic Maintenance Updates

You can configure CSM to perform automatic maintenance updates (downloading and receiving maintenance) for
products that are installed in an SMP/E environment.

Manage Maintenance Downloaded Outside of CSM

Sometimes you acquire maintenance packages, such as unpublished maintenance, PTF, APARs, and USERMODs,
outside of CSM. For example, you are validating a test PTF released for a product. You can add information about these
maintenance packages to CSM from the Products tab.

Adding these maintenance packages to CSM provides you with a complete view of all the maintenance for a product
release. After a package is migrated, you can use CSM to apply the maintenance.

Usually, the maintenance is placed as a single package. However, some Broadcom mainframe products still have older
aggregated maintenance packages that were released before December 31, 2013. An aggregated package is a file that
comprises several single maintenance packages (nested packages). When you add an aggregated package, CSM inserts
all the nested packages and the aggregated package itself. In the list of maintenance packages, the aggregated package
is marked with the CUMULATIVE type.

When you insert an aggregated package, CSM assigns a fix number to it. The fix number is unique and contains eight
characters. The first two characters are AM (for Aggregated Maintenance) and a unique six-digit number follows. The
number value increases by 1 with each added aggregated package.

If the aggregated maintenance package has the same fix number as one of its nested packages, only the nested package
is added. The aggregated package itself is not available in the list of maintenance packages.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release for which the maintenance applies.
2. Select the Add External Maintenance button.
3. Specify one of the following package types and package details:
Data Set

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a z/OS data set with an LRECL of 80 and RECFM of FB.
UNIX File

Adds a maintenance package that is located in a USS directory in binary mode.
FTP File

Adds a maintenance package that is not published on Broadcom Support. This option is intended for downloading
a PTF to validate it.

FTP Host Specifies the FTP server where the maintenance package is located. Select a server from the list, or
provide your FTP server host.

FTP Port Specifies the FTP port number for the FTP server.
FTP Path Defines the FTP path where the maintenance package is located. Start the path with a forward slash

(/). Enter only a forward slash to specify the root directory.
Example: /outgoing/

Maintenance Name Defines the maintenance package name.
Example: RO01111.bin

User Name Defines a valid user name to access the FTP location.
Password Defines a valid password to access the FTP location.

Solution
Adds a published solution on Broadcom Support.

NOTE
To add several data sets or UNIX file packages from the same location, use masking.

4. Select OK.
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A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance package with the related information is saved in the CSM database. To see the added package, refresh
the page.

View Aggregated Package Details

You can view which nested packages are included in the aggregated package. The information includes the fix number,
package type, and package description.

NOTE
Aggregated maintenance packages were discontinued December 31, 2013. However, some Broadcom
mainframe products have aggregated maintenance packages that were released before this date.

1. Select the Products tab, and select the product release that has the aggregated package whose details you want to
view.

2. Select the Fix # link for the aggregated package.
The Maintenance Package Details dialog opens.

3. Select the Nested Packages tab.
A list of nested packages that the aggregated package contains appears.

Receive Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can receive the maintenance to the global zone of an SMP/E
environment where the related products are installed. Once received, maintenance packages can be applied.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment where you want to receive maintenance
packages.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to receive, and select the Receive link.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the receiving, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the receive list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Receive.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are received to the SMP/E environment global zone.

Reject Maintenance

You can reject a received maintenance package. Information about the maintenance package is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.
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While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to reject maintenance.
2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria

defined.
3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to reject, and select the Reject link. You can filter out only received

packages.
The maintenance wizard opens to the Introduction step.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the rejection, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the rejected list selections as required, and select Next.
6. Review the summary, and select Reject.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are rejected. Information about the maintenance packages is removed from the SMP/E
environment global zone.

Apply Maintenance

After maintenance has been downloaded for a product, you can apply the maintenance to products that are installed in an
SMP/E environment.

WARNING
Before you apply maintenance, ensure that required file systems are mounted and that you have specified the
correct path to the DDDEFs that are contained in the file systems. The path must be the mount point of the zFS
file system, plus the directory /CA. For example, if the zFS file system is mounted at /broadcom/abc, the DDDEF
path must be /broadcom/abc/CA.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the SMP/E environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any
action against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes,
the lock releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply
maintenance to.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to apply, and select the Apply link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
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5. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You have completed acquiring and applying maintenance. You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs)
from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

USERMODs

A product USERMOD can be provided as a published maintenance package downloaded during the Update Product
process. When CSM downloads a package including a ++USERMOD statement, it is loaded under the product with a
USERMOD type. You can install these packages using CSM but cannot accept them because they are not intended to be
permanent.

You can create a USERMOD manually, or we can provide an unpublished maintenance package as a USERMOD. In this
case, the USERMOD file, which contains the ++USERMOD statement and the body of the USERMOD, must be managed
as an externally downloaded package.

Unresolved HOLDDATA Processing

When you apply maintenance, review and process any unresolved HOLDDATA for the applied maintenance and its
prerequisites. The maintenance wizard displays all unresolved HOLDDATA and lets you review the HOLDDATA and
details about the HELD maintenance. You can then bypass the HOLDDATA or exclude the HELD maintenance. CSM
determines unresolved HOLDDATA by running SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK.

In the maintenance wizard, you can perform the following actions:

• Select HOLDDATA (HOLDDATA TYPE, REASON, or maintenance) to bypass it.
• Leave HOLDDATA unselected to exclude it. If you do not select a HOLDDATA entry checkbox, CSM excludes the

HELD maintenance from the processing.

If you exclude at least one HELD maintenance package, CSM runs an appropriate SMP/E APPLY GROUP/
GROUPEXTEND CHECK command to verify the processing. CSM verifies whether other maintenance requires the
excluded maintenance. If so, CSM also excludes it from processing.

If the SMP/E APPLY GROUP/GROUPEXTEND CHECK command discovers further unresolved HOLDDATA, you are
notified about all unresolved HOLDDATA again. Select what HOLDDATA to bypass and what HELD maintenance to
exclude.

This iterative process repeats until all HOLDDATA is resolved or bypassed. You can then proceed to the next step.

A list of maintenance packages that are excluded during the processing of unresolved HOLDDATA is displayed in the
Summary step.

Apply CARS Maintenance

CSM lets you track and apply CARS maintenance for your products.

CARS is a set of maintenance packages that are installed and tested regularly on the Broadcom Mainframe Software
Division development, test, and production systems. Install CARS maintenance to keep your products current. Broadcom
releases CARS maintenance regularly. The release date determines the CARS maintenance level.
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To learn about new CARS maintenance that is available, download the files that are listed for published CARS
maintenance. You can configure CSM to download these files automatically, or add CARS files manually. You can filter
this maintenance in the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance section based on information that is in the files. You can
also select the packages that are applicable within a CARS level.

You can apply particular CARS maintenance packages. You can update all products in an SMP/E environment.

A CARS file can list a maintenance package that the HOLDDATA marked as PE (PTF in Error). The CARS file can also
reflect a corrective maintenance package for this PE that is not listed in this CARS file. This situation can occur if a
maintenance package is found in error after the CARS file is published. The CARS processing continues as expected, and
the maintenance package that is marked as PE is not applied. However, the CARS level for the product is not updated to
the current level until you apply the corrective maintenance package to the SMP/E environment.

Configure Automatic CARS File Download

You can configure CSM to download available CARS files automatically. After download, the files are stored in a USS
directory under the software catalog.

1. Select the Settings tab, and select the Software Catalog link under System Settings in the Settings section on the
left side.

2. In the CARS Setting section, select the Enable Automatic Updates checkbox.
3. Set up field values and select Apply.

NOTE
To download available CARS files to the software catalog immediately, select Update Immediately.

The automatic CARS file download is configured.

Add a CARS File

If you cannot automatically download available CARS files, add them to the software catalog manually. Use the Add
CARS File link. The files that were added manually are stored in the same USS directory as other files.

1. Download the CARS file using FTP from the Broadcom file server directly to your USS directory.
a. Connect to the FTP site at the following location:

https://ftp.broadcom.com/secureuser/downloads

b. Log in to ftp.broadcom.com as follows:
user name: anonymous
password: your-email-address

c. Change to the following directory:
/pub/ASSIGNS

d. Change your download mode to ASCII.
e. Download the CARS file. These files appear in the format:

CARyymm.TXT

2. In the CSM web-based interface, select the Products tab, and select the Add CARS File link in the Actions section on
the left side.

3. Specify the USS path to the CARS file you want to add, and select OK.
Information about the CARS file is saved in the CSM Software Catalog USS database.

Apply CARS Maintenance to an SMP/E Environment

You can upgrade products that are installed in an SMP/E environment to a specific CARS level. During processing, CSM
verifies that maintenance packages that are associated with the selected CARS level can be applied to the products, and
then applies the packages.
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As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to upgrade the CARS level for.

Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Upgrade CARS Level.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the CARS maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Apply FIXCAT Maintenance

CSM lets you select and apply maintenance for your products according to FIXCAT.

FIXCAT (fix category) associates a maintenance package to one or more categories of PTFs (for example, installation,
function, z/OS version, or communication).

FIXCAT data is provided in the same file as error HOLDDATA. Error HOLDDATA contains FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements
that assign a maintenance package to a category. Select a category, and CSM determines and applies associated
maintenance packages to the selected products installed in an SMP/E environment.

Masking Maintenance Categories

When you select maintenance categories in the wizard, you can use masking.

Use an asterisk (*), or a percent sign (%), or both to specify naming masks. An asterisk substitutes for any number of
symbols. A percent sign substitutes for one symbol.

For example:
System.z/OS.*

Selects all the categories whose names start with System.z/OS.
System.z/OS.%%

Selects all the categories under System.z/OS whose last segment consists of two symbols.

Apply Maintenance by FIXCAT Category

You can select and apply maintenance for your products based on FIXCAT using CSM.

As an option, CSM lets you verify that the maintenance packages can be applied to the selected target zones without
applying the packages.
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While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab.
2. From the list on the right, locate the SMP/E environment whose products you want to apply FIXCAT

maintenance. Select the Actions drop-down list to the right of the SMP/E environment, and select Update Using Fix
Categories.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

3. Follow the instructions on the wizard to navigate through the wizard steps.
4. From the Summary step, review the summary, and select Check and Apply.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

CSM verifies and applies the FIXCAT maintenance packages to the selected target zones.

If the task fails, navigate to the Tasks tab and review SMPOUT in the task output to identify and correct problems. Rerun
the wizard.

You can accept the applied maintenance (except USERMODs) from the SMP/E Environments, Maintenance tab.

Restore Maintenance

You can restore (back out) an applied maintenance package (but not an accepted maintenance package).

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment from which you want to restore
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to restore, and select the Restore link. You can filter out only applied
packages.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the restoring, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the maintenance

is restored from. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm the
selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Review the prerequisites if they exist, and select Next. CSM restores these prerequisites as part of the maintenance
restoring process.

7. Review the summary, and select Restore.
A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.
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The maintenance packages are restored.

Accept Maintenance

After maintenance has been applied, you can accept the maintenance for products that are installed in an SMP/E
environment. You cannot accept USERMODs.

Use this procedure to accept the maintenance in GROUP mode.

WARNING
Before you start, update the HOLDDATA in your software catalog. To do so, select Update HOLDDATA in the
Actions section on the Software Catalog page. You can also set up the automatic HOLDDATA download as
described previously in this article.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment whose products you want to accept
maintenance.

2. Select Maintenance. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that you have maintenance view criteria
defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept, and select the Accept link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment being used in CSM by another user, a notification message appears.
You are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification
message disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another
SMP/E environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
5. Review and adjust the accept list selections as required. Select Zones to review and adjust the zones where the

maintenance is accepted. You can only perform maintenance actions on zones you select here. Select OK to confirm
the selection and return to the wizard, and select Next.

6. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance, and select Next.
7. Perform one of the following actions to address prerequisites:

– If no prerequisites exist, select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears.
– If prerequisites exist and are available, review them, and Select Next. A list of HOLDDATA appears. The

prerequisites are accepted as part of the process.
– If a prerequisite is not available, the wizard cannot continue. Select Cancel to exit the wizard. Acquire the

prerequisite and restart the process.
8. Review HOLDDATA entries, if they exist. Select Export Table to open all HOLDDATA information for all selected

maintenance in a separate browser window. Selecting Export Table is similar to running the LIST SYSMODS
HOLDDATA command within your SMP/E environment.

9. Select Next.
SMP/E work DDDEFs of SMPWRKx and SYSUTx, with their allocation parameters, are listed.

10. Review the work DDDEF allocation parameters, and edit them, if necessary, to verify that sufficient space is allocated
for them during the maintenance acceptance:

NOTE
Changes in the allocation parameters apply to the current maintenance processing only.

1. Select Override for a DDDEF to edit its allocation parameters.
A pop-up window opens.

2. Make the necessary changes, and select OK to confirm.
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The pop-up window closes, and the DDDEF entry is selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters
have been overridden.

You can also:

• Update allocation parameters for the DDDEFs automatically by select Resolve Overrides.
CSM provides values for all DDDEFs based on the total size of the selected maintenance packages being
accepted. All DDDEF entries are selected in the list indicating that the allocation parameters have been overridden.

NOTE
To edit the allocation parameters for a DDDEF after automatically updating them with the Resolve
Overrides button, select Override. Make the necessary changes. Select OK to confirm and return to the
wizard.

• Cancel a parameter update for any DDDEF by clearing its checkbox.
11. (Optional) Select View SMP/E Work DDDEFs to review SMP/E work DDDEF and their allocation parameters for the

selected SMP/E environment zones. Select Close to return to the wizard.

NOTE
Sometimes, the allocation parameters differ from the allocation parameters that you obtained using the
Resolve Overrides button.

Select Next.
12. Review the summary, and select Accept.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens and you can view the action details.

The maintenance packages are accepted.

Accept Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode

CSM lets you invoke the SMP/E utility with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled for accepting maintenance.

When you accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode, the following installation modes are available:
Accept Check

Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.
Accept

Accepts the maintenance to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode.
Accept Check and Accept

Checks if the maintenance can be accepted to the selected SMP/E environment in GROUPEXTEND mode. Then
accepts it if possible.

For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or HOLDDATA
prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets you check if any
prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output.

How Maintenance in GROUPEXTEND Mode Works

Accept maintenance in GROUPEXTEND mode in the following sequence:

1. Apply all maintenance packages that you want to include by the GROUPEXTEND option.
2. Run the maintenance in Accept check mode.

– If the task fails, review SMPOUT in the task output. Review if there are missing (not applied) maintenance
packages or HOLDDATA that must be resolved or bypassed.

– If the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and
accepted.
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3. Run the maintenance in Accept mode. Specify the maintenance packages that you want to exclude and HOLDDATA
that you want to bypass, if any exist.
The followings options are available for bypassing HOLDDATA:
– HOLDSYSTEM
– HOLDCLASS
– HOLDERROR
– HOLDUSER

You can run the maintenance in Accept mode in the same CSM session after Accept check mode is completed. The
values that you entered for Accept check mode are then prepopulated on the wizard dialogs.

Accept Maintenance with the GROUPEXTEND Option Enabled

You can accept maintenance (except USERMODs) with the GROUPEXTEND option enabled.

While you work with an SMP/E environment, the environment is locked and other CSM users cannot perform any action
against it. When the task finishes, logging out from CSM, or a CSM session is inactive for more than 10 minutes, the lock
releases.

1. Select the SMP/E Environments tab, and select the SMP/E environment holding the maintenance packages that you
want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode.

2. Select Maintenance.
Maintenance packages available for the products are listed. If you do not see any maintenance packages, verify that
you have maintenance view criteria defined.

3. Select the maintenance packages that you want to accept in GROUPEXTEND mode, and select the Accept
GROUPEXTEND link.

NOTE
If you select an SMP/E environment that is being used by another user, a notification message appears. You
are prevented from performing any actions on the SMP/E environment. Wait until the notification message
disappears and the SMP/E environment becomes available, or select Cancel to select another SMP/E
environment.

4. Review the information about the maintenance, and select Next.
The packages that you want to accept are listed.

NOTE
Select a link in the Status column for a maintenance package, if available, to review a list of zones. The
zones indicate where the maintenance package is received, applied, or accepted. Select Close to return to
the wizard.

5. Review the packages, and select Next.

WARNING
For the GROUPEXTEND option, CSM does not automatically receive and display maintenance or
HOLDDATA prerequisites that must be bypassed when accepting the maintenance. Accept check mode lets
you review if any prerequisites or HOLDDATA exist and report them in the task output. Run the maintenance
in Accept check mode first.

6. Read the information that is displayed on this tab, and select Next.
The installation options appear.

7. Specify installation options as follows, and select Next:
a. Select the installation mode for the selected maintenance.
b. Review the GROUPEXTEND options and select the ones that you want to apply to the maintenance:

NOAPARS
Excludes APARs that resolve error reason ID.
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NOUSERMODS
Exclude USERMODs that resolve error reason ID.

c. (Optional) Enter maintenance packages that you want to exclude in the Excluded SYSMODs field. You can enter
several packages, separate them by a comma.

The Bypass HOLDDATA step of the wizard appears.
8. (Optional) Enter the BYPASS options for the HOLDDATA that you want to bypass during the maintenance installation.

You can enter several BYPASS options, separate them by a comma.
9. Select Next.
10. Review the summary, and select Accept GROUPEXTEND.

A dialog that shows the progress of the task opens. When the task completes, select Show Results on the Progress
tab to close this dialog. The task output browser opens, and you can view the action details.

NOTE

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task succeeds, review SMPRPT in
the task output. Review what maintenance packages were found and accepted.

• If you run the maintenance installation in Accept check mode and the task fails, review SMPOUT in the
task output. Review if there are missing (not accepted) maintenance packages or HOLDDATA that must
be resolved or bypassed.

You completed maintaining products with CSM.

HOLDDATA

When you apply maintenance, you typically encounter SMP/E HOLDDATA. We use HOLDDATA to notify your SMP/E
system of SYSMODs that have errors or special conditions. We support system and external HOLDDATA.

System HOLDDATA

System HOLDDATA indicates data that is an in-stream part of the SYSMOD, informing you of special conditions. The
following reasons are used with SYSTEM HOLDDATA for your product.

ACTION Indicates that you must perform special processing before or after you apply this SYSMOD.
AO Affects automated operations. It changes the message identifier or the displacement of a field inside the

message.
DB2BIND Indicates that DBRMs have changed and packages must be rebound.
DDDEF Indicates that data sets and DDDEFs are being added or modified.
DELETE Deletes the SYSMOD load module. You cannot reverse this type of SYSMOD with the SMP/E RESTORE

command.
DEP Indicates a dependency for this SYSMOD that you must externally verify.
DOC Indicates a documentation change with this SYSMOD.

DOWNLD Indicates that some or all the elements that this SYSMOD delivers are to be downloaded to a workstation.
DYNACT Describes the steps to dynamically activate this fix without performing an IPL.

EC Indicates that this SYSMOD requires a hardware engineering change. An EC hold SYSMOD usually does
not affect the product unless the EC is present on the hardware device.

ENH Introduces a small programming enhancement. The hold contains the instructions to implement the
enhancement. If no action is required to implement the enhancement, give a summary of the enhancement.

EXIT Indicates that changes delivered by this SYSMOD require reassembly of user exits.
EXRF Indicates that the SYSMOD must be installed in both the Active and Alternate Extended Recovery Facility

Systems.
IPL Indicates that an IPL is required for this SYSMOD to take effect. This option is used only when there is no

alternative for dynamic activation.
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MSGSKEL Indicates that the SYSMOD contains internationalized message versions that must be run through the
message compiler for each language.

MULTSYS Apply this SYSMOD to multiple systems for pre-conditioning, coexistence, or exploitation.
RESTART Indicates that after applying this SYSMOD, the site must perform a special restart as opposed to a routine

restart.
SQLBIND Indicates that a bind is required for a database system other than Db2.

External HOLDDATA

External HOLDDATA is not part of the PTF. The HOLDDATA resides in a separate file and contains both error and FIXCAT
HOLDDATA. The error HOLDDATA is used for SYSMODs that have been distributed and later are discovered to cause
problems. The FIXCAT HOLDDATA helps identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware device,
software, or function.

Download the external HOLDDATA from Broadcom Support to a DASD file, and allocate the file to the SMPHOLD
DD statement. To take care of the external HOLDDATA, receive it into your SMP/E environment. SMP/E receives the
HOLDDATA from Broadcom-supplied jobs.

You can find JCL to download the external HOLDDATA in your SAMPJCL member. Open xxx60RCH or xxx1HOLD in
an edit session and execute the xxxSEDIT macro on the command line (xxx is the high-level identifier for your product).
Then, submit the JCL.

Error HOLDDATA

If a SYSMOD has unresolved error HOLDDATA, SMP/E does not install it unless you add a bypass to your APPLY
command. You can bypass error HOLDDATA in situations that are not applicable to you. Error HOLDDATA that is not
applicable to you can include a problem that happens only with a hardware device that you do not have or in a product
feature that you do not use.

When Broadcom publishes a SYSMOD that resolves the error HOLDDATA, the resolving SYSMOD supersedes the error
HOLDDATA. This action lets you apply the original SYSMOD with the fixing SYSMOD.

The only manual task is running a REPORT ERRSYSMODS. This report identifies the following:

• Any held SYSMODs already applied to your system
• Any resolving SYSMODs that are in RECEIVE status

SMP/E identifies the SYSMOD to apply to correct the situation.

FIXCAT HOLDDATA

Broadcom provides FIXCAT HOLDDATA to help identify maintenance that is required to support a particular hardware
device, software, or function. Fix categories are supplied as SMP/E FIXCAT HOLDDATA statements. Each FIXCAT
HOLDDATA statement associates an APAR and its related fixing PTF to one or more fix categories.

Complete Configuration Tasks
After the installation is complete, configure Test4z for running on your z/OS system.

Follow this procedure for completing the configuration of Test4z on your z/OS system:

1. Access the test4z/etc/application.yml file. The folder is in the USS location where Brightside is installed.
2. Edit the application.yml file by entering the following parameters:
address

The IP/hostname where the Test4z service should start.
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port
The port where the Test4z service should start.

fmpLoadLib
The data set name of your File Master Plus load library.

TIP
Use UDLIST in ISPF and then EU (Edit Unicode) to edit the file.

3. Open the BRTHLQ.C9MLJCL(T4ZSETUP) member in an edit session.
4. Edit the BRTHLQ.C9MLJCL(T4ZSETUP) member as follows:

– Enter your account number in the jobcard.
– Set JOBPARM SYSAFF as the LPAR where the USS is mounted.
– Set T4ZDIR as the Test4z directory on USS.

5. Run the T4ZSETUP job.

You can now run the service and configure security.

Configure Security
Implement TLS encryption to enable the HTTPS protocol for a secure communication between Test4z and the client, or
Zowe API ML.

The SAF authorization of mainframe user ID credentials requires that the client accesses the Test4z REST API over the
HTTPS protocol. To enable the secure connection between the Test4z REST API and the client, you must configure the
TLS encryption. TLS encryption improves security and prevents the exposure of data in clear text over the network.

To implement TLS encryption, Test4z must have a certificate for the external interface that accepts secure connections.
The certificate is stored in a keyring. The installation comes with self-signed certificates that are stored in the key store
file in the etc/ directory. Create your own certificates to use Test4z in a production environment. You must generate
a key ring and must store a certificate in the key ring, then you must configure Test4z for communicating securely. The
certificate is required to enable TLS encryption between Test4z and the client browser. A key ring (also known as z/OS
key ring or SAF key ring) is a collection of digital certificates that are associated with an individual user. Key rings provide
enhanced security over file key stores because they are managed and protected by an external security manager.

Follow the instructions in this section to configure the TLS encryption using the security manager of your choice.

NOTE

You can also run the Test4z API server without any authorization check. To log in without authorization, use the
following generic credentials:

• Username: user
• Password: user

This setup does not require the TLS encryption. The client browser can connect over the HTTP protocol.
However, we recommend you only use the insecure connection for testing purposes.

Create a Key Ring and Certificates in ACF2
Configure the key ring and generate certificates in ACF2 for securing Test4z.

Prerequisites

This article requires that the user is familiar with ACF2. For more information about available ACF2 commands, see the
ACF2 documentation at https://techdocs.broadcom.com/acf2.

Verify that you meet the following prerequisites before you start configuring the key ring:
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• A valid user ID that runs Test4z on z/OS. The examples in this article use the T4ZUSR user ID, according to the
instructions for the required Test4z user IDs.

• The authorization to add certificates to CERTAUTH ACID.
• Required privileges to the CASECAUT class to set up the key ring and certificates:

– ACFCMD.DIGTCERT.ADD - READ access is required for your own user ID. CONTROL access is required to add
CERTSITE or CERTAUTH certificate.

– ACFCMD.DIGTCERT.ADDRING - READ access is required for your own user ID. UPDATE access is required to
create a key ring for another user ID.

– ACFCMD.DIGTCERT.CONNECT - READ access is required for your own user ID. CONTROL access is required to
connect CERTSITE or CERTAUTH certificate.

– ACFCMD.DIGTCERT.GENCERT - READ access is required for your own user ID. CONTROL access is required to
sign with CERTSITE or CERTAUTH certificate.

– ACFCMD.DIGTCERT.GENREQ - READ access is required for your own user ID. CONTROL access is required to
generate a request based on CERTSITE or CERTAUTH certificate.

• Required privileges to the CASECAUT class to read the key ring and certificates:
– ACFCMD.DIGTCERT.LIST - READ access is required for your user ID. CONTROL access is required to list

CERTSITE or CERTAUTH certificates.
– ACFCMD.DIGTCERT.LISTRING - READ access is required for your user ID. UPDATE access is required to list and

read key rings for another user ID.
TIP
For more information, see Administer Digital Certificate Authorizations.

Generate the Key Ring and the Certificate

In this procedure, you first generate a key ring and an unsigned certificate, then you sign the certificate using a
Certification Authority of your choice.

Follow these steps:

1. Generate the key ring.
Example:
SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(KEYRING)

INSERT T4ZUSR.T4ZRING RINGNAME(T4ZRING)

The T4ZRING key ring is generated.
2. Generate the certificate.

Example:
SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

GENCERT T4ZUSR.CERT SUBJ(CN='test4z.example.com' -

  OU='MFD' -

  O='Broadcom' L='Prague' S='Prague' C='CZ') -

  ALTNAME(DOMAIN=test4z.example.com) -

  LABEL(Unsigned cert for your application) SIZE(2048) -

  KEYUSAGE(HANDSHAKE)

The certificate is generated.
3. Generate a certificate signing request (CSR) for your certificate.

Example:
SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

GENREQ T4ZUSR LABEL(Test4z Certificate unsigned) -

   DSN('T4ZRING.CERTU')

The certificate signing request is generated and stored in the dataset that you specified in the DSN parameter.
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4. Download the CSR from the data set generated in step 3 and send it to a Certificate Authority (CA). The CA signs
your request, encrypts it with a private key, and sends you a validated certificate. The CA also sends you a root CA
certificate and, sometimes, one or more intermediate certificates.

5. Allocate two datasets to store your signed certificate and the root certificate. Use the same format as the output data
set in step 1 (T4ZRING.CERTU): RECFM=VB LRECL=84 .

NOTE
If the Certificate Authority provides also the intermediate certificates, allocate extra data sets to store the
intermediate certificates.

Example:
T4ZRING.CERT The data set that stores your signed certificate

T4ZRING.ROOTCERT The data set that stores the root certificate
(Optional)

T4ZRING.INTCERT
The data set that stores the intermediate certificate

6. Upload the signed certificate files to the data sets allocated in step 5.

You have obtained and stored your signed certificate and a root certificate.

Connect the Signed Certificates to the Key Ring and the IDs

1. Add your signed certificate to your user ID. Specify the data set that stores your signed certificate.
Example:
SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT T4ZUSR.CERT DSNAME('T4ZRING.CERT') -

  LABEL(Test4z Certificate)

CHANGE T4ZUSR.CERT TRUST

The certificate is connected to your user ID and paired with a private key.
2. Add your signed certificate to the key ring that you generated in step 1 of the previous procedure.

Example:
In this example, the first reference to the T4ZUSR user ID specifies the owner of the key ring. The second reference
specifies the owner of the signed certificate.
SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(KEYRING)

CONNECT CERTDATA(T4ZUSR.CERT) KEYRING(T4ZUSR.T4ZRING) -

  USAGE(PERSONAL) DEFAULT

The signed certificate is connected to your key ring.
3. Connect the root CA certificate to the CERTAUTH ACID.

NOTE
If the root certificate is already connected to CERTAUTH ACID, you can skip this step.

Example:
SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

INSERT CERTAUTH.DIGICERT DSNAME('T4ZRING.ROOTCERT') -

  LABEL(DigiCert Global Root CA) TRUST

The root CA certificate is connected to the CERTAUTH ACID.
4. Add the root CA certificate to your key ring.

Example:
SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(KEYRING)

CONNECT CERTDATA(CERTAUTH) LABEL(DigiCert Global Root CA) -

  KEYRING(T4ZUSR.T4ZRING) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

The root CA certificate is connected to your key ring.
5. (Optional) If you received intermediate certificates, repeat steps 3 and 4 to add the intermediate certificates to the

CERTAUTH ACID and to your key ring. Specify the appropriate datasets that contain the intermediate certificates.
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6. Ensure that Test4z can read the key ring attached to the T4ZUSR user ID under which it is executing. The following
ACF2 rule enables the reading.
Example:
SET RESOURCE(FAC)                                          

RECKEY IRR ADD(DIGTCERT.LISTRING USER(T4ZUSR) ALLOW)

7. Refresh the access tables for the FACILITY class by using the following system command:
F ACF2,REBUILD(FAC)

You successfully stored the certificates in your key ring and connected them to your user ID and to the CERTAUTH ACID

List the Key Ring Content

To list the certificates owned by a user ID, use the following ACF2 command:

Example:

SET PROFILE(USER) DIV(CERTDATA)

LIST LIKE(T4ZUSR.-)

A list of certificates assigned to the user ID appears.

CERTDATA / T4ZUSR.CERT LAST CHANGED BY USER04 ON 06/02/21-07:24               

                     CERTNSER(0000000000000001) ISSUERDN(CN=GeoTrust RSA CA 201

                     8.OU=www.digicert.com.O=DigiCert Inc.C=US) KEYSIZE(2,048) 

                     LABEL(Test4z Certificate)                               

                     SERIAL#(0591F3E6DD8DEE5735B5AFB610112DE5) SUBJDN(CN=m10h.b

                     pc.broadcom.net.O=Broadcom Inc.L=San Jose.ST=California.C=

                     US) TRUST                                                 

 Certificate is connected to the following key rings:                          

 Key ring record: T4ZUSR.T4ZRING                                              

 Key ring name:                                                                

 T4ZRING

Create a Key Ring and Certificates in IBM RACF
Configure the key ring and generate certificates in IBM RACF for securing Test4z.

Prerequisites

This article requires that the user is familiar with IBM RACF. For more information about available IBM RACF commands,
see the IBM RACF documentation.

Verify that you meet the following prerequisites before you start configuring the key ring:

• The user ID that runs Test4z on z/OS. The examples in this article use the T4ZUSR user ID.
• The authorization to add certificates to CERTAUTH ACID.
• Required privileges to the FACILITY class to set up the key ring and certificates:
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– IRR.DIGTCERT.ADD - READ access is required for your own user ID. CONTROL access is required to add
CERTSITE or CERTAUTH certificate.

– IRR.DIGTCERT.ADDRING - READ access is required for your own user ID. UPDATE access is required to create a
key ring for another user ID.

– IRR.DIGTCERT.CONNECT - READ access is required for your own user ID. CONTROL access is required to
connect CERTSITE or CERTAUTH certificate.

– IRR.DIGTCERT.GENCERT - READ access is required for your own user ID. CONTROL access is required to sign
with CERTSITE or CERTAUTH certificate.

– IRR.DIGTCERT.GENREQ - READ access is required for your own user ID. CONTROL access is required to
generate a request based on CERTSITE or CERTAUTH certificate.

• Required privileges to the FACILITY class to read the key ring and certificates:
– IRR.DIGTCERT.LIST - READ access is required for your user ID. CONTROL access is required to list CERTSITE

or CERTAUTH certificates.
– IRR.DIGTCERT.LISTRING - READ access is required for your user ID. UPDATE access is required to list and read

key rings for another user ID.

Generate the Key Ring and the Certificate

In this procedure, you generate a key ring and an unsigned certificate. You also sign the certificate using a Certification
Authority of your choice.

Follow these steps:

1. Generate the key ring.
Example:
RACDCERT ID(T4ZUSR) ADDRING(T4ZRING)

The key ring is generated.
2. Generate the certificate.

Example:
RACDCERT GENCERT

ID(T4ZUSR)

SUBJECTSDN( CN('test4z') 

            OU('MFD') 

            O('Broadcom') 

            L('Prague') 

            S('Prague') 

            C('CZ') ) 

ALTNAME(DOMAIN('test4z.example.com')) 

KEYUSAGE(HANDSHAKE) 

SIZE(2048) 

WITHLABEL('Unsigned cert for your application')

The certificate is generated.
3. Generate a certificate signing request (CSR) for your certificate.

Example:
RACDCERT GENREQ(LABEL('Unsigned cert for your application')) ID(T4ZUSR) DSN('T4ZRING.CERTU')

The certificate signing request is generated and stored in the dataset that you specified in the DSN parameter.
4. Download the CSR from the data set generated in step 3 and send it to a Certificate Authority (CA). The CA signs

your request, encrypts it with a private key, and sends you a validated certificate. The CA also sends you a root CA
certificate and, sometimes, one or more intermediate certificates.

5. Allocate two datasets to store your signed certificate and the root certificate. Use the same format as the output data
set in step 1 (T4ZRING.CERTU): RECFM=VB LRECL=84 .
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NOTE
If the Certificate Authority provides also the intermediate certificates, allocate extra data sets to store the
intermediate certificates.

Example:
T4ZRING.CERT The data set that stores your signed certificate.

T4ZRING.ROOTCERT The data set that stores the root certificate.
(Optional)

T4ZRING.INTCERT
The data set that stores the intermediate certificate.

6. Upload the signed certificate files to the data sets allocated in step 5.
You have obtained and stored your signed certificate and a root certificate.

Connect the Signed Certificates to the Key Ring and the IDs

1. Add your signed certificate to your user ID. Specify the data set that stores your signed certificate.
Example:
RACDCERT ADD('T4ZRING.CERT') ID(T4ZUSR) TRUST WITHLABEL('Signed cert for Test4z')

The certificate is connected to your user ID and paired with a private key.
2. Add your signed certificate to the key ring that you generated in step 1 of the previous procedure.

Example:
In this example, the first reference to the T4ZUSR user ID specifies the owner of the key ring. The second reference
specifies the owner of the signed certificate.
RACDCERT ID(T4ZUSR) CONNECT(ID(T4ZUSR) LABEL('Signed cert for Test4z') RING(T4ZRING) USAGE(PERSONAL)

 DEFAULT)

The CA certificate is connected to your key ring.
3. Connect the root CA certificate to the CERTAUTH ACID.

NOTE
If the root certificate is already connected to CERTAUTH ACID, you can skip this step.

Example:
RACDCERT ADD('T4ZRING.ROOTCERT') CERTAUTH TRUST WITHLABEL('DigiCert Global Root CA')

The root CA certificate is connected to the CERTAUTH ACID.
4. Add the root CA certificate to your key ring:

Example:
RACDCERT ID(T4ZUSR) CONNECT(CERTAUTH LABEL('DigiCert Global Root CA') RING(T4ZRING) USAGE(CERTAUTH))

The root CA certificate is connected to your key ring.
5. (Optional) If you received intermediate certificates, repeat steps 3 and 4 to add the intermediate certificates to the

CERTAUTH ACID and to your key ring. Specify the appropriate datasets that contain the intermediate certificates.
6. (Optional) If the DIGTCERT class is RACLIST, refresh the class to activate your changes. Issue the following

command:
SETROPTS RACLIST(DIGTCERT) REFRESH

You successfully stored the certificates in your key ring and connected them to your user ID and to the CERTAUTH
ACID.

List the Key Ring Content

To list the certificates owned by a user ID, issue the following RACF command:

Example:

RACDCERT LIST ID(T4ZUSR)

A list of certificates assigned to the user ID appears.
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Digital certificate information for user T4ZUSR:                     

                                                                       

  Label: Test4z on MVSDE63                                            

  Certificate ID: 2Qfj1tfW4+Lj45aXlpOWh6hAlpVA1OXixMX280BA              

  Status: TRUST                                                         

  Start Date: 2021/02/14 19:00:00                                       

  End Date:   2022/02/22 18:59:59                                       

  Serial Number:                                                        

       >0929D3001CB67B2EF00B7E77513471FA<                               

  Issuer's Name:                                                        

       >CN=GeoTrust RSA CA 2018.OU=www.digicert.com.O=DigiCert Inc.C=US<

  Subject's Name:                                                       

       >CN=*.broadcom.net.O=Broadcom Inc.L=San Jose.SP=California.C=US<

  Subject's AltNames:                                                   

    Domain: *.broadcom.net                                              

  Signing Algorithm: sha256RSA                                          

  Key Usage: HANDSHAKE                                                  

  Key Type: RSA                                                         

  Key Size: 2048                                                        

  Private Key: YES                                                      

  Ring Associations:                                                    

    Ring Owner: T4ZUSR                                                 

    Ring:                                                               

       >T4ZRING<  

Create a Key Ring and Certificates in Top Secret® for z/OS®

Configure the key ring and generate certificates in Top Secret for securing Test4z.

Prerequisites

This article requires that the user is familiar with Top Secret. For more information about available Top Secret commands,
see the Top Secret documentation at https://techdocs.broadcom.com/topsecret.

Verify that you meet the following prerequisites before you start configuring the key ring:

• The user ID that runs the STC for the Test4z API server. The examples in this article use the T4ZUSR user ID,
according to the instructions for the required Test4z user IDs.

• The authorization to add certificates to CERTAUTH ACID.
• Administrative authority to set up the key ring and certificates:
MISC4(ALL)

All the certificate operation
MISC4(CERTUSER)

Maintain user certificates
MISC4(CERTAUTH)

Maintain CERTAUTH certificates
MISC4(CERTSITE)

Maintain CERTSITE certificates
MISC4(CERTLIST)

List the certificate information
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MISC4(CERTGEN)
Generate the certificate

MISC4(CERTCHEK)
Display information about certificates

MISC4(CERTEXPO)
Export digital certificates.

TIP
For more information, see MISC4 Keyword—Control Authority to Administer Functions.
NOTE
Alternatively, use the CASECAUT authority to administer certificates to individual users. For more
information, see Restricted Administrative Authorities (CASECAUT Resource Class).

Generate the Key Ring and the Certificate

In this procedure, you generate a key ring and an unsigned certificate, then you sign the certificate using a CA
(Certification Authority) of your choice.

Follow these steps:

1. Generate the key ring.
Example:
TSS ADD(T4ZUSR) KEYRING(T4ZRING)

The key ring is generated.
2. Generate the certificate.

Example:
TSS GENCERT(T4ZUSR) DIGICERT(T4ZRING) 

            SUBJECTN('CN="test4z" OU="MFD"

            O="Broadcom" L="Prague" ST="Prague" C="CZ"')

            KEYSIZE(2048) KEYUSAGE(HANDSHAKE)

            LABLCERT('Unsigned cert for your application')

            ALTNAME('DOMAIN=test4z.example.com')

The certificate is generated.
3. Generate a certificate signing request (CSR) for your certificate.

Example:
TSS GENREQ(T4ZUSR) DIGICERT(T4ZRING) DCDSN('T4ZRING.CERTU')

The certificate signing request is generated and stored in the dataset that you specified in the DCDSN parameter.
4. Download the CSR from the data set generated in step 3 and send it to a Certificate Authority (CA). The CA signs

your request, encrypts it with a private key, and sends you a validated certificate. The CA also sends you a root CA
certificate and, sometimes, one or more intermediate certificates.

5. Allocate two datasets to store your signed certificate and the root certificate. Use the same format as the output data
set in step 1 (T4ZRING.CERTU): RECFM=VB LRECL=84 .

NOTE
If the Certificate Authority provides also the intermediate certificates, allocate extra data sets to store the
intermediate certificates.

Example:
T4ZRING.CERT The data set that stores your signed certificate

T4ZRING.ROOTCERT The data set that stores the root certificate
(Optional)

T4ZRING.INTCERT
The data set that stores the intermediate certificate

6. Upload the signed certificate files to the data sets allocated in step 5.
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You have obtained and stored your signed certificate and a root certificate.

Connect the Signed Certificates to the Key Ring and the IDs

1. Add your signed certificate to your user ID. Specify the data set that stores your signed certificate.
Example:
TSS ADD(T4ZUSR) DIGICERT(T4ZCERT) 

   LABLCERT('Signed cert for Test4z') DCDSN('T4ZRING.CERT') TRUST

The certificate is connected to your user ID and paired with a private key.
2. Add your signed certificate to the key ring that you generated in step 1 of the previous procedure.

Example:
In this example, the first reference to the T4ZUSR user ID specifies the owner of the key ring. The second reference
specifies the owner of the signed certificate.
TSS ADD(T4ZUSR) KEYRING(T4ZRING) RINGDATA(T4ZUSR,T4ZCERT) USAGE(PERSONAL) DEFAULT

The signed certificate is connected to your key ring.
3. Connect the root CA certificate to the CERTAUTH ACID.

NOTE
If the root certificate is already connected to CERTAUTH ACID, you can skip this step.

Example:
TSS ADD(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(ROOTCERT) LABLCERT('DigiCert Global Root CA') DCDSN('T4ZRING.ROOTCERT') TRUST

The root CA certificate is connected to the CERTAUTH ACID.
4. Add the root CA certificate to your key ring.

Example:
TSS ADD(T4ZUSR) KEYRING(T4ZRING) RINGDATA(CERTAUTH,ROOTCERT) USAGE(CERTAUTH)

The root CA certificate is connected to your key ring.
5. (Optional) If you received intermediate certificates, repeat steps 3 and 4 to add the intermediate certificates to the

CERTAUTH ACID and to your key ring. Specify the appropriate datasets that contain the intermediate certificates.

List the Key Ring Content

To list the certificates owned by a user ID, use the following Top Secret command:

Example:

TSS LIST(T4ZUSR) DIGICERT(ALL)

A list of certificates assigned to the user T4ZUSR appears.

DIGICERT = TPLCERT          ACCESSORID = T4ZUSR                          

   ADMIN BY= BY(MASTER  )    SMFID(M10H)   ON(05/07/2021)  AT(11:01:13)  

LABEL      = Test4z Certificate                                        

STATUS     = TRUST                                                       

SERIAL#    = 079F09B3D725A0D4E229C010635EDA75                            

ISSUER DISTINGUISHED NAME:                                               

             .CN=GeoTrust RSA CA 2018.OU=www.digicert.com.O=DigiCert In -

             c.C=US                                                      

SUBJECT DISTINGUISHED NAME:                                              

             CN=*.broadcom.net.O=Broadcom Inc.L=San Jose.ST=California. -

             C=US                                                        

DOMAIN NAME:                                                             

             *.broadcom.net                                              

KEYUSAGE:                                                                
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             HANDSHAKE                                                   

PRIVATE KEY SIZE = 2048                                                  

PRIVATE KEY TYPE = RSA                                                   

ALGORITHM = sha256WithRSAEncryption                                      

NOT BEFORE = 2021/05/07  00:00:00 UTC                                    

NOT AFTER  = 2022/05/12  23:59:59 UTC                                    

CERTIFICATE WAS SIGNED BY:  ACID(CERTAUTH) DIGICERT(DCCACERT)            

CERTIFICATE IS CONNECTED TO THE FOLLOWING KEYRINGS:                      

  ACID(T4ZUSR  )  KEYRING(T4ZRING)

Enable TLS Encryption
Enable TLS security for Test4z and configure the security options.

To complete the TLS configuration of Test4z, enable or configure the following parameters in the application.yml file.
The application.yml file is allocated during the post-install configuration.

keyAlias
Specifies the label of the signed Test4z certificate.

keyPassword
Specifies the password for the signed Test4z certificate.

keyStore
Specifies the location of the key store.

keyStorePassword
Specifies the password of the key store.

keyStoreType
Specifies the type of key store.

trustStore
Specifies the location of the certificates signed by the CA.

trustStorePassword
Specifies the password of the certificates signed by the CA.

trustStoreType
Specifies the type of certificates signed by the CA.

verifySslCertificatesOfService
Specifies that Test4z uses TLS encryption (the HTTPS protocol) to authenticate and encrypt the connection
between the z/OS system and the client.

Example: Sample application.yml file contents

The following sample file uses values that were used in the previous examples for the TLS configuration.

keyAlias: Test4zCertificate                               

keyPassword:                                  

keyStore: safkeyring:////T4ZSERV/T4ZRING                                    

keyStorePassword:                                     

keyStoreType: JCERACFKS                                       

trustStore:               

trustStorePassword:

verifySslCertificatesOfService: true
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Run the Test4z Service on z/OS
Run the Test4z service on your z/OS system.

You can run the Test4z service on your z/OS system as a started task or as a batch job.

Run the Test4z Service as a Started Task

Follow these steps to start the Test4z service on your z/OS system as a started task:

1. Copy the BRTHLQ.C9MLJCL(T4ZSTPRC) job into the LPAR.PROCLIB data set.
2. Open the PROCLIB(T4ZSTPRC) member in edit mode.
3. Edit the PROCLIB(T4ZSTPRC) member according to the JCL description and save it.
4. Issue the START command.

NOTE
Implement any required security changes to your system to run T4ZSTPRC as a started task.

You can now set up the client side.

Run the Test4z Service as a Batch Job

Follow these steps to start the Test4z service on your z/OS system as a batch job:

1. Copy the BRTHLQ.C9MLJCL(T4ZSTPRC) job into a library of your choice.
2. Edit the T4ZSTPRC job as follows:

– Add a jobcard at the beginning of the JCL.
– Edit the parameters according to the JCL description.
– Add the following line at the bottom of the JCL: //GO EXEC TEST4Z

3. Submit the job.

You can now set up the client side.

Verify Installation
Verify that you successfully installed Test4z. Verify that Test4z is running and perform diagnostic checks.

Use the following procedure to verify that Test4z is running before you set up the client side:

• Open the STDOUT log and verify that the following messages are displayed:
– INFO ZWEAS102I Service is listening on port: port-number
– INFO ZWEAS103I Service can be accessed using URL: https://hostname:port-number

• Verify that you can access the Test4z swagger UI at the address: https://hostname:port-number

Where:

hostname
Hostname of the LPAR

port-number
Port used by Test4z as configured in the service configuration during deployment

Diagnostic Checks

Run the Diagnostic Test4z API to perform diagnostic checks on configuration parameters.

TIP
For more information about accessing the Diagnostic API, see Using the REST API.
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The API performs the following diagnostic checks:

commandExec
Checks whether the user ID has sufficient rights to execute TSO commands through TSOCMD.

dsCreate
Checks whether the user ID has sufficient rights to create data sets.

dsDelete
Checks whether the user ID has sufficient rights to delete existing data sets. If the user ID does not have sufficient
rights to delete data sets, the Test4z tests execute, but the temporary data sets created during execution are not
deleted.

dsWrite
Checks whether the user ID has sufficient rights to write records in existing data sets.

fmpLoadLibAccess
Checks whether the user ID has sufficient rights to access the load library.

fmpLoadLibExist
Checks whether the load library exists.

fmpLoadLibValid
Checks whether the load library belongs to File Master Plus.

Integrating REST API with the Zowe API ML
Integrate the REST API with the API ML to make Test4z discoverable through the Discovery Service of the API catalog.

The Zowe API ML provides a single point of access for mainframe service REST APIs. The layer offers enterprise, cloud-
like features such as high-availability, scalability, dynamic API discovery, consistent security, a single sign-on experience,
and documentation. The Zowe API ML facilitates secure communication across loosely coupled microservices through the
API Gateway. The Zowe API ML includes an API Catalog that provides an interface to view all discovered microservices,
their associated APIs, and Swagger documentation in a user-friendly manner. The Discovery Service makes it possible to
determine the location and status of microservice instances running inside the ecosystem.

This REST API earned Zowe Conformant status. The Zowe Conformance Program aims to give
users the confidence that when they use a product, app, or distribution that leverages Zowe
they can expect a high level of common functionality, interoperability, and user experience. For
information about which REST APIs are conformant with the Zowe API Mediation Layer, see the
Open Mainframe Project site.

Integration with the Zowe API ML is optional and brings additional benefits. You can still use the Test4z REST API without
the Zowe API ML.

Zowe API ML Key Features
Consistent Access

API call routing and normalization of API service URLs through the built-in Gateway component provide Zowe API
ML users with a consistent way of accessing mainframe APIs at a static IP location.

Dynamic Discovery
The Discovery Service component frees clients from having to face the challenge of determining the location and
status of API service instances running inside the ecosystem.
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High Availability
Zowe API ML is designed with high availability and scalability in mind through DVIPA running on z/OS.

Redundancy and Scalability
The Gateway increases API service throughput without the need for API consumers to make changes to
configuration settings by simply starting multiple API service instances.

Presentation of Services
The API Catalog component provides easy access to discovered API services and their associated API
documentation in a user-friendly manner. Access to the contents of the API catalog is controlled through z/OS
security.

Encrypted Communication
Zowe API ML facilitates secure communication across internal components, and discovered API services through
the Gateway.

Platform Independence
As the Zowe API ML is implemented in Java, the Layer targets z/OS as a platform, but can run on other platforms
as needed.

Single Sign-On Experience
You need to log in once only to access all the Zowe Conformant REST services managed by the Zowe API ML.
This provides a much better user experience and performance characteristics over requiring you to send and
have your credentials authenticated on each cal

Integrate with the Zowe API ML

Follow these steps to integrate Test4z with Zowe API ML:

1. Install the Zowe API ML.
2. Update the following settings in the application.yml configuration file:

a. Set apiml.enabled to true .
b. Set api.service.discoveryServiceUrls to the URL of the Zowe API ML Discovery Service. You can keep

https://localhost:10011/eureka if the API Mediation Layer is running on the same server and is using the
default port 10011 for the Discovery Service.

Example of values set in the application.yml file:

apiml:

   enabled: true 

   service: 

     discoveryServiceUrls: 

       - https://localhost:10011/eureka

3. Configure certificates to enable HTTPS connections between the REST API and the Zowe API ML.
a. Create the key ring and the certificates on the z/OS side. For documentation about this procedure, see Configure

Security.
b. Import the certificates into the Zowe API ML, see Certificate Management in Zowe API Mediation Layer.

4. Onboard the Test4z REST API as a Java REST API with Spring Boot.
TIP
For more information about installing the Zowe API ML and integrating REST APIs with the Zowe API ML,
see Zowe API ML.

5. Verify that the integration is successful. Go to the API Catalog home page and ensure that the Test4z REST API
service is displayed.

You integrated the Test4z REST API with the Zowe API ML.
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Using the REST API
Access the REST APIs to consume Test4z services.

As a user, you access the Test4z REST Application Program Interface (API) to perform tests on your z/Os system. You
can access the services either directly trough an exposed port or through the Zowe API ML gateway.

The calls to the Test4z REST API can be made through cURL, POSTMAN, or other REST API clients.

URL Addresses

The URL addresses for the REST API operations have the following structure:

• Accessing Test4z directly trough an exposed port:
https://hostname:port-number

• Accessing Test4z through the Zowe API ML:
https://APIML-hostname:APIML-port-number/bctest4z/api/v1
Where:

APIML-hostname
Specifies the host name of the Zowe API ML gateway.

APIML-port-number
Specifies the port number that exposes the Zowe API ML service.

REST API

The following Test4z samples REST API documentation was generated from the OpenAPI Specification (formerly
Swagger Specification). The samples are in JSON format.

Please refer to the online format for OpenAPI content.
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Securing
Review security features of Brightside and the use of Security Technical Implementation Guides (STIGs)

Brightside now offers security enforcement through Security Technical Implementation Guides (STIGs), a set of guides
made available through the Defense Information Systems Agency (DISA) of the United States Department of Defense.
Through the implementation of STIGs, mission-critical mainframe software solutions such as Brightside can be secured to
prevent malicious cyber-attacks. Features that are included in the STIGs for Brightside include:

• Protection of APF-authorized load modules and libraries
• Protection of installation data sets
• Protection of configuration data sets
• Protection of started task controls (STCs).

For more information about built-in security features in Brightside, see the topics in the section Using STIG Articles in this
documentation.

Using STIG Articles
Includes mainframe security standard review and implementation guidelines.

When applied to Brightside, the security standards decrease the risk of unauthorized disclosure of sensitive information.
We developed our vendor Security Technical Implementation Guides (STIGs) to enhance the confidentiality, integrity, and
availability of customers using our mainframe products.

Implementation Responsibility

Before you implement these standards within your production environment, especially within large user populations, we
recommend that you evaluate the specified standards in a local, representative test environment. The extensive variety of
environments makes it impossible to test these standards for all potential mainframe environments.

Evaluating the risks and benefits of circumstances and requirements of a system is the responsibility of the system owner.
  The evaluated risks resulting from not applying specified configuration settings should be approved by the responsible
authorizing official within respective organizations. Furthermore, Broadcom implies no warranty that the application of all
specified configurations results in a system that is 100 percent secure. We provide these security standards as guidelines.
Ensure that all applicable security guidance is applied at the device-hardening level and the architectural level. Some
settings may not be configurable in all environments. Each STIG is limited to the specific ESM and assumes that you have
fully and properly implemented all security controls within Brightside.

IMPORTANT
Broadcom accepts no liability for the consequences of applying specific configuration settings that are made
based on the security standard. For some production environments, failure to test before implementation may
lead to a loss of required functionality.

Severity Definitions

These definitions are a measure of vulnerabilities that are used to assess a facility or system security posture. Each STIG
ID in this document is assigned one of the following values:

Severity 1- High Any vulnerability, the exploitation of which directly and immediately result in loss of confidentiality,
availability, or integrity.

Severity 2 - Medium Any vulnerability, the exploitation of which has a potential to result in loss of confidentiality, availability, or
integrity.
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Severity 3 - Low Any vulnerability, the existence of which degrades measures to protect against loss of confidentiality,
availability, or integrity.

Depending upon the specific details within the access granted, aggregated risks may exist. The resulting risks could
increase the risk severity from one level to another.

User Roles and Least Privilege Access

The following list details typical mainframe infrastructure roles at the z/OS system level regardless if 0 to 500 applications
are running. These roles correspond to the roles allowed to have specific access levels within the STIG. Your
organization, least privilege, and separation of role requirements determine who is assigned a role by user ID. We
recommend that you build a formalized document that defines all roles, duties, responsibilities, and specific access
allowed and approved for each mainframe infrastructure role in your organization.

Replace the following with the roles specific for your product.

• Systems Administrator
• Systems Programmer

Access is granted only based on valid requirements to product resources as documented by roles that individuals are
assigned. Ensure the least privilege access is granted, allowing individuals to perform the documented functions within the
assigned role.

STIG Articles by Finding for ACF2
Access and implement Broadcom guidance by using a high-level overview of Brightside STIG articles for ACF2.

This following table provides a high-level overview of Brightside for ACF2 STIG articles. Select the specific Broadcom
STIG ID to assess and implement the guidance.

• Severity 1:  High
• Severity 2:  Medium
• Severity 3:  Low

To manage your STIG implementation, download this Excel spreadsheet.

Broadcom STIG ID Title Description

BBRSA001
Severity 1

Protect APF-authorized Load Modules
and Libraries

Presents  how to identify your APF load library data sets that
are not properly protected and how to remove access from
unauthorized LIDs, and ensure access is logged in accordance
with the procedure in this article. It also shows how to ensure
appropriate program control is in place.

BBRSA002
Severity 2

Protect Installation Data Sets Presents how to identify your installation data sets that are not
properly protected and how to remove inappropriate access from
unauthorized LIDs.

BBRSA003
Severity 2

Protect Configuration Data Set Presents how to identify whether your Brightside configuration files
are properly protected and how to remove inappropriate access
from unauthorized LIDs.

BBRSA004
Severity 2

Protect Started Tasks The organization must ensure all required Brightside started
tasks are properly and individually defined to ACF2. This topic
presents how to identify your started tasks that are not properly
defined and issue the proper commands to correct this.
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STIG ID - BBRSA001: Protect APF-authorized Load Modules and Libraries
Prevent unauthorized access to the Authorized Program Facility to avoid compromising OS environment, applications,
and customer data.

Severity: 1 - High

Load modules that possess significant capacity to perform or bypass system and security controls need to be
appropriately protected. These load modules may reside in the Authorized Program Facility list (APF). Unauthorized use
of these modules could result in the compromise of the operating system environment, External Security Manager (ESM),
applications, and customer data.

The organization must ensure that update or greater access to all APF-authorized libraries is limited to system
programmers based upon documented roles performed. Additionally, the organization must ensure that all write or greater
access is logged. In order to reduce risk, greater than read access to such load libraries should only be authorized during
times of approved change.

This STIG article shows how to identify your APF load library data sets that are not properly protected and how to remove
access from unauthorized LIDs, and ensure access is logged in accordance with the procedure in this article. It also
shows how to ensure appropriate program control is in place.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine whether you should consider remediation:

1. Obtain the list of APF authorized load libraries from the responsible Brightside software system programmer.
2. Generate the reports to display who has access to Brightside APF-authorized load library data sets:

ACF

ACCESS DSNAME(Brightside APF library data set name)

        

Brightside APF library data set name
Specifies the name of the Brightside APF load library as installed

The product displays who has access to Brightside APF load library data sets.
Example Output
The data set is used only as an example.

      ACF  

      ACCESS DSNAME(Brightside data set name) 

      ACCESS Subcommand Results as of 10/12/21-14:36 for: Brightside data set name 

            

      Key: Brightside data set name HLQ

      

      Ruleline: - UID(*) READ(A) WRITE(A) ALLOC(A) EXEC(A)

      Logonids with access to: Brightside data set name SYSPRG1 READ(A), WRITE(A) 

      Lids: All logonids  BRS01 READ(A), WRITE(A) ALL LIDS READ(A)  

        

The full list of active APF-authorized libraries can be displayed using the z/OS console command:
D PROG,APF

This command can be used to verify the active Brightside APF-authorized data set names against the installation list.
3. View the reports to identify all LIDs with access to Brightside APF-authorized load library data sets.
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– If WRITE or greater access to the APF load libraries is limited only to responsible z/OS system programmers,
based upon documented assigned roles, and only authorized during times of approved change, your organization
does not have an audit finding.

– If any other user LID is found with greater than READ access to Brightside APF load library data sets, your
organization has an audit finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Limit all access greater than "read" to time frames of approved changes, and reduce that access to read only outside of
approved change windows, including for system programmers:

1. Review your organization's access authorization to Brightside APF load library data sets and evaluate the impact of
removing access from LIDs. An LID can be either an individual user or part of a group specified either using masking
characters on a UID string or in an X-ROL record.

2. Change the rules that refer relevant Brightside load library data sets to remove WRITE-or-greater access for each LID
that should not have access to Brightside APF load library data sets:

ACF

SET RULE

RECKEY Brightside_library_data_set_HLQ MOD(Rest_of_Brightside_library_data set_name UID(*****OPRTOR)

 READ(A))  

        

UID(*****OPRTOR)
Specifies the UID of the LIDs from which greater-than-READ access is being removed.

Brightside library data set name
Specifies the name of the Brightside APF-authorized load library as installed.

3. Ensure logging for WRITE-or-greater access is enabled for APF load library data sets by specifying “L” inside the
parentheses following WRITE or ALLOCATE access:

ACF

SET RULE

RECKEY Brightside_library_data_set_HLQ MOD(Rest_of_Brightside_library_data set_name UID(*****SYSPRG1)

 READ(A) WRITE(L) A(L))    

        

4. Re-issue the ACCESS commands to verify that the APF Brightside load library data set access no longer exists for
unauthorized LIDs:

ACF

ACCESS DSNAME(Brightside Load library data set name)

        

ACCESS Subcommand Results as of 10/12/21-14:36 for: Brightside data set name  

                                                                            

Key: SYS2                                                                  

                                                                            

Ruleline: Rest_of_Brightside_data_set_name UID(*****SYSPRG1) READ(A) WRITE(L) ALLOC(L)                    

   

Logonids with access to: data set_name SYSPRG1 READ(A), WRITE(L), ALLOC(L)          

          

Brightside load library data set name
Specifies the name of Brightside load library as installed.
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Output should confirm that Brightside APF load library data set write or greater access no longer exists for
unauthorized LIDs.

5. Reissue the commands in step 1 of “Identify Audit Finding” to ensure the changes have taken place.

Ensuring APF load library data sets are properly protected reduces risk and exposures to the organization, and ensures
that the mainframe is not compromised by exploitation of APF load libraries and modules.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCI-000213, CCI-002234

CCI: CCI-000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for
logical access to information and system resources in accordance
with applicable access control policies.

Type: Technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 :: AC-3
NIST SP 800-53A :: AC-3.1
NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 :: AC-3

CCI: CCI-002234

Published Date: 2013-06-24

Definition: The information system audits the execution of privileged
functions.

Type: Technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 :: AC-6 (9)

STIG ID - BBRSA002: Protect Installation Data Sets
Use ACF2 commands toiIdentify your installation data sets that are not properly protected, and remove inappropriate
access from unauthorized LIDs.

Severity: 2 - Medium

Brightside installation data sets can use privileged functions and have access to sensitive data. Failure to properly restrict
access to these data sets could result in violating the integrity of the base product, which could result in compromising the
operating system or sensitive data.

The organization must ensure that write or greater access to Brightside installation data sets is limited to only the
responsible system programmers who perform the installation and upgrade of the software product. The Mainframe
cybersecurity team must also ensure that access is granted only during limited periods of approved installation and
upgrade projects and all access greater than read is logged. Read access can be given to auditors, security team, and
automation team users. All failures and successful write and write or greater access must be logged.

The system programmers who are responsible for the product must identify and document the product data sets and
categorize them according to who requires write or greater access, and if required, ensure that all write or greater access
is logged. The system programmer must identify if any additional users or groups require write or allocate access for
specific data sets. Once documented, the system programmer must work with the Mainframe LPAR level cybersecurity
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team to ensure that the resources are properly restricted within the External Security Manager (ESM) active on the
system.

This STIG article shows how to identify your installation data sets that are not properly protected and how to remove
inappropriate access from unauthorized LIDs.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete the following steps to determine whether you should consider remediation:

1. Run the reports to display who has access to Brightside installation data sets:

  ACF

  ACCESS DSNAME(Brightside installation data set name)      

        

Brightside installation data set name
Specifies the name of the Brightside installation data set to be reported. The product displays who has access to
the Brightside installation data sets.

The product displays who has access to the Brightside installation data sets.
Example Output

ACF 

          

ACCESS DSNAME('yourhlq.A9MLJCL') 

ACCESS Subcommand Results as of 10/12/21-14:28 for: yourhlq.A9MLJCL

          

Key: yourhlq 

          

Ruleline: - UID(*) READ(A) EXEC(A)                                     

Lids: All logonids   

        

2. View the reports to identify all LIDs with access to Brightside installation data sets.
3. Verify that access to the Brightside installation data sets is properly restricted. If any of the following guidance is

not true, your organization has an audit finding. For more information about audit findings, see the Remediate Audit
Finding section of this article.
– The ESM data set access authorizations restrict read access to auditors, Brightside users, and Brightside STC or

batch users. The example given above shows all users with READ access as allowed.
– The ESM data set access authorizations restrict write or greater access to the responsible product systems

programming or automation team personnel.
– The ESM data set access authorizations specify that all write or greater access permissions are setup to log the

access.

Remediate Audit Finding

Remove excessive access from users, UIDs, or roles.

1. Review your organization's access authorization to Brightside installation data sets and evaluate the impact of
removing access from unauthorized LIDs. A LID can be either an individual user or part of a group specified either
using masking characters on a UID string or in an X-ROL record.

2. Change the rules that refer relevant Brightside installation data sets to remove access for each LID that should not
have it:

ACF
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SET RULE

RECKEY yourhlq DEL(A9MLJCL UID(*****APPUSR1))     

        

A9MLJCL
Specifies the name of the Brightside installation data set..

3. Ensure logging for write-or-greater access is granted to Brightside installation data sets by specifying “L” inside the
parentheses following WRITE or ALLOCATE access::

ACF

SET RULE

RECKEY yourhlq MOD(A9MLJCL UID(*****SYSPRG1) READ(A) WRITE(L) A(L))    

        

4. Re-issue the ACCESS command to verify that the Brightside installation data set access no longer exists for
unauthorized LIDs:

ACF

ACCESS DSNAME(data set name)

ACCESS Subcommand Results as of 10/12/21-14:28 for: data set name       

                                                                        

 Key: data set HLQ                                                             

                                                                        

 Ruleline: Rest_of_data set_name UID(*****SYSPRG1) READ(A) WRITE(L) ALLOC(L)                              

       

Logonids with access to: data set name SYSPRG1 READ(A), WRITE(L), ALLOC(L)    

        

data set name
Specifies the name of the Brightside installation data set that is being verified. Output should confirm that
Brightside installation data set access no longer exists for LIDs.

Ensuring product installation data sets are properly protected reduces risk and exposures to the organization.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCI-000213, CCI-002234

CCI: CCI-000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for
logical access to information and system resources in accordance
with applicable access control policies.

Type: Technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 :: AC-3
NIST SP 800-53A :: AC-3.1
NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 :: AC-3

CCI: CCI-002234

Published Date: 2013-06-24
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Definition: The information system audits the execution of privileged
functions.

Type: Technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 :: AC-6 (9)

STIG ID - BBRSA003: Protect Configuration Data Set
Use ACF2 commands to identify whether your Brightside configuration files are properly protected, and remove
inappropriate access from unauthorized LIDs.

Severity: 2 - Medium

The various parameters, settings, and configurations used by Brightside are sensitive production data that are necessary
to ensure the product works properly and sensitive data is routed to the proper destinations. They are kept in the USS
directories designated for Brightside in files with names ending in .yml particularly including application.yml. Failure to
properly restrict access to these files could result in loss or exposure of critical data.

The organization must ensure that write or greater access to these files is limited to only the responsible system
programmers and Brightside administrators who perform the organizational responsibilities for managing the Brightside
environment. Read access can be given to auditors and to users with valid business justification for viewing the
configuration. Any access by individual users of write or greater must be logged.

The system programmers and Brightside administrators who are responsible for the product must identify and document
the Brightside configuration files. Once documented, the Mainframe LPAR level cybersecurity team ensures that the
resources are properly restricted within the External Security Manager (ESM) active on the system.

This STIG article shows how to identify whether your Brightside configuration files are properly protected and how to
remove inappropriate access from unauthorized LIDs.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete the following steps to determine whether you should consider remediation:

1. If HFSSEC is enabled, run the reports to display who has access to Brightside configuration files:

  ACF

  ACCESS TYPE(HFS) RESOURCE(Brightside configuration file name)      

        

Brightside configuration file name
Specifies the name of the Brightside configuration file to be reported. The product displays who has access to the
Brightside configuration file.

View the reports to identify all LIDs with access to the Brightside configuration files.
2. If native HFS security is in use (i.e. HFSSEC is not enabled), issue the following USS shell command in each

Brightside directory where files are located with a suffix of .yml in their names:

ls -l

          

View the reports to identify whether the permission bits for group or all are set to allow write access.
3. Verify that access to the Brightside configuration files is properly restricted. If any of the following guidance is not true,

your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
– If HFSSEC is on, the following conditions apply:
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• HFSSEC access authorizations restrict greater than read access to the responsible product systems
programming or Brightside administrator personnel for the approved limited maintenance time.

• HFSSEC access authorizations specify that all greater than read access permissions are set up to log the
access.

– If HFSSEC is off and native UNIX security is in place, only “owner” permission bits allow for other than read
access.:

If anyone has more access than above, your organization has a finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Remove excessive access from users or profiles.

1. Review your organization's access authorization to the Brightside configuration files and evaluate the impact of
removing access from unauthorized LIDs.  A LID can be either an individual user or part of a group specified either
using masking characters on a UID string or in an X-ROL record.

2. If HFSSEC is off and native UNIX file access control is in place, then issue this shell command in each directory where
Brightside .yml files are located. Then issue the ls -l command to verify the change was successful.

CHMOD 644 file name   

        

The remaining steps are for organizations with HFSSEC turned on.
3. Change the rules that refer relevant Brightside HFS configuration files to remove WRITE or greater access for each

LID that should not have it to Brightside configuration file:

$KEY(file HLQ) TYPE(HFS)

  Rest of file name UID(*****OPRTOR) SERVICE(READ) ALLOW   

        

UID
Specifies the UID of the users from which access is being revoked.

file name
Specifies the name of the Brightside configuration file.

4. Ensure logging for write or greater access is in place for configuration data set by specifying LOG following
SERVICE(WRITE) access:

$KEY(configuration file HLQ)

Rest of configuration file name UID(*****SYSPRG1) SERVICE(READ,WRITE) LOG    

        

UID
Specifies the UID of the users from which access is being logged.

file name
Specifies the name of Brightside configuration file(s) as installed.

5. Re-issue the ACCESS command to verify that the Brightside configuration data set access no longer exists for
unauthorized LIDs:

$KEY(configuration file HLQ)

Rest of configuration file name UID(*****SYSPRG1) SERVICE(READ,WRITE) LOG    

        

file name
Specifies the name of Brightside configuration file that is being verified.

Output should confirm that Brightside configuration file access no longer exists for specified LIDs.
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Ensuring product installation data sets are properly protected reduces risk and exposures to the organization.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCI-000213, CCI-002234

CCI: CCI-000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for
logical access to information and system resources in accordance
with applicable access control policies.

Type: Technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 :: AC-3
NIST SP 800-53A :: AC-3.1
NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 :: AC-3

CCI: CCI-002234

Published Date: 2013-06-24

Definition: The information system audits the execution of privileged
functions.

Type: Technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 :: AC-6 (9)

STIG ID - BBRSA004: Protected Started Tasks
Identify your started tasks that are not properly defined to ACF2, and issue the proper commands to correct this.

Severity: 2 - Medium

There are up to six Brightside-related tasks that may be run as either batch JCL or started tasks (STCs). If any or all of
them are run as STCs, it is important that they be defined with specific resource access. By defining the started tasks as
LIDs to the system External Security Manager (ESM), Brightside allows the ESM to control the access. Failure to properly
control these capabilities could compromise the operating system environment, ESM, and customer data.

The organization must ensure all required Brightside started tasks are properly and individually defined to ACF2.

This STIG article shows how to identify your started tasks that are not properly defined and issue the proper commands to
correct this.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete the following steps to determine whether you should consider remediation:

1. Run the following report to display the Brightside started task:

  ACF

  SHOW STCID      

        

The product displays the Brightside started tasks.
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  --STARTED TASK TABLE -

STCID    LOGONID   GROUP

======   ========= =======

...

AMSSAENB AMSSAENB

AMSSTCMS AMSSTCMS

...

T4ZSTC   T4ZSTC       

...

ZWESASTC ZWESASTC 

ZWESLSTC ZWESLSTC

ZWEXMSTC ZWEXMSTC

...    

        

The STC names used by Brightside are:
AMSSAENB

API Audit Log for Zowe when run as a started task.
AMSSTCMS

API State Monitor for Zowe when run as a started task
T4ZSTC

Test4z, a service that lets you search, compare, copy, and update data sets, when run as a started task.
ZWESASTC

Started task JCL for the cross memory Auxiliary server
ZWESLSTC

TJCL to start Zowe
ZWEXMSTC

JCL to start the Zowe cross memory server
Individual LIDs for each of the Started Tasks must be used to provide accountability.

2. Determine if the Brightside Started Tasks are defined in the output of the listing as Started Tasks. The associated LID
should be the name of the Started Task. Run the following report to display the individual Started Task LIDs:

ACF 

LIST STC_LID

          

STC_LIDB
The name of the Brightside Started Task LID being verified

3. Review the STC LID listing and verify the following guidance. If any of the following guidance is not true, your
organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding
– Defined with only privileges of STC

Remediate Audit Finding

The Information System Security Officer (ISSO) and the system programmer for Brightside must ensure that a product's
Started Task(s) is properly defined.

1. Ensure that a product's started task(s) is/are properly defined to the ESM. Most product installation documentation
indicates how the started task is identified and notes any additional attributes that must be specified.
The following example shows the attributes that should be specified for the Brightside task's LID. Example:
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ACF

SET LID

INSERT USING(ACFSTCID) T4ZSTC NAME(STC FOR BRIGHTSIDE TEST4Z) STC MUSASS

        

In this example, Brightside is the STC LID. Replace Brightside with the Brightside STC LID you are protecting
2. Add a GSO STC record for each started task PROC and LID. In this example, T4ZSTC is the STC being defined and

T4ZSTC is also the LID under which the STC will be running:

ACF

SET CONTROL(GSO)

INSERT STC LOGONID(T4ZSTC) STCID(T4ZSTC)

  

Do this for each of the Brightside Started Tasks.
3. Run the following report to verify the Brightside Started Task LIDs are listed as a started task:

ACF

SHOW STCID   

        

Example output

--STARTED TASK TABLE -

STCID    LOGONID   GROUP

======   ========= =======

...

AMSSAENB AMSSAENB

AMSSTCMS AMSSTCMS

...

T4ZSTC   T4ZSTC       

...

ZWESASTC ZWESASTC 

ZWESLSTC ZWESLSTC

ZWEXMSTC ZWEXMSTC

...

   

Ensuring Brightside started tasks are properly defined reduces risk and exposure to the organization.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCI-000764

CCI: CCI-000764

Published Date: 2009-09-17

Definition: The information system uniquely identifies and authenticates
organizational users (or processes acting on behalf of
organizational users)

Type: Technical
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References: NIST SP 800-53 :: AC-3
NIST SP 800-53A :: AC-3.1
NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 :: AC-3

STIG Articles by Finding for Top Secret
Access and implement Broadcom guidance by using a high-level overview of Brightside STIG articles for Top Secret.

This article provides a high-level overview of Brightside for Top Secret STIG articles. Select the specific Broadcom STIG
ID to assess and implement the guidance.

• Severity 1:  High
• Severity 2:  Medium
• Severity 3:  Low

To manage your STIG implementation, download this Excel spreadsheet.

Broadcom STIG ID Title Description

BBRST001
Severity 1

Protect APF-authorized Load Modules
and Libraries

Presents  how to identify your APF load library data sets that
are not properly protected and how to remove access from
unauthorized ACIDs, and ensure access is logged in accordance
with the procedure in this article. It also shows how to ensure
appropriate program control is in place.

BBRST002
Severity 2

Protect Installation Data Sets Presents how to identify your installation data sets that are not
properly protected and how to remove inappropriate access from
unauthorized ACIDs.

BBRST003
Severity 2

Protect Configuration Data Set Presents how to identify whether your Brightside configuration files
are properly protected and how to remove inappropriate access
from unauthorized ACIDs.

BBRST004
Severity 2

Protect Started Tasks The organization must ensure all required Brightside started tasks
are properly and individually defined to Top Secret. This topic
presents how to identify your started tasks that are not properly
defined and issue the proper commands to correct this.

STIG ID - BBRST001: Protect APF-authorized Load Modules and Libraries
Use TSS commands to identify your APF load library data sets that are not properly protected, remove access from
unauthorized ACIDs, and ensure access is logged.

Severity: 1 - High

Load modules that possess significant capacity to perform or bypass system and security controls need to be
appropriately protected. These load modules may reside in the Authorized Program Facility list (APF), and may be
accessible through traditional partitioned load libraries, or via the Unix System Services (USS) Hierarchical File System
(HFS, including the zFS version). Unauthorized use of these modules could result in the compromise of the operating
system environment, External Security Manager (ESM), applications, and customer data.

The organization must ensure that update or greater access to all APF-authorized libraries is limited to system
programmers based upon documented roles performed. Additionally, the organization must ensure that all update or
greater access is logged. In order to reduce risk, greater than read access to such load libraries should only be authorized
during times of approved change.

This STIG article shows how to identify your APF load library data sets that are not properly protected and how to remove
access from unauthorized ACIDs, and ensure access is logged in accordance with the procedure in this article. This topic
also describes how to ensure that appropriate program control is in place.
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Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine whether you should consider remediation:

1. Generate the reports to display who has access to Brightside APF load library data set(s). While it is not a best
practice, some organizations may include copying some or all of the APF-authorized modules in these libraries to
other system libraries already in the APF. Ensure you have identified all relevant libraries, and issue the following
commands under TSO:

TSS WHOHAS DSN(Brightside load library data set name)

        

Brightside APF library data set name
Specifies the name of the Brightside APF load library as installed

The product displays who has access to Brightside APF load library data sets.
The full list of active APF authorized libraries can be displayed using the z/OS console command:

D PROG,APF  

        

The full list of active APF-authorized libraries can be displayed using the z/OS console command:
D PROG,APF

This command can be used to verify the active Brightside APF data set names against the installation list.
2. View the reports to identify all ACIDs with access to Brightside APF-authorized load library data sets.

– If update or greater access to the relevant load libraries is limited only to responsible z/OS system programmers,
based upon documented assigned roles, and only authorized during times of approved change, your organization
does not have an audit finding.

– If any other user ACID is found with greater than read access to Brightside APF load library data sets, your
organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

– If the Top Secret data set rules for Brightside APF libraries do not specify logging for any update or greater access,
your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Limit all access greater than "read" to time frames of approved changes, and reduce that access to read only outside of
approved change windows, including for system programmers:

1. Review your organization's access authorization to  Brightside APF load library data sets and evaluate the impact of
removing access from ACIDs.

2. Revoke the Brightside APF load library data set permissions for each ACID that should not have access:

TSS REVOKE(acid) DSN(Brightside library data set name)          

          

acid
Specifies the ACID of the userid/profile from which access is being revoked.

Brightside library data set name
Specifies the name of the Brightside APF load library as installed.

The product confirms your change.
3. Use one of the following methods to ensure logging for update or greater access is granted to APF load library data

sets
– Use ACTION(AUDIT) on any permissions granting greater than read access:

  TSS PERMIT(acid) data set(Brightside data set name) Access(Update) ACTION(AUDIT)
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– Alternatively, Add APF load library data set to the Global Audit Record with the access levels to be logged:

TSS ADD(AUDIT) DATASET(Brightside data set name) ACCESS(update,write,create,scratch,control,all)       

       

    

acid
Specifies the ACID of the userid/profile from which access is being revoked.

Brightside library data set name
Specifies the name of the Brightside load library as installed.

4. Re-issue the WHOHAS commands to verify that the APF Brightside load library data set access no longer exists for
unauthorized ACIDs:

TSS WHOHAS DSN(Brightside Load library data set name)

        

Brightside Load library data set name
Specifies the name of Brightside load library as installed.

Output should confirm that APF Brightside load library data set access no longer exists for unauthorized ACIDs.

ACCESS Subcommand Results as of 10/12/21-14:36 for: Brightside data set name  

                                                                            

Key: SYS2                                                                  

                                                                            

Ruleline: Rest_of_Brightside_data_set_name UID(*****SYSPRG1) READ(A) WRITE(L) ALLOC(L)                    

   

Logonids with access to: data set_name SYSPRG1 READ(A), WRITE(L), ALLOC(L)          

          

Brightside load library data set name
Specifies the name of Brightside load library as installed.

Output should confirm that Brightside APF load library data set write or greater access no longer exists for
unauthorized LIDs.

5. Reissue the commands in step 1 of “Identify Audit Finding” to ensure the changes have taken place.

Ensuring APF load library data sets are properly protected reduces risk and exposures to the organization, and ensures
that the mainframe is not compromised by exploitation of APF load libraries and modules.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCI-000213, CCI-002234

CCI: CCI-000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for
logical access to information and system resources in accordance
with applicable access control policies.

Type: Technical
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References: NIST SP 800-53 :: AC-3
NIST SP 800-53A :: AC-3.1
NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 :: AC-3

CCI: CCI-002234

Published Date: 2013-06-24

Definition: The information system audits the execution of privileged
functions.

Type: Technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 :: AC-6 (9)

STIG ID - BBRST002: Protect Installation Data Sets
Use TSS commands to identify your installation data sets that are not properly protected, and remove inappropriate
access from unauthorized ACIDs.

Severity: 2 - Medium

Brightside installation data sets can use privileged functions and have access to sensitive data. Failure to properly restrict
access to these data sets could result in violating the integrity of the base product, which could result in compromising the
operating system or sensitive data.

The organization must ensure that write or greater access to Brightside installation data sets is limited to only the
responsible system programmers who perform the installation and upgrade of the software product. The Mainframe
cybersecurity team must also ensure that access is granted only during limited periods of approved installation and
upgrade projects and all access greater than read is logged. Read access can be given to auditors, security team, and
automation team users. All update or greater access must be logged.

The system programmers who are responsible for the product must identify and document the product data sets and
categorize them according to who requires write or greater access, and if required, ensure that all write or greater access
is logged. The system programmer must identify if any additional users or groups require write or allocate access for
specific data sets. Once documented, the system programmer must work with the Mainframe LPAR level cybersecurity
team to ensure that the resources are properly restricted within the External Security Manager (ESM) active on the
system.

This STIG article shows how to identify your installation data sets that are not properly protected and how to remove
inappropriate access from unauthorized ACIDs.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete the following steps to determine whether you should consider remediation:

1. Run the reports to display who has access to Brightside installation data sets:

  TSS WHOHAS DSN(Brightside installation data set name)Brightside installation data set name)      

        

Brightside installation data set name
Specifies the name of the Brightside installation data set to be reported. The product displays who has access to
the Brightside installation data sets.

Example Output

TSS WHOHAS DSN(yourhlq.A9M)

 DATASET    = yourhlq.A9M                                  OWNER(SYSDEPT ) 

  XAUTH     = yourhlq.A9MLJCL                              ACID(BRSDUSR) 
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    ACCESS  = READ                                                      

...       

        

2. View the reports to identify all ACIDs with access to Brightside installation data sets.
3. Verify that access to the Brightside installation data sets is properly restricted. If any of the following guidance is

not true, your organization has an audit finding. For more information about audit findings, see the Remediate Audit
Finding section of this article.
– The ESM data set access authorizations restrict read access to auditors, Brightside users, and Brightside STC or

batch users. The example given above shows all users with READ access as allowed.
– The ESM data set access authorizations restrict write or greater access to the responsible product systems

programming or automation team personnel.
– The ESM data set access authorizations specify that all write or greater access permissions are setup to log the

access.

Remediate Audit Finding

Remove excessive access from users, UIDs, or roles.

1. Review your organization's access authorization to Brightside installation data sets and evaluate the impact of
removing access from unauthorized ACIDs. An ACID can be either an individual user or a Profile connected to multiple
users.

2. Remove the Brightside installation data set access for each ACID that should not have access to Brightside installation
data sets:

TSS REVOKE(acid) DSN(data set name)     

        

acid
Specifies the ACID of the user or profile from which access is being revoked.

data set name
Specifies the name of the Brightside installation data set.

The product confirms your change.
3. Use one of the following methods to ensure logging for update or greater access is granted to Brightside installation

data sets:
– Use ACTION(AUDIT) on any permissions granting greater than read access:

TSS PERMIT(acid) DATASET(data set name) Access(Update) ACTION(AUDIT)

            

– Alternatively, add Brightside data set to the Global Audit Record with the access levels to be logged:

TSS ADD(AUDIT) DATASET(data set name) ACCESS(update,write,create,scratch,control,all)            

            

acid
Specifies the ACID of the user ID or profile from which access is being revoked

data set name
Specifies the name of Brightside installation data set as installed.

4. Re-issue the WHOHAS command to verify that the Brightside installation data set access no longer exists for
unauthorized ACIDs:

TSS WHOHAS DSN(data set name)    
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data set name
Specifies the name of the Brightside installation data set that is being verified.

Output should confirm that Brightside installation data set access no longer exists for ACIDs.

Ensuring product installation data sets are properly protected reduces risk and exposures to the organization.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCI-000213, CCI-002234

CCI: CCI-000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for
logical access to information and system resources in accordance
with applicable access control policies.

Type: Technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 :: AC-3
NIST SP 800-53A :: AC-3.1
NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 :: AC-3

CCI: CCI-002234

Published Date: 2013-06-24

Definition: The information system audits the execution of privileged
functions.

Type: Technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 :: AC-6 (9)

STIG ID - BBRST003: Protect Configuration Data Set
Use TSS commands to identify whether your Brightside configuration files are properly protected, and remove
inappropriate access from unauthorized ACIDs.

Severity: 2 - Medium

The various parameters, settings, and configurations used by Brightside are sensitive production data that are necessary
to ensure the product works properly and sensitive data is routed to the proper destinations. They are kept in the USS
directories designated for Brightside in files with names ending in .yml particularly including application.yml. Failure to
properly restrict access to these files could result in loss or exposure of critical data.

The organization must ensure that UNIX write or Top Secret update or greater access to these files is limited to only
the responsible system programmers and Brightside administrators who perform the organizational responsibilities for
managing the Brightside environment. Read access can be given to auditors and to users with valid business justification
for viewing the configuration. Any access by individual users of UNIX write or Top Secret update or greater must be
logged.

The system programmers and Brightside administrators who are responsible for the product must identify and document
the Brightside configuration files. Once documented, the Mainframe LPAR level cybersecurity team ensures that the
resources are properly restricted within the External Security Manager (ESM) active on the system.
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This STIG article shows how to identify whether your Brightside configuration files are properly protected and how to
remove inappropriate access from unauthorized ACIDs.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete the following steps to determine whether you should consider remediation:

1. If HFSSEC is enabled, run the reports to display who has access to Brightside configuration files:

  TSS WHOHAS HFSSEC(Brightside configuration file name)      

        

Brightside configuration file name
Specifies the name of the Brightside configuration file to be reported. The product displays who has access to the
Brightside configuration file.

View the reports to identify all ACIDs with access to the Brightside configuration files.
2. If native HFS security is in use (i.e. HFSSEC is not enabled), issue the following USS shell command in each

Brightside directory where files are located with a suffix of .yml in their names:

ls -l

          

View the reports to identify whether the permission bits for group or all are set to allow write access.
3. Verify that access to the Brightside configuration files is properly restricted. If any of the following guidance is not true,

your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
– If HFSSEC is on, the following conditions apply:

• HFSSEC access authorizations restrict greater than read access to the responsible product systems
programming or Brightside administrator personnel for the approved limited maintenance time.

• HFSSEC access authorizations specify that all greater than read access permissions are set up to log the
access.

– If HFSSEC is off and native UNIX security is in place, only “owner” permission bits allow for other than read
access.:

If anyone has more access than above, your organization has a finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Remove excessive access from users or profiles.

1. Review your organization's access authorization to the Brightside configuration files and evaluate the impact of
removing access from unauthorized ACIDs.  An ACID can be either an individual user or a Profile connected to
multiple users.

2. If HFSSEC is off and native UNIX file access control is in place, issue this shell command in each directory where
Brightside .yml files are located. Then issue the ls -l command to verify the change was successful.

CHMOD 644 file name   

        

The remaining steps are for organizations with HFSSEC turned on.
3. Remove the organizational Brightside HFSSEC file access for each ACID that should not have access to Brightside

configuration files:

TSS REVOKE(acid) HFSSEC(file name)   

        

acid
Specifies the ACID of the user or profile from which access is being revoked.
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file name
Specifies the name of the Brightside configuration file.

The product confirms your change.
4. Use one of the following methods to ensure logging for update or greater access is granted to the Brightside

configuration data set:
– Use ACTION(AUDIT) on any permissions granting greater than read access:

TSS PERMIT(acid) HFSSEC(file name) Access(Update) ACTION(AUDIT)              

            

– Alternately, add Brightside file to the Global Audit Record with the access levels to be logged:
TSS ADD(AUDIT) HFSSEC(file name) ACCESS(update,all)

            

acid
Specifies the ACID of the user ID or profile from which access is being revoked.

file name
Specifies the name of Brightside configuration file as installed.

5. Re-issue the WHOHAS command to verify that the Brightside configuration file access no longer exists for
unauthorized ACIDs:

TSS WHOHAS HFSSEC(file name)  

        

file name
Specifies the name of Brightside configuration file that is being verified.

Output should confirm that Brightside configuration file access no longer exists for specified ACIDs.

Ensuring product installation data sets are properly protected reduces risk and exposures to the organization.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCI-000213, CCI-002234

CCI: CCI-000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for
logical access to information and system resources in accordance
with applicable access control policies.

Type: Technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 :: AC-3
NIST SP 800-53A :: AC-3.1
NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 :: AC-3

CCI: CCI-002234

Published Date: 2013-06-24

Definition: The information system audits the execution of privileged
functions.
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Type: Technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 :: AC-6 (9)

STIG ID - BBRST004: Protect Started Tasks
Use TSS commands to identify your started tasks that are not properly defined to Top Secret, and issue the proper
commands to correct this.

Severity: 2 - Medium

There are up to six Brightside-related tasks that may be run as either batch JCL or started tasks (STCs). If any or all of
them are run as STCs, it is important that they be defined with specific resource access. By defining the started tasks
as ACIDs to the system External Security Manager (ESM), Brightside allows the ESM to control the access. Failure to
properly control these capabilities could compromise the operating system environment, ESM, and customer data.

The organization must ensure all required Brightside started tasks are properly and individually defined to Top Secret.

This STIG article shows how to identify your started tasks that are not properly defined and issue the proper commands to
correct this.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete the following steps to determine whether you should consider remediation:

1. Run the following report to display the Brightside started task:

 TSS LIST(STC) DATA(ALL)      

        

The product displays the Brightside started tasks, including any Brightside ones that may be defined.

ACCESSORID = *STC*     NAME       = STARTED-TASKS             

TYPE       = GLOBAL    SIZE       =     4352  BYTES           

CREATED    = 08/31/93  00:00  LAST MOD   = 05/04/20  07:40    

...

STC        = AMSSAENB  ACID       = AMSSAENB       

STC        = AMSSTCMS  ACID       = AMSSTCMS       

... 

STC        = T4ZSTC    ACID       = T4ZSTC       

... 

STC        = ZWESASTC  ACID       = ZWESASTC     

STC        = ZWESLSTC  ACID       = ZWESLSTC     

STC        = ZWEXMSTC  ACID       = ZWEXMSTC     

... 

***    

        

The STC names used by Brightside are:
AMSSAENB

API Audit Log for Zowe when run as a started task.
AMSSTCMS

API State Monitor for Zowe when run as a started task
T4ZSTC

Test4z, a service that lets you search, compare, copy, and update data sets, when run as a started task
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ZWESASTC
Started task JCL for the cross memory Auxiliary server

ZWESLSTC
TJCL to start Zowe

ZWEXMSTC
JCL to start the Zowe cross memory server

Individual ACIDs for each of the Started Tasks must be used to provide accountability.
2. Determine if the Brightside Started Tasks are defined in the output of the listing as Started Tasks. The associated ACID

should be the name of the Started Task. Run the following report to display the individual Started Task ACIDs:

TSS LIST(STC_acid) DATA(ALL)

          

STC_acid
The name of the Brightside Started Task ACID being verified

3. Review the STC LID listing and verify the following guidance. If any of the following guidance is not true, your
organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding
– You will have up to six ACIDs assigned to started tasks. It is recommended that the names for the ACIDs be the

same as their started tasks, which are: AMSSAENB, AMSSTCMS, and T4ZSTC.
– All should be defined with a facility of STC; they should have no other facilities
– All should have USS access, which means its ACID will have values for the following parameters: UID, HOME,

OMVSPGM, GROUP, and DFLTGRP.
– All should have the PROTECTED attribute.

Remediate Audit Finding

The Information System Security Officer (ISSO) and the system programmer for Brightside must ensure that a product's
Started Task(s) is properly defined.

1. Ensure that a product's started tasks are properly defined to the ESM. Most product installation documentation
indicates how the started task is identified and notes any additional attributes that must be specified.
Enter the following commands to create the Brightside started task ACID. This example shows the attributes that
should be specified for a Brightside task ACID, using the PROTECTED attribute.
Example:

TSS CREATE(T4ZSTC) TYPE(USER) NAME('BRIGHTSIDE TEST4Z ACID') - 

DEPT(dept) FAC(STC) PROTECTED

        

In this example, T4ZSTC is the STC ACID. You may do the same to create AMSSAENB and AMSSTCMS ACIDs.
2. Enter the following commands to define the T4ZSTC ACID to OMVS, where “n” represents a unique number for UID:

TSS ADD(T4ZSTC) UID(n) HOME(/) OMVSPGM(/bin/sh)

TSS ADD(T4ZSTC) GROUP(OMVSGRP) DFLTGRP(OMVSGRP)

TSS MODIFY OMVSTABS 

          

3. Add the STC ACID to the STC record. In this example, T4ZSTC is the STC being defined and T4ZSTC is also the
ACID under which the STC will be running: >

TSS ADD(STC) PROCN(T4ZSTC) ACID(T4ZSTC)

   

Perform this step for each of the Brightside Started Tasks.
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4. Run the following report to verify the Brightside Started Task ACIDs are listed as started tasks:

TSS LIST(STC) DATA(ALL)

Ensuring Brightside started tasks are properly defined reduces risk and exposure to the organization.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000764

CCI: CCI-000764

Published Date: 2009-09-17

Definition: The information system uniquely identifies and authenticates
organizational users (or processes acting on behalf of
organizational users)

Type: Technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 :: CM-5 (6)
NIST SP 800-53A :: CM-5 (6).1
NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 :: CM-5 (6)

STIG Articles by Finding for RACF
Access and implement Broadcom guidance by using a high-level overview of Brightside STIG articles for RACF.

This article provides a high-level overview of Brightside for RACF STIG articles. Select the specific Broadcom STIG ID to
assess and implement the guidance.

• Severity 1:  High
• Severity 2:  Medium
• Severity 3:  Low

To manage your STIG implementation, download this Excel spreadsheet.

Broadcom STIG ID Title Description

BBRSR001
Severity 1

Protect APF-authorized Load Modules
and Libraries

Presents  how to identify your APF load library data sets that
are not properly protected and how to remove access from
unauthorized user IDs, and ensure access is logged in accordance
with the procedure in this article. It also shows how to ensure
appropriate program control is in place.

BBRSR002
Severity 2

Protect Installation Data Sets Presents how to identify your installation data sets that are not
properly protected and how to remove inappropriate access from
unauthorized user IDs.

BBRSR003
Severity 2

Protect Configuration Data Set Presents how to identify whether your Brightside configuration files
are properly protected and how to remove inappropriate access
from unauthorized user IDs.
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Broadcom STIG ID Title Description

BBRSR004
Severity 2

Protect Started Tasks The organization must ensure all required Brightside started
tasks are properly and individually defined to RACF. This topic
presents how to identify your started tasks that are not properly
defined and issue the proper commands to correct this.

STIG ID - BBRSR001: Protect APF-authorized Load Modules and Libraries
Use RACF commands to identify your APF load library data sets that are not properly protected, remove access from
unauthorized user IDs, and ensure access is logged.

Severity: 1 - High

Load modules that possess significant capacity to perform or bypass system and security controls need to be
appropriately protected. These load modules may reside in the Authorized Program Facility list (APF). Unauthorized use
of these modules could result in the compromise of the operating system environment, External Security Manager (ESM),
applications, and customer data.

The organization must ensure that update or greater access to all APF-authorized libraries is limited to system
programmers based upon documented roles performed. Additionally, the organization must ensure that all update or
greater access is logged. In order to reduce risk, greater than read access to such load libraries should only be authorized
during times of approved change.

This STIG article shows how to identify your APF load library data sets that are not properly protected and how to remove
access from unauthorized user IDs, and ensure access is logged in accordance with the procedure in this article. It also
shows how to ensure appropriate program control is in place.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete these steps to determine whether you should consider remediation:

1. Generate the reports to display who has access to Brightside APF load library data set(s). While it is not a best
practice, some organizations may include copying some or all of the APF-authorized modules in these libraries to
other system libraries already in the APF. Ensure you have identified all relevant libraries, and issue the following
commands under TSO:

LISTDSD DATASET(Brightside load library data set name) ALL

LISTDSD DATASET(Brightside load library data set name) ALL GENERIC

        

Brightside APF library data set name
Specifies the name of the Brightside APF load library as installed

2. Use the following method to ensure logging for update or greater access is granted to APF load library data sets: The
product displays who has access to Brightside APF load library data sets, either through discrete or generic data set
profiles
Example output:

INFORMATION FOR DATASET Brightside data set name (G)    

                                                          

 LEVEL  OWNER    UNIVERSAL ACCESS   WARNING   ERASE       

 -----  -------- ----------------   -------   -----       

  00    SYSADM          NONE          NO      NO          

                                                          

 AUDITING                                                 

 --------                                                 
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 FAILURES(READ)                                           

                                                          

 NOTIFY                                                         

 --------                                                       

 NO USER TO BE NOTIFIED                                         

                                                                

 YOUR ACCESS  CREATION GROUP  DATASET TYPE                      

 -----------  --------------  ------------                      

    ALTER        SYS1           NON-VSAM                        

                                                                

 GLOBALAUDIT                                                    

 -----------                                                    

  NONE                                                          

                                                                

 NO INSTALLATION DATA                                           

                                                                

               SECURITY LEVEL                                   

 ------------------------------------------                     

 NO SECURITY LEVEL                                              

                                                                

 CATEGORIES                                                     

 ----------                                                     

 NO CATEGORIES                                                  

                                                                

 SECLABEL                                                       

 --------                                                       

 NO SECLABEL                                                    

                                                                

 CREATION DATE  LAST REFERENCE DATE  LAST CHANGE DATE           

 (DAY) (YEAR)        (DAY) (YEAR)      (DAY) (YEAR)             

 -------------  -------------------  ----------------           

  177    21      NOT APPLICABLE FOR GENERIC PROFILE             

 ALTER COUNT  CONTROL COUNT  UPDATE COUNT  READ COUNT                           

 -----------  -------------  ------------  ----------                           

 NOT APPLICABLE FOR GENERIC PROFILE                                             

                                                                                

    ID     ACCESS                                                               

 --------  -------                                                              

 NO ENTRIES IN STANDARD ACCESS LIST                                             

                                                                                

    ID    ACCESS   CLASS                ENTITY NAME                             

 -------- ------- -------- ---------------------------------------------------- 

 NO ENTRIES IN CONDITIONAL ACCESS LIST            

  

        

The full list of active APF-authorized libraries can be displayed using the z/OS console command:
D PROG,APF

This command can be used to verify the active Brightside APF data set names against the installation list.
The Global Access Table (GAT) entries can be displayed using the TSO command:

RLIST GLOBAL DATASET
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3. View the reports to identify all user IDs with access to Brightside APF-authorized load library data sets.
– If update or greater access to APF load libraries is limited only to responsible z/OS system programmers, based

upon documented assigned roles, and only authorized during times of approved change, your organization does
not have an audit finding.

– If any other user ID is found with greater than read access to Brightside APF load library data sets, your
organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

– If there is default access (UACC) of READ or greater, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit
Finding.

– If there are any entries made within the RACF Global Access Table (GAT) of READ or greater, your organization
has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

– If the RACF data set settings for Brightside APF load libraries do not specify logging for any update or greater
access, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Limit all access greater than "read" to time frames of approved changes, and reduce that access to read only outside of
approved change windows, including for system programmers:

1. Review your organization's access authorization to  Brightside APF load library data sets and evaluate the impact of
removing access from user IDs.

2. Set the UACC to NONE and remove access to the Brightside relevant load library data set permissions for each user
ID that should not have access to them:

ALTDSD Brightside library data set profile name UACC(NONE)

PERMIT Brightside library data set profile name DELETE ID(user ID)          

          

user ID
Specifies the user ID of the userid/group from which access is being revoked.

Brightside library data set name
Specifies the name of the Brightside APF load library as installed.

The product confirms your change.
3. If a data set is in the Global Access Table (GAT), use the following method to remove it:

– Use RALTER to remove any data sets from the GAT:

  RALTER GLOBAL DATASET DELMEM(Brightside data set name)

      

Brightside library data set name
Specifies the name of the Brightside load library as installed.

4. Use the following method to ensure logging for update or greater access is granted to APF load library data sets:
– Use ALTDSD to specify auditing for any access greater than READ to the data sets

ALTDSD  Brightside data set name  GLOBALAUDIT(ALL(UPDATE,ALTER,CONTROL))

        

Brightside Load data set name
Specifies the name of the Brightside load library as installed.

5. Re-issue the LISTDSD commands to verify that the APF Brightside load library data set access no longer exists for
unauthorized user IDs:

LISTDSD DATASET(Brightside library data set name) ALL

LISTDSD DATASET(Brightside library data set name) ALL GENERIC
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APF Load library data set name
Specifies the name of Brightside load library as installed.

Output should confirm that Brightside load library data set access no longer exists for unauthorized user IDs.
6. Reissue the commands in step 1 of “Identify Audit Finding” to ensure the changes have taken place.

Ensuring APF load library data sets are properly protected reduces risk and exposures to the organization, and ensures
that the mainframe is not compromised by exploitation of APF load libraries and modules.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000213, CCI-002234

CCI: CCI-000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for
logical access to information and system resources in accordance
with applicable access control policies.

Type: Technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 :: AC-3
NIST SP 800-53A :: AC-3.1
NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 :: AC-3

CCI: CCI-002234

Published Date: 2013-06-24

Definition: The information system audits the execution of privileged
functions.

Type: Technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 :: AC-6 (9)

STIG ID - BBRSR002: Protect Installation Data Sets
Use RACF commands to identify your installation data sets that are not properly protected, and remove inappropriate
access from unauthorized user IDs.

Severity: 2 - Medium

Brightside installation data sets can use privileged functions and have access to sensitive data. Failure to properly restrict
access to these data sets could result in violating the integrity of the base product, which could result in compromising the
operating system or sensitive data.

The organization must ensure that write or greater access to Brightside installation data sets is limited to only the
responsible system programmers who perform the installation and upgrade of the software product. The Mainframe
cybersecurity team must also ensure that access is granted only during limited periods of approved installation and
upgrade projects and all access greater than read is logged. Read access can be given to auditors, security team, and
automation team users. All update or greater access must be logged.
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The system programmers who are responsible for the product must identify and document the product data sets and
categorize them according to who requires write or greater access, and if required, ensure that all write or greater access
is logged. The system programmer must identify if any additional users or groups require write or allocate access for
specific data sets. Once documented, the system programmer must work with the Mainframe LPAR level cybersecurity
team to ensure that the resources are properly restricted within the External Security Manager (ESM) active on the
system.

This STIG article shows how to identify your installation data sets that are not properly protected and how to remove
inappropriate access from unauthorized user IDs.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete the following steps to determine whether you should consider remediation:

1. Issue commands to display who has access to Brightside installation data sets. Ensure you have identified all relevant
libraries, and issue the following commands under TSO:

LISTDSD DATASET(Brightside installation data set name) ALL

LISTDSD DATASET(Brightside installation data set name) ALL GENERIC     

        

Brightside installation data set name
Specifies the name of the Brightside installation data set to be reported. The product displays who has access to
the Brightside installation data sets.

Example Output

 INFORMATION FOR DATASET yourhlq.A9M* (G)    

                                                          

 LEVEL  OWNER    UNIVERSAL ACCESS   WARNING   ERASE       

 -----  -------- ----------------   -------   -----       

  00    SYSADM          NONE          NO      NO          

                                                          

 AUDITING                                                 

 --------                                                 

 FAILURES(READ)                                           

                                                          

 NOTIFY                                                         

 --------                                                       

 NO USER TO BE NOTIFIED                                         

                                                                

 YOUR ACCESS  CREATION GROUP  DATASET TYPE                      

 -----------  --------------  ------------                      

    ALTER        SYS1           NON-VSAM                        

                                                                

 GLOBALAUDIT                                                    

 -----------                                                    

  NONE                                                          

                                                                

 NO INSTALLATION DATA                                           

                                                                

               SECURITY LEVEL                                   

 ------------------------------------------                     

 NO SECURITY LEVEL                                              
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 CATEGORIES                                                     

 ----------                                                     

 NO CATEGORIES                                                  

                                                                

 SECLABEL                                                       

 --------                                                       

 NO SECLABEL                                                    

                                                                

 CREATION DATE  LAST REFERENCE DATE  LAST CHANGE DATE           

 (DAY) (YEAR)        (DAY) (YEAR)      (DAY) (YEAR)             

 -------------  -------------------  ----------------           

  177    21      NOT APPLICABLE FOR GENERIC PROFILE             

 ALTER COUNT  CONTROL COUNT  UPDATE COUNT  READ COUNT                           

 -----------  -------------  ------------  ----------                           

 NOT APPLICABLE FOR GENERIC PROFILE                                             

                                                                                

    ID     ACCESS                                                               

 --------  -------                                                              

 NO ENTRIES IN STANDARD ACCESS LIST                                             

                                                                                

    ID    ACCESS   CLASS                ENTITY NAME                             

 -------- ------- -------- ---------------------------------------------------- 

 NO ENTRIES IN CONDITIONAL ACCESS LIST   

        

2. View the reports to identify all user IDs with access to Brightside installation data sets.
3. Verify that access to the Brightside installation data sets is properly restricted. If any of the following guidance is not

true, your organization has an audit finding. For more information, see the Remediate Audit Finding.
– The ESM data set access authorizations restrict read access to auditors, Brightside users, and Brightside STC or

batch users.
– No READ or above default access (UACC).
– No READ or above access found in the RACF Global Access Table for these resources.
– The ESM data set access authorizations restrict update or greater access to the responsible product systems

programming or automation team personnel.
– The ESM data set settings should specify that all update or greater accesses are setup to be logged.

Remediate Audit Finding

Remove excessive access from users, UIDs, or roles.

1. Review your organization's access authorization to Brightside installation data sets and evaluate the impact of
removing access from unauthorized user IDs. A user ID can be either an individual user or a group profile connected
to multiple users.

2. Set the UACC to NONE and remove the Brightside installation data set access for each user ID that should not have
access to Brightside installation data sets:

ALTDSD data set name UACC(NONE)

PERMIT data set name DELETE ID(user ID)   

        

user ID
Specifies the user ID of the user or profile from which access is being revoked.
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data set name
Specifies the name of the Brightside installation data set.

The product confirms your change.
3. Ensure logging for update or greater access is granted to Brightside installation data sets:

– Use ALTDSD to audit any greater than READ access to the data sets:

ALTDSD  data set name  GLOBALAUDIT(ALL(UPDATE,ALTER,CONTROL))

            

data set name
Specifies the name of the Brightside installation data set.

4. Re-issue the LISTDSD commands to verify that the Brightside installation data set access no longer exists for
unauthorized user IDs:

LISTDSD DATASET(data set name) ALL

LISTDSD DATASET(data set name) ALL GENERIC 

        

data set name
Specifies the name of the Brightside installation data set that is being verified.

Output should confirm that Brightside installation data set access no longer exists for user IDs.

Ensuring product installation data sets are properly protected reduces risk and exposures to the organization.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000213, CCI-002234

CCI: CCI-000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for
logical access to information and system resources in accordance
with applicable access control policies.

Type: Technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 :: AC-3
NIST SP 800-53A :: AC-3.1
NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 :: AC-3

CCI: CCI-002234

Published Date: 2013-06-24

Definition: The information system audits the execution of privileged
functions.

Type: Technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 :: AC-6 (9)
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STIG ID - BBRSR003: Protect Configuration Data Set
Use RACF commands to identify whether your Brightside configuration files are properly protected, and remove
inappropriate access from unauthorized user IDs.

Severity: 2 - Medium

The various parameters, settings, and configurations used by Brightside are sensitive production data that are necessary
to ensure the product works properly and sensitive data is routed to the proper destinations. They are kept in the USS
directories designated for Brightside in files with names ending in .yml particularly including application.yml. Failure to
properly restrict access to these files could result in loss or exposure of critical data.

The organization must ensure that UNIX write or greater access to these files is limited to only the responsible system
programmers and Brightside administrators who perform the organizational responsibilities for managing the Brightside
environment. Read access can be given to auditors and to users with valid business justification for viewing the
configuration.

The system programmers and Brightside administrators who are responsible for the product must identify and document
the Brightside configuration files. Once documented, the Mainframe LPAR level cybersecurity team ensures that the
resources are properly restricted.

This STIG article shows how to identify whether your Brightside configuration files are properly protected and how to
remove inappropriate access from unauthorized user IDs.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete the following steps to determine whether you should consider remediation:

1. Issue the following USS shell command in each Brightside directory where files are located with a suffix of .yml in their
names:

  ls -l     

        

2. View the reports to identify whether the permission bits for group or all are set to allow write access. Only “owner”
permission bits allow for other than read access. If anyone else has more than read access your organization has a
finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.

Remediate Audit Finding

Remove excessive access from users or profiles.

1. Review your organization's access authorization to Brightside configuration files and evaluate the impact of removing
access from unauthorized user IDs

2. Issue this shell command in each directory where Brightside .yml files are located.

CHMOD 644 .yml configuration file name   

        

3. Issue this shell command to verify the change was successful:

ls -l

        

Output should confirm that Brightside configuration file access no longer exists for user IDs.

Ensuring product installation data sets are properly protected reduces risk and exposures to the organization.
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Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000213, CCI-002234

CCI: CCI-000213

Published Date: 2009-09-14

Definition: The information system enforces approved authorizations for
logical access to information and system resources in accordance
with applicable access control policies.

Type: Technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 :: AC-3
NIST SP 800-53A :: AC-3.1
NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 :: AC-3

CCI: CCI-002234

Published Date: 2013-06-24

Definition: The information system audits the execution of privileged
functions.

Type: Technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 :: AC-6 (9)

STIG ID - BBRSR004: Protect Started Tasks
Use RACF commands to identify your started tasks that are not properly defined to RACF, and issue the proper
commands to correct this.

Severity: 2 - Medium

There are up to six Brightside-related tasks that may be run as either batch JCL or started tasks (STCs). If any or all of
them are run as STCs, it is important that they be defined with specific resource access. By defining the started tasks
as user IDs to the system External Security Manager (ESM), Brightside allows the ESM to control the access. Failure to
properly control these capabilities could compromise the operating system environment, ESM, and customer data.

The organization must ensure all required Brightside started tasks are properly and individually defined to RACF.

This STIG article shows how to identify your started tasks that are not properly defined and issue the proper commands to
correct this.

Identify Audit Finding

Complete the following steps to determine whether you should consider remediation:

1. Run the following report to display the Brightside started task:

RLIST STARTED * STDATA NORACF      

        

The product displays the Brightside started tasks, allowing you to browse for the Brightside ones.
Example output:
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.

.

.

 CLASS      NAME               

 -----      ----               

 STARTED    T4ZSTC.* (G)      

                               

 STDATA INFORMATION            

 ------------------            

 USER= T4ZSTC

 GROUP= STCGROUP               

 TRUSTED= NO                   

 PRIVILEGED= NO                

 TRACE= NO                     

.

.

.                            

        

The STC names used by Brightside are:
AMSSAENB

API Audit Log for Zowe when run as a started task.
AMSSTCMS

API State Monitor for Zowe when run as a started task
T4ZSTC

Test4z, a service that lets you search, compare, copy, and update data sets, when run as a started task.
ZWESASTC

Started task JCL for the cross memory Auxiliary server
ZWESLSTC

TJCL to start Zowe
ZWEXMSTC

JCL to start the Zowe cross memory server
Individual User IDs for each of the Started Tasks must be used to provide accountability.

2. Determine if the Brightside Started Tasks are defined in the output of the listing as Started Tasks. The associated user
ID should be the name of the Started Task. Run the following report to display the individual Started Task user IDs:

LISTUSER STC_user_ID TSO OMVS

          

STC_user_ID
The name of the Brightside Started Task user ID being verified

3. Review the STC user ID listing and verify the following guidance. If any of the following guidance is not true, your
organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
– All defined with USS.

4. Review the STARTED resource record that maps to each user ID and verify the following guidance. If any of the
following guidance is not true, your organization has an audit finding. See Remediate Audit Finding.
– Defined with NOPRIVILEGED and NOTRUSTED attributes..
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Remediate Audit Finding

The Information System Security Officer (ISSO) and the system programmer for Brightside must ensure that a product's
Started Task(s) is properly defined.

1. Ensure that a product's started task(s) is/are properly defined to the ESM. Most product installation documentation
indicates how the started task is identified and notes any additional attributes that must be specified.
The following example shows the attributes that should be specified for the Brightside task's user ID, given the
PROTECTED attribute by specifying NOPASSWORD.
Example:

ADDUSER T4ZSTC DFLTGRP(STCGROUP) OWNER(STCADMIN) NOPASSWORD

        

In this example, T4ZSTC is the STC user ID. Replace T4ZSTC with the Brightside STC user ID you are protecting.
2. Add the a STARTED record for the STC ACID In this example, T4ZSTC is the STC being defined and T4ZSTC is also

the user ID under which the STC will be running, and then add the NOPRIVILEGED and NOTRUSTED attributes to it:

RDEFINE STARTED T4ZSTC.* UACC(NONE) STDATA(USER(T4ZSTC) GROUP(STCGROUP))

RALTER STARTED T4ZSTC.* STDATA(NOPRIVILEGED NOTRUSTED)

  

Do this for each of the Brightside Started Tasks.
3. Run the following report to verify the Brightside Started Task LIDs are listed as a started task:

RLIST STARTED * STDATA NORACF

        

Ensuring Brightside started tasks are properly defined reduces risk and exposure to the organization.

Control Correlation Identifier

A Control Correlation Identifier (CCI) list provides a standard identifier and description for each of the singular, actionable
statements that comprise a control or best practice. The following CCIs are related to this STIG. For more information, see
the National Institute of Standards and Technology website.

CCIs: CCI-000764

CCI: CCI-000764

Published Date: 2009-09-17

Definition: The information system uniquely identifies and authenticates
organizational users (or processes acting on behalf of
organizational users)

Type: Technical

References: NIST SP 800-53 :: CM-5 (6)
NIST SP 800-53A :: CM-5 (6).1
NIST SP 800-53 Revision 4 :: CM-5 (6)
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Additional Resources
Review educational resources, product references, and support information for Brightside.

This article provides resources to assist you in maximizing your product experience, including information about
education, webcasts, product support resources, and product maintenance.

Education and Training

Use the following links to learn more about this product:

• Brightside: Support Offering 100
The Brightside: Support Offering 100 course articulates the business value of Brightside, describes Zowe and its
components, as well as Code4z, Eclipse Che, and Test4z, and their corresponding installation procedures.
– Code: 06BRS10030
– Title: Brightside Installation Overview 100
– Duration: 45 Minutes

• Mainframe Software Education
The Brightside Installation Overview course explains the Brightside subscription offering, including details about
Brightside components, how to obtain the software, how to prepare for the installation, and what to do if you need help.
– Code: 06BRS10020
– Title: Brightside Installation Overview 100
– Duration: 20 Minutes

• Broadcom Technologies YouTube channel
Watch videos about Brightside and other Broadcom products.

• Accessing Broadcom Mainframe Product Education: Quick Reference

Product Support

To view product details, go to Broadcom Support, under Software select Mainframe Software, All Products, search by
product name, and select Product Details.

Maintenance

• Brightside Compatibilities
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Maintenance Solutions List
• Recommended Service for z/OS (CARS)
• Migrate SMP/E Environments into z/OSMF

NOTE
For migration assistance and access to z/OSMF trainings from Broadcom, see z/OSMF Migration.

• Mainframe Essentials Software Risk Assessment video
• Broadcom Mainframe Product Lifecycle Page

Zowe CLI Web Help

Zowe CLI Web Help is an interactive browser-based help platform that you can download that contains a complete list of
the commands, objects, and options that you can use in the CLI.

• Download Interactive Browser Web Help (.Zip)
• Download Offline Reference (PDF)
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For information about using the help commands within the product, see Using CLI.

User Communities

Consult your peers, reach out to subject matter experts, and read the latest technical insights and information in our global
communities:

• Brightside Communities
• Brightside Slack workspace

NOTE
Broadcom does not officially support Slack workspaces. Slack workspaces are managed by the members of
the workspace community.

Social Media

Through the following Broadcom Mainframe Software channels, we share information that provides value to our
mainframe community, including events, blog posts, eBooks, analyst reports, and more:

• LinkedIn
• Twitter
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Documentation Legal Notice
This Documentation, which includes embedded help systems and electronically distributed materials, (hereinafter referred
to as the “Documentation”) is for your informational purposes only and is subject to change or withdrawal by Broadcom
at any time. This Documentation is proprietary information of Broadcom and may not be copied, transferred, reproduced,
disclosed, modified or duplicated, in whole or in part, without the prior written consent of Broadcom.

If you are a licensed user of the software product(s) addressed in the Documentation, you may print or otherwise make
available a reasonable number of copies of the Documentation for internal use by you and your employees in connection
with that software, provided that all Broadcom copyright notices and legends are affixed to each reproduced copy.

The right to print or otherwise make available copies of the Documentation is limited to the period during which the
applicable license for such software remains in full force and effect. Should the license terminate for any reason, it is your
responsibility to certify in writing to Broadcom that all copies and partial copies of the Documentation have been returned
to Broadcom or destroyed.

TO THE EXTENT PERMITTED BY APPLICABLE LAW, BROADCOM PROVIDES THIS DOCUMENTATION “AS
IS” WITHOUT WARRANTY OF ANY KIND, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF
MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, OR NONINFRINGEMENT. IN NO EVENT WILL
BROADCOM BE LIABLE TO YOU OR ANY THIRD PARTY FOR ANY LOSS OR DAMAGE, DIRECT OR INDIRECT,
FROM THE USE OF THIS DOCUMENTATION, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION, LOST PROFITS, LOST
INVESTMENT, BUSINESS INTERRUPTION, GOODWILL, OR LOST DATA, EVEN IF BROADCOM IS EXPRESSLY
ADVISED IN ADVANCE OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH LOSS OR DAMAGE.

The use of any software product referenced in the Documentation is governed by the applicable license agreement and
such license agreement is not modified in any way by the terms of this notice.

The manufacturer of this Documentation is Broadcom Inc.

Provided with “Restricted Rights.” Use, duplication or disclosure by the United States Government is subject to the
restrictions set forth in FAR Sections 12.212, 52.227-14, and 52.227-19(c)(1) - (2) and DFARS Section 252.227-7014(b)
(3), as applicable, or their successors.

Copyright © 2005–2023 Broadcom. All Rights Reserved. The term “Broadcom” refers to Broadcom Inc. and/or its
subsidiaries. All trademarks, trade names, service marks, and logos referenced herein belong to their respective
companies.
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